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Standardizing Printed Circuit Materials
Precision Transistor Test Equipment
Analog Computing by Heat Transfer
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Type JL Ceramic

Actual Size

3301 to 5000 MMF

RMC
ISO

2001 so 3300 MMF
1501 to 2000 MMF

801 to 1500 MMF

331 to

00 MMF
220 t

330 MMF

The Ideal Cost -Saving Replacement for

Paper or General Purpose Mica Capacitors
Type JL DISCAPS, the result of extensive research
in the
RMC Technical Ceramic Laboratories, afford exceptional
stability throughout an extended temperature range. The
maximum capacity change between -60°
+125° C is
only ± 7.5 ó of capacity at 25° C. Type CJLand
DISCAPS are
available in tolerances of +10% or ±20%. Standard
working
voltage is 1000 V.D.C.
Manufactured in a wide range of capacities, Type
JL
DISCAPS offer the advantages of longer life, dependability,
and lower initial cost. Their smaller size and greater mechanical strength provide additional economies in assembly
line
operations.
It will pay you to investigate the advantages of using Type
JL DISCAPS as replacements for paper or general purpose
mica capacitors. Your inquiry is invited.

SPECIFICATIONS
POWER FACTOR: 1% max.
C K C (initial)
POWER FACTOR: 2.5% max. tîi 1K
C, after humidity
WORKING VOLTAGE: 1000 V.D.C.
TEST VOLTAGE (FLASH): 2000 V.D.C.
LEADS: No. 22 tinned copper (.026 dia.)
INSULATION: Durez phenolic -vacuum waxed
INITIAL LEAKAGE RESISTANCE: Guaranteed
higher than 7500
megohms
AFTER HUMIDITY LEAKAGE RESISTANCE:
Guaranteed higher than
1000 megohms
CAPACITY TOLERANCE: ± 10%
± 20% at 25° C
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SEND FOR SAMPLES AND TECHNICAL DATA
DISCAP
CERAMIC
CONDENSERS

RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATIOPI
GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 N. California Ave.,
Chicago 18, III.

FACTORIES AT CHICAGO, ILL. AND ATTICA,
IND.
DISTRIBUTORS:

Contact Jobbers
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Sales Co., 146 Broadway, Paterson
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FEBRUARY, 1954
FRONT COVER: COLOR TV IN PRODUCTION- Indicative of the concentrated effort with which the TV industry
hos undertaken to start color TV on the way to becoming a commercial reality are the representative pictures
of equipment being manufactured by four companies. Raytheon assembler (upper right) is shown working on the
underside of a color set. Pilot production line at CBS -Columbia (lower right) is turning out TV signal and
power chassis for receiving color pictures. For the broadcaster, an RCA color TV camera (lower left) is inspected at end of assembly line. Large -size color picture tubes made by Chromatic TV Labs. undergo final
inspection before shipment. For a picture story of how RCA makes color tubes, see page 89. More color news
is

given on page 13.

Totals: Electronic Engineering Salaries; Radio -TV Production
As We Go to Press
The Great Job Done by NTSC
W. Hannahs, J. Coffioux, N. Stein
Standardization of Printed Circuit Materials
M Soria
R
Power Rating of R -F Coaxial Cables
Johnson,
D.
Humez,
Knoghf,
G.
Jr.
Precision Transistor Test Equipment
Richard 8. Schulz
Evaluating Shielded Enclosures
Low -Pass Duplexing System for High- Frequency Pulse Transmitters

....
R

William

L.

Hartsfield and Richard Silberstein

FOSDIC- Sensing Device for Computers
Transistorized Wrist -Radio
Cues for Broadcasters

Diode Noise Generator for UHF Measurements
William

K. Squires

Effective Permeability of Cylindrical Iron Cores
Page from an Engineer's Notebook -No. 24

and Harold
Raymond

Filter Element Nomographs

L.
E.

3
13

65
68
71

72
75

76
78
79
80

Newman

82

Lafferty

84
87

Ralph Davidson

Manufacturing Color -TV Tubes
Curve- Tracer Test Set for Vacuum Tubes
Self -Shielding PM Focus Units
System for Making 3 -D Vectorcardiograms

Glenn D. Gillett

89
9p
93
95
96

Charles A. Strom, Jr. and Joseph A. Fontoni

98

Dr. Paul H. Savef

101

Elmer H. Niehaus
S.

L.

High -Efficiency AM Radiation from High Television Towers
Application of Integrator Type Signal Enhancers

Analog Computing by Heat Transfer
"Raydist" Applied to Off -Shore Exploration

Reiches and R. O. Gray

....

Charles

E.

Hastings

114

DEPARTMENTS
18

Coming Events

20
56

Tele -Tips

Patents
Radarscope

66
108

Washington News Letter

New Equipment
News of Manufacturers' Reps
Personal

Bulletins
Industry News

101

144
163
187
190

Inc. M. Clements, President; M. H. Newton, Assistant to President; John J. Borghi,
Vice President and Secretary; Marguerite B. Clements, Treasurer. Acceptance under Section 34.64 Postal Lows and Regulations authorized at Bristol, Conn.,
a
copy.
Annual Subscription Rotes: United States and Possessions: $7.00; Canada: $8.00;
N.
Y.
75c
York,
at
New
entry
February 8, 1952 with additional
All Other Countries: $10.00. Please give title, position and company connection when subscribing. Copyright by Caldwell -Clements, Inc., 1954. Printed in U.S.A.

TELE. TECH, Vol. 13, No. 2. Published monthly by Caldwell. Clements,

CALDWELL -CLEMENTS, Inc.
Publication Office, Bristol, Conn.

Editorial /Business Offices 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y., Tel. Plaza 9 -7880
Publishers also of MART and TECHNICIAN
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
Because of increases in

TELE- TECH'S CIRCULATION, 21,000
circulation which obviously cannot be shown in current audited statements, advertisers should disregard any comparison based on
a previous period or any that fails to show TELE- TECH'S guaranteed circulation of 21,000.
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Engineering is
Achieved in the Functional
Design of Toroidal Decades
A New Level in

This unique development permitting precision

toroids to be combined in decade steps of inductance

will appeal to all engineers who

are

familiar with the disadvantages of the ordinary
type of inductance decade box.
All the decade units in the plug -in decade series are higher Q toroids such
as are

employed in the Burnell attenu-

ation filters. They are guaranteed to

a

tolerance of táó of the marked induc-

_

tance and have extremely good stability

of inductance vs. voltage and tempera-

.
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PLUG -IN DECADE COILS

CAN ALSO BE DESIGNED
WITH SPECIAL

\\I11

CHARACTERISTICS FOR
SLIGHT EXTRA CHARGE.
UNITS GENERALLY
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

1111
1E11

1101

ARE AS FOLLOWS:

\ 1111

11V

1111

P.I.D.
P.I.D. 2
P.I.D. 3
P.I.D. 4
P.I.D. 8
I

1111

1I11
1I11

"

ß/ r4u

"

P.I.D. 30
P.I.D. 40
P.I.D. 80

P.I.D. 100 MHYS
P.I.D. 200
"
P.I.D. 300
"

SIDE BAND FILTERS

Our most recent engineering development in communications
filters has already stirred the interest of the leading receiver manufacturers in the country.
The new side band filters which eliminate, for most applications, the necessity for expensive crystal filters are expected to
accelerate the advancement of single side band communications.

P.1.0.
P.I.D.
P.I.D.
P.I.D.

400

"

800

"

1000 MHYS

2000
"
P.I.D. 3000
"
P.I.D.4000
"
P.I.D. 8000
"
P.I.D. 10000 MHYS
P.I.D. 20000
"
P.I.D. 30000

MINIATURE TELEMETERING FILTERS

In recognizing the need for miniaturization of the presently
bulky telemetering equipment, our engineering staff has succeeded
in reducing the size of telemetering filters to as little as 25 to 50%
of the original volume.

P.1.0. 40000

SUB MINIATURE TOROIDS
Toroids for intermediate frequencies of IOOKC to 1 megacycle. A wide variety of coils ranging in size from % inch provides
high Q in the frequency range betweeen audio and RF.
The tiny toroid about the size of a dime has been welcomed

P.I.D. 80000

`Also available in P.I.D: H Type
for higher frequency range.

by designers of sub miniature electronic equipment for the transistor, guided missile and printed circuit field.
Literature for dl the above available on request
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page catalog 102A
See us at the
R E show booth 678 Kingsbridge
Armory, N. Y. City, March 22- 23- 24 -25,
16
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YONKERS

Exclusive Manufacturers of Communications Network Components
2

"

P.I.D. IO (MHYS)*
P.I.D. 20

OTHER RECENT
sie ACHIEVEMEN is
IN TOROIDS AND FILTER NETWORKS

Write for new and enlarged
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Electronic Engineering Salaries
Salary Distribution of Electronic Engineering Graduates
Salary
above

1949
grad.

1950
grad.

11 %

29%

1951

grad.

1952
grad.

1953
grad.

9%

$7500
$6500

9%

5%

$5500

56%

57%

$4500

90%

96%

30%
97%

15%

$3400

100%

100%

100%

100%

96%

55 %.

38

Salary Range
1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

$6700

8400

7400

6000

4800

Average

5500

6000

5350

4750

4250

Median

5600

5900

5100

4500

4400

Lowest

4400

4200

4300

4000

3350

Highest

Monthly Starting Salary

Highest

Average
Lowest

O

N

J

D

F

M

A

M

J

J

1952

1953

1949
$295

330

400

430

390

252

270

310

325

355

260

265

285

Employment locet on:
Calif. (Bay areal -20%
Calif. (LA. areal -36%
Calif. (other)- 9%
"East" (outside Calif.)-19%
Changed positions once or oftener-17%
Taking or having taken graduate work-16%
Membership in the Institute of Radio En-

Type of employer:

Aircraft )electronics)-25.5%
Electronic equipment mfg.-21.5%

Federal and State Govt.-17.8%
Radio equipment and broadcasting-15.0%
Instrument mfg.-8.2%
Armed Services -6.6 %
Utilities and Oil companies-3.3%
Sales organizations-1.7%
Non radio-electronics--.8%

gineers-87 %

Alternator b Voltage Control

Amplifiers
Anodes

Antenna Assys
Batteries
Bells, electrical
Cable
Components, autopilot
Components, radio set
Components, vector magnetometer
Connector Assys
Connectors, plug
Control Equipment
Crystal Units

TELE -TECH

$42,368
365,849
345,865
111,144
164,436
259,991
106,500
527,208
1,152,413
153,059
114,805
39,851
109,174
549,683
29,033

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

92,143
Digitalized Readout Equipment
47,500
Diodes, germanium
4,504,667
Flight Simulators
271,323
Frequency Meters
1,756,813
Generator Sets
43,793
Generators and Regulators ...
45,462
Ignition Analyzer Kits
105,768
Ignition Harness Assys
250,116
Indicators
804,489
Inverters
48,750
Loudspeakers, Magnetic
150,000
Mobile Trainers
1,257,615
Motors
31,400
Paper, electro- sensitive recording
95,276
Parts, electro -motor
27,641
Parts, turbo -generator

February 1954
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800
700
W
600 >

5000i
400

LV

300
200
100

Broadcast Stations in U.S.
AM
2446

537

136

65

209

9

Under Construction
ICPs)

TV
VHF

FM

233
120
69
145
280
75

Pending

UHF

VHF
UHF

VHF
UHF

Radio & TV Receiver Production
Radio

TV

Home

December

Total

Battery
Auto
Clock
500,000

Year 1953
Jan. -Dec. inclusive

Total

7,400,000

500,000
141,000
325,000
75,000
1,041,000

4,510,000
Battery 1,851,000
Auto
5,085,000
2,095,000
Clock
13,541,000
Home

GOVERNMENT ELECTRONIC CONTRACT AWARDS
from
This list classifies and gives the value of electronic equipment selected
1953
December
in
agencies
procurement
by
government
contracts awarded
Actuators

000 ó
900 1-

undergraduate engineering school in the
eleven western states. There are well over
four -hundred undergraduate students in the
electrical and electronic engineering departments.

Applications

200

D

N

200 C
1100

eral," he explains.
"Of course, we are particularly proud of
the fact that 87% of our graduates are interested in their profession to the extent of
being members of the I.R.E." he adds, pointing out that Calif. Poly Is the third largest

Air

1951

ASO

1300

Prof. Clarence Radius, head of electronic
and radio engineering at State Polytechnic
College, San Luis Obispo, Cal., sends us some
interesting salary figures for electronic graduates in recent years.
"Since all of these engineering graduates
are engaged in electronics, these figures may
be somewhat more indicative of current trends
in the electronics industry, than recently published figures for electrical engineers In gen-

Stations on

1950

200

-

=_- TWAIIIMI

1111

iiINIMM

400

RECEIVER

RADIO & TELEVISION

1950-1953

RADIO SETS

500

Plotting Boards
Power Control Cubicle
Radio Compass Units
Radios, portable
Radio Set Controls
Rectifiers

Regulators, frequency
Resistors, Variable
Rheostats
Spectographs
Transducers, receiving elements

Transformers
Transmission System, range data
Tubes, electron
Vibration Analyzers
Welding Units, arc

32,500
32,531

44,179
31,786
29,640
205,894
92,400
77,741

28,084
51,681
9,191
120,809

40,907
800,281
37,732
28,802

3

r

ma\
...in important matters
such as the purchase of
TV broadcast equipment...

COMPAlk

BEFORE YOU DECIDE

If your station plans to begin television service, or go to high
power
Standard Electronics invites you to compare and decide

...

on a basis of cold facts.

...

Compare circuitry ... tube replacement costs
power consumption
ability to transmit color signals
operating simplicity ... eye appeal ... maintenance ... deliveries ... comparative

...

...

factors that truly decide which transmitter best serves your needs.

Comparison Chart of VHF High Power Transmitters (50 K III)
SE

AMPLIFIER DRIVES WITH 5 KW

*

AMPLIFIER WILL OPERATE WITH ANY MAKE DRIVER
SET

TUBE COSTICOMPLETE
FCC SPARES
AIR COOLED

Transmitter

B

Transmitter

C

Transmitter D

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

$6,138
$1,495

$11,625
$4,237

$13,230 (est)
$6,429 (est)

$9,250 (est)
$5,050 (est)

YES

YES

NO

NO

208/230

POWER LINE REQUIREMENTS
(at black level)

60 cy,

V

460 V
60 cy, 3

208/230

V

145 KW

193 KW

60 cy, 3 o
150 KW (est)

3 0

208/230

V

60 cy,

ç5

*

152 sq. ft.

154 sq. ft.

160 sq. ft. (est)

ALL TUBES VISIBLE FROM FRONT

*

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

INDIVIDUAL CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION

YES

NO

NO

NO

INTERUNIT CABLING WITHOUT TRENCHES

YES

NO

NO

NO

-TECH &

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

CONTAINED (no separate enclosures, vaults,
pumps, etc.)

TELE

www.americanradiohistory.com

3

165 KW (esi')

FLOOR AREA (including power equipment,
blowers, etc.)

SELF

4

Transmitter

February 1954

ONLY
STANDARD ELECTRONICS

PPS

has these

exclusive features

WITH

HIGH

ro

rans

eliv.

SE's

ADD -A -UNIT DESIGN

EL&471T

POWE

Lets you go from 500 watts
to 50 KW without scrapping
or even modifying a single
piece of equipment.

BLUE STAR STATIONS

(SE equipped -maximum power authorized by FCC)

* THE

BIRMINGHAM NEWS CO.
40 KW -316 KW ERP

*

VERSATILE AMPLIFIERS
SE's Add -A -Unit amplifiers
can be added to existing station equipment regardless of
make. Any 5 KW transmitter
will drive a 50 KW S -E

*
*
*

amplifier.

WABT, Birmingham, Channel 13

ECONOMICAL INSTALLATION
Fewer building alterations.
Units fit any station layout.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORP .
50 h \\ -- 3161 \V ERP

* GENERAL TELERADIO

*

er

WLW -A. Atlanta, Channel 11

WOR -TV, Empire State Bldg., New York, Channel 9

50 KW -130 KW ERP

SELF -CONTAINED
Compact, no external blowers or external vaults needed.

LOWER TUBE COSTS
Similar types throughov t.
Low emission visual tubes
interchangeable with aural
section where power requirements are less. Lower initial
tube cost, too.

Transmitter room of
WOR -TV's new Empire State
50 KW transmitter,
130 KW ERP. 100% air
cooled. Completely seifcontained. Equipment
throughout by
Standard Electronics.

ACCESSIBLE

All tubes visible and accessible from the front via full

*

length glass doors.

I

COLOR ADAPTABLE
limination of back porch

clamp insures proper operation with color signals.

TO DELIVER TOMORROW'S EQUIPMENT

TODAY.

standard electronics corporation
A

S

285 -289

CLAUDE NEON,
N C.
EMMETT STREET
NEWARK 5, N. J.

U B

S

I

D

I

A

R

Y

O

F

I

devoted exclusively to the

engineering, manufacturing, and servicing of equipment

for the broadcast and television industry
TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

February 1954
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BALLANTINE

LI

/

TELE -TECH

ELECTRONIC VOLTMETERS
for

E,

O. H. CALDWELL M. CLEMENTS
Editorial Director
Publisher

DR.

Sengiíiue

DR. A. F. MURRAY

BERNARD F. OSBAHR

Color TV Engineers
A

Electronic Industries

Consulting Editor

Executive Editor
ALBERT J. FORMAN

HARRY D. WULFORST

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

B. V. SPINETTA
JOHN H. BATTISON
Contributing Editor
Directory Editor
CARL THOMAS, Assistant Editor
R. C. DAVIES, Washington News Editor
CHARLES F. DREYER, Art Director
GAIL CARLSON, Editorial Secretory
Lt. Col. STANLEY GERSTIN, Consulting Editor
(Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr., Caldwell -Clements
Manuals Corp.)

WIDE -BAND ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER

for
Television Video Circuits

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT

VIDEO RANGE

15cps -6mc.

INPUT IMPEDANCE

M. H. NEWTON, Business Manager
HOWARD A. REED, General Sales Manager

lmv- 1000v.

VOLTAGE RANGE

JOSEPH DRUCKER, District Manager
JAMES S. COLEMAN, Asst. Sales Manager
N. McALLISTER, Asst. Business Manager
CECILIA KAVANAUGH, Advg. Records
A. SHILLIN, Production Manager
480 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Telephone Plaza 9 -7880

11megs shunted by 7.5 puf

3% to 3mc; 5% above.

ACCURACY

when used without probe, sensitivity is increased
to 100 microvolts but impedance is reduced to
lmeg shunted by 25ppf.

S. M. GASKINS, Western Manager
JOHN D. LUPTON, District Manager
201 N. Wells St., Chicago 6, Ill.
Telephone RAndolph 6 -9225

MODEL 314
Price $285

CHRIS DUNKLE & ASSOCIATES

California Representatives

A

Seniaí`ue

3257 W. 6th Street, Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Telephone DUnkirk 7 -6149
1355 Market St., San Francisco 8, Calif.
Telephone KLondike 2 -2311, Ext. 579

PEAK -TO -PEAK ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER

for

FREQUENCY RANGE
PULSE

MIN

JOHN

l my -1000v pk -to -pk

VOLTAGE RANGE

CIRCULATION 21,000
of increases in circulation which
obviously cannot be shown in current audited
statements, advertisers should disregard any
comparison based on a previous period or
any that foils to show TELE- TECH's guaranteed circulation of 21,000.

3usec- 250psec

20 pulses per

REP RATE

INPUT IMPEDANCE

.___ 2meg shunted by

sec

TELE -TECH

Shunt capacitance

is 15upf on
two most sensitive ranges.

MODEL 305

ES

is

-Electronic

Both Instruments Feature
Single logarithmic voltage scale with decade range switching.
Same accuracy of reading at ALL points on the scale.

OPERATION
and airborne communimobile
in commercial,
municipal, avications
ation and government services.
-Broadcasting, video and audio recording, records, audio and sound systems,
motion picture production.
-Military, civilian and scientific electronic computing and control systems.
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

-Fixed,

WORLD'S LEADING ELECTRONIC MEASURING LVSTRUME111

S

Write for complete information for this and other
Ballantine Electronic Measuring Instruments.

LABORATORIES, INC.

THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

DIRECTORY
Published annually as an integral
section of TELE -TECH in June

110 Fanny Rd., Boonton, N. J.

6

INDUSTRI

MANUFACTURING
equipment,
communications,
instru
microwove relay,
broadcasting,
mentation, telemetering, computing.
radar,
-Military
equipment
including
fire
controls.
sonar, guided
missiles,
receivers,
phonographs,
-TV-FM -AM
reproducers.
recorders,

Price $280

BALLTIE

& ELECTRONIC

edited for top -level engineers and execuindustries.
the electronic
tives throughout
It gives the busy engineering executive
interpretation
and
information
authoritative
of the latest developments and new products,
with emphasis on subjects of engineering
import and timeliness. Special attention is
given to:

800

5% for pulses

ACCURACY

J.

Because

(Sine Wave).- .10cps -100kc

WIDTH

Circulation Manager
Circulation Manager
BORGHI, Controller

WARREN S. BROWN,
M. GROENING, Asst.

Television Pulse Circuits

TELE -TECH

www.americanradiohistory.com
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A

New, Rugged, Disc -Sealed TETRODE

O

with...

PERATING DATA
R. F. POWER AMPLIFIER,
CLASS B, LINEAR TV SERVICE
TYPICAL OPERATION AT 170 -220 mc,
TWO TUBES, PUSH -PULL
CCS

4000

volts

800

-150

volts
volts

850
700

volts
volts

D.C. Plate Voltage
D.C. Grid No.

2

Voltage

D.C. Grid No.

1

Voltage..__......___.

1 Voltage, peak to peak
Synchronization Level.__.__._._
Pedestal Level

R.F. Grid Mo.

-

D.C. Plate Current

Level__ --.-

Synchronization
Pedestal Level

2.75 amps
amps

2.1

D.C. Grid No. 2 Current

Level__

Pedestal Level

110
50

ma
ma

1 Current
Synch-onization Level
Pedestal Level

100
50

ma
ma

Synchronization
D.C. Grid No.

Driving Power at Synchronization Level
Power Output
Synch-onization Level
Pedestal Level

watts

300 -400

kw

5

-

2.8 kw

power Is accounted for largely by circuit losses.
The indicated driving power is required to take care of
losses in loading resistors, circuit losses and tube striv-

Driving

ing power.

6076 /AX -9907R

-

FORCED -AIR COOLED

6075/AX9907 -WATER COOLED
For

O

communications operation up to 220 mc.

Ideal for single side band, suppressed carrier Oper.

'

PERATING DATA

n.

R. F. AMPLIFIER,

capacitances provide wider bandwidth for new color -TV

Low interelectrode

CLASS C

requirements.
Low inductance screen -grid disc -seal odds strength, enables complete shielding
of input and output circuits with low losses and reduces necessity for screen

neutralization.
Gm
C

H.F. CLASS

I!

AMPLIFIER

do

=

-

D.C. Plate Voltage

= 800

=

...
.
..i i

_

"

`_

xs.=>_= LA\a.r.
iidia
ìbli iwtiii iF

Complete Technical Dato,
including New 3- Dimensional Curves Available

from our Application -

Engineerin8 Department.

mc

volts

-_

800

volts

-250

volts

1.1 amp

100

ma

Current

70

ma

1

_

1

____

volts

480

Voltage....._

watts

30

..._..._
_
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PUSH-PULL TV SERVICE
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4000 VOLTS
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GRID NO. I BIAS
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PLATE VOLTAGE

Frequency

D.C. Grid

High VHF figure of merit (

TELEGRAPHY

TYPICAL OPERATION

D.C. Grid Mo. 2 Voltage

Proven long life.

-

LIST PRICES
AX-9901R

Grid
Pin
Water
ACCESSORIES
(Amperex Numbers) Jacket Connector Connector

2.

60761M-9907R

6075/Á -9907

S -3737

S -3706

5.3707

S -3706

S -3707

Air Flow
Chamber
S

-11882

Ì

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC Corp.

230 DUFFY AVE., HICKSVILLE, Long Island, N.Y
In Canada: Rogers Majestic Electronics Limited
11-1? Brentcliffe Road, Leoside (Toronto 17)

PEI 'TED

R

T

COM P JL rJúE LIINÍE
I
2

3

FOR AUTOMATION EXCLUSIVE NEW Self- Supporting Snap -in Bracket Mounting. (See Type YGC -B45.)
NEW Twist -ear Mounting. (See Types XP45 and
UPM45.)
PLUG -IN BLADE -TYPE TERMINALS for vertical or
horizontal mounting of control to printed circuit panel.
:

VERTICALLY MOUNTE

4

Threaded Bushing Mounting. (See Types XGC-45,
GC -U45 and miniaturized U70.)

Consultation without obligation available on variable resistors for your printed circuit applications. Write today.

to Printed Circuit Panel. Shaft above panel. (Types YGC -B45, XP45 and XGC -45.)

NO shaft protection needed during soldering.
PARALLEL terminals permit small round connecting holes instead of large elongated slots necessary
for fan shaped
terminals.

Terminals available in 7/8" or 1- 1/32" lengths from control's center.

2
r

/FRONT
OF

HOLES FOR .023' 0.001
16'
IEARMMALS

I/

5.003'

,.

1.,,9..... 3..t

BRACKET

MOLE'

FOR

.020' .001'
A
/16' 0.003'
I

s/6

OM-

3

'-

/0-12-

I MORALS
-O>L-

¡- -T9-94- -Y, /ad

Suggested
panel piercing.

_

VOW
XCLUSIVE NEW Se
.gnaps instant y into place.
Stays firmly put during soldering. So .er permanently
anchors control to circuit panel.
Terminal connections cannot loosen; bracket prevents
mounting or operating strain on control or switch

terminals.

upportingSnap-in Bracket

No mounting hardware, no separate supporting panel
needed.
No strain on printed circuit panel. Anchor tabs attach

bracket to cabinet.
Adequate clearance for circuit paths provided by ample
spacing between terminals and by design of mounting
lugs on bracket.
2 HOLES

VIEW
1

SIDE

-F-r
3

FROM
OF

rb4TROL

-

.025' 0.0)1'
4,1/1E' t.003' TERMINALS

Rg4E1

HOLES FOR

ñ

.020" t.001'
X 1/16" t.003"

TERMINALS

12'1
HOLES FOR
1.001'
x
/I6' 1.003"
TERMINALS
3

Suggested
panel piercing.

Suggested panel piercing.

.023'
I

MOUNTING SURFACE

of applications using a mounting chassis to
support printed circuit panel. Twisting 2 ears holds control rigidly to mounting chassis. Available in finger adjusted shaft lengths
of 1/2". 5/8 ", 11/16 ". 7/8" and 1" from control's mounting surface. Also available with recessed screw driver slotted shaft
(Type XPM45).

'a mounting chassis to support. printed
circuit panel. Threaded bushing mounting
All controls illustrated actual size.

www.americanradiohistory.com

URCUJI
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11

('
HOLE FOR

MOLES FOR .016' 1.001'
.046' 1.003' TERMINALS

2
X

x

1/16'

.016' 1.001'
1.003' TERMINAL

1

412
13. '

w1j"x

HORIZONTALLY
MOUNTED

10 RECEIVE .020'
.094' LOCATING LUG

MOLI
X

,

-

Type U70

Panel. Shaft
extends through panel. (Types
Threaded bushing mounting.Terminals extend perpendicularly 5 32'
U70, GC -U45 and UPM45.)

p031'

175-CLEARANCE HOLE
FOR /4' DIA.
THREADED BuSNING

Suggested panel piercing.

from control's mounting surface.

I

S
x

MOLES FOR .020' t.001'
I/16" 1.003' TERMINALS
CLEARANCE HOLE FOR
0" DIA. THREADED
BUSHING

Suggested panel piercing.

.1

0

499'
ITT;

plications.
Recessed screw -driver slotted shaft
remains solder -free during panel dipping. Control may be held rigidly to
panel before soldering by twisting 2
ears. If ears are left straight, the solder
will permanently anchor control t
circuit panel. Terminals extend
pendicularly 7 32" front co
mounting surface.

SLOTS
SLOTS WILL RECEIVE STANDARD
ATMA 7/16' RADIUS LOCATING
LUG AS WELL AS ROUNTING
EARS ON CTS TIME M45
EAR ROUNTED CONTROL

ed bushing mounting. Termi-

xtend perpendicularly 7/32'
from control's mounting surface.

1i

Available with or without associated switches.

65467i7ll46

M2 J-P2eO[aion e/!'i1740

.934INiuIlllM7t

orva7c:a1le RQar:ila24. ,goetweiovi

REPRESENTATIVES

Henry E. Sanders, McClatchy Bldg.,
1
69th es Market St.,
Upper Darby, Penna.
Phone: Flanders 2 -4420
W. S. Harmon Company,
1638 So. La Cienega Blvd.,
Los Angeles 35, California
Phone: Bradshaw 2 -3321
John A. Green Company, 6815 Oriole Drive.
Dallas 9, Texas

4149

CANADIAN MANUFACTURING
AFFILIATE
C. C. Meredith 65 Co., Ltd.,
Streetsville, Ontario

SOUTH AMERICA
Jose Luis Pontet,
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Montevideo, Uruguay Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil Sao Paulo, Brazil
OTHER EXPORT
.

Sylvan Ginsbury,
West 40th Street,
New York 18, N. Y.
8

ELKHART
General tolerance all decimal dimensions ± .005 ".

INDIANA

SMALLEST HIGH PERFORMANCE
BROADCAST PRE -AMP, BOOSTER
AMPLIFIER EVER DEVELOPED

-and it
exceeds

FCC

requirements
by al
9"

LENGTH
.

wide
margin!

WIDTH %"
HEIGHT 31/2"
1

SPACE SAVING
THAT REALLY COUNTS!

Model 5116 is a miniature, plug -in, two stage,
low noise, preamplifier or
booster amplifier designed
for use in radio and TV
broadcast systems, recording studios and sound

61% reduction in volume permits mounting of 33 Model
5116 units in the space required by 12 of the very popular Langevin Model 116-B am-

plifiers.
below, illustrates the
extremely compact racking
Photo

systems. While important space saving has

possible with the new Model
5116. Note complete accessibility and uncongested appear.
ance. Units at extreme right
are Langevin 5117 Program/

been effected in the design of this amplifier,
Langevin sacrificed none
of the fine performance
and dependability which

Monitor Amplifiers.

make the Langevin

Model 116 -B an industrywide criterion of excellence. In fact performance
characteristics are considerably improved. Includ-

ed are such quality
features as gold -plated
plug -in connectors and
push- button metering

WRITE TODAY

-

for complete data and
specifications on the
Langevin line of miniature plug -in equipment including program, booster and

monitor amplifiers,
power

supplies, etc.

Please address re
quests on company
letterhead.

facilities.

LANGEVIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
37

WEST
A

65th

STREET,

SUBSIDIARY OF THE W.

L.

NEW

YORK

MAXSON CORPORATION

23,

N.

Y/.

EXPORT DISTRIBUTORS: INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION, 50 CHURCH ST., NEW YORM CITY

10
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Polarad NTSC Color TV Equipment consists of fully integrated units
that combine ease of operation with maximum flexibility.
COLOR BAR GENERATOR -PT -203

Provides color TV test signals, NTSC
standards, for color TV equipment, networks and components. Supplies
complete composite video signal in the form of seven fundamental color
bars simultaneously with seven gradations of gamma bars. White dot
pattern superimposed on both color and gamma bars. Color test pattern
can be used for adjustment of both color transmitter and receiver
circuitry. Internal switching permits 19 different test patterns.

Furnishes NTSC color
SYNCHRONIZING GENERATOR-PT -201
subcarrier frequency component and contains divider network to
yield 31.5 KC signal Provides driving, blanking and synchronizing
pulses, as well as vertical and horizontal dots for linearity checks.
Used to drive color bar generators, or any other NTSC color TV generating equipment. Utmost stability assured by
driving all pulses from leading edge of crystal
controlled oscillator. Unit may be locked to
COLOR
TV

Polarad

COLOR
equipment

synchronize with 60 cps line. Also available as a
separate unit, PT -202 Subcarrier Frequency Generator to modify any existing standard (B /W) synchronizing generator in accordance with NTSC color
TV standards.
COLOR TV VIDEO MONITOR

-M -200

Compact, rug-

ged instrument consisting of two portable units.
Uses 15 inch RCA tri -color Kinescope. Checks qual-

ity of NTSC color video signals in studio, on transmission or in factory.
Excellent synchronizing stability. Displays highest definition transmitted
pictures with exceptionally good color rendition. All controls on front
panel. Instrument may be rack mounted or employed as field test
equipment.

for studio and
laboratory

color TV Flying Spot Scanner, furnished as
a completely packaged unit supplying a standard color video signal.
For further information, contact your nearest Polarad representative
or write directly to the factory.

ALSO AVAILABLE

An NTSC

a

COLOR BAR GENERATOR PT -203

COLOR SYNCHRONIZING GENERATOR PT-201

OUTPUT SIGNALS: Composite Video
(2 outputs) (Sync. negative & positive)
SIGNAL INFORMATION

OUTPUT SIGNALS:

7 Bars of Color
7 Bars of Gamma Gradations
White Dot Pattern (Vert. and Hor )

EXT. VIDEO INPUT FOR MIXING
2 Volts neg polarity

.

Signal Polarity -Positive, Negative, Balanced
Input Video -0.25 to 2.0 Volts, peak to peak
Input Impedance -66 mmf across
2.2 megohms
Resolution-250 -300 lines (Full Utilization
of NTSC Color Signal Bandwidth)
Linearity- Better than 2% across raster

Synchronizing Signal (Neg.)
Camera Blanking Signal (Pos., Neg.)
Horizontal Drive Signal (Neg.)

Vertical Drive Signal (Neg.)
Composite Video Output (Neg., Pos.)
NTSC Color Subcarrier Freq.

Horizontal and Vertical

(3.579545 me/s)

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

COLOR VIDEO MONITOR M -200

100 METROPOLITAN AVENUE, BROOKLYN 11, NEW YORK

REPRESENTATIVES

Albugaeroue

TELE -TECH

Arnpr1o1

&

Canada

Atlanta

Boston

Chicago

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Cleveland

Fort Worth

Kansas City

Los Angeles

New York

Philadelphia

February 1954
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San

Francisco

Seattle

St. Paul

Syracuse

Washington.

D. C.
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MINIATURIZED S AND 10 WATT AXIAL LEAD WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
Here are two truly miniaturized self-mounting
eliminate need for extra hardware ... save time
wire -wound power resistors to simplify your
TV and industrial electronic production where
space is a factor. They're ideal for point-topoint wiring, terminal board mounting, and
processed wiring boards, where they fit in admirably in dip -soldered subassemblies.
Axial lead Blue Jackets are rugged vitreous
enamel power resistors built to withstand the
severe humidity performance requirements of
RETMA and MIL Specifications. They have
been field- tested for a full year -successfully!
As for economy, these newest members of the
Sprague Blue Jacket family are low in cost

and labor in mounting!
You can get these outstanding new Blue Jacket Resistors without delay in any quantity you
require. Sprague Engineering Bulletin 111
gives full data on these and all other commercial Blue Jacket Resistors. Send for your copy.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY
233 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.
TYPE NO.

WATTAGE
RATING

27E

5

28E

10

SPRAGUE

...

Standard

SPRAGUE

DIMENSIONS

MAXIMUM

(inches)

RESISTANCE

L

1%

Resistance Tolerance:

D

7,500

f2

4fe

1

h'a

35,000 ft

±5%

o.

kiJ&

e

1

itacia

410

401

1

a$

PIONEERS IN ELECTRIC AND ELECTRON'I'C DEVELOPMENT
NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS
EXPORT FOR THE AMERICAS

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL LTD., NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
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COLOR TV off to Flying Start

Raytheon

color set (I)

is

compared to b & w

TV manufacturers lost no time
following up the Dec. 17 FCC approval of compatible color TV standards, which become effective on
Jan. 22, 1954. Tricolor picture tubes,
heretofore the big bottleneck, are
becoming more available, and several tube makers have firmed down
plans for mass production. The
RCA- 15GP22 production (see page
89) has been stepped up considerably, and the company has converted
all facilities in its Lancaster, Penna.,
plant from black- and -white to color
tubes. RCA has also scheduled a
demonstration of its 19 -in. tricolor
kinescope for Jan. 21.
Chromatic TV Labs., makers of
the Lawrence tube, is shipping 21in. sizes, and has sold color tubes to

other manufacturers. Their 1954
output of 21 and 24 -in. single-gun
tubes is expected to increase greatly
with the acquisition of new grid35

"Tinkertoy" Plans

Available to Industry
The Navy Dept. is making available to industry the drawings for
tools and production processes
needed to set up pilot runs of electronic modules developed under
"Project Tinkertoy" (TELE -TECH
&
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES,
Nov. 1953, page 70). This method of
employing mechanized assembly of
raw materials with minimum labor
is expected to reduce substantially
the lead time required to produce
new equipment. Production plans
may be obtained from the Office of
.Technical Services, Dept. of Commerce, Washington 25, D.C. In the
future, the project will be called
"modular design of electronics" and
"mechanized production of elecTELE -TECH

a

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Color TV receiver being assembled at CM

RCA

assembles color broadcast equipment

producing facilities with an annual
production rate of 25,000 grids.
Following a similar agreement by
Crosley, Thomas Electronics has
signed with Chromatic, and will be
mass producing 21 -in. Lawrence
tubes by summer.
Color receivers are starting to
come off pilot production lines
slowly but surely. A few companies
have announced initial models, and
some have actually shipped first
"show" sets to dealers. Other manufacturers have not publicized their
pioneer models, but are known to be
setting up pilot lines and evaluating
early designs. By March, dealers
should be well supplied with color
TV demonstrators.
Receiver circuit simplification continues to plague the industry, with
first designs containing 40 to 50
tubes. Along these lines, Hazeltine
has come up with a simplification

technique (see page 111) for sets
using the Chromatic tube which
should prove of great interest.
Color broadcasting equipment production is moving along steadily.
AT &T is geared to provide network
interconnection for color as stations
make requests.

tronics" instead of the code name
"Project Tinkertoy."

GUIDED MISSILE TESTS

Westinghouse color set has 12'/1 -inch screen

Computer Translates
Russian into English
An electronic method of translatlanguages automatically has
been devised by IBM in cooperation
with Georgetown Univ. Employing
the stock Type 701 Electronic Data
Processing Machine, the system is
initially set up to translate Russian
into English immediately after the
Russian is typed on a keyboard for
punch card recording. So far the
vocabulary contains only 250 basic
words. Punch card controlled memory instructs the calculator on how
to cope with syntax. Incoherent
statements and misprints in the input cause the machine to ring a bell.
ing

February 1954
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Technicians at Bell Labs. set up simulated firing
course to study action of Nike, guided missile
for aircraft defense. Flight problems are introduced into electro- mechanical simulator and
computer through control panel. Unit will be
installed at Ft. Meade, Md.

MORE NEWS
on page 14
13

As We Go To Press

.

.

(Continued)

Twin TV Displays Simultaneous Programs

ability of its computer services.
Rates are: Machine time, $50/hr.;
Programming, $7.50/hr.; Tape operation, $5 /hr.

TV Computer

Counts Blood Cells

Husband and wife watch and listen to two different programs at the same time on the some TV
screen. Polaroid panels separate pictures which are directed at viewers by dichroic m'rrcr

Domestic disagreements concerning which TV program should be
tuned in may decline thanks to a
novel two -in -one receiver developed by Allen B. DuMont Labs. A
limited number of these "Duoscopic"
sets have been produced, and if the
public welcomes this means of allowing different people in the same
room to view two different programs simultaneously on one set, it
will go into mass production. The
equipment consists of two chassis,
each producing a picture on its own

screen. The picture tubes are
mounted at 90° to each other, and
have oppositely polarized filters
over their faces. At 45° between
them, a dichroic mirror displays the
superimposed pictures of the tube
below it and the one behind it. Polaroid glasses or panels separate the
pictures for different viewers, and
earphone do likewise for the audio.
Cost is double that of a standard
set. The system has possibilities for
3 -D TV.

The TV camera has been turned
into the eye of a simple and ingenious computer to count microscopic
particles such as blood cells, bacterial cultures or grains of photographic emulsion. The system,
known in its laboratory stage as the
Sanguinometer, was developed by
RCA engineers working in cooperation with the Sloan- Kettering Institute.
The Sanguinometer is essentially
a closed -circuit industrial system
combined with an optical microscope and a novel computer that has
the ability to make a count of particles in a given field by means of a
unique electronic circuit developed
by L. E. Flory and W. S. Pike of
RCA Lab. The TV camera at the
eyepiece of the microscope, feeds
the information it "sees" to both the
computer and a monitor viewing
screen.
FIRST INSTALLATION OF
ELECTRONIC FISH FINDER

Electronic Controls Developed for Home
The past year has seen the first
introduction of electronic controls in
the home in significant numbers.
Production of such systems to control temperature has increased more
than 700 %, and, according to Paul
B. Wishart, president of Minneapolis- Honeywell Regulator Co., some
50,000 homes will be equipped with
the advanced systems by the end of
1954.

The new system provides a single
thermostat to control both heating
and cooling. Instead of maintaining
indoor temperature constant, it is
automatically varied according to
outside weather conditions.

Cost of Computation
Electronic relay which adjusts indoor temperature according to signals from two electronic
thermostats, one mounted outdoors, is assembled
at Minneapolis -Honeywell. Punched grid drcuit is used instead of conventional wiring

14

Services Announced
Burroughs Electronic Instruments
Div., 1209 Vine St., Philadelphia,

Penna., has announced the availTELE -TECH
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Richard Dobbin of the "Flying Cloud"
operates first commercial U. S. Installation of
"Fischlupe" (top), made by Electroacustic G.m.
b.H., Germany, and distributed by Radiomarine
Corp. of America. Supersonic signals reflected
from fish are displayed on CRT (bottom) showing
large school of fish located above sea bottom
Capt.

MORE NEWS

on page 18
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

February 1954

for proof

ask

AN EQUIP YOUR TV STATION

In your-studios, with your operating cost
figures, GPL will gladly put on a double demonstration of proof for you. First, to show
you television quality the reason networks
pick GPL for top shows. Second, to show you
economy that can't be matched, due to the precision and double-duty utility of GPL equipment.
GPL is a complete source of station equipment,
from camera chains to transmitters. For quality
plus economy, study this equipment in operation.

-

CAMERA CHAINS: The world's finest, precision- built, lightweight, fast -handling.
Selected by networks for efficiency and
quality. Remote control of focus, lens
change, iris. Also remote pan & tilt
available. Easy to service, low maintenance costs.

VARI -FOCAL LENS:

GPL- WATSON

Turns any

camera into twins: one camera can handle entire show. 10:1 change in focal
length in two 5:1 steps: 3 to 15 inches,
6 to 30.

Motor driven control from

camera or control room.

I.

CONTINENTAL TRANSMITTER: 1 KW
UHF unit with construction and performance far above standards of today.
GPL

-

Space saving, but easily accessible.
PROJECTORS:

N

C

O

R

P

O

PLEASANTVILLE
Camera Chains by Pye, Ltd.
TELE -TECH

R

A

T

NEW

Film Chains

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

E

13 East 40th St., New York City

Cable address: Arlab

D

YORK

T

Compact, efficient with
full studio flexibility anywhere. Saves
control room space, ideal in field. View,
preview, fade, dissolve, lap etc. 5 inputs,
2 remotes, outgoing line. Twin fade levers.
VIDEO SWITCHER:

Export Deportment:

,!,General Precision Laboratory,
I

Air-

cooled. No transmitter control console
needed. Flexible for power increase.

Designed for
TV, with 4000 -foot magazines. Sharp,
steady pictures. GPL "3 -2" projector
may be used in studio or field, for remote commercials, also for rear screen.
PROFESSIONAL

Cable address: Prelob

Field and Studio Equipment

Theatre TV Equipment

February 1954
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GPL -Continental Transmitters
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Cut equipment costs

with

RCA Preferred Tube Types

As a guide to cutting costs when choosing electron tubes
for the design of new electronic equipment, RCA offers
its current list of RCA Preferred Tube Types.
These key tube types- generally preferred for their
performance in radio, television, and other widely used
circuits -offer the cost saving advantages of volume produced types. Because they can be manufactured at a
more uniform rate, Preferred Tube Types bring special
benefits of year 'round availability, stocking economies,

uniformly high quality, and initial lower cost which
make for low equipment cost to designers, distributors,
and consumers alike.
For standardization of your designs and simplification in the manufacture and maintenance of your equipment, consider the importance of Preferred Tube Types.
Ask your RCA representative for details on how RCA
Preferred Tube Types can actually reduce your manufacturing costs and increase your profit picture.

for new Equipment Design

RCA PREFERRED TUBE TYPES
Types For AM and FM Receiver Applications

THE RCA TUBE DEPARTMENT

Types For Television Receiver Applications

Amplifiers, Oscillators, 8 Mixers
Triodes
Twin

Amplifiers
Video

IF

Pentodes

with

Sharp

Remote

with

Diodes

Cutoff

Cutoff

Diodes

6AU6

Audio

6AU6

6A05

654

6CL6

6AV6

6B06-GT

6K6 -GT
6V6 -GT

6CD6 -G

6807 -A
6CB6

I2AU7

6AV6

1U4

174

6AU6

68A6

Deflection
Oscillators

RF

128A6

Tuner Tubes

6AF4

Converters
1R5

354

68E6
6X8

6A05

6X8

3V4
5U4-G
5Y3 -GT
6ÁL5
6X4

128E6

Bulles

i

35C5

For UHF

12AÚ7
128H7í

Sound 8

HighVoltage

Voltage

1B3 -GT

5U4 -G

Low-

soCs

Minioture types ore shown

6SN7 -GT

Rectifiers

6K6 -GT
6V6 -GT

35W4

6AU6

12ÁU7
128H7

616

Output
Amplifiers

Control
Circuits=

6SN7 -GT

6807 -A
Rectifiers
and Diode
Detectors

6W6 -CT

IUS

6036

12AV6

Deflection

O Topped hooter, for 6.3 volt or 12.6 -volt operation

Damper
Tubes

6AX4 -GT
6W4 -GT

Video
Detector
6ÁL.5

S Including synchronizing functions, AGC, etc.

SMALL TYPES FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMUNICATION SERVICES
Home Entertainment Types
of Special Interest =

6ÁK6

6A06
6816
6C4

Vacuum Types For

Types For

Critical Applications

Glow

Regulator Service

Discharge Triode

6L6 -G
6SC7
65L7 -GT

1620
5690

12AX7

5692
5693
5879

5691 f

Miniature types are shown in italics
V Also see types for AM, FM, & TV Receivers

For Industrial equipment applications. In
addition to the Preferred Tube Types listed above,
RCA lists Preferred Tube Types in the following
categories:

16

For UHF

0A2
082
"Special Red"

5651

Types

6080

5823

Q Topped heater, for 6.3 -volt or 12.6 -volt operotion

Vacuum Types For RF and AF Power Applications
Thyrotons
Ignitrons Rectifiers
Phototubes
C -R Oscillograph Types
Camera and TV Studio Types
A complete listing of these types is yours for the asking.
For valuable assistance in choosing tube types for industrial
applications, consult your RCA Field Engineer.

TELE -TECH
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Germanium -Crystal
now available
Diodes are
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Receiving Tubes

High-Power

Thyratrons

Rectifier
atOr Tubes
Diodes
'Voltage-Regulator
Germanium
Transistors ,rubes
TV Picture Tubes
Batteries

ZVI
l'1}

Tubes

C,auge Tubes

RF Tubes
Tubes

TV Camera
TV Components
Speakers Test Equipment

Laboratory

Portable Radio

RCA Tube Department
Commercial Engineering, Section BSOR, Harrison, N. J.
Please send me technical data on:
RCA Germanium Diodes
RCA Preferred Tube
RCA Transistors
List PTL -501D
UHF "Pencil" tubes:
New Multiplier
RCA -6263
RCA-6264
Phototube, RCA -6328
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As We Go To Press
Compatible Color TV
Test Signals Proposed
Continuous color standard test
signals that would be transmitted
without interference to regular
monochrome or color TV programming has been proposed to the FCC
by J. Raymond Popkin- Clurman,
president of Telechrome, Inc. As
shown in the illustration, 10 to 12
lines at the top and bottom of the
video picture would show the major
saturated colors, their complementaries, I, R -Y, Q, black and white. In

-

/BLANKING AREA

-6R1S1W!1 _'S^_1!ME*nl J44í LS_

/

LAILLuL,

If

MONOCHROME OR COLOR
PICTURE AREA

rT yr-r-r^-acsr--rTEST SIGNAL

AREA

EDGE OF
MASK

addition, a color burst and possibly
one line of gray scale would be sent.
These signals are described as consistent with approved standards,
would generally lie in masked -off
area, and would provide standard of
comparison for receivers whenever
needed.

Long -Life Battery

Developed by Sonotone
After four years of production for
the armed forces, Sonotone has announced the release for commercial
usage of a nickel- cadmium storage
battery with at least five times the
life of ordinary lead batteries. It will
operate under climatic extremes of
-65° to 165 °F, can withstand 15g
vibration and 50g shocks, and does

nickel -cadmium battery repeatedly starts
engine despite battery being frozen in
cake of ice. Sloe is half of regular battery
New

auto

18

.

.

.

der, active positive plate material is
nickel oxide, and that of negative
plate is cadmium. Potassium hydroxide is the electrolyte. Cell EMF is
1.3v. A five -cell battery rated at 50
amp -hrs. measures only 71 x 5
x 111/2 in.

(Continued)

not gas on discharge. A cell the size
of a deck of cards can supply currents
as high as 100 amps. Plate grids consist of sintered carbonyl nickel pow-

COMING EVENTS
Feb. 4-ISA 9th Annual Regional Conference, Hotel Statler, New York,

May 10-12-IRE National Conference
on Airborne Electronics, Dayton
Biltmore Hotel, Dayton, Ohio
May 17 -20-Basic Materials Exposition,
International Amphitheatre, Chicago.
May 17 -20-1954 Electronic Parts Show
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
May 17-20-New York Import Show,
34th St. Armory, New York, N.Y.
May 24 -26-AIEE Conference on Telemetering, Morrison Hotel, Chicago.
May 25 -27-NARTB Convention, Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.
June 13 -18-ASTM Annual Meeting,
11th Exhibit of Testing and Scientific
Apparatus and Laboratory Supplies
and Ninth Technical Photographic
Exhibit, Sherman and Morrison Hotels, Chicago, Ill.

N.Y.

Feb. 4.6 -6th Southwestern IRE Conference and Electronics Show, Hotel
Tulsa, Tulsa, Okla.
Feb. 4-6--1954 Audio Engineering Society, Audio Fair, Alexandria Hotel,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Feb. 11-12-AIEE- IRE-ACM West Coast
Computer Conference, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
Feb. 18 -19 -AIEE-IRE Conference on
Transistor Circuits, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mar. 15 -19 -NACE Tenth Annual Conference and Exhibition, Kansas City.
March 22-25-IRE National Convention,
Waldorf- Astoria Hotel and Kings bridge Armory, New York, N. Y.
March 30 -April 8-42nd Royal Nether-

June

15 -17-RETMA Convention, Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.
June 21 -25-AIEE Summer General
and Pacific Meeting, Hotel Biltmore,
Los Angeles, Calif.
July 6-9- International Conference on
Electron Microscopy, Joint Commission on Electron Microscopy of International Council of Scientific Unions,
London, England
July 8- 12-Convention British Institution of Radio Engineers, Christ
Church, Oxford, England.
July 13-15 -Plant Maintenance Show,
Pan Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles,

lands International Industries Fair,
Utrecht, Holland
April 5-8-A.M.A. 23rd National Packaging Exposition, Convention Hall,
Atlantic City, N.J.
April 19-20- Symposium on Automatic
Production of Electronic Equipment,
sponsored by Stanford Research Institute and U.S. Air Force, Fairmont
Hotel, San Francisco, Calif.
April 22 -23 -AIEE Conference on Feedback Control, Claridge Hotel, Atlantic City, N.J.
April 24-Eighth Annual TV Conference, IRE Cincinnati Section. Cincinnati, Ohio.
April 26-30 -Tenth Biennial ASTE Industrial Exposition, Philadelphia
Convention Center, Phila., Pa.
April 27 -29 -AIEE Electronic Components Conference, Washington, D.C.
May 4- 6-1954 Electronics Components
Symposium, RETMA and others, U.S.
Department of Interior Auditorium,
Washington, D.C.
May 4 -7 -1954 AWS National Spring
Technical Meeting, Hotel Statler,

Calif.
Aug. 25 -27-Western Electronic Show
and Convention. Los Angeles and
San Francisco IRE sections and
WCEMA sponsored. (Show) PanPacific Auditorium, Los Angeles.

(Convention Hq.) Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Sept. 1- 16-Golden Jubilee Meeting of

the International Electrotechnical
Commission, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sept. 13-24-SESA First International
Instrument Congress and Exposition,
Convention Hall and Commercial Museum, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sept. 30 -Oct. 2-High Fidelity Show,
International Sight and Sound Exposition, Inc., Palmer House, Chicago.

Buffalo, N.Y.
May 4-9-SMPTE 75th Annual Meeting,
Statler Hotel, Washington, D.C.
May 5-7 -Third International Aviation
Trade Show, 71st Regiment Armory,
New York, N.Y.
May 5 -7-IRE Seventh Region Conference and Electronic Exhibit, Multnomah Hotel, Portland, Ore.
May 5 -7 -AIEE Northeastern District
Meeting, Schenectady, N.Y.
May 5-8-1954 Welding and Allied Industry Exposition, Memorial Auditorium, Buffalo, N.Y.
May 7 -8-IRE North Atlantic Region,
New England Radio Engineering
Meeting, Sheraton Plaza Hotel, Boston, Mass.
May 7- 9-AFCA National Convention,
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C.
TELE -TECH
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ACM: Assoc. for Computing Machines.

AFCA: Armed Forces Communications Assoc.
AIEE: American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

AMA: American Management Association.

ASTE: American Society of Tool Engineers.
ASTM: American Society for Testing Materials.
AWS: American Welding Society.
IRE: Institute of Radio Engineers.
ISA: Instrument Society of America.
NACE: National Assoc. Corrosion Engineers.
NARTB: National Assoc. of Radio and TV Broadcasters.

RETMA: Radio -Electronics -TV Manufacturers
Assoc.

SESA Society for Experimental Stress Analysis.
SMPTE Soc. of Motion Picture and TV Engineer in .
WCEMA: West Coast Electronics Manufacturer's
Association
WESCON: Western Electronics Show & Convention.
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FASTEST

THING

FASTENINGS®

IN

PLASTIC
CHAIR SEAT

TELEVISION
TUNER

RADIO
DIALS

NAME
PLATES

RECESSED

DOOR PULL

Tubular

SPEED CLIPS-Reduce Assembly

Costs

Tinnerman Tubular Type

SPEED CLIPS

...Increase Production. .. Improve Quality

... heat treated spring steel

fasteners available in a
wide range of sizeswith rust
resistant finishes. Design

-

Hundreds of manufacturers -dozens of industries
save thousands of dollars with Tinnerman Tubular
type SPEED CLIPS. These high quality spring steel
fasteners snap into place by hand, are self- retained
in stud -receiving position. Applicable in punched or molded holes,
equally effective on metal or plastic studs, ideally suited to
just
"blind" attachments where only one side is accessible
a few of the reasons these unique fasteners reduce production
costs and materials handling.
Tubular type SPEED OAPs have proven themselves in the electronics field. Production savings exceeding 50 percent and
substantial increases in output have been achieved through
their use. A wide variety of types and sizes are available to fill

variations include permanent-lock orremovable -lock
types. Integrally molded
studs provide extra savings
through reduced parts and
parts handling.

...

Write direct for SPEED NUT
Savings Stories', and your
copy of Tubular Type SPEED
CLIP Bul. #330. TINNERMAN
PRODUCTS, INC., Box 6688,
Dept. 12, Cleveland 1, Ohio.

in Canada: Dominion Fasteners, Ltd..

most fastening needs.
Your Tinnerman representative has complete information that
may lead to improved fastening methods for you-see him soon.

Hamilton, Ont. In Great Britain: Simmonds
Aerocessories, Ltd., Treforest, Wales. In
France: Aerocessoires Simmonds, S.A.
7 rue Henri Barbusse, Levallois (Seine).

-

TINNERMAN
M O

044
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MOST CREATIVE YEARS in a
man's life are usually the thirties, according to a recent statistical analysis. In the physical sciences, major
contributions and inventions come
from men 30 to 35. Even in philosophy, peak creativity occurs most
frequently in the 30 to 44 group.
However, the greatest achievement
of leaders and statesmen is most
likely after 50 or even 60. Leaders
tend to be younger in newly- established societies and in times of upheaval.

DUAL
LINEAR MOTION
POTENTIOMETERS

TWO SEPARATE CIRCUITS

ELECTRONIC RELIABILITY is
the subject of reports by R. M. C.
Greenidge of Bell Labs. and Lewis
M. Clement, RETMA Chairman of
Electronic Applications Committee
(Reliability), showing where responsibility rests for component
failures in military equipment.
Failures assigned to engineering

-

43%

Circuit and component deficiencies

11%

Inadequate components
10%
Circuit misapplication
12%
Unstable materials
5%
Unsatisfactory parts
5%
Failures assigned to operational

causes -30%
Abnormal, accident
12%
Manhandling
10%
Faulty maintenance
8%
Failures assigned to manufacturing

AIRCRAFT AND GENERAL INDUSTRY

-20%

Designed for precise instrumentation in automatic
control circuits for aircraft, guided missiles and
general industry, BOURNS linear motion potentiometers
accurately translate mechanical position or movement
into two independent signals ... one signal often used
for feed -back control and the other for telemetering.
This dual instrument possesses all the advantages
of two single potentiometers and in addition, saves
space, weight and installation time. With this wire wound potentiometer a resolution of .001 inch is
obtainable in standard ranges from 1 to 6 inches.
BOURNS designs and manufactures other potentiometer
instruments which measure gage pressure, differential
pressure. altitude and acceleration.

OURNS LABORATORIES
6135 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, California

Technical Bulletin on request, Dept.

Ti?
TELE -TECH
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Faulty workmanship, inadequate inspection
18%
Defective raw material
2%
Failures assigned to other causes7%

Worn out
Cause not determined

4%
3%

MAGNETIC TAPE is replacing
the printed page as a means by
which busy doctors can keep up
with the specialized articles and reports contained in medical journals.
The California Medical Association
is now issuing a weekly magazine
digest called "Audio Digest," which
is nothing more than digested articles on medicine, put on hour -long
reels of Scotch sound recording tape.
The "new look" digest will enable
doctors to catch up with their reading by using the otherwise non -productive hours of driving about in
their cars to play back the recordings.
(Continued on page 34)
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NEW

COMPRESSION

sealed leads
AND

multiple
ÿ

headers

E -I Compression
Sealed Heoders feature
solid metal blanks for

extreme rigidity
E -1 Compression
Sealed Heoders available in many standard

-.

E -I Compression
Sealed Terminations
can be custom -built
to exact needs

types os stock items

E-

E -I Compression
Sealed Terminations
stand terrific abuse
shock and vibration

1

E -1

Compression

Type Lead -Thru Ter-

minals are rated up
to 4000 volts res

Compression Sealed Terminations
are an exclusive E -I development
that is revolutionizing the industry.
Featuring solid metal blanks and glass inserts sealed under compression, these components demonstrate extraordinary immunity to shock and vibration are for all
practical purposes indestructible. In addition
to pioneering this type of termination, E -1 has
built-up a comprehensive line of standardized
items that solve most terminal problems
with stock item economy. Custom types,
too, are available on short notice.
.

'PATENT PENDING
ALL

El

RIGHTS RESERVED

DIVISION OF AMPEREX
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
44 SUMMER AVENUE, NEWARK 4,

EXPORT AGENTS:

PHILIPS EXPORT CORP.,

NEW JERSEY

100 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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UHF ANTENNA

GAINS HIT
NEW HIGH!
Helical Antennas
at Three New TV Outlets
Boost Directed ERP
G -E

Within 500 KW Mark!

KTVU, Stockton, Calif.-Channel
KACY -TV, St. Louis, Mo.- Channel 14 .
KCOK -TV, Tulare, Calif. Channel 27.

-

.

.

.

.

Antenna Gain 47.6!
. Antenna Gain 46!

.

.

.

Antenna Gain 40!

These gains were achieved with patterns which were custom- directionalized
to meet specific needs of each broadcaster. Good coverage of your market

area may require more intense directionalizing, give you even higher gains!

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN for fast transmission line
hook -up! Power line may be readily removed or
connected to the input feed adapter shown here.

light cable feeds inside the antenna to
eliminate any potential signal interference.
Beacon

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN for antenna bay accessibility!
This pole step with boss welded to bay facilitates,
beacon light maintenance or adjustments. Also useful as a twist lever for bay rotation when contouring.

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN for directionalizing with this
unique stub attachment! Inexpensive and easily
installed on standard helicals (between 4 and 6
per bay) it controls directivity to ideally fit your
geographical and population requirements.

Here's how you can get in the high -power class!
Your local G -E broadcast field representative has the answers on a directional ized helical antenna for your market. He'll show you how a 12 KW UHF
transmitter will perform in any new TV outlet or how to combine your present
small I KW unit with a General Electric 12 KW amplifier! See him today
and place an order for early delivery of this preferred equipment!

www.americanradiohistory.com

Directionalized
UHF HELICAL ANTENNA
Tailor -Made coverage of Every Market with Standard Equipment
THERE

absolutely no reason why a
good part of your UHF station signal
should be beamed into the ocean or wasted
on other geographical areas void of purchasing power. There is still less reason
why directionalizing your antenna need be
an expensive ... custom- equipped process.
General Electric contouring methods
alone utilize a standard antenna... one
that is widely used today throughout the
nation. Simple additions to the basic helical
design are speedily made to result in single
is

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN permits bay adjustments for
contouring and beam tilt! A swivel flange connection allows rotation of bays to any angle to establish
the desired electrical phase. (Loosened bolts pictured here highlight this feature.)

direction ...elongated...close -in...or any
ideal coverage your market demands! And,
this is done at a fraction of the cost other
manufacturers must impose!

An examination of this outstanding feature, and all others in the extremely practical, yet simple, G -E Helical design,
clearly shows why General Electric leads
the industry in high -power UHF equipped
stations throughout the country! Section
X214 -11, General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN... Just one feed

weather- proved under all conditions!

Complete Television Equipment for UHF and VHF

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

www.americanradiohistory.com

point per bay!

Provides extreme ease of adjustment! Low- impedance, non- resonant construction throughout results
in stable antenna performance even in toughest

He doesn give Phenoùk a thoughL

He doesn't have to. Every piece of Phenolite laminated

Want the facts and specifications
on weights, tolerances, forms
and grades available? Or
dielectric strengths, colors,
suggested applications,
machining and forming

"+;

FA/1
ÁSI" CS

"

techniques? Here's the whole
story in one thumb- tabbed
package. It's a catalog you
can't afford to be without, so
ask the National representative
nearest you for your copy.
He's listed in the classified
directory. Or write to National
Vulcanized Fibre Co.,Dept.K-2,
Wilmington 99, Delaware.

LR

plastic ... and there are literally hundreds of them in his
plane ... can be counted on to do the job it was specified
to do. This versatile material performs without fail in
assignments that range from insulation in passenger
reading lights to gears in the automatic pilot.
What makes Phenolite's application so universal? Because there are more than 35 different grades of Phenolite
manufactured as standard, and many more special types.
These are based on materials such as paper, cotton cloth,
asbestos paper and fabric, glass cloth, nylon, etc., scientifically compounded with phenol, melamine or silicone
resins under heat and pressure. Each grade has a combination of electrical and mechanical properties that is unique.
There's almost always a grade of Phenolite to give the
designer aircraft or otherwise- exactly what he wants.
What can you do with a material that has great mechanical strength
weighs half as much as aluminum
is
extremely resistant to moisture ... is an ideal insulator at
both high and low voltages ... can be machined, shaped,
punched, sawed, drilled, worked at will ... is resistant to
heat, solvents, oils, acids, alkalis and other chemical solutions? You can use it to advantage and we'll be glad to
help you.

-

...

...

1VAT =O1VAL

VULCANIZED FIUME CO.
W
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What Station Managers and Chief Engineers say about

oomar
THE NEW STUDIO

CNIPP, P. E., Dir. of Engineering,
DuMONT Television Network

R. D.

"We have used the Studio Zoomar at
WABD with good results on a number of programs. It is in demand by
producers, directors, and clients. We
plan one for the new Gateway Studios
in Pittsburgh. Its use minimizes camera movement and lens changes, with
a resulting increase in flexibility of studio operations. A corresponding reduction in operational cost is possible."

DWIGHT "RED" HARKINS, Station
KTYL, Phoenix, Ariz.

-

Manager,

"Studio Zoomar has made possible
production techniques and savings
hitherto impossible. We use it on all
live shows. Its versatility is unending.
It saves time required for each set -up,
whether it be a title card or a large
set. Its instant ability to align correctly is a life -saver."

J. SINNETT, Chief Engineer,
WHBF, Rock Island, III. -Davenport, la.
ROBERT

"Studio Zoomar gives us better programming and materially reduces our
operating costs. It cuts out a myriad
of details associated with the old technique. It means a one camera studio
and a one camera show."
"Studio Zoomar imparts a certain enchantment and natural quality to the
picture that simply cannot be duplicated in standard single lens multi camera technique.

JOHN C. MERINO, Manager,
KFSD -TV, San Diego,

Cal.

"The new Studio Zoomar operates
perfectly with three other lenses on
the turret. At last it's possible to have
the flexibility of a multiple lens arrangement, without switching to another camera. Studio Zoomar makes
the one- camera show a reality."

STUDIO ZOOMAR
It

is

fast (f, 2,8

,

is

BERNARD C. O'BRIEN,

Chief Engineer,

WHEC, Rochester, N.Y.

"We can assure you that the new
Studio Zoomar lens is working perfectly. We are using it to produce
single- camera shows and have had

wonderful success with it. We

wouldn't be without one of these
lenses for anything."

s

ROBERTO KENNY, E.

XEW -TV, Mexico City

"Studio Zoomar lens works perfectly
in daily operations. Our producers
like this new Zoomar very much.
Congratulations!"

made by the makers of Television Zoomar, now used by most major TV stations.

optically balanced, color corrected, and recommended for all color cameras including

RCA. Weight, 6 pounds, length, 1 foot, zoom range, 25 to 7 inches. Because of the many economies this
new lens makes possible, it should pay for itself in short order.

Demonstration on your own equipment without obligation. Write

- Wire

or

Call

TELEVISION ZOOMAR CORP.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

TELE -TECH
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WHAT ABOUT

Encapsulated
PRECISION WIREWOUND RESISTORS?
Engineers, buyers, and purchasing agents during the
past year have had thrust upon them something new
to consider in the precision wirewound resistor field.
Verbally and through the medium of advertising it
has been relentlessly stated that encapsulated resistors exceed and surpass MIL -R -93A and JAN -R-93
specifications, but frequently without proof of performance. Quite to the contrary, there have been
production difficulties. overnight changes in encapsulating materials, and reluctance to reveal just what
these encapsulation materials were. As evidenced by
previous messages in this series, Shallcross believes
it better to reveal than conceal!
The bobbins and the coating in Shallcross "P"
type wirewound encapsulated resistors are the same
mineral filled, pigmented epoxy resin. The material
is "hot" curing, which simply means that it cures
at a much higher temperature than "cold" resin.
Some "cold" resin resistors now on the market have
one major failing, they become deformed after temperature cycling. Shallcross encapsulated resistors
remain unaffected.
The efficient Shallcross encapsulation results in
a sealed resistor with a physical configuration (see
sketch) providing maximum winding area and leakage paths, minimum size and weight, and aesthetically, retention of the visual identity of a precision
wirewound resistor. The seal of Shallcross "P" type
resistors cannot be broken by flexure of the lugs.
The lugs are designed so that excessive flexure
will result in bending of the lug outside of the
encapsulation.
Shallcross "P" type encapsulated resistors pass
military qualification approval tests easily and are

1929

the only resistors to date to pass the more stringent
qualification approval tests of a leading eastern
manufacturer of electronic equipment. This test requires 24 temperature cycles from -65 °C to
Longer leakage path
between terminals

26

fifth of

a series to

promote

a

for

wrap around or feed
through termination

Longer eakage path
to mounting hardware

Lug design

protects seal

Dotted outline shows
size of ordinary resistor

+100 °C as compared with only 5 cycles from
-55 °C to +85 °C required by MIL -R -93A. In qualification approval tests more rigid than MIL -R -93A,
another leading eastern airborne electronic manufacturer reports that Shallcross "P" type resistors
passed all tests without failure. Three other manufacturers tested had from one to nine failures in
each test.
The "P" type sealed resistors are unquestionably
the most outstanding development in sealed precision wirewound resistors since Shallcross patented
the sealed -in steatite "1100" series in 1945. Both
the old "1100" series and the new lower cost "P"
types pass the immersion cycling tests of JAN -R -93,
Characteristic A.
Test data, available styles and ratings for Shallcross "P" type resistors are yours for the asking.
Write for Engineering Bulletin L -30.

Our twenty -fifth year

518

SHALLCROSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

The

Lug provides

1954

PUSEY AVENUE, COLLINGDALE,

PA.

better understanding of the performance characteristics of precision wire -wound resistors.

TELE -TECH
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AXIAL LEAD ENCAPSULATED
RESISTORS
Ideal where space and weight are at
a premium, these resistors have securely
anchored leads that cannot break the
seal. Available in five sizes, including
several that conform to MIL -R -93A style
RB52.

LUG TYPE ENCAPSULATED
RESISTORS
Available in all MIL-R -93A styles with
commercial ratings to 3.5 watts, Shall cross "P" type resistors are suitable for
125 °C operation.

i
TELE -TECH
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AMPHENOI s famous

quality components are designed by skilled engineers whose knowledge of electronics
is unequalled in the industry. Their
ability and ingenuity enable
AMPHENOL to better work for you.

Production of the over 9.000 items
now made by AMPHENOL is accomplished in five modern plants. Highly
trained employes -strict quality controls insure the fidelity of the finished
component to the original design.
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connectors,
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connectors, coaxial cables,
sockets and many other special

components are produced by
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AMPHENOL. All reflect the

skill of the engineer and
the production know -how
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For

"Trouble- Freé'Fuses
Use BUSS FUSES
There is a reason manufacturers and service organizations have learned to rely on BUSS fuses to operate
properly under all service conditions. Every BUSS fuse
normally used by the Electronic Industries is tested in a
sensitive electronic device that rejects any fuse that is not
correctly calibrated, properly constructed and right in all
physical dimensions.
Once properly installed, a BUSS fuse will blow only
to protect. If a BUSS fuse does blow, you can be sure there
is trouble in the circuit. When the trouble is corrected and
a new BUSS fuse installed the job is finished. The user
won't be annoyed and your equipment won't be out of
service by the fuse failing to operate properly... because a
BUSS fuse will carry its rated current and it is properly
constructed to prevent poor contact heating causing needless blows.
And by standardizing on BUSS fuses, you can fill your
exact fuse needs from one source. The line is completedual- element (slow -blowing), renewable and one time
types
in sizes from 1 /500 ampere up.

...

-

Should you have a special problem in
electrical protection
Our fuse research laboratory and its staff of engineers
are at your service to help you select the right fuse for the
job
and if possible a fuse already available in wholesalers stocks.

-

UHT."(

..o,

°o:

BUSSMANN Mfg. Co. (Division of McGraw Electric Co.)
University at Jefferson. St. Louis 7. Mo.
bulletin SFB containing facts on
BUSS small dimension fuses and fuse holders.
Please send me

For More
Information

Name

Title

Mail this

Company

Coupon

Address

City & Zone
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Highly specialized productio process
for Boron-Carbon recistors

ONLY FILM TYPE RESISTORS MEET HIGHER

Advancing requirements of instrumentation,
military electronics and television focus
emphasis on greater stability for non -wire
wound resistors. IRC believes its filament
type construction offers the best answer to
more exacting standards. For over 28 years
the film type resistance element has proved
its superior stability -even in today's
newest IRC Boron -Carbon Precistor.
thin coating of pre-cured and
stabilized resistance material is
bonded to special glass or an in
organic core to form IRC's exclusive filament type element. This
is in contrast to the carbon pill or
slug principle of construction. Its
A

uniformity and stability have

proved superior since the earliest
days of radio.

high popularity -high stability

FIXED
COMPOSITION

More IRC Filament Type BT Resistors
are used in radio and TV sets than
any other brand. They meet and beat
JAN -R -11 specifications, and have been
tested and approved by most producers
of government equipment. Exceptionally stable -in 54, y, 1 and 2 watts.
Send coupon for Data Bulletin.

resisto
if'"i7tifla"""1

high voltage -high stability

NIGH
VOLTAGE

IRC Type MV High Voltage Resistors
offer outstanding stability even in very
high resistance values. Filament resistance coating in helical turns on ceramic tube provides a long, effective
conducting path. 2 to 90 watts. Check
the coupon for detailed information.

boron -carbon

precistor

high economy -high stability

DEPOSITED
CARBON

Type DC Deposited Carbon Resistors
combine accuracy and economy with
high stability. Excellent where carbon
compositions are unsuitable and wire
wound precisions too large or expensive. Available in %, 1 and 2 watts.
Use coupon for further facts.

STABILITY STANDARDS

'
off:
r'1

"Mr

Eliminates Possibility of End -Cap Trouble

Eliminates Danger of Mechanical Damage

high accuracy -high stability
The ultimate in stable non-wire wound
resistors. Type BOC Boron- Carbon
watt Precistors are ideally suited for
critical circuits where stability and high
accuracy under widely varying temperatures are important. Extraordinary
load life. Send for Bulletin.

Improved Electrical

M

teristics

The new Type MBC 'A watt, 1% resistor
offers the inherent superiority of a Boron.
Carbon resistor plus the advantage of a
fully insulated unit. Send coupon for full

details.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
407 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa.
In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd.,

Boron& Deposited Carbon ?recis tors Power Resistors Voltmeter
Multipliers
Low Wattage Wire
Wounds
Insulated Composition
Resistors
Volume Controls

Toronto, Licensee

full data on :.
DC Deposited Carbon;
BT Insulated Filament Type Resistors;
MV

Send me

High Voltage Resistors;
BOC Boron - Carbon
Precistors; MBC Molded Boron-Carbon Precistors

Name
Title
Precision Wire Wounds Ultra HF
and HiVoltage Resistors
Low

Company

Value Capacitors

Address

Selenium

Rectifiers
Insulated Chokes
Hermetic Seal Terminals

City

www.americanradiohistory.com

Zone

-State

Regardless

of model

...

Presto has only
one quality

Take,
for instance,
the finely
engineered ...

PRESTO RC -7 TAPE RECORDER
EQUIPMENT
SPECIFICATIONS
Dynamic range better than 50 db at

3% distortion.
Three -motor drive system.
No friction clutch or friction brakes.
Heavy -duty construction throughout.
Separate erase -recording -playback
heads.
Twin speed: 715" /sec. or 15" /sec.
Frequency response 50 to 15,000 cps.
Reel size: 7" standard, 101/2" with
RA -1

adapter.

Flutter: at 71/2" /sec., 0.25 - at
15" /sec., 0.20.
Available in 110 or 220 volts and 60
or 50 cycles.

Weight:

41 lbs.

The completely portable PRESTO RC-7 is a precision recorder in every detail. Yet it's
rugged and durable for heavy -duty field recording, and equipped with every feature
this service demands. Built around a sturdy 3-motor drive, the RC-7 contains the same
high- quality components found in Presto's fine studio equipment.
The RC-7 has separate recording and reproducing heads. Monitoring from tape is
instantaneous. Mechanical friction devices, which always require constant adjusting,

are totally eliminated from the RC-7, and virtually no adjustment is needed throughout the life of the machine. Note the RC-7's other features in the column at the left.
All of

PRESTO'S

engineering experience as the world's foremost producer of preci-

sion recording equipment has been devoted to making the RC-7 the outstanding

leader in fine tape recorders, in flawless performance, simplicity of operation, and
long and thoroughly satisfactory service.

Write for complete engineering data and price

NEW RA -1
REEL ADAPTER
enables owners of the
RC-7 and 900-R1
recorders to use 101/2"
reels. Carries out all

RECORDING CORPORATION

normal functions,
such as fast forward
and rewind speeds.
Easily attached.

PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY
Export Division:
Canadian Division:

WORLD'S

LARGEST

MANUFACTURER

OF

PRECISION

25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.

Walter

P.

Downs, Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal

RECORDING

www.americanradiohistory.com

EQUIPMENT AND DISCS

Another Raypar First...

COMPONENTS
100 -67

1RAYIPAR
INCORPORATED
7800 WEST ADDISON STREET

CHICAGO 34, ILLINOIS

100 -66 FLYBACK TRANSFORMER
104 -51 HORIZONTAL LINEARTY CONTROL
104 -55 HORIZONTAL DYN. CONY. PHASE
CONTROL
104 -54 HORIZONTAL CONVERGENCE
TRANSFORMER
104 -52 WIDTH COIL
100 -67 PURITY COIL
104 -53 FIELD NEUTRALIZING COIL
For further information Ncritc for price list and
tree catalog ;end engineering handbook

umr
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Stone's Electrical Insulating insulators, spacer bushings, or
tubes are used as core or shaft liner and protector sleeves, in the
insulating, rivet and screw manufacture of:
FRAC. H. P. MOTORS
RELAYS
SOLENOID SWITCHES
TRANSFORMERS
FLUORESCENT LAMP STARTERS
COMMUTATORS
ELECTRIC BLANKETS
ELECTRIC CORD SETS
INDICATOR LIGHTS
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
ELECTRIC
MEASURING EQUIPMENT
INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ELECTRIC TRAIN SETS

You CAN Save Money

and

STILL Get Qualify!

ANY OF the hundreds of
America's leading manufacturers who are Stone's customers
know this to be true.
They have found that Stone's
126-year-old heritage has paid
off for them. This rich industrial
background has enabled Stone
to perfect more accurate methods
of manufacture and to improve
is
mass -production techniques
with the result that genuinely
superior products are produced
at low cost.
Stone specializes in smalldiameter, spiral -wound insulating
tubing from 3/64" to 1" ID.
Larger sizes are available, of
course. All Stone tubes are cus-

tom made, yet mass produced,
and can be furnished in hidielectric kraft, fish paper, and
plastic films in various wall thick nesses and lengths. They can
also be formed, notched, punched,
printed, dipped or impregnated
with a variety of waxes and
resins.
We suggest that you get in
touch with our nearest repre-

sentative or write directly to
us. In either case, you will find
an organization ready and able
to serve you with unsurpassed
service
.
.
the kind that has
made us one of the world's
largest small- diameter paper
tube manufacturers.
.

STONE PAPER TUBE COMPANY
INCORPORATED
E., Washington 17, D. C.

900 -922 Franklin Street, N.
34
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(Continued from page 20)
H -F SOUND CUTTING -The
hardest possible materials can no
longer defy cutting, and that includes diamonds, tungsten carbide,
synthetic sapphires, hardened tool
steel, and agate quartz. In fact an
ultrasonic machine tool called the
Cavitron, which uses high- frequency
sound waves, can bore holes with up
to 0.0003 -inch tolerance in such materials. A stack of Driver -Harris
nickel plates contracts 1,620,000
times per minute in an electromagnetic field. The magnetostrictive vibrations pass through a monel tool
holder to a cutting die brazed to
the holder's tip. The die does not actually cut but transmits the vibrations to a stream of water carrying
fine abrasive particles. These literally erode out the surface of the material to conform to the shape of the
cutting die. The tool is already making parts for the aircraft, electronic
and jewelry industries.
CRIME PROGRAMS on TV can
help curb juvenile delinquency. A
Texas judge ordered parents of teenagers caught carrying firearms to
listen to a transcription of a "Dragnet" program, dramatizing a similar
case which had resulted in murder.
The program is reported to have had
"a most lasting effect."

IN A JAM-Despite the use of
hundreds of Soviet jamming transmitters, many programs beamed behind the Iron Curtain by Voice of
America, Radio Free Europe and
BBC do get through. Operation is
aided by fact that there are a large
number of shortwave receivers in
the Soviet Union because the internal broadcast system depends
largely upon high frequencies.

HUMOROUS TALE going the
rounds tells about a Soviet engineer
who is thrown into jail. "Why are
you here ?" asks his cellmate. "Because I am anti -Smernov," replies
the engineer. "Funny," says the
other, "I was jailed for being pro Smernov." Just then a third man is
shoved into the cell. "Who are you ?"
The new prisoner looks at them and
replies, "I'm Smernov."
(Continued on page 42)
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PLANT IN
THE THIRD NEW
PERMIT
GA
THREE YEA

IN ANY
QUANTITY

r '_

DIE - PRESSED

MACHINED

`.

EXTRUDED
COMBINATIONSS
METAL-CERAMIC
MORE THAN

50 YEARS OF
CHOICE OF CERAMIC MATERIALS TO MEET YOUR
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

Send blue prints and specifications and let us show you

KNOW -HOW

what we can do for you.

MEANS
ASSURED

QUALITY

52ND

Y

E

O
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C
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E
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M
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L

E

A D E R S H

I
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AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATI
CHATTANOOGA

5,

ENGLAND:

CHICAGO: 228 N.

1374 Mass.

Ave.,

LaSalle St.,

Cambridge, Mass., Kirkland 7-4498

Central

6 -1721

SUBSIDIARY OF MINNESOTA MINING

AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY

TENNESSEE

OFFICES: METROPOLITAN AREA: 671 Broad St.,Newark,N.3.,Mitchell
18159
NEW

A

N

SOUTHWEST: John

A.

SYRACUSE,N.Y.: 330 Arlington Ave.,Phone 76 -5068

PHILADELPHIA:
Green

Co.,

1649

N.

Brood St., Stevenson

6815 Oriole Dr., Dallas

9,

Dixon 9918

CLEVELAND: 5012 Euclid Ave.,Room 2007,Express 1-6685

4 -2813

LOS

ST.

LOUIS:

1123

ANGELES: 5603

N.

Washington Ave., Garfield 4959

Huntington Dr., Capitol

19114

WHEN
SHOOTING
FILM
OR

LIVE TELEVISION

THERE'S A

RAPTAR

LENS

FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT
Wollensak TV Raptar Lenses are specially designed for the television industry ... built for
tomorrow's advancements as well as today's
requirements. Robert Horn of Station KIMATV writes, "We have had extremely satisfactory results from the normal 25mm Wollensak
Raptar on our Auricon camera. The extreme
wide angle lens has more than paid its way in
permitting good coverage in tight quarters."

When televising live you'll also get the finest results with TV Raptars ... 14 lenses in
focal lengths from 2" to 24 ". Write for literature. Wollensak Optical Co., 850 Hudson Avenue, Rochester 21, N. Y.

by

WOLLENSAK

THE BETTER CAMERA HAS A WOLLENSAK LENS
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!.I4NIA
ROCKET TUBES
(PLANAR TRIODES)
The Answer to

Efficient Power

at 1000 to 4000 Megacycles
Low Lead Inductance
Low Interelectrode Capacitance

Rugged Planar Construction
Small Size
Moderate Input requirements
Good frequency- temperature
Characteristics

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
TYPE

SERVICE

FREQUENCY
MC

OUTPUT

5764

Pulsed oscillator
CW oscillator
Pulsed oscillator

2900

200 Watts

5765

CW Tunable oscillator

900.2900

250 MW. Av

5768

CW Tunable amplifier
CW oscillator for
butterfly type circuits

1000 -3000

2C36
2C37

RT434

1000

125

1000 -3300

1000.3000

Watts

450 MW.

over the band
10

db. av gain
400 MW.

Still more reasons why it pays to
SPECIFY SYLVANIA
For complete information concern.
ing Sylvania Rocket Tubes or other
electronic tubes write to Sylvania,
Dept. 4E -4402.

YLVANIA
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

LIGHTING
In Canada:

TELE -TECH
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RADIO

Sylvania Electric (Conoda)

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.

ELECTRONICS
ltd., University

T%.+er

Y.

TELEVISION

Bldg., Si. Catherine St., Montreal,

P.

0.

37

PRECISION
ea PINT -SIZE!
BANTAM ßX
CRYSTAL UNIT

ACTUAL SIZE

BLILEY BANTAM BX
FREQ: 15mc -1O0mc

The new BANTAM BX has wire leads for mounting in
a miniature selector switch or can be soldered to a printed
circuit terminal board.
The new BANTAM BX does not sacrifice precision or
dependability. It meets same performance and tolerance
requirements as larger crystal units such as MIL types
CR -23 or CR -32.
The new BANTAM 13X is fully described in Bulletin 46.
Now available for prototypes or in production quantities.

B L

I

L

E

Y

E

L

E

C

T

R I

C

C

O

M

P A

UNION STATION BLDG., ERIE, PA.
38
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A New
HUGHES

Standard of

DIODES

Reliability
Reliability in a germanium
diode is determined principally by
permanent freedomfrom the two
major causes of diode failure
moisture penetration of the diode
envelope, and electrical instability
under extreme operating conditions.

FUSION SEALED IN GLASS

for electrical
stability

-

HUGHES GERMANIUM DIODES

are de-

signed to prevent such failures
through two exclusive features:

I. Fusion Sealing -The glass -tometal seal, proved in billions of
vacuum tubes, is incorporated to
full advantage in diode manufacture by the Hughes -developed
process of fusion sealing at high
temperature. The result is a rigid
one -piece glass envelope impervious to moisture.

-

2. 100% Testing Hughes i00%
testing procedures invite instabilities to occur prior to shipment,

HUGHES GERMANIUM

Type

Voltages
(volts)

1N55B
1N68A

High
Peak

-

High
Beck
Resistance

-

Back
Resistance

--

High
Back

Resisgnce
General
Purpose

JAN
Types

1

N

67

1N99
1N100
1N89
I N97
1 Ñ98
1N116
1N117
1N118
1 N90
1N95
1N96

__

1N126**
1N1271
1N1281

-

severe shock.

Reliability of

HUGHES DIODES

has

been proved in advanced airborne military radar and fire
control systems, and for guided
missiles.

DIODE ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 25° C.

Test
Peak
Inverse

RETMA

Description

assuring rejection of defective
diodes. Each HUGHES DIODE is
humidity-cycled, temperature cycled, JAN shock -tested, and
electrically tested under vibration. This testing procedure insures operation of HUCHES DIODES
under adverse conditions of moisture, temperature, vibration and

190
130
100
100
100
100
100
100
75
75
75
75

75
75
75
125
50

Maximum Minimum
Inverse

Forward

Working

Current
® +1 v
(ma)

Voltage

(volts,
150
100
80
80
80

80_

80
80
60
60
60
60
60
60

.60
100

40

5.0
3.0
4.0
10.0
20.0
3.5
10.0
20.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
5.0
3.0
3.0

Maximum
Inverse

Current
(ma)

0.500 @ -150v
0.625
-100v
0.005 ( -5 v;
.0.005
-5 v;
0.005
-5 v;
0.008 el -5v;
0.008 l -5 v;
0.008 1g -5 v;
0.100
-50v
0.100 (ET-50 v

5

5

0.050 Ig

-50 v

0.050-5 -50

v

-50

v

0.050
0.100 l
0.100 (a

-50v
-50 v

0.100 -50 v

-

0.100e -50v
0.800 ® -50 v
0.800
-50 v
0.800
-50 v
0.050 @ -10 v;
0.025 (rÿ -10 y;

e
e

0.0105 -10v

SEMICONDUCTOR
SALES

-50
8 -50

2.850 ®
0.300

v

v

'That voltag at which dynamic resistance is zero under specified conditions.
Each Hughes Diode is
subjected to a voltage rising linearly at
**Formerly 1N69A.

90 volts per second.
tFormerly 1N70A.
tFormerly 1118IA.

HUGHES DIODES are also supplied t00% factory- tested to a wide
range of
customer- specified characteristics, including high- temperature requirements.
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you need absolute dependability...
you need ADLAKE Mercury Relays!
Because they're designed and built to meet the

most exacting needs of industry...in jobs that
conventional relays can do in an uncertain manner
at best...ADLAKE Mercury Relays have won a
reputation for absolute dependability! And no
wonder, because each ADLAKE Relay offers:
Positive leak -proof sealing -assured by the use
of properly selected metals and glass components
with properly matched thermal expansion characteristics.
Liquid, mercury -to- mercury contacts -completely eliminate failures caused by low contact
pressure, contact burning, pitting and sticking.
And the inherent high surface tension of mercury
imparts an ideal snap action to the contacts.
Arc -resisting ceramics -used to reduce any destructive effect caused by the arc.
Yes, as thousands of enthusiastic users in every
branch of industry know, ADLAKE means dependability every way! Write for your free copy of the
ADLAKE Relay catalog today. The Adams &
Westlake Company, 1175 N. Michigan, Elkhart,
Indiana. In Canada, write PowerLite Devices,
Limited, of Toronto.

ADLAKE
TYPE
e0.
C

OnTACT

NONNAII
e ri

lietej

gousse

SECONDS
OPERATE
RELEASE

_®
-=

TNf ADAMS

S

MfSTUNE

aNNARE

CNICA60.

CO

INO

NEW TOR),

EVERY ADLAKE RELAY IS TESTED

-AND
-TO MEET

THE

GUARANTEED

SPECIFICATIONS!

Adams & Westlake

Established 1857

ELKHART, INDIANA

Type 1200 Load telo

for D. C. energization
-Contact normally
Open or Closed.

97tß
year

COMPANY

of serving the tronsportorson

Chicago

New York
Manufacturers of ADLAKE Hermetically Sealed Mercury Relays

40
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designed for present requirement of 440'
and for extension -when needed -to 600'
When WICC-TV in Bridgeport, Connecticut, erected their tower,
they went high enough to meet their present need -but also had an
eye for the future.
So any time they need greater height for increased coverage,
another 160 feet can be added to their present tower height of 440
feet. For the Blaw -Knox Type TG tower purchased by WICC
was
originally designed for extension to 600 feet with a third set
of
guys to be installed at that time.
This is typical of how Blaw -Knox Towers are designed and constructed to meet specific customer requirements -based on some
forty years experience in designing and building towers. Blaw -Knox
Type TG towers, for example, are designed to support TV and FM
antennas-available in standard heights up to 1000 feet and in special
designs for higher structures. All have such features aspivoted or articulated base to avoid excessive bending stresses
structural angle bracing (with no adjustable members) in a
"tension and compression" system to provide extra strong
rigid construction
guys, with all connections permanently attached, factory prestressed and proof tested to load greater than ever required
in service
invar rule to insure accurate and simple tensioning of guys
convenient support for transmission lines
hot -dip galvanized to protect against all weather conditions
For more complete information on all types of Blaw -Knox Antenna
Towers just write or phone to get your copy of Bulletin No. 2417.
Or send us your inquiry for prompt service, specifying height of tower
and type of antenna.
BLAW -KNOX COMPANY, PITTSBURGH 38, PENNSYLVANIA
BLAW -KNOX EQUIPMENT DIVISION
TOWER DEPARTMENT

ANTENNA TOWERS
Guyed and self- supporting types -for AM
FM
TV
microwave communications radar
1101111INVAR RULE

.44

GUY PIER

*1110

Invar measuring rule, an exclusive Blaw -Knox
feature, is used to determine correct initial
tension in the factory pre- stressed guys. Erectors use the rule when putting up the tower
and can easily duplicate correct tension determined in the factory tests -thereby eliminating any guess work in the field erection.
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PRECISION- I ESIGNED FOR
125°C OPERATION

DEAD OR ALIVE ? -Anyone who
ever had a dentist pull the wrong
tooth cannot get his tooth back, but
he can take comfort in the fact that
it is now harder than ever for a
dentist to make such a mistake. The
Ritter Co. of Rochester, N. Y., has
developed an electronic pulp tester
for checking teeth suspected of
needing extraction. The tester has a
neon light in its tip which glows
when contact is made. The dentist
can increase current with a nichrome-wirewound rheostat. If a patient feels a pulsation when the
tester is put in operation, the suspect tooth is alive. By using it in
conjunction with X -ray examination,
the pulp tester makes it almost impossible for a dentist to extract a
live tooth by mistake.

Operation without
Derating
High Insulation Resistance
Impregnated with X -250*
125 °C

Specify Astron METEOR Subminiature
Paper Capacitors with confidence in applications where high operating temperatures,
capacitance stability and uniform quality
are among your exacting requirements. Positive hermetic sealing with glass -to -metal
terminals combined with the amazingly effective new X -250* impregnant is your assurance
of rugged performance and long life. Specifically designed to meet the most exacting
government requirements, Astron Meteors
are provided in a wide range of JAN case
styles and sizes. They are available with
both extended foil and inserted tab construction for maximum size reduction.
WRITE TODAY TO DEPT. TT
for Bulletin AB -18 containing complete
engineering specifications

DEPEND

ON- INSIST

VARIETY OF

-.SIZES AND CASE
STYLES FOR YOUR

-.SPECIFIC NEEDS

*Trade Mark.

ASTRON CORPORATION
East

Newark, New Jersey

Export Division: Rocke International Corp., 13 East 40 St., New York, N.Y.
In Canada: Charles W. Pointon, 6 Alcina Ave., Toronto 10, Ontario
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AVERAGE AMERICAN worker

is nearly three times as productive

as his Western European counterpart, and can buy three times as
much with his earnings, reports
Stanford Research Institute.

PATENTS are declining in importance, according to a UNESCO
study. In 1932, one American in 551
had taken out a patent in the previous decade. Today, the figure is one
in 936. Furthermore, half of the patents are destroyed when the first
court attempt is made to enforce
them, and seven -eighths fail that are
appealed to the Circuit or Supreme
Court.

ON

255 Grant Avenue,

NUTS come right out of their
shell without fuss, thanks to a new
electronic nutcracker. A 65 -kv jolt
neatly separates the walnut meat
from the shell. Nut growers in Pacific Northwest are so pleased with
system's high production, they are
considering its use on filberts.
ULTRASONIC washing machines
are becoming increasingly popular in
Australia. A generator feeds an
electrical -to- mechanical transducer,
which shakes the clothes and water.

AgITORS

ER

(Continued from page 34)
A TEXAS JAIL is using closed
circuit TV to observe prisoners' activities. The inmates don't care for
the idea, but officials claim it has
improved supervisory efficiency.
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NEW!
for Film and

ameras

NEW! CIRCULAR STEERING

oc e

para

e

or straig

t

tracking in any directio
VERSATILE WHEEL POSITIONS

STRAIGHT TRACK!

NEW! HYDRAULIC BOOM LIFT
R

CIRCULAR STEERING

NEW! MANEUVERABILITY

NEW! HANDLING EASE
NEW! LOW SLUNG CHASSIS

NEW! VERSATILITY

corn

HOUSTON- FEARLESS CORPORATION
Los Angeles 64, California
Send information on
Cinemobile
Film Processors 0 AU Metal Tripod
Ponoram Dolly
¡
Camera Crane
TV Pedestal
THE

11805 W. Olympic Blvd.
I

Name

Firm_-_
Address_

-.

City_ ___

OT
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PROCESSING EQUIPMENT"

Now available for aluminizing color TV tube components

R* high vacuum coaters

Large CVC high vacuum coaters, similar to those
used for metallizing plastics, are now available
for aluminizing color TV tube faceplates and
faceplate inserts.
Units such as the CVC LC1 -48A, illustrated
above, are easy and economical to operate. Pieces
are loaded on an extra-long cylindrical fixture
which opens to permit easy attachment at a convenient working level.
The entire fixture is rolled into the vacuum
chamber, the Boor closed, and, in a matter of

. . .

minutes, the load is coated with aluminum.
Three cycles per hour arc easy, four are possible.
To help you get ready for color TV tube production on a mass production basis, we can furnish you with this type of equipment, with
inline aluminizing systems, or with stationary
individual unit systems.
For information on any application of high
vacuum to color TV tube production, write to
Consolidated Vacuum Corporation, Rochester 3,
N.Y. (a subsidiary of Consolidated Engineering
Corporation, Pasadena, California.)

Consolidated Vacuum Corporation
Rochester

3, N.

Y.

designers and manufacturers of high vacuum equipment
SALES OFFICES: PALO ALTO, CALIF.

CHICAGO, ILL.

CAMDEN, N.

J.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

for

POWER RESISTOR needs
COME TO.

Greenohni
IIEAI)QIJA1t'11ERS
The toughest power resistors made! That's
why you find Greenohms in radio -electronic
and electrical assemblies noted for dependable
performance and longest life.

-

Power Resistor Decade Box
any resistance from
ohm to
999,999 ohms -in working circuit.
1

"Standees "' or above- chassismounted power resistors in

These green -colored power resistors are available in standard and special types. Protected
by the exclusive cold -setting inorganic cement,
these units withstand severe overloads and
extreme temperature changes without altering
their resistance values or appearance. Resistance windings remain unimpaired in the
manufacturing process.

Your reeds most likely can be met by the
extensive selection of fixed and adjustable
Greenohms. But if your needs are extraordinary, then Clarostat is prepared to design your
special power resistors and to deliver any
quantities to meet any assembly schedules.

ceramic casings, with Greenohni
cement filling.

WI

Stacked Greenohms for banking
several power resistor section.,

-

Typical of special Greenohms
a screw -base resistor with handy
knob for fast replacement, in
changing resistance values.

Engineering Bulletin on Greenohms, sent
on request. Let us have your power resistor
requirements for engineering collaboration,
quotations, delivery schedules.

Greenohm Junior or miniature
resistor in ceramic casing filled
with Greenohm cement.

Controls & Resistors
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.,

.'trad.-mark
TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

In Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Ontario
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Behind the radar curtain that guards our

shore

Magnetron illustrations courtesy of Raytheon Manufacturing Company

Source of UHF waves that make
possible the radar screen guarding our
continental perimeter is the magnetron.

Essential elements of the magnetron, and the anodes and cathodes of the
companion direct- reading oscilloscope are
produced by Superior Tube Company.
For example, in the Raytheon magnetron
above, Superior furnishes: A. The cathode
(heart of the magnetron); B. The anode;
C. The sleeve on the wave trap (or choke)
assembly.

All of these parts are made from

Superior seamless nickel tubing. As a
matter of fact, there is Superior tubing
in every one of the 400 different types
of Raytheon magnetrons

-a record

sible only because of great satisfaction
with Superior alloys, fabrication, deliveries' and service. Put your chief de-

pendence upon Superior. Superior Tube
Company, 2508 Germantown Ave.,
Norristown, Pa.

5/fier/°./.
THE BIG

Seomless Nickel Cathode.

Lockseam*

e

.048"

12mm long.

Nickel

Cathode

Round, vertical emboss,
.045" OD e .0021" Wall.

Oval, double bead, .025"

.003" Wall.

26.5 mm long.

Disc

Cathode*

.121" OD,.312"
long.

No.2 Grid Cup,
305 Stainless
Steel, Rolled

edge. .499"
OD a .010"
Wall e .262"
long.

Manutactured under

"U

46

S

U S Patents
Trademark applied for

pos-

NAME

IN SMALL

TUBING

All analyses .010"
s
/4"
OD.

to

Certain analyses in Light
Walls up to Zia
OD.

Many other types of nickel cathodes -such as Lockseam *, made
from nickel strip, disc cathodes, and a wide variety of stainless
anodes, grid cups and other tubular fabricated ports are available
from Superior. For information and free literature on these products
as well as Cathaloy A -30, A -31 "'^, our latest Cathode Alloys,
address Superior Tube Company, Electronics Division, 2500 German.
town Avenue, Norristown, Po.

TELE
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hermetically sealed

GERMANIUM
DIODES
a eea ¢eaeed f,acl¢a ie
auona Gzcuuúuf agaut

-f

're-I

Oiso
I40"

.
?

111

Completely satmospheric conditio
100% testing of all diodes
Every diode temperature- humidity cycled for 32 hours;
also held for 12 hours at 105 °C, 4 hours at 25'C
Samples of every production lot put through
JAN -193 humidity test
Oscilloscope tests for hysteresis and the various
types of instability
Smaller size for solder -in design
NEW plug -in design
Extra rugged and shock resistant
Coated with protective insulating lacquer

1 PLY6IN
.017°
TI PIN D

TYPE

LEAD

i
o

aF

SOLDERIN

ANODE

FORWARD
CURRENT
AT

CURR.

-{-1V

ma.

ma.

ma.

RT -5V
ma.

0.005

CURR.

DC

MAXIMUM INVERSE CURRENT
AT -10V
ma

IN61
1N67-P

50V DC Restorer

80

100

35

4.0

CK705
CK705-P

Gen. Purpose Diode

60

150

50

5.0

0.05

CK705A
CK105A-P

Gen. Purpose Diode

60

150

50

5.0

0.01

CK701
CK701-P

50V DC Restorer

80

100

35

3.5

CK708
CK708-P

100V DC Restorer

100

100

35

3.0

65

150

CK713

CK713-P

Computer Diode
ndicates plug -in type

RaYTH

MIN.

AVG

INVERSE
VOLTAGE

DC

TYPICAL
APPLICATION

MAX.
MAX.
°EAK
ANODE

MAX.

Eó

DC

50

30 at

+2V

0.010

AT

-50V

ma.

AT

-IOW
ma.

0.05

AVG

MIN.
INVERSE
VOLTAGE

INVERSE
CURRENT

-50V

100

0.1

0.8

70

0.43

0.8

70

0.43

0.10
0.625

0.25 at

-40V

100

0.1

120

0.15

(DC characteristics
at 50°C)

Characteristics measured at 25 °C

These types are available in production quantities through Newton,
Chicago and Lcs Angeles sales offices.
They are also stocked by over 500 Raytheon Special Tube Distributors.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

.

RAYTHEON MAKES ALL THESE
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7

COMMUNICATIONS SUPERVISORS.

,000r

get
'
coverage for X700!

Here are the plain facts that speak for
themselves of $24,300 savings.
To increase the "talk- back" range of
one -hundred cars from 20 miles to
25 miles- corresponding to an increase of
50% in area coverage- one -hundred 15
watt transmitters must be replaced with
60 watt transmitters ... at an
approximate cost of $25,000.
You can get the same coverage by
installing an Andrew 3000 -type antenna
for only about $700.
One postcard can save you over $24,000.
Before you buy, write us for a complete
analysis of costs and antenna types
to meet your needs.

C

O

R

P O

R

A

T

I

O

N

363 East 75th Street

48

Chicago
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ENSURES BETTER PERFORMANCE AT LOWER PRODUCTION COSTS
ITS CHARACTERISTICS

CLEVELITE is known for its dependability- uniformity
-and ability to meet required tolerances, which are
particularly important in coil forms, collars, bushings,
spacers, tubes and many other products. Available in
diameters, wall thicknesses and lengths as desired.
Prompt deliveries are ensured by our large production

INCLUDE:

High Dielectric

Strength

e

e

.

facilities.

Low Moisture

Absorption

e

e

Tell us Your needs. Our Research and Engineering Laboratory is at your service.

.

WHY PAY MORE? For the best
call Cleveland!

,t

Mechanical Strength

.

.

..

.

Pat. Off.

Low Loss and Good

Machinability.

O

CLEVELAND
CONTAINER6
CLEVELAND 2, 01410
6201 BARBERTON AVE.

PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES at Chicago. Detroit, Memphis. Plymouth. Wisc. Ogdensburg. N. Y.,
,

Jameibarg.

N.

1.

ABRASIVE DIVISION at Clevcland, Ohio
CANADIAN PLANT: The Cleveland Container, Canada, Ltd., Prescott, Ontario

T
REPRESENTATIVES

Ask for our new

NEW YORK AREA R. T. MURRAY, 604 CENTRAL AVE., EAST ORANGE, N. J.
R. S. PETTIGREW IL CO., 62 LA SALLE RD., WEST HARTFORD, CONN.
NEW ENGLAND
CHICAGO AREA PLASTIC TUBING SALES, 5215 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO
IRV. M COCHRANE CO., 408 S. ALVARADO ST., LOS ANGELES
WEST COAST

Clevelite Folder.
TELE -TECH
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TYPICAL OPERATION
Radio -Frequency
Power Amplifier or Oscillator

-

Eimac designed, Eimac produced
4X150A
radial -beam power tetrodes have given Eimac
quality performance for more than five years in
both fixed and mobile application in military and
civilian transmitters. Rugged and compact, the
4X150A is the most powerful tube for its size
that operates into UHF. Excellent power gain and
stability with low plate voltages, plus simple circuit
requirements, have made the 4X150A one of the
most versatile tubes in the transmitting field.

Another Eimac development is the 4X150D, especially designed for the 24 -28 volt electrical systems of mobile and airborne equipment. Other
than a heater rating of 26.5 volts at 0.57 amperes, the 4X150D is identical to the 4X150A. It
is recommended that both tubes be used with low
inductance 4X150A air- system sockets which come
in two models
with or without grounded cathode
connections.

-

Class C Telegraphy or FM Telephony
(Key -down conditions, per tube)

Frequencies up to 165 Mc.
DC

Plate Voltage

D -C

Screen Voltage

D

.

.

.

.

.

250 volts

C Grid Voltage

--110

Plate Current

200 ma

D -C
D -C

Current

Screen

.

.

Driving Power (approx.)

.

D

1000 volts

.

-C

.

Grid Current

volts

25 ma
10 ma

Power Input

1

watt

200 watts

Useful Power Output

.

.

150

watts

500 Mc. Coaxial Cavity
D -C

Voltage

Plate

Voltage

.

.

.

.

1000 volts

volts

D

-C Screen

D

-C

Grid Voltage

--80

D -C

Plate Current

200 ma

Current

D -C

Screen

D -C

Grid Current

.

.

Plate Power

Plate Power Output

.

250

7

volts

ma

10 ma

Driving Power (approx.)
Input

.

watts

.

20

.

.

.

200 watts

.

.

.

120 watts

For further information contact

our Application Engineering Department

EITEL- McCULLOUGH, INC.
SAN BRUNO,
CALIFORNIA

Export Agents: Frazer & Hansen, 301 Day St., San Francisco, California
50
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leads again ...this time

4P

in

COL 0

4P

in the development of

Frequency Control Crystals

and Circuits for COLOR TELEVISION,

Midland

is

prepared NOW

to supply you in quantity with

Color TV Crystals to

your exact specifications...
and to counsel on all
matters concerned with this subject.
SEE

OUR EXHIBIT in Booth No. 143

Radio Engineering Show, March 22 -25

Kingsbridge Armory, New York City.
II
rItabkeiL
VlÍhek

&2/441

,4

,

itlau ta k -e1adii itailkt, ebUti,ct

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
3155 Fiberglas Road, Kansas City, Kansas

WORLD'S

TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

LARGEST

PRODUCER OF

February 1954
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WHICH PILOT LIGHT
DO YOU NEED?

THE

BIG

ONE

ACTUAL SIZE

Cat. #613529.211

This Pilot Light Assembly was first
made to accommodate the S -11 lamp
and was intended for use in the
cabs of great diesel locomotives.

Dialco HAS THE COMPLETE LINE

\

This BIG one

OF

or

INDICATOR and PANEL LIGHTS

THE LITTLE ONE
The miniaturization program on defense products required the
development of this sub -miniature light. It is used
on communication equipment and aircraft.
Midget flanged base bulbs to fit are rated 1.3, 6, 12, and 28 volts.

\

this LITTLE one
ACTUAL SIZE

Cat. #8-1930-621

6. torequirements
suit your
special conditions and
will
sent promptly
own

19

be
and without cost. Just outline your needs.
Let our engineering department assist
in selecting the right lamp and the best
pilot light for YOU.

Write for the Dialco HANDBOOK of PILOT LIGHTS
Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights

DIALIGHT CORPORATION
60 STEWART AVE., BROOKLYN 37, N. Y.
32

HYACINTH 7.7600
TELE -TECH
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FOR

RHEOSTATS
All - ceramic and metal, close

control rheostats for unsur-

passed dependability and
smoothness of operation. Ten
stock sizes, 25 to 1,000 watts.

TAP SWITCHES
Five compact models, 10 to
100 amperes, AC, up to 12 taps.
All- ceramic and metal construction. Silver-to-silver contacts, with self-cleaning rotor.

RESISTORS
A wide range of dependable,

fixed, adjustable, tapped, and
non - inductive, power wire wound resistors. Also a wide

range of precision resistors.

R. F. CHOKES
Single layer R. F. plate chokes
and power line chokes, on
steatite or plastic cores. Protected by a special moisture -

resistant coating.

e

Red

we ommoirE

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3662 HOWARD

ST., SKOKIE, ILLINOIS (Suburb

of Chicago)

WRITE on com-

pany letterhead
for Catalog and
Engineering Manual No. 40

Precision Professional Equipment

144*

and BROADCAST STATIONS
ACCEPTED and USED by ALL MAJOR NETWORKS
FOR TELEVISION

RESEARCH

TELOP

FOR RELIABILITY

...

TELOP II

Telop I is one -man operated, economical and reliable. It projects low -cost,
easily produced "commercials" for increased profits. The Telop completely
eliminates keystoning; any two photographs, glass lantern slides, or opaque
cards can be projected, also small objects, with superposition, lap dissolves
or fadeout. Metal slides holding either
five or eight 4 "x5" cards may be
used for projection.

operated ... will project any combination of slides, transparencies, opaque

... TELOJECTOR

Compact, portable unit for automatic,
remote control of standard 2" x 2"
transparencies. Provides uninterrupted
continuity with studio effects of fading,
lapping and superposition. Slide turrets can be changed instantly.

60A FOUR -WAY

PROJECTOR

For smaller TV stations

... one

man

cards or photographs. Eliminates costly
film strips and live talent, yet achieves
clear sharp pictures with superposition,
lap dissolves and fade -out effects.
Small initial investment assures greater
profits because of low production and

operating cost.

55A FILM
CAMERA TURRET
One camera can serve up to 8 projectors with Gray camera turret. Mounted
on heavy, welded steel frame, the turret revolves 360 degrees on heavy
duty ball bearings with positive placement. Requires minimum space.

13A LIGHT BOX

FILM MULTIPLEXER

r

...

PERFORMANCE

I
TELEVISION
OPTICAL PROJECTOR

3A

_

VERSATILITY

This

A precision arrangement of mirrors for operation of pairs of projectors simultaneously in a
single TV camera or individually into two
separate cameras. Also available as a two way moving mirror multiplexer (illustrated) or
two -way fixed mirror multiplexer.

attachment will back -light 314" x

4" transparencies and make

them part
of a "commercial" along with opaque

cards or other copy. The box mounts
directly behind the slide holder groove
in the optical channel opening of the
Telop.

MANUAL CONTROL BOX

63A TELOJECTOR

Gray's Control Box is especially designed for use with the Telojector.
Control Box laps, fades, superpositions
and permits remote changing of slides.

The

SHELF
is of steel

Gray Telojector shelf

construction. Strong, sturdy, it is easy
o attach to Multiplexer stand. Teloector mounts on shelf.

106SP TRANSCRIPTION ARM

11A VERTICAL SCROLL DRIVE
Vertical Scroll Drive will televise rollstock and broadcast
running commentary or "commercials" -with or without sound
accompaniment. Attaches to the optical openings of the Telop.
The

106SP Transcription Arm meets the strict requirements of
modern, highly compliant pick -up cartridges. 3 Cartridge
slides furnished, enable GE -mil, 21/2 mil, or 3 mil cartridges
or Pickering cartridges to be instantly installed. Fairchild
cartridge slides also available.
1

12A HORIZONTAL TAPE DRIVE
Horizontal Tope permits televising of 8 mm. news ticker tape.
Tape can be projected on any part of screen -top, bottom
or middle and superposed on copy televised from another
Telop optical opening.

108B VISCOUS DAMPED TONE ARM
Radically new suspension development on the viscous damping
principle for perfect tracking of records and elimination of
tone arm resonances. For all records- 331/a, 45, and 78
RPM. Solves all transcription problems.

602B EQUALIZER

15R REVERSE CLOCK
Designed for time spots and announcements when either
regular or reversal is required. Permits superposing of "commercial" or other copy.

6028 Equalizer provides balanced output, permitting
operation of the Equalizer into either a balanced or unbalThe new

anced line. A convenient control allows instant switching from
conventional records to Micro -Groove.

Gray, as a special service
to its many TV customers,
now has available a custom -made test pattern with

ARCH

individual call letters for
TV stations.

and Development Co., Inc., Hilliard St., Manchester, Conn.
Division of the GRAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY Originators of the Gray Telephone Pay Station and the Gray Audograph

54
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QUALITY CONTROLLED

COMPONENTS

FIXED RESISTORS

VARIABLE RESISTORS
SPECIAL RESISTORS

POWDERED IRON CORES

CERAMAG,
FERROMAGNETIC CORES

MOLDED COIL FORMS
FIXED COMPOSITION

CAPACITORS
TUBE ANODES

assure accurate engineering
plus efficient production

Laboratory samples of Stackpole components are exactly what samples should be -true and accurate reflections of the product when
made in quantities and bought for use on your production line.
Stackpole was one of the earliest pioneers in strict statistical
quality control. This, plus many unique manufacturing techniques
and facilities evolved over years of carbon, graphite and metal
powder product specialization, means that the sample you get from
Stackpole matches your specifications to the fullest possible extent.
Equally important, and regardless of size, shape or quantity, each
production unit is a "twin" of the sample on which your engineering
and production calculations were based.

Write for Engineering Data Bulletin on any type. Samples to quantity users on receipt of full information.

CARBON DISCS
(Voltage Regulators)

Electronic Components Division

LINE SWITCHES

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY

and ROTARY ACTION SWITCHES

SLIDE

TELE -TECH
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PATENT

nu

illlnlÌÌ11Í1'i

..,:.,.:..

NEWS

Ofai

The patents described in the following list
are some of the many patents, present;y
available for licensing or sale, which may

I-T-E

1F.

and

R.F. transformers
Custom

n

be of interest to TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES readers. Register numbers are
those given in the Official Gazette of the
Patent Office. Inquiries should be addressed
to the owner of the patent rights or other

quality

and coils

party specified. Complete copies of patents
may be obtained from the Commissioner of
Patents, Washington 25, D. C., for 5.25 each.

Pat. 2,638,510. Duplex Loudspeaker,
patented May 12, 1953. Loudspeaker
with sectional reflex horn is converted
into a wide -range duplex loudspeaker

built to
your specifications

by replacing one of the horn sections
with a large bell -like diaphragm of a

Long noted for top -quality wirewound components-precision
resistors, power resistors, deflection yokes, and focus coils
I-T-E now adds I.F. and R.F.
transformers and coils to its line.

separately operated direct radiator.
(Owner) C. D. Zeitouni, c/o H. M. Kilpatrick, 11 Park Pl., New York 7, N.Y.

-

Reg. No. 51,460.
Pat. 2,587,568. Manufacture of

Electric
Circuit Components, patented Feb. 26,
1952. Process for automatic production
of parts using printed circuitry. Pattern
printed on metal foil remain after un-

Coils or complete- transformers -the simplest to the most
complex-are precisely fabricated to your specifications.
Versatile coil -winding machinery
plus latest -type testing equipment assure close electrical and
mechanical tolerances. Components are sturdy-built to "take
it ". They're stable over time,
temperature variation, and in

printed portions are removed in etching
bath. (Owner) Technograph Printed &
Electronics, Inc., 185 Valley St., Tarrytown, N.Y. Reg. No. 52,122.
The following 12 patents, owned by General Electric, are available for non -exclusive
licensing on reasonable terms. Write to
Manager. Patent Services Dept., General
Electric Co., 1 River Road, Schenectady, N.Y.
Pat. 2,629,803. Titanium Electrode,

patented Feb. 24, 1953. Reg. No. 52,139.
Pat. 2,629,922. Method of Brazing Resistor Terminals, patented March 3,

humid atmospheres.

1953. Reg. No. 52,140.

Take advantage of I -T -E
engineering skill, coil -winding
experience, and modern facilities. We will build to your
particular specifications ... and,
at a competitive price!

for Inspecting Cavities, patented March

all types of I.F. and R.F. coils
put transformers

antenna

any stage tuners

mixers

R.F. chokes

Pat. 2,630,472. Method and Apparatus

3, 1953.

Reg. No. 52,149.

2,632,866. Velocity Modulation
Electron Discharge Device, patented
March 24, 1953. Reg. No. 52,162.

Pat.

Pat. 2,624,875. Pulse Echo System
With Time Sensitivity Control, patented
Jan. 6, 1953. Reg. No. 51,489.
Pat. 2,625,603. Television Pulse Separation Circuit, patented Jan. 13, 1953.

R.F. out-

transformers

doublers
linearity coils

buffers

Reg. No. 51,491.

Pat. 2,625,678. Radiant Energy Navigational Device, patented Jan. 13, 1953.

peaking coils

Reg. No. 51,492.

Get your copy of Catalog
R -2W T. It gives complete
information about I -T-E

wire -wound products.

Pat. 2,627,551. Ultrahigh-Frequency
Transmission Structure, patented Feb.
3, 1953. Reg. No. 51,494.

Write to Resistor Division,
Advt. Dept., 1-T-E Circuit

Pat. 2,627,588. Electromagnetic Scanning Amplifier Circuit, patented Feb.

Breaker Co., 1924 Hamilton
St., Phila. 30, Pa.

3, 1953. Reg. No. 51,495.

Pat. 2,629,819. Load Compensating
Network, patented Feb. 24, 1953. Reg.
No. 51,496.

Pat. 2,631,240. Sweep Voltage Generator, patented March 10, 1953. Reg.
No. 51,497.

Pat. 2,629,050. Variable Electronic Capacitance Device, patented Feb. 17,

WIREWOUND PRODUCTS

1953. Reg. No. 51,570.

(Continued on page 60)
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Bendix
Builds
a

Better

elqa ekinft
Inexpensive
Efficient
Versatile
The new Bendix AN approved AN3057B
cable clamp is now available. Engineered by
Bendix to the highest quality standards, this
cable clamp offers major design improvements.
The clamping action is radial and completely
eliminates wire strain and chafing by holding
the wire bundle firmly in rubber. This clamp
will accommodate a wide range of wire bundle
sizes, but an even greater range can be handled
through the use of the Bendix AN3420A
accessory telescoping sleeve.
The new AN3057B cable clamp will also
waterproof multi conductor rubber covered
cable on the rear of a connector, or where
moisture -proof entrance through a bulkhead
or into an equipment box is required.
This versatile clamp is a product of the
Scintilla Magneto Division of Bendix Aviation
Corporation and is a companion AN accessory
to the world famous Bendix Scinflex line of
electrical connectors. Write our Sales Department for details.
=

SCINTILLA DIVISION of

Bend

'' " " °' ` °.0.", °.
SIDNEY, NEW YORK
FACTORY BRANCH OFFICES: 117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif.
Steph
Bldg.,
582 Market Sheet, San Francisco 4, California
512 West Avenue, Jenkin, Detroit 2, Michigan
6560 Cass A
Avenue,
Milwaukee,
Brouwer
Bldg.,
176
W.
Wisconsin
Pa.
town,
Wisconsin. EXPORT SALES: Bendix International Division, 205 East 42nd
St., New York 17, N. Y.
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oprene gland.
ntered clamping action.
creased close down.
sitive grounding feature.
dmium plated die -cast alumim nut.
otter over-all length.
aterproofs multi- conductor cable.
mediate delivery.

Indifference- whether it's under the "big
top" or on the production line -is inexcusable
and often fatal. You simply can't afford
to take chances with a hard won reputation
for quality performance. That's why we
say it's a pretty good rule to stick to a solder
you know and trust ... time -proved Kester
Solder, constant in solder alloy and
always a consistent flux formula.
your soldering is satisfactory with one of these
well known solder products: "44" Resin, "Resin-Five" and Plastic
Rosin -all made only by KESTER
Key Name in
Flux -Core Solder for More Than 50 Years.
Be sure

...

KESIE
S

O

L

D

E

R

C

O

M

P

A

N

Y

4210 WRIGHTWOOD AVENUE, CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY
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CAN
QUALITY
LES5
COST
... And

MALLORY Ceramic

Resistors Prove It

Available sizes:
watt ..... ..I to 1010 ohms
%fis' dia. z 1" lung
7 watt.. .. .1 to 5000 ohms
4

!

t4" dia. z
Standard Tolerance

14"

long
10%

Wherever you need fixed resistors in television and other electronic circuits,
you can get an ideal combination of quality and economy in Mallory Ceramic
Resistors. They're low in cost -and their axial lead construction cuts production expense by eliminating mounting brackets, permitting point -topoint wiring and saving under -chassis space.
These features assure top quality performance:

Accurate resistance up to rated wattage through the use of exclusive
Mallory Yard -Olen wire.
Long life: Fiberglas core contains no organic materials; high grade
non- corrosive inorganic cement, injected under pressure to gire high
heat dissipation, holds resistance element securely. Resistors are built
to take 100% overloads.
Moisture protection: Resistor ends are sealed by special heat and moisture resistant compound.
Rugged construction: tinned leads are securely clinched to prevent
opens, high resistance and pull-outs. Non -porous steatite tubes protect
against mechanical and (hernial shock.

COMPLETE
LINE OF CARBON
CONTROLS
Factory assembled carbon controls are supplied in single,
dual concentric and dual tandem constructions, with or
without switch. High density,
smooth surfaced element gives
exceptionally low noise level,
long life and minimum resistance drift. Available in standard tapers from 200 ohms to
IO megohms.

For complete facts, write for the new catalog on fixed wire -wound resistors
and carbon and wire -wound controls.

Expect more

... Get

atore from MALLORY

L

_J

Ports distributors in all major cities stock Mallory standard components for your convenience

ot:v a eatne.

Serving Industry with These Products:
Electromechanical Resistors
Switches
Television Tuners

-

MALLORY

Vibrators

Electrochemical -Capacitors
Rectifiers
Mercury Batteries
Metallurgical -Contacts Special Metals and Ceramics Welding Materials

p. R. MALLORY a CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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(Continued from page

561
The following eight patents, owned by the
AEC, are available on a non -exclusive,
royalty-free basis. Apply to Chief. Patent
Branch, Office of the General Counsel, U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission, Washington 25,
D. C.

Pat. 2,649,571. Bridge for Resistance
Measurément, patented Aug. 18, 1953.
Improved ratio arm bridge method is
well adapted to measuring high resist-

ances. Reg. No. 52,102.
Pat. 2,651,751. Apparatus for Measuring Resistance, patented Sept. 8, 1953.
Invention is for measuring resistance of
electrolyte materials employs voltage
source across serially connected electrolyte and resistor. Reg. No. 52,106.

How a B -47 Avoids
a Nervous Breakdown
the problem: The "nerves" of the

Air Force's B -47 jet bomber
consist of a highly -complex series of electronic systems, each
one dependent on every other one for efficient operation. These
sensitive instruments would be unreliable and subject to failure
if not adequately protected against the vibration and shock of
landings, take -offs, turbulent air and gun recoil.

the solution:

Because rubber or rubber -component shock
mounts are subject to rapid deterioration by ozone and low
temperatures at high altitudes, and because low temperatures
impair their performance, conventional vibration -control mountings could not give dependable protection. Robinson engineers
developed three separate types of Met -L -Flex* mountings
which isolated these delicate electronic devices from the shock
and vibration caused by landings, take -offs and rough air. These
Robinson mounts are now standard equipment for most of the
essential electronic devices (including the bombing system) on
the B -47, "America's first line of defense."

Do you have a problem
in Vibration Control?
This same engineering know -how and
skill can be put to work on your vibrawhether it
tion- control problem
involves precision instruments, electronic or television equipment, aircraft, motor vehicles, home appliances,
or machinery of any size or weight.

or temperature extremes. They are
permanently damped; they do not pack
down or wear out; they maintain full
efficiency for their entire lifetime.
Some vibration problems can readily
be solved by standard Robinson

Robinson Engineered Mounting Systems are built to outlast the equipment
to which they are applied Unlike old fashioned rubber mountings, Robinson
Met -L -Flex* mountings are impervious
to age, oil, bacteria, water, dust, dirt

conditions.

...

Mer-L-FLex is

mounts. Others require especially
designed systems to meet unusual
A letter or telegram will bring a
Robinson engineer to analyze your particular problem and suggest a solution,
at no obligation to you. Write or wire
us, Airborne Division, Dept. TT 5

the copyrighted designation for the albmetal resilient cushions developed and pioneered by Robinson.

Pat. 2,654,840. Pulse Generator, patented Oct. 6, 1953. System comprises
sawtooth electronic generator of the gas
relaxation type. Pulses have instantaneous rise time and hyperbolic decay.
Reg. No. 52,114.

Pat. 2,656,527. Signal Deviation Warning System, patented Oct. 20, 1953. Using
electromagnetic field, system gives
warning upon intrusion of any body
into protected zone. Reg. No. 52,119.
Pat. 2,632,103. Stabilized Pulse Circuit, patented March 17, 1953. Circuit is
adaptable where rectangular output
pulses with uniform characteristic regardless of changes in circuit parameters
are desired. Reg. No. 51,524.
Pat. 2,640,949. Electron Source, patented June 2, 1953. Activating material
disposed about heater produces intense
electron beam emitted in a controlled
direction with minimum power expenditure. Reg. No. 51,529.
Pat. 2,642,531. Multichannel Analyzer,
patented June 16, 1953. Pulse analyzer
is employed to sort pulses according to
magnitude, and is useful in proportional
counters. Reg. No. 51,532.
Pat. 2,644,922. Magnetic Flux Direction Determining Apparatus, patented
July 7, 1953. Portable unit quickly and
accurately determines magnetic flux direction in presence of electrostatic field.
Reg. No. 51,539.

Instruments
Moves Western Office
CEC

CEC Instruments, Inc., sales and
service subsidiary of Consolidated
Engineering Corp., 300 N. Sierra
Madre Villa, Pasadena 8, Calif., has
opened new and enlarged quarters
for its Western Regional Office at
1025 East Green St., Pasadena. Occupying approximately 2,000 sq. ft.
of office space in a new building, an
eleven person sales and service
organization will serve Consolidated
Instrument users in nine western
states and in the Canadian provinces
of Alberta; Saskatchewan and British Columbia.
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the Chief Engineers' Best Friend
EVEN

BEFORE

GETTING ON

AIR!

THE

The G -R Type 1183 -T TV- Station Monitor is one of the most reliable
frequency- indicating devices commercially available. It is, in addition, an accurate
measuring tool which is indispensible to station operating personnel ... even
before the transmitter is on the air.
Chief Engineers, who have had this TV Monitor at their disposal during
preliminary transmitter setting -up stages, are its most enthusiastic supporters.
They are impressed by its adaptability to a wide variety of station measuring
problems during the early periods of operation. These men stress the importance
of having one of these monitors available at the station at the earliest possible time.
Current deliveries are within 60 days from date of order.
A few of the many ways in which the Type 1183 -T TV-Station Monitor
will aid you, in the adjusting and testing period preceeding commercial operation:

*

By indicating correct tuning of aural
and visual transmitter frequencies and insuring correctness of inter- carrier spacing
* Providing reliable indications of modulation percentage, useful for calibrating
transmitting-station audio circuits

*

Helping locate, analyze and eliminate
distortion and noise in transmitter aural
channel
* Measuring a -m noise in f -m channel
when used in conjunction with the Type
1932-A Distortion Meter and Type 1932 -P1
A -M Detector Unit

FEATURES

*

Sound and video carrier frequencies are compared with multiplied frequency of highly -stable
crystal oscillator invented and patented by G-R

-

two large scale, illuminated meters indicate frequency deviations of carriers

*

Aural modulation in both percentage and db is
shown on third meter; panel switch provides for
indication of positive peak, negative peak, or both
peaks simultaneously
for convenience, over modulation-alarm -lamp flashes when aural modulation exceeds predetermined level set by dial

-

*

The Type 1183 -T TV- Station Monitor has

evolved over

a

quarter century of

G -R

Visual carrier indications accurate within ±500
cycles. Aural carrier indication within ±1000
cycles

lead-

On all u-h -f channels, the above accuracy
is guaranteed for at least thirty days -at
the lower u-h -f frequencies, the period is
over sixteen days -at the higher u -h -f frequencies, the period is ten days or more

ership in the development and manufacture

of

precision

frequency- measuring instru-

ments. It indicates carrier -frequency devia-

*

tions with an accuracy of much better than
one part in one million, and

High fidelity audio output provided for distortion and noise -level measurements, and for audio
monitoring
residual noise level is down 70 db
or better for 25 kc deviation

faithfully mon-

itors distortion, noise and modulation level

*

for "proof of performance" testing.

Overall monitor distortion is less than 0.1%
for ±25 kc swing, allowing measurement of very
low-level transmitter distortion

This instrument meets every requirement

of the

FCC

*

for offset carrier operation. It

-

within 300 cycles for 30 days and within
curate enough to meet

for

NTSC

FCC

-

VHF Monitor has high impedance and sensitivity
of 1 -volt or better
500 mw sensitivity for lowimpedance UHF input

will indicate correct intercarrier spacing
500 cycles for 6 months

-

*
*

more than ac-

Signal to noise ratio is excellent through chan.

nel 83

specifications

*
T -V

Center -frequency indications and distortion
measurements are accurate even under heavy modulation
counter -type discriminator has excellent
linearity over ±100 kc range

-'Z"
t..' ..

Type 1183 -T

Station Monitor

-

Complete remote metering facilities
terminals are provided for connecting remote center frequency meters and additional modulation and
over -modulation indicators

color broadcasting.

-

*
*
front

Separate power input for crystal -oven heaters
enables direct connection to station standby power

now in use by nearly every television station

-

-

Convenience in operation
pilot lamps on
panel indicate adequate input power
input-level meters at rear are immediately adjacent
to input-level adjustments

$2830 to $2905
depending on frequency

*

-

For safety, all a -c power leads are fused on
both sides of the line
short to ground cannot
cause fire
fusible link in crystal oven prevents

-

accidental overheating

*

-

Cabinet is arranged for maximum heat dissipation and easy installation
interior is readily
accessible for servicing

GENERAL RADIO Company
275 Massachusetts
90 Weft Si.

NM 9099

Avnue, Cambridge

920 5. M,ch,ran Ave. C00A00

5

39,

M

huslls,

1000 N Seward St.

LOS

U. S. A.
<NMII 20
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Radio - Electronic Men !
Just as you have been coming since 1945 to the IRE Na-

-

coming
tional Convention and Radio Engineering Show
so come again to see and
by the thousands, 35,642 in '53
hear all that is new in the engineering advances of your
industry.

-

Fifty -four in '54!

-

243 scientific and engineering papers will be presented, skillfully

grouped by related interests into 54 technical sessions. More than
half these sessions are organized by IRE Professional Groups, thus
making the IRE National a federation of 21 conferences in one. The
whole provides a practical summary of radio-electronic progress.

600 Exhibitors "spotlight the new! " -A mile and

a half of exhibits line the avenues
such
of this show, intriguingly named for the elements of radio

-

as "Instruments," "Components," "Airborne," "Radar," "Transistor," "Audio," "Microwave," etc., filling the four acres of the great
Kingsbridge Armory to capacity. An expanding radio industry shows
why it is growing by proving how engineering research pays out
in new products. The exhibits themselves are an education, conreviewed in four days.
densed to one place

-

Kingsbridge is the solution!

Only the combined facilities of the
Waldorf -Astoria Hotel, plus the three
great halls in the Kingsbridge Armory, seating 906, 720, and 500 respectively, are able to keep pace with
the increased technical papers program of the IRE Convention. The
show had to move because the U. S.
Treasury took over Grand Central
Palace. The immense Kingsbridge
Armory, connected to the very satisfactory Lexington Avenue Hotel area
by direct express subway, serves well
to expand the already outgrown exhibit facilities of the Palace and pro-

vide space for 200 new firms to
exhibit, as well as seat greater audiences at the high- interest sessions.
In addition to the subways, free
busses leave the Waldorf every ten
minutes in which you may travel in
the congenial company of fellow engineers, direct to Kingsbridge.

A

Admission by registration only!

Registration serves for the four day
period. It is $1. for IRE members,
$3. for non -members, covering sessions and exhibits. Social events
priced separately.

March 22 -25, 1954

The IRE National Convention
and

Radio Engineering Show
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
Waldorf- Astoria and Kingsbridge Armory
62
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...curious about

TRANSISTORS?

We're long past the "Cat's Whisker stage" with Transistors.
Contact Hydro -Aire for consultation NOW

The day has come when the Electronics Industry must examine
all vacuum tube applications for the possibility of substituting
Transistors. Of course, it will not be a matter of simple replacement; each application must be designed around the Transistor.
But the advantages of the Transistor are overwhelming. You get
small size and light weight, long life and low cost. In addition,
there is an endless potential of entirely new applications still

* Please address your inquiries:
CHIEF CONSULTING ENGINEER
Transistor Development and Application Division

YDROAIIIE
3000 WINONA AVENUE, BURBANK, CALIF.

Subsidiary of Crane Co.
CONSULTANTS ON TRANSISTOR APPLICATIONS

Ltc.

unexplored.
Hydro -Aire is ready to co- operate with you in exploring this fascinating new field. The specialized know -how of our experienced
Transistor Development and Application Division is yours for the
asking. Our research engineers are waiting to consult with you.*

NIGH VOLTAG
molded
ceramic filter
CAPACITORS

!1!

Specifically engineered for reliable service in the high

IF

voltage supply filter circuits of modern television
receivers and cathode ray instruments are Sprague's new
molded jacket "doorknob" capacitors.
These moderately priced units incorporate an improved ceramic dielectric element encased in a thermosetting, non -flammable housing for maximum protection.
Fifteen different terminal combinations are standard to
meet practically every mounting requirement.

Standard capacitance rating is 500 mmf. Voltages are
30,000, 25,000, and 20,000 volts d -c to fit all applications in television receivers from 27 -inch down to
17 -inch screen size.
Complete engineering information on these capacitors
is contained in Bulletin 606A, available on letterhead
request to Sprague Electric Company, 233 Marshall
Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.

SPRAGUE

4I

Sprague, as request,
will providt' you with
complete opphcalion

ngineerir g service
optimum results
of ceramic
pacitors.

or

n the use

WORLD'S LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER

64

EXPORT FOR THE AMERICAS. SPRAGUE ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL
LTD.. NORTH ADAMS, MASS. CABLE: SPREXINT
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Electronic Industries

Editorial Director

*

M. CLEMENTS, Publisher

*

480 Lexington Ave., New York (171 N. Y.

The Great Job Done by NTSC
Chairman W. R. G. Baker's announcement that the National Television
Systems Committee is to be dissolved, now that the FCC has adopted NTSC
standards for color -TV, gives occasion for an industry and public tribute to
this hard -working committee of engineers. They have laid the groundwork
for standards on which the color -TV industry of the future can operate
successfully.
Great credit goes to Dr. Baker for his indefatigable leadership, and to the
vice -chairmen Elmer Engstrom, Dave Smith, Arthur Loughran and Donald
G. Fink for marshalling their divisions, as well as to individual members who
worked tirelessly to round out the color-TV standards, their definitions and
their interpretation, culminating finally in the successful presentation of the
standards to the FCC.

Creating Color -TV Standards
Many engineers in our industry seem not to understand clearly just what
the functions and accomplishments of the NTSC have been. Despite its misnomer title, incorporating the word "Systems," the NTSC distinctly has not
created a system of color TV. That will be left to individual manufacturers
to build their own "systems" and parts of systems,-but all designed to work
together in providing the public with satisfactory color-TV service.
The functions of the NTSC can probably best be explained by a railroad
analogy. If the United States were just beginning to set up a continental
system of railroads (as it did back in 1840) , with claims of broad-gauge,
super -wide gauge and narrow -gauge equipment makers, a great service would
have been rendered by a coordinating committee undertaking to adopt an
interchangeable standard of track -width and clearance specifications for tunnels, bridges and adjoining structures, on which all equipment of whatever
make would operate.
Something like this, though of course infinitely more complicated, was the
task of the NTSC. By the same railroad analogy, it would leave to individual
manufacturers, the invention and design of their own locomotives and cars.
But its job would be to set up mutual standards of track and clearances on
Baldwin
which all locomotives and all cars could operate interchangeably
engine
Works
Locomotive
locomotive pulling AC & F cars, or an American
working well with a string of Pullmans.

-a

An Invaluable Public Service
Engineers representing the whole TV industry worked long and earnestly
to set up similar standards for color TV. These NTSC members created no
"system" as such. They left the invention and building of color TV systems
to individual manufacturers. And by coordinating and defining the standards
to which all of these equipment makers should conform in building their competitive transmitters and receivers, they made it possible for all color -TV
systems to work together interchangeably.
In coordinating and defining such interchangeable standards and seeing
their adoption by FCC, NTSC has rendered a matchless public service to
future millions of color -TV users.
TELE -TECH
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`HIGH FREQUENCY'

!Hq

3

RADARSCOPE,
Revealing important developments and trends
throughout the spectrum for radio, TV and
electronic research, manufacturing and operation
BIG PATENT SCRAMBLE is in the wind for 1954,
with several manufacturers rushing to sign up as many
licensees as possible. Continuance of industry's "patent
pool" is being seriously questioned in influential quarters. More attorneys gearing for court fights.
NEW COLOR PHOSPHOR developed to give bright
TV pictures in shadow mask type of tube with under 20
kv anode potential.
MOBILE RADIO division is being set up by prominent
TV- electronic manufacturer, and will be ready to start
producing very soon.

BINAURAL DISC RECORDING will get an added
shot -in- the -arm when a new pick -up is announced. Unit
plays two sound tracks from single record groove by
having stylus vibrate vertically as well as laterally.
CREDIT, CREDIT, who deserves the credit? TV circles buzzing about national advertising battle between
several companies, aimed at convincing the public on
who deserves the credit for developing color TV.
VIDEO TAPE RECORDING
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GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT is continuing to
climb. This yardstick of prosperity reached a record
$370 billion in 1953.

RECEIVING TUBE specially designed as a dc restorer
for three color signals in TV has been announced by GE.
It's the 6BJ7 miniature triple diode, with characteristics
similar to the 6AL5 twin triode.

ELECTRICAL WORKERS UNION will push for
guaranteed annual wage in 1954.
50,000 MILES OF VIDEO CHANNELS have been
placed in service by the Long Lines Dept. of AT &T. Facilities are now serving some 261 stations in 159 cities
interconnected with the networks.

CORPORATE PROFITS for 1954 are expected to be
5% to 10% under the 1953 figure of $20.3 billion, which
was the nation's third highest. This was after payment
of $24.6 billion in taxes. During last year, industrial plant

expansion totaled $28 billion, and 62 million people were
employed.
MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS will come under the
broad authority of the recently created Office of Transportation & Communications in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. It is the first time that organizational
responsibility for communications have been placed in a
single office at top Defense Dept. level.
SUBMINIATURIZATION

Heart of RCA's magnetic tape system for recording video signals is the
recording and reproducing head. The half -inch tape travels at 30 ft. /sec,
and has five channels for recording color TV. Three heads shown in photo
are (I to r) audio record, quadruple video record for four tracks, and
quadruple video reproduce. Audio reproduce is not shown. Spacing of
only 2 in. between video record and reproduce heads allows instantaneous
playback not achievable with film. The system is described in detail in
Jan. 1954 TELE -TECH 8 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, p. 81

66

POWER SUPPLIES are one of the prime bottlenecks
in efforts to achieve full equipment subminiaturization.
While complete transmitter -receiver units have been reduced to the size of a pack of cigarettes, the power section has often been found to occupy an equal space and
be of greater weight. This is particularly true in portable
communications equipment powered by batteries. Result
is that a considerable sum of money is now being allocated by the armed forces for research projects to increase the life and reduce the size of conventional batteries, and to develop new types. Along these latter lines,
researchers have come up with several new silver,
cadmium, mercury and "atomic" types with amazing capabilities. Many of these are still under security restrictions, but eventual release to the public will open up
new commercial vistas.
TELE -TECH
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FCC LICENSE FEES -Broadcasting and TV licensees
are certain to bear the largest proportion of the fees for
filing and license processing under the fee plan which
the FCC submitted to the Budget Bureau Feb. 1. The fee
plan is to be promulgated by the Commission after its
approval by the Budget Bureau into proposed rules. The
broadcasting industry and other segments of that field,
together with the communications companies and users
of mobile radio services, then will have the opportunity
to present their comments and views about the proposed
fees for the respective services. Following FCC Commissioners' review of the views of the industries, an oral
argument before the FCC will be available before a fmal
order is issued. Actually the fees will not be excessive
but will be largely similar to court costs.

advantage: As a Tactical Adjunct in intelligence and reconnaissance work, fire control, data transmission, briefing of tactical commanders, guidance of pilotless vehicles
and the close -up observation of the action and effect of
our weapons. As a Training Medium to incorporate or be
incorporated into present methods of training, where applicable. As an Educational Force, which is the one most
closely allied to the use of TV in the commercial or entertainment field and the present use by the Military
Services of Information and Education films. A special
category in this field is the use of TV for morale, special
service, and public relations activities. As a Technical
Tool to be used primarily for viewing objects in inaccessible places or objects with which direct contact would
be dangerous, such as contaminated or radioactive substances. Exploratory work is being done by the Signal
Corps in all of the above fields and TV now is used by
Signal Schools as a training medium.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

-

HIGH -VOLTAGE RADIOGRAPHY

WELCOME NUMBER FIVE During the past several
decades, the expanding electronic art has developed into
four major fields: TV, radio, communications, and special
military applications. During the last few years, a fifth
major category has evolved-industrial electronics -for
factory controls and accounting. Watch for a sixth group
to develop from number five during the next ten years
home electronics -to reduce household drudgery and increase home comforts.

-

BATTLEFRONT TV

TACTICAL TV in future wars may mean the differences between safety and destruction for battalions of
soldiers and equipment. Military leaders have been hampered by their inability to see what was taking place on
the battlefront. Plans had to be based on fragmentary
and often contradictory reports from scouts and patrols.
Starting with signal fires and flages and progressing to
telegraph, telephone and radio, some measure of control
grew with the slow, steady development of battlefield
communication systems. The ultimate, to see immediately and control the battle situation, may be in the future of TV. Several concrete tactical applications have
suggested themselves in the military application of TV.
In four broad applications, TV maybe used to save
lives, money, and time, or reasonably increase a military
TELE -TECH &

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Electron gun of 6,000,000 -volt linear accelerator undergoes tests.
Apparatus developed at Stanford University is junior version of its billion volt, 200 -ft. accelerator. Gun shown will be attached to 6 -ft. copper tube,
through which electrons will be accelerated by SHE waves from klystron.
Device is suitable for industrial radiography and medical X -ray and
cancer treatment. It will be produced by General Electric, ansi made
available in next few years

February 1954
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Fig.

1

(I) Samples of plated, etched and stamped wiring for radios. Fig.

2:

(r)

Extensometer

set -up

for stripping tests of clad laminates

Standardization of Printed
Lack of technical standards hinder equipment designers
as well as plant production and inspection teams.
Test procedures for foil -to- laminate adhesion given.
By W. HANNAHS, J. CAFFIAUZ, N. STEIN
Sylrania Electric Products, Physics Laboratories, Bayside,

NOW that several brands of receivers incorporating some form
of "printed" wiring are being released to the public for field evaluation, production and inspection departments are faced with the necessity of evaluating raw materials for
which few standards have been established. Likewise the set designer,
in replacing conventional point-topoint wiring by a more readily reproducible pattern of foil -like metal
conductors on a plastic base, needs
new standards of good practice and
the means of evaluating printed constructions far in advance of Under-

writers' inspection or public reaction.
The most common approach to improved assembling at this time is the
etching of metal -clad plastic laminate and this important, but variable, material must be at the focus
of standardization. However, in any
consideration of standards and conditions of tests of printed circuits
for radio use, the range of viewpoint
must equally encompass the similar
products of etching, stamping, plating or other processes. And it must
68

L.., N.Y.

likewise provide for judgment of
flexible as well as rigidly supported
foil conductors. The present viewpoint may reasonably be limited to
connective harness joining all, or a
major part, of radio or TV sets, as
this promises to be of principal interest to the industry for the foreseeable future, components employing printed parts and small silkscreened unit assemblies generally
being amenable to evaluation under
existing criteria.

Tests of Adhesion

signs used in commercial radio and
TV. Samples of typical plated,
etched, and stamped connective harness for radios are shown in Fig. 1.
Both rigid and flexibly based types

are represented.
Since shorting between conductors
is obviously dependent on adhesion
to the insulating member, delamination resistance is of primary concern.
Details of two tests for this purpose
-1) a straight "pull" test, and 2) a
"peel test" -were reported by the
author.' Recording of the stress required to peel a 1-in. wide conductor at room temperature has come
into rather general use, but agreement upon method is non -existent.
The essence of the peel test is well
known in the adhesive and plating
industries and several test procedures have been evolved.'-' Variations in the stripping rates and angles
of force application are depend Fig. 3: Peel strength of

foil dad laminates

20

In earlier papers by Danko' and
by Swigger,' reference is made to
tests of adhesion in clad -laminates
and to tentatively utilized instantaneous measures of electrical properties. Now, however, engineers want
a more perceptive look at these raw
materials, which will enable prediction of their endurance under field
service conditions. Also needed is an
understanding of the effects of dust,
corrosion and other long term conditions upon variations of printed deTELE -TECH
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mal history on the recorder at the
right.
A first objective of this study has
been to determine the thermal endurance of foil circuits under simulated conditions of manufacture. The
short-term hot peel strength represents the resistance to delamination
of conductors while heated by soldering and under the stress of handling and thermal deformation,

Peel test samples show separation (a) at the copper -adhesive interface, (b) below the
main interface, and (c) alternating between (a) and (b). (c) is strongest type of bond

Fig. 4:

Response to Heating
It has been found that four gen-

Circuit Materials
specimens having different foil
thickness and probably also more
closely simulates actually encountered conditions where the tag end
of a conductor has begun to "lift."
Tests performed under such conditions were in close correlation with
similar tests performed on a low
range commercial tensile testing machine.
As adhesives of varying thermal
character may be used for foil bonding, cold adhesion strength becomes
a questionable index to endurance at
higher temperatures. In Fig. 2 it may
be noted that provision has been
made to heat the specimen under test
by passing current from a welding
transformer lengthwise through the
foil strips. A thermocouple cemented
to the foil provides a complete ther-

ent upon the specific material to be
tested. Published stripping rates
vary from 1 in. per minute with the
force applied at 90 °, to 6 in. per minute at 180 °, to dead weights.

Rate of Stripping
The rate of stripping for cladlaminates has been found uncritical
up to 6 ft. per minute, but gives results not correlatible with static
(dead weight) type tests. Values reported in this paper have been taken
on the specially constructed extensometer shown in Fig. 2 at 3 ft. per
minute (exceptions noted) at which
speed the dynamometer gave a
smoothest response.
A right angle pull has been found
to give closer agreement between
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.004"

METHOD
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PAPER
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TEST

RESULTS

BACKING

003
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eralized types of response to heating
may be recognized among specimens.
which are all within the same NEMA
class. Specimens having the highest
cold adhesion declined in strength as
the temperature was raised in a
gradual and easily predictable manner represented by the curve for
Type I. A second group of clad phenolics, initially strong, were
found to stand up well under mild
heating, but to suffer a sudden 50%
loss of bond strength at a critical
temperature level. This response has
been labeled Type II.
Many of the poorer materials show
improvement of strength upon heating up to 50 -70 °C. Some then fail
completely at 150° and others continue then to show some adhesion
even up near the limit of short -term
thermal endurances of the best
specimens. These are typified by
curves III and IV. A surmise of in-

Fig. 5: Main curve depicts impairment of bond under hand soldering conditions. Temperature level reached by etched conductors being soldered can
be judged from graph in upper right.
Fig. 6: (r) Application of stripping test to flexibly backed foil

i

G
TIP TEMPERATURES
(FREE STANDING)

SOLDERING

without the presence of hardened
solder to interfere with measurement. The graph of Fig. 3 is compiled from tests on many samples, all
brands obtainable, and the several
grades offered by some suppliers.
Fresh samples were used to obtain
each temperature interval. All, however, were 2 oz. copper on 1 /16 -in.
paper base phenolic, and were
raised in 10 seconds to the temperatures shown. The (initial) room temperature adhesion may be seen to
range from about 2.5 lbs. to 19.5 lbs.
per inch of width.
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PRINTED CIRCUIT MATERIALS
RASE

LAMINASS

ULTIMATE

OZ. CORER -CLAD

01

COLD

BOND STRENGTH

IN

LDS

/INCH

(

WIDTH

DURING SOLDERING: SHORT TERM HOT STRENGTH I

EXCEPT 'MERE NOTED)

AT 25°C

210°C

notably improved over the past three
years so that minimum acceptance
levels might well be raised several
hundred percent over those mentioned in the references cited.'
This is warranted also by the further
finding, reflected in the tabulated
data, that those clad -phenolics having the best cold adhesion also best
survived solder dipping.
The values in the second and third
columns of Table I were taken on
rapidly heated samples (as for the
previous graph) and show a large,
temporary, loss of bond strength
during soldering. If a temperature
-critical for each type -is not exceeded, a strong bond strength returns upon cooling.

Continued)

230°C

AFTER SOLDER

4 SEC. AT

240°C
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2 SEC. AT
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1.6
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3.3
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1.1
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IN POT.
BOND INTE FACE TEMPERATURE (MOLTEN SOLDER MAY RUN 30° HOTTER)
ALL TESTS MADE ON 1 WIDTHS EXCEPT 'MERE NOTED.
TEMPERATURE OF SOLDER

2.5

STAMPED TO XXXP

15.4

9.2

13.6

8.7

ETHOXYLENE -GLASS

16.2

12.6

15.5
LE -41

1.4

Solder Dipping Tests

5.1

- AVERAGE

8.8

11/4

Results of actual solder dipping
tests are given in the last two columns and the temperatures shown
are those of the solder on which the
samples were floated. The solder
temperatures were, on the average.
30 °C above temperatures recorded
by thermocouples placed within the
samples at the metal -plastic interface. The 240 °C level represents the
lowest temperature considered practical for commercial solder dipping.
These measurements were made on
1 -in. strips in a bath of low melting
point solder, which permitted wiping
the sample free of solder. Control
checks with 50 -50 solder baths and
the use of narrower strips revealed
no discernable differences.
(Continued on page 150)

4.5

WIDTH)

(174

ALUMINUM -CLAD XX %P- AVERAGE 8.3

2.0 (130°)

WIDTR)

6.6

EXPLODED

Table I: Variation in strength of samples from center versus samples from edge of sheet.

complete curing has been supported
in some cases by examination of the
bond layer. Notably, all materials
have failed in the 10 seconds required to reach 240 °C; faster heating, if obtainable, might enable differentiation at the upper level. This
test, while yielding useful information about the behavior of laminates
under soldering and hot -punching
conditions is too difficult for control
use, because it is necessary to adjust experimentally the temperature
rise program for each sample to a
standard recorder diagram.
The method of sampling for adhesion testing was in accord with
ASTM Specification D634 -44 which
essentially requires the rejection of
material within 3 in. of any edge in
order to minimize edge effects introduced in processing. Some data
was taken to show the variation of
strength in samples taken from the

center versus samples taken from
the edge of a sheet. This data may be
found in Table I. Some sheets have
also been found to have the best adhesion along the edges. Variations
from sheet to sheet and from shipment to shipment of the same brand
were in some cases quite pronounced.
Along with the averages for clad
XXXP which may be considered
typical, there have been included a
few values of more expensively
based materials for comparison. The
bond quality of clad laminates has
7: (I) In standardizing stripping tests, correlation within 1.2%
is obtained on etched conductors
less than 1 -in. wide.
Fig.
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Fig. 8: Surface resistance is markedly lowered by dust accumulation
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Power Rating of R -F Coaxial Cables
Experimentally determined power handling capacities are shown to be higher than
present ratings. Measurement techniques permit better evaluation of temperature.
By R. M.

SORIA, Director of Research and J. G. KRISILAS, Senior Engineer
American Phenolic Corp., 1834 S. 54 Ave., Chicago 50, Al.

produced by the standing wave when
mismatching occurs, is developed by
Macalpine. This derivation may be
simplified to the case where the
cable is properly terminated and no
standing waves produced. The power
rating of r -f coaxial cables terminated by a matched load is also given
by Mildner in which the heat dissipated by the three sources in the
cable is derived in terms of the components of attenuation and the thermal constants of the materials used
in the construction of the cable.
Power ratings were determined for
various British cables using this procedure. The derivation presented by
Mildner has been further elaborated
by Swicker° in which experimentally
determined thermal constants and
components of attenuation were utilized in calculating the power ratings
of American cables. The power
ratings of r -f cables recommended
by the Armed Services Electro
Standards Agency are based on
these theoretical formulae supplemented by empirical constants. Since
up to the present no actual experimentation has been performed to
measure the power ratings of coaxial

THE determination of the power
ratings of r-f, solid dielectric coaxial cables is of basic importance to
the Armed Services and the electronic industry for the efficient design, utilization and performance of
these cables in accordance with the
recent demands for greater power
handling capacities in all types of
electronic equipment. A study of the
existing literature showed that several methods have been proposed
both in this country and abroad for
theoretically determining the power
ratings of r -f coaxial cables, and that
present power ratings are based on
these considerations rather than on
experimental values.
Of the several theoretical methods
that have been proposed, the results
of Mildner and Macalpine- yield the
most concise and usable sets of
equations from which the power
rating of r -f cables can be theoretically established based on r -f power
and heat transfer theory. The power
rating in the most general case, with
the heat dissipated due to the three
heat sources (inner conductor, dielectric, and outer conductor) combined with the periodic heat sources

cables while actually transmitting
r -f power, this investigation was
conducted to confirm the previous
theoretical analyses, to check the
present calculated power ratings for
polyethylene dielectric coaxial cables, and to determine accurately
the power ratings of coaxial cables
constructed from recently developed
high temperature materials.

Transmission Limitations
The limitations of r -f power which
can be transmitted by coaxial cables
are dependent first on the heat generated by the normal electrical losses
in the cable which cause deterioration of the dielectric and jacket by
chemical (softening) and mechanical
(thermal expansion) action, and secondly on the heat generated by excessive electrical stress which causes
local overheating from discharges
and deterioration of the insulation
until electrical breakdown occurs.
Since the heat generated inside r -f
cables is the most predominant
factor, the safe operating temperature of the center conductor has
been established as the criterion for
the power handling capacity, and
therefore, the standard power rating
of a coaxial cable is defined as the

Fig. 1: Apparatus arrangement for measuring the power ratings of coaxial cables
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COAXIAL CABLES

(Continued)
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THERMOCOUPLE JUNCTION
Fig.

2:

(a) Cable surface temperature measured with thermocouple on copper

input power to the cable terminated
by a matched load with a specified
temperature rise of the cable center

conductor under steady state and
given environmental conditions.
Recent knowledge and experience
has permitted.raising the maximum
allowable operating temperature of
coaxial cables as is evidenced by the
published data.

-

Maximum Temperatures
Maximum operating temperatures
for polyethylene cables were established in England in 1943 limiting
the center conductor temperature to
149 °F at a specified ambient of
122 °F. The center conductor temperature was subsequently raised to
158 °F while maintaining the same

Fig.
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(I)

variation

temperature

Surface

along

(b)

Transformer isolates thermocouple from

104 °F. Natural or free convection
conditions are assumed to prevail
at each of the above ambient temperatures. The experimental power
ratings of the present investigation
are based on a center conductor
temperature of 175 °F and a method
presented for obtaining the power
rating at any required ambient temperature under natural convection
conditions. A certain factor of safety
is provided in choosing a maximum
operating temperature of 175 °F as
the flow point for polyethylene
occurs at 224 °F7. It is also necessary
to measure the power ratings of the
cables while they are transmitting
r -f power, rather than dc, since heat
sources exist in the center conductor, dielectric, and outer conductor.
By a similar analysis, the maximum operating temperature for
cables utilizing a Teflon dielectric
has been taken as 482 °F. Although
chemical failure is not a problem at
these elevated temperatures, mechanical difficulty has been experienced because of the large relative
expansion of the dielectric in comparison to that of the inner conductor and braid when long lengths of
cable are used.

.El..

ambient temperature. In 1948 the
maximum operating temperature
was increased to 185 °F while increasing the ambient temperature to
131 °F thus raising the allowable
temperature rise from 36 °F to 54 °F.
In this country ratings have been
established for a maximum center
conductor temperature of 175 °F for
polyethylene dielectric coaxial cables
with an ambient temperature of

strip.

coaxial

cable

axis. Fig. 4:
400

(r) Power

tested.

Test Installation
A Termaline r -f wattmeter load
was calibrated and used as a calorimeter that both terminated the coaxial cable and dissipated the transmitted power. The test installation
consisted of the wattmeter -load, dif-

ferential thermopile installation, potentiometer and a circulating water
system to cool the load during the

handling capacities and rating of
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A schematic diagram of the apparatus utilized for measuring the
power handling capacities of coaxial
cables is shown in Fig. 1. It was
necessary to accurately measure the
input and output power, the cable
center conductor temperature and
the ambient temperature in establishing the power rating. A General
Electric magnetron heater, capable
of delivering 5,000 watts continuously at 915 Mc, was used as a power
source. Its power output could be
varied from 25 watts to full power
while matching various loads to the
output. Special connectors were designed to interconnect the r -f power
source and terminating matched load
with the various coaxial cables to be
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high power measurements. Since a
constant pressure water supply was
necessary to insure a constant water
flow rate, a closed system was designed in which a positive displacement pump, having a capacity of 2
gpm and driven by a 1/3 hp electric
motor, was utilized to circulate the
cooling water. Sufficient capacity
was available with two 55 gallon
drums coupled together to permit
the water to cool to room temperature before being recirculated.
through the calorimeter, thus permitting an accurate calibration of the
calorimeter under constant environmental conditions.
The coaxial cable samples, 50 to
100 ft. long, were suspended horizontally in still air by means of thermal
insulating supports every 3 ft. along
the axial length. The entire cable
sample under test was placed under
a supported cheesecloth structure to
eliminate air currents while an air conditioning system maintained a
constant 72 ±1 °F ambient air temperature during the testing. A 5junction thermopile measured the
environment air temperature in the
test chamber.
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various ambient temperatures.

at

of the periodicity of the coaxial
cable, a series of measurements on

various cables indicated that the
actual graph was distorted by the
periodically occurring temperature
peaks, an example of which is shown
in Fig. 3. In addition, the point of
maximum cable temperature (proportional to maximum center conductor temperature) was displaced
approximately 6 in. from the input
end because of the end heat losses.
The quarter -wave transformer was
therefore inserted at a point 6 in.
from the input end where the maximum center conductor temperature
occurred. It is recommended that
the maximum center conductor ternperature be determined for each
particular test setup since the location of the point of maximum center
conductor temperature is dependent
upon the end losses and will vary
accordingly.

Teat Reaulta
The results of a series of power
rating tests for RG -8 /U and RG -9 /U
polyethylene dielectric coaxial cables
are shown in Fig. 4 in which the
variation of the input power with
center conductor temperature is
plotted at an ambient temperature
of 72 °F. Although there are slight
dimensional variations between the
two cables and the RG -9 /U cable
has an additional layer of braid, no
measureable difference was observed
between the power ratings of these
(Continued on page 142)
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(r) Comparison of experimental power ratings
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and RG- 116 /U. Fig.
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60

/U power ratings

before and after the transformer
insertion showed that no mismatch
occurred. Although space does not
permit the presentation of the electrical and thermal calibration of the
transformer, it was possible to obtain a calibration allowing the direct
reading of the true center conductor
temperature.
The quarter-wave transformer is
connected to the center conductor of
the component being tested by means
of a double female contact having
the same dimensions as the component center conductor. The quarter -wave stub, consisting of a brass
sleeve, 2.25 in. long, is screwed into
a double female contact. The thermocouple (No. 30 A.W.G. wire) is
inserted through a 0.028 -in. axial
hole in the sleeve and soldered at the
junction along the axis of the center
conductor. The stub is then assembled identically as the component in which it is inserted, provision
being made for a shorting disc which
is screwed to the sleeve and adjusted
to the proper quarter wave length.
Care was exercised to insert the
quarter -wave transformer into the
cable at the point of maximum center conductor temperature. Theoretically, the curve of the temperature
distribution along the cable should
have been similar to the logarithmic
distribution of the dissipated power
and the maximum temperature
should occur at the input end of the
cable under test. However, because
RG -87A /U

.
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Cable surface temperatures were
measured as shown in Fig. 2a with a
thermocouple mounted on a copper
strip that was tightened firmly
around the cable to assure a good
thermal contact and an accurate
average temperature around the
cable circumference.
The center conductor temperature
was accurately measured with a
thermocouple while the cable was
transmitting r -f power by utilizing
a quarter -wave transformer to isolate the effect of the thermocouple
insertion, as shown in Figure 2b. The
quarter -wave transformer was designed to be thermally and electrically equivalent to the cable into
which it was inserted. The quarter wave transformer was thermally insulated so that the heat losses from
the cable at the point of insertion
were the same before and after the
transformer insertion. Surface temperature measurements and the re-
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Precision Transistor

Fig. 1: Circuit for measuring r parameters

Fig. 2: Circuit for measuring h parameters

By R. JOHNSON, D. HUMEZ & G. KNIGHT JR.
Transistor Products Inc., Snow & Union Streets, Boston, Mass.

Taylor's series and if only the linear
parts of the series are retained, they
become

ALONG with the recent wide interest in transistors as a potentially important tool of electronics,
there has also been considerable interest in the measurement of transistor characteristics.
Most of the commercially available types of measuring equipment
previously described in the literature have been curve tracers which
plot families of transistor static characteristics on the screen of an oscilloscope. The chief advantage of this
method is the ability to present an
entire family of characteristics simultaneously. However, the accuracy with which values, especially
slopes, can be read from an oscilloscope is necessarily limited and in
many cases may be too low for quantitative work. In addition, it is inconvenient and time consuming to
compute each slope to be measured.
The "Transtester" to be described
has been developed to meet the
needs of engineers who require
higher accuracy and greater convenience than can be obtained by reading an oscilloscope. It measures
directly on meters both the dc characteristics, which are of particular
interest for switching applications,
and a complete set of low frequency
small signal parameters, which are
of interest for linear amplifying and
related applications. Each of these
measurements can be made with an
accurary greater than 3% over an
unusually wide range of values. Recently one of these units has been
modified slightly to permit the at74

tachment of an X -Y recorder and a
number of families of dc characteristics and plots of small signal
parameters as functions of independent variables have been obtained.

Small Signal Parameters
The small signal method of measuring dynamic characteristics used
in the Transtester may be summed
up briefly as follows. If the transistor is considered as a general four
terminal network, various relations
between the network voltages and
the network currents can be written. For example, if the currents are
taken to be the independent variables of the network, the voltages
can be expressed as functions of
these currents;

vi = rn i, + r,2
V2 = rn i, +.r22

i2

where the lower case v's and i's represent ac signals and the r's are
slopes of the curves obtained by
plotting each dc voltage as a function of each dc current with the
other dc current held constant. These
r's are the parameters customarily
used to characterize the ac circuit
action of a point contact transistor.
On the other hand, if the input
current and the output voltage of
the network are taken to be the independent variables of the network,
a different set of linear equations is
obtained, namely:
v, =

h11

i,

-i- h12 v2

+ h22 v2
where the 112 or hybrid parameters
are in some ways a more appropriate
description of a junction transistor
than are the r parameters.
V, = V, (11,12)
The Transtester is designed primarily to measure the r parameters
V2 = V2 (I,, I2)
for point contact transistors and the
If these functions are expanded in a
h parameters for junction transisTABLE I: SUMMARY of PARAMETER MEASUREMENT by the TRANSTESTER
Parameter

Input Signal
(Calibrated)

ry,

1

Condition
Established
i2

is

i, = 0

i,

is

rss
hits

i2

it

i,

V2

h,:

V2

i,=0

-1121

Is

Vs

hss

vs

1121

it

Full Scale

Meter Reading

v,
V,

Vs/100
Vs/100

=O

V2=0

h21

(Read)

= 0
=O

it = 0

=

it

Output Signal

=0
=0

it

hs
rs,

+

i2

C+ ohms
C

102C
102C

V,

C

V,

10 -sC
10 -IC
10 -sC
10 -2C

10is
1000 is
1000 (i1+i2)

ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

+The value of the constant C depends on the Input signal magnitude and meter sensitivity, both of which may be varied
by switches. For the equipment described C may be varied from 10 to 1044 with 3 steps per decade.

-'
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Test Equipment
New instrument indicates dc characteristics as well as low
frequency ac measurements directly on meters. Higher
accuracy over similar oscilloscope readings a feature.
tors, a choice that now appears to
be favored by the majority of those
who are concerned with transistors.
The small -signal parameters defined above can be measured with
an ac voltmeter (or ammeter) by
connecting calibrated ac current and
voltage sources together with appropriate dc supplies as indicated in
Figs. 1 and 2. For example, if i, is
held constant, r11 will be equal to the
ratio of v, to it. In practice, small
errors will be introduced by the
non -zero internal impedance of the
voltage supplies and current meters
and the non - infinite impedance of
the voltmeters and current sources.

Other errors may be introduced if
the signal is so large that the linear
approximations given above are invalid or if the frequency is so high
that reactive components affect the
measurement of the parameters. In
the Transtester, they are much less
then the error in reading the meter
for typical transistors. A frequency
of 270 CPS is used for the ac measurements as a compromise between
frequencies so low that transistor
noise (and 60 CPS pickup) are bothersome and frequencies at which the
reactive components of the transistor
parameters are important.
Table I summarizes the conditions

which are established for the measurement of the various parameters
and indicates the values of these
parameters which can be read with
the Transtester. Selection of the parameter to be measured is made by
a single switch which also connects
the appropriate dc supplies. The
magnitude of the input ac signal is
controlled by the range switch and
has the value 200 pa/11 for the ac
current- source or 20 volts/R.for the
voltage- source. Here R denotes the
setting of the range switch which has
the following positions: 1.0, 2.5, 5.0,
10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1000.
Typically, measurements are made
with R between 100 and 1000 corresponding to signal levels of about
1pamp or 100 mv. The constant, C,
in the last column of Table I depends on the input signal level and
the ac voltmeter sensitivity. More
specifically, C is equal to R x M
where R is defined above and M is
the setting of the meter multiplier
switch (Values: 0.1, 1.0, and 10).
(Continued on page 179)

Evaluating Shielded Enclosures
RICHARD B. SCHULZ
Ace Engineering & Machine Co.
3644 N. Lawrence St. Philadelphia 40,
By.

(air) is the ratio, expressed in db,

Pa.

of the powers at that frequency delivered to that part of the system
beyond the point of insertion before

THE term commonly used as a
criterion of the performance of
shielded enclosures is "attenuation."
In the loose sense in which it is frequently used the manufacturer may
mean either "attenuation" or "insertion loss." For clarification, the
paraphrased engineering definitions
are:
Attenuation of a periodic wave is
the decrease in amplitude with distance in the direction of wave propagation, expressed in db.
Insertion Loss at a given frequency caused by the insertion of
apparatus (wall of a shielded enclosure) in a transmission system

and after insertion.
As an example of the way in
which these terms are applicable to
the measurement of the performance of a shielded enclosure, consider first the term "attenuation."
In accordance with the definition,
a measurement should be made of
powers associated with the wave at
points 1 and 2 (Fig. la) and the ratio
of these measurements should be expressed in db. Instead, it is common
practice to measure only the electric
field intensities E, and E2 at these
points and to use the expression
Attenuation (db) = 20 log (E1/E2)
For a plane wave striking the shield
at normal incidence, a correct

Fig. 1:

(I) Location

measurement may be obtained only
where there is negligible reflection
to point 2 from other surfaces of the
enclosure. However, it is practically
impossible to meet plane -wave conditions at the lower ratio frequencies in use today, and reflections inside shielded enclosures are generally large.

Insertion Loss
A measurement of "insertion loss"
is based upon the illustration of Fig.

lb. Here, both measurements 3 and
4 are made at the same point, but
respectively without and with the
shielding barrier in place. The
power ratio of these measurements
should be taken and expressed in
db, but again, it is common practice
(Continued on page 166)
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Low -Pass Duplexing System for
of lumped constants enables placement of open -wire TR systems in relatively small
metal cases. Design also functions as filter to eliminate harmonics and spurious emissions

Use

By WILLIAM L. RARTSFIELD and RICHARD SILBERSTEIN
National Bureau of Standards, Washington 25, D. C.

ESEARCH in oblique- incidence

t. ionospheric propagation by the

use of a high- frequency pulsed transmitter is being conducted by the
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of the National Bureau of
Standards at its field station at
Sterling, Va.'=' The transmitting and

receiving systems employed for
studying round trip propagation

W. NartsReld

R.

Silberstein

phenomena by means of a beacon
and for back-scatter studies (scatter- sounding) resemble radar systems, except that frequencies used in
these studies are those propagated
by the ionosphere. As in radar, it is
highly desirable to take advantage of
the gain and orientation of a single
antenna in transmitting and receiving. This can be accomplished without too much difficulty because of
the fact that the echoes return to the
antenna after the transmitted pulse
has terminated.
Fig. 1 illustrates the familiar simple type of duplexing or TR system
originally developed for radar use,
employing sections of open -wire
transmission line. During transmission, gaps Gl and G2 break down and
conduct. When this occurs points
AA, being at a quarter wavelength
from the gap, have such a high impedance placed across them by virtue of resonance of the line terminated by the gap that they are essentially isolated from it. The same
is true of points BB, so, assuming
that all sections of line have the
same characteristic impedance, the
line from the transmitter to the antenna remains matched. At the same
76

voltages up to 50,000 may be encountered. This difficulty led to a
design in which all circuit elements
except the gaps were immersed in
mineral oil.
In the interest of simplicity it was
decided to use constant -K filter sections. The M- derived type hardly
appeared necessary since there was
no one harmonic which it was desired to suppress and also since the
operating frequency was far below
the spectrum in which interference
would begin. The final design is
shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2 the circuit diagram is
analogous to that of Fig. 1 for linear
sections except that an extra filter
section is used between point BB
and the antenna for additional attenuation of higher frequencies, and
also a matching section is used between the gap G2 and the receiver
output to match the balanced,
shielded 95-ohm line to a 600 ohm
line.
For uniformity of design, except
in the matching section, one value
of capacitance and one value of inductance were chosen for all filter
sections. It will be seen that, fortuitously the values in the T section
beyond BB came out the same as

time the receiver is protected by the
conduction of gap G2.
Reeetving Conditions

After the transmitter pulse has
terminated the gaps open and the
system is in condition for reception.
Now the section of line terminated at
G acts like a short circuit on AA.
The short circuit on AA causes the
quarter-wave section between AA
and BB to act like a high impedance
across BB so that now a direct
matched line appears between the
antenna and the receiver.
Initially a duplexing system like
that of Fig. 1 was used at an operating frequency of 13.8 MC. Since the
quarter -wave sections were about 18
feet long they were supported on
poles outdoors between the transmitter building and the antenna.
With the system in operation interference to VHF reception was reported from a nearby location. Interference decreased as the gaps were
shortened, leading to a belief that
the gaps might have been the cause
of some broadband VHF radiation.
The problem was that of filtering
interference caused by either the
transmitter or the gaps. Any filter
placed close to the gaps would upset
the existing circuit relationships established by making the lines from
the gaps a quarter-wavelength long,
and in addition would not stop direct
radiation from the gaps.
Design Considerations

It was observed that lumped -constant quarter -wave sections could be

constructed which would also be
low -pass filters. This made it possible to place the entire duplexing
system in a metal case, with the gaps
exposed, and install the metal case
inside the transmitter building,
which was itself shielded. The chief
difficulty in the construction of such
a system lay in preventing breakdown due to the high voltages present at the powers used, even when
the system was matched. For one
megawatt into a 600-ohm line, and
with reasonable mismatches, peak
TELE -TECH
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Fig.

I

Conventional Duplexing System

in the pi sections used in the other
positions
Fig. 3a shows the prototype, constant-K section used. For this the
familiar equations hold

R./ rf.

L =
C =

1

/7f. R.

(1)
(2)

where L is inductance in henries
C is capacitance in farads
8
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llih-Frequeney Pulse Transmitters

Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of duplexing system

For a pi network'

R. is JL /C, the nominal characteristic impedance in ohms fo is cutoff frequency.

Ro,r

J1

Filter Function
A typical desired function of the
filter is that of F, in Fig. 2. Referring
to Fig. 3b which shows F, alone,
when the gap is not conducting the
impedance looking into BB and DD

must be the line characteristic impedance. When the gap G, fires, L
in shunt with C/2 must resonate so
that the impedance across BB is very
high. As will be seen below, these
conditions may be realized provided
that a restriction be imposed on the
ratio of the operating frequency f
to the cutoff frequency fo.
For the gap firing: caL =2 /ooC
From (1) and (2)
(3)
f /f, = 1 /V2
The restriction imposed by (3)
was not serious in our case since the
cutoff frequency thus obtained is
appreciably lower than the second
haromnic of f.
Antenna Considerations
Since, because of antenna considerations, the operating frequency
was to be within about ±2% of 13.8
Mc, the possibility existed of matching the load to the exact characteristic impedance of the network.
TELS -TECH
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(4)

ZoT

f2 /42

where ROTC is the nominal characteristic impedance of the pi network
and Zon is the actual characteristic impedance of the pi network
at the frequency f.
The corresponding equation for
the T network' is
ZoT

= Rot

J1 -f2 /f

2

(5)

It was apparent that, in designing for a given selected characteristic
impedance Z,n, the best match in the
case of the pi network could be obtained by making the nominal characteristic impedance, from (4),
= Z,,. /1

elements used at F, in Fig. 2 matches
600 ohms at DD. At this point the
matching section F,, to be described
later, was used to match 600 ohms
to 95 ohms, which is the impedance
of the balanced shielded cable from
the receiver.
The same network was used in the
position of F1. When the gap G1 fires
during transmission a high impedance is placed across AA, as in the
case of F,. However, with the gap
open there is no load across the filter corresponding to that at DD so
the inductances and lower pair of
capacitors resonate to throw a short
circuit across AA exactly as in the
case of the linear TR systems.
In the position of F,, during transmission, the network acts like a section of 600 -ohm line between the
antenna and transmitter. The reason
for this is that the gaps conduct and
F1 and F, act as very high impedances across AA and BB.
The section F* was made a T network, thus saving one pair of capacitors Since the actual impedance of
the T network is given by (5) the
elements were designed for a best
match by making

- f2/42

(6)

since, below filter cutoff, Zon is, by
definition, the terminating resistance
which will give the same value of
resistance at the filter input.
For a line impedance of 600 ohms,
300 ohms from each side to ground,
putting Zon equal to 300 ohms in (6),
Ron has a value of 212 ohms. Using
this value and an operating frequency f of 13.8 Mc, the following
values were obtained for the circuit elements, using (1), (2) and
(3).
f,
= 19.5M,
= 3.46 µh
C/2 = 38.5 uµf
The pi network composed of these
L
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RoT

vi

-

(7)

f2 /f2
where ZoT =Zorr, the load impedance
to be matched.
In accordance with simple constant-K filter theory, the shunt arm
of the T equivalent of a given pi has
the calculated value of C and the
series are the value of L /2, and since
/T :is in our case equal to
i / J2, RoT has twice the value of Ro
Eq. 6 and 7). Calculations lead to the
interesting result that the arms of
the T are identical in value with
those of the pi previously calculated.
The section F, of Fig. 2 is a T
matching section designed to match
the 600 -ohm line to a balanced,
shielded 95 -ohm cable which goes to
the receiver. In the design of F,,
Eqs. (11) and (12) of Ref. 4, p. 248,
were used. An inductor of value 8.55
ph was available for L1 and the
other circuit elements came out as

J

follows:

L,
C

- 3.62 ph
- 49.2 µpf

The physical elements of the filter
presented a problem in addition to
that of voltage breakdown. It was
desired to tune the various sections
of the filter for optimum perform (Continued on page 118)
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Sensing Device

FOSDIC

Optical instrument reads marks on micro
data for direct input to large -scale com

es

cards. To these methods has now
been added FOSDIC, a completely
automatic machine which processes
marks made by an ordinary pencil
or pen into a form directly usable by
the computer.

Sensing Equipment
The method of mark sensing used
by FOSDIC is the detection of specific blacked -in areas or ovals in a
large field of possible answers arranged on a sheet of paper. A "yes no" answer is given two ovals while

a numerical answer is supplied with
a vertical column of 10 ovals for

Fig. 1: Microfilmed copies of marked documents are read in FOSDIC cathode -ray scanning unit (r).
Scanning generator (c) to drive CRT also receives photocell signals from scanning assembly. Answer
Information is fed to output unit (1) where it Is converted into coded pulse form for magnetic tape
recording. Power to all units are supplied from a fourth cabinet

instrument that provides rapid,
automatic processing of information into a form suitable for direct input to large -scale electronic
computers has been developed by
M. L. Greenough, H. D. Cook,
M. Martens and associates of the
National Bureau of Standards at the
request of the Bureau of the Census. See Fig. 1. Named FOSDIC
(Film Optical Sensing Device for
Input to Computers), the machine
reads marks on microfilmed copies of
documents that have been marked
with an ordinary pencil or pen, and
then processes the information into
electrical pulses which are recorded
on magnetic tape for direct input to
an electronic computer such as the
Census Univac. FOSDIC is designed
to reduce the work that is now involved in converting written records
into a medium acceptable as input
by data -processing machines. This
is particularly true since FOSDIC
allows considerable freedom in design of the documents and does not
require the use of any special writing instrument.
It is anticipated that ultimately
the use of this machine will reduce
appreciably the massive amount of
paper -work entailed in summarizing
Census information on the entire
An
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population. Although designed for
census operations, FOSDIC may be
generally applied to the processing
of other types of information that
must be handled in large quantities.

Pre-Input Apparatus
With the development of many
large -scale electronic computers in
the past few years, there has been an
increasing need for equipment to
bridge the gap between the machines
and their sources of information.
This is especially true for computing
systems which perform relatively
little computation on a large mass of
data obtained from many sources.
Considerable attention has been
given to computers and their inputoutput equipment but relatively
little to "pre- input" apparatus or instrumentation permitting the computer to have direct contact wih
sources of information. When human
beings are considered as sources of
information, only two even partially
automatic means of communication
are in general use. These are (1)
typewriters of various forms and (2)
special marking instruments such as
punches or conductive pencils. An
alternate method is through the
manual preparation of punched
TELE -TECH
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each decade. The desired information is indicated by the locations of
the marks. It then becomes the task
of the sensing equipment to tell the
computer precisely which ovals the
enumerator has marked to signify
his available information. See Fig. 2.
Since FOSDIC senses the presence
or absence of a mark by optical
means, readings are not affected by
the electrical conductivity of the
mark or the paper, or by any mechanical indentation of the paper
due to lack of stiffness. In practice,
the interrogating agency need not
supply special pencils since any
common marking device is satisfactory.
The scanning process is carried
out on a frame -by -frame basis. Each
frame is a microfilmed picture of
one side of a sheet which may be as
large as 14 by 16 in. The film is
placed in an optical assembly between a cathode -ray tube with a
moving spot that scans the image
and a photocell that produces a
varying electrical signal from the
light beam that has passed through
the film. The current maximum capacity is about 2800 marks per sheet,
since this is the present limit of adequate legibility of marks on the document. An individual film is scanned
in 0.5 to 0.9 seconds. Allowing for
film change and other functions, the
total time per frame is about 11/4
seconds. The average information

rate is approximately 2000 binary
digits or 250 decimal digits per sec-

ond.
The chief problem in the design of
mark sensing equipment lies in the
developing of a method to locate the
individual ovals with the necessary
degree of precision. In a mechani& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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for Computers

SCANNING

RECORD.,
WAD

MAGNETIC

T1fE

filmed documents and automatically process puters. System greatly reduces paper work

/1"

,

g'

The amount of information per document is considerably increased
over punched cards.
The NBS- developed instrument is
housed in four 42 -in. high cabinets.
In addition, there is a unit containing magnetic tape handling equipment and recording heads. The input
cabinet contains the flying -spot
scanning assembly. The main electronic unit generates scanning voltages which drive the cathode -ray
tube beam, and receives in return
the photocell signals from the scanning assembly. Answer information
is fed into the output cabinet where
it is converted into coded -pulse form
suitable for recording on 8- channel
magnetic tape. Power is supplied to
all these units from the fourth cabi-

cally registered system, such as that
used for detecting conducting -pencil marks, the pickup heads are located at fixed distances from the
edge of the document. The assumptions are made that the edges are
well- defined and that the paper
stock has dimensional stability. In
FOSDIC, however, the paper edge
is replaced by a printed index mark
below each column. See Fig. 3. When
located by the scanning process, the
index mark furnishes an exact guide
to the column position. Column
height, or distance from top to bottom oval, is not as critical as in a
mechanical system since each answer is searched for over an area
several times the size of the oval.
Thus, with these degrees of freedom
over ordinary scanning methods, the
use of multiline documents on ordinary bond paper stock is feasible.

ogrAi

t)

net.
FOSDIC's electronic equipment is
composed of many separate and dis-

i.

,NDTGCE1-1.

RECOGNITION

2: In operation, scanning control direct
beam to appropriate area on microfilm
Information is picked up by photocell, converted
into coded pulse form and recorded on tap

Fig.
CRT

tinct circuit groups, each designed to
carry out a unique function. For example, the Index Recognition circuit determines when the scanning
beam is at the top edge of a solid
mark between 0.24 and 0.36 in. high
to make this decision, however, it
must previously have been informed
that a number of other conditions
have been met. Among these conditions are: (1) a frame to be scanned
must be present, (2) the degree of
tilt of the document must have been
(Continued on page 140)

Transistorized Wrist Radio
ATRANSISTORIZED wrist radio
has been designed by Lt. Paul
Cooper and Joseph O'Brien at the
Signal Corps Engineering Labs., Ft.
Monmouth, N. J., to demonstrate the
feasibility of constructing a small
radio receiver with transistors. This
model, utilizing a printed circuit, was
fabricated by Harry French of SCEL.
The reduced power requirements of
transistors as compared to vacuum
tubes made it possible to use a very
small battery which is included in
the wrist case.

(1/2 x 5k in.) consisting of
five RM 412 mercury cells (1.3 v.
each). Battery drain is about 20 mw

battery

and battery life about 10 hours. Although in strong signal areas no antenna is needed, usually a one foot
wire should be used. The earphone is
the small hearing aid type made by
Telex and has an impedance of 2000
ohms. The transistors can be replaced without making any circuit
adjustments.
The receiver tunes from 1000 xc

Circuit shows application of transistors and bead diodes In wrist radio

Regenerative Stage
The receiver, employing three
transistors, consists of one regenerative r -f stage and two audio stages.
The schematic diagram is shown in
Fig. 1. A point contact transistor
(Type 1729) is used in the regenerative stage. Regeneration is obtained
utilizing a transformer with the
amount of feed back controlled by
the proximity of the two coils. A
miniature capacitor is used for tuning. The audio amplification is performed by two PNP junction transistors (Type TA -153). A bead diode
(Type 1764) is used as a detector,
and another one is used as a do return. The power supply is a 6.5 v.
TILE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

to 1600 xc, has sharp selectivity, and
a sensitivity of 50 µv. A number of
New York stations (45 miles from
Ft. Monmouth) can be heard quite
satisfactorily. When the receiver is
in the vicinity of radiators, such as
telephones, the reception is greatly
improved-to the extent that the reception can be heard by an observer
standing 30 ft. from the earphone.
In the evolution of the receiver, it
was found that with a 60 -ft. outside
(Continued on page 140)
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BROADCASTERS
Practical ways of improving station operation and efficiency

Remote Antenna

$$$ FOR YOUR IDEAS

Current Meter

LOUIS N. SELTZER, Chief Engineer, WCOJ, Coatesville, Pa.
T WCOJ, we have eliminated a
minor headache in remote meter
calibration, eliminated an ac switch
which had to be thrown when we
went on the air, and improved the
accuracy of our remote meter read-

A

ings.
We use a Gates MO -3294 diode -

type remote meter, with the circuit
shown in Fig. 1. This unit is typical
of those found in most stations which
meter their tower current remotely.
It requires a line- and -ground or a
pair of lines from the transmitter
shack to the tower to supply ac to
the filament, and a switch- box -andfuse on the wall to energize the filament.
We found that replacing the 6H6
rectifier several times during the
winter on a day when the snow is
three feet deep is an unwelcome
bother. We also found that just about
every week during our remote meter check the circuit required readjustment of resistor "R" as the tube
aged, which meant having to open
up the antenna tuning unit to insert
a long screwdriver past several hot
leads.
An analysis of the circuit indicates
that the only purpose served by the
right -hand section of the rectifier is
to supply a reverse current to make
the remote meter read zero when
no r -f is flowing (to neutralize the
static current of the left -hand
(working) section.)
We took an octal tube base and
soldered the pigtails of a 1N34 ger-

Fig.
Fig.

I,
2,

Readers are invited to contribute their
own suggestions which should be short
and include photographs or rough
sketches. Typewritten,
double -spaced
text is requested. Our usual rates will
be paid for material used.

manium diode between pins 3 and 4
and inserted the tube -based germanium diode in place of the 6H6, thus
changing our diode meter circuit to

that of Fig. 2.
In almost a year of use we have
found that adjustment during our
weekly remote meter checks has
been eliminated, since the unit now
shows far greater stability. We have
one less ac. switch to throw when
we go on the air, and we are now
using the line which was released
from service (850 ft. of it in our
case) as an intercom line.
Eliminating Coupling
of Erase Heads
JAMES M. WELDON, Amtel Productions, 1325 N. St., Lincoln, Neb.
IN our recording- studio operation,

we often have occasion to use
several tape recorders simultaneously. In doing so, we recently encountered a problem which might
well occur to other users of PT-6
Magnecorders.
We are using two PT -6AH Magnecorders, rack -mounted, along with
an Ampex 400. We found that, when
copying tapes from one Magnecorder
to the Ampex and simultaneously
recording from another channel with
the other Mag, the erase head of

left, shows original circuit of remote antenna current meter using 6H6
right, gives simplified circuit with 1N34 for reliable operation

-

Protection from Lightning
and Static Discharge
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EDGAR C. SMITH, Chief Engineer,
WFIN, Findlay, Ohio
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the recording Magnecorder was radiating enough energy to be picked
up by the erase head of the playback Mag. In the PT -6, bias is furnished by a coil, in series with the
erase head, and coupled with the
record -playback coil. Through this
mutual coupling, the erase voltage
appears in the audio of the playback
circuit. Ordinarily, this high -frequency signal might cause no grief;
however, when it is mixed with the
bias of the Ampex, which is of a
different frequency, the result is a
very audible hiss in the background
of the Ampex recordings.
Obviously, complete shielding of
both Magnecorder erase heads
would remedy the situation, but the
construction of the PT -6 does not
lend itself to such a modification
without drastic rearrangement of the
front panel of the puller. Consideration of the erase -bias circuit of the
Magnecorder does, however, suggest
another simple solution to the problem. We removed the lead which
connects the erase and bias coils,
pin four of the erase head to pin
four of the record -playback head.
This lead was replaced by a toggle
switch, mounted through a convenient hole at the rear of the puller
chassis, and connected to the head
socket lugs with a short length of
shielded pair. This operation was
performed only on the machine
which is used for playback and copying most of the time. Since making
this modification we have experienced no trouble from interference,
and with the switch closed for recording with this machine, there are
no detectable changes in its performance.

_J

J
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THIS circuit is used to extinguish
arcs caused by static discharges
across the loading capacitor in our
Collins 20 -K transmitter. Other devices were tried, such as static drain
chokes and gaps, but none were as
effective.
The circuit operates as follows:
When plate power is applied to the
transmitter, K2 is energized, and C2
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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pads with db desired loss figured in
each case. RR is obtained from the
formula Rs= [Ns /Ns -1]Zl with Z2
being the impedance of the program
line and N, the number of recorders
to be fed (in this case, two). This
gives nearly a 600 -ohm match to the
program line. All recorder inputs
and program lines are available from
the patch panel in case the pushbuttons should fail.

Simulating Telephone
with Filter Mike
ELTON B. CHICK, Chief Engineer,
WQXI, Atlanta, Ga.

IT

Rapid cycling lightning protection obtained from self operating thyratron relay

charges through the selenium rectifier and R5.
Ll, consisting of about 15 turns of
well insulated hookup wire wrapped
with plastic insulating tape, is taped
to the r -f buss. All r -f picked up by
Ll is rectified by the 1N34 diode,
filtered by Rl and Cl and applied
across R2. The negative voltage
across R2 is applied to the 2050 grid
through R3 to prevent the tube from
firing. The back contact on Kl is
closed with the 2050 in this condition,
keeping the transmitter on.
Should an arc occur across the
line, it acts as a short and removes
the negative voltage on the 2050 grid
causing it to fire. Relay Kl closes
and removes the high voltage from
the transmitter. Relay K2 opens, discharges C2 through K3 causing it to
close. When K3 closes, plate voltage
to the 2050 is removed and high
voltage is applied to the transmitter.
The complete on -off-on cycle is fast
and hardly noticeable over the air.
The filter, consisting of Rl and Cl,
is important because it prevents the
2050 from firing on high negative
modulation peaks when the carrier
approaches zero amplitude.

interlocked so that only one program at a time can be applied to
the recorder.
When the button is pushed "in,"
the 600 ohm transformer is across
the input. When it is in the "out"
position, the 600 ohm resistor is
across the input so that the load is
always the same. This is also true if
both recorders are across the same
input or each on a separate input.
Besides facilitating selection, programs may be overlapped so that
busy announcers can select their
cue when time permits.
The pads are regular 600 ohm T

Simplified tape selection for announcers obtained by push button console
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Program Selection
for Tape Recorder
CECIL P. CLARK, Chief Engineer,
KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark.
THIS method of program selection is recommended for small
stations where only two or three
recorders are available and announcers also run the control
board. Most material may be found
in the scrap box. Push button sections, taken from old radio receivers, are DPDT switches with wiping
contacts (for reliable operation) and

is often necessary to simulate
the effect of a telephone on one
side of a conversation. Audio filters
seemed the simplest Solution to
WQXI's problem. The possibilities
of the war surplus aircraft range filters were investigated. A little experimenting, using a 500 ohm signal
source and a 500 ohm load, gave all
the information needed. The type
FL30 was selected several others
had been tried, including the FL8,
and all produced about the same
results.
The FL30 is a band pass and a
band rejection filter. In the range
position it passes a band of frequencies around 1020 cps, in the voice
position it rejects a 1020 cps signal.
Passing a signal through the filter
in the range position approaches the
(Continued on page 121)
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Diode Noise Generator for

Compact generator
facilitates receiver noise measurements

THE desirability of low noise factor receivers for TV in the VHF
range has become increasingly evident in the past few years. As tuner
noise factors have been decreased
and transmitter effective radiated
power increased, the so called
"fringe" area or marginal reception
area has been extended farther and
farther from the transmitting site.
Unfortunately, at UHF, the combi-

nation of propagation characteristics
and the presently low effective radiated power of UHF transmitters
makes the attainment of low noise
factors even more important than
at VHF. At the same time, present
limitations of tubes and crystal
diodes make low noise factors extremely difficult to obtain in the
UHF band. Consequently, the measurement of noise factor assumes
great importance in UHF receiver
design.

nected to the receiver input terminals which produces an adjustable
but known amount of noise power.
The measurement then requires that
the relative output power of the receiver be indicated, for example by
a voltmeter at the output terminals.
The reading of the indicator with the
noise generator off, but with the receiver operating normally is noted;
this reading is due to the receiver
and source resistance noise only. The
noise generator is then adjusted to
change the output reading by some
convenient amount. This new output
reading will be due to the sum of
receiver, source resistance and
the noise generator output. If the
noise generator power is known, the
computation of the receiver noise
power and subsequently noise factor
is simple and direct.
The design of a noise generator
revolves, therefore, about the necessity not only to produce some noise
power, but to produce a definitely
known noise power. The fact that

Fig. 1: Four -terminal network connected to diode results In desired current In external load

Table of Equations

Total Noise Power
To measure the noise factor of an
amplifier or receiver, it is necessary
only to determine the total noise
power introduced by the various receiver circuits, and refer this power
to the input of the receiver. Noise
factor is defined simply as the ratio
of the noise power (referred to the
input for convenience) of the actual
receiver under measurement to the
noise power of an "ideal" receiver.
The "ideal" receiver is defined as one
having no noise sources except the
unavoidable input source resistance
thermal noise. Thus, once the actual
noise power of a particular receiver
is known, the noise factor can be
obtained by simple computation.
While several methods are available to measure the receiver noise
power, one of the simplest involves
the use of a noise generator con82

the mean squared shot noise current
produced by a temperature limited
diode is directly proportional to the
direct current of the diode offers a
very convenient source. Diode noise
generators have been extensively
employed at low frequencies and at
VHF. At higher frequencies, the
problems of transit time and tube
reactances seriously affect the performance of conventional diodes, and
it is necessary to resort to new tube
designs such as the coaxial noise
diode. While it appears that the coaxial diode, which is particularly designed for UHF use, is a highly satisfactory device, the peculiarities of
the contemporary UHF situation in
regard to tube procurement and the
pressure due to the increasing number of UHF transmitters indicate
that there are certain advantages to
be gained from a somewhat different
approach.
Virtually all present UHF tuners
are designed with 300 -ohm balanced
input circuits in emulation of VHF
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UHF Measurements
necessarily of the same magnitude
as the external resistance. The main
disadvantage of such a network
would be that it would permit the
desired impedance transformation at
only one frequency. However, considering the values of loading which
would appear in the circuit, the
bandwidth would be of the order of
several television channels. This approach was adopted and the network
was arranged as shown in Fig. 1. In
this circuit C29 is the cathode to
plate capacitance of the diode, while
Lk and Lp are cathode and plate lead
inductances. The other constants
are unknowns which are determined

Interesting design approach results in test instrument which overcomes problem of transit time and
tube reactance without resorting to scarce tube types
practice. If a coaxial diode is employed in a noise generator, some
impedance transformer (such as a
balun) must be used to change the
low and unbalanced diode impedance
(usually 50 ohms) to 300 ohms balanced. An additional problem is
posed by the fact that many tuners
have quite poor noise factors, often
in excess of 20 db. This implies that
for the noise generator to produce
appreciable change in receiver output, the diode should supply its current to the highest possible impedance to attain maximum noise
generator output.
With these factors in mind and
motivated by the practical problems
of coaxial diode procurement and
pressure of rapid UHF expansion,
the design of an UHF noise generator which could utilize an inexpensive and readily procurable VHF
noise diode such as the 5722 was
considered. In addition, a relatively
large amount of noise power at 300
ohms balanced to ground was felt
to be essential.

about 200 Mc, which is clearly unsatisfactory for use in the UHF band.
If, on the other hand, the line impedance is reduced to increase the
frequency cutoff point, satisfactory
response is not obtained until the
line has an impedance of about 160
ohms. This not only reduces the

Transit Time and Inductance

available noise output but requires
the use of some impedance transformer to arrive finally at 300 ohms.
Consequently, it appeared that some
other approach would be more successful.
It was clear that there was some
four -terminal network which, when
connected to the diode terminals,
would result in the desired diode
current in an external load resistance. This would be a network
which would also present a resistive
load to the diode itself, but not

Two major problems appeared in
operating the 5722 in the UHF band.
Both are typical of conventional tube
problems at these frequencies:
transit time effects and tube lead inductances become important. Unfortunately, both tend to reduce the
noise current output of the diode for
a given direct current plate flow. The
effects of lead inductances are the
most serious; for example, if a resistive load of 300 ohms were simply
connected between filament and
plate of the diode at 500 Mc, almost
60% of the diode noise current
would flow through its own inter electrode capacitance due to the fact
that the diode lead inductances appear in series with the external load
resistor.
A typical solution to this problem
which appears hopeful on initial
examination is to make the inter electrode capacitance and series lead
inductances parts of a transmission
line terminated in the desired load
resistance. In the case of the 5722, if
the transmission line impedance is
selected to be 300 ohms, the high
capacitance of the tube results in
a cutoff frequency for the line of
TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

as follows:
The circuit is reduced by combining C. (socket and wiring capacitance) and R -}- jX to form an equivas in Eq. (1).
alent impedance
Z, and the reactance of L, (the
sum of Lk and LD) can be combined
into an impedance. See Eq. (2).
Now, Zz and -jXco, can be combined to form an equivalent impedance across terminals P K, as
in Eq. (3).
In order that all the diode noise
current will flow in the external resistance, it is desired to make ZeQ
equal some Re + j0. Therefore the
right hand side of Eq. (3) must be

Z

W. K. Squires

N.

L.

-

Newman

By WILLIAM K. SQUIRES
& HAROLD L. NEWMAN
Squires & Newman,

Electronic Circuit Specialists
326 Washington Highway
Snyder 21, N.Y.

rationalized and the real part equated

to Re and the imaginary part to zero.
This yields the two simultaneous
(Continued on page 126)

Fig. 2: Complete circuit diagram of generator.
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Effective Permeability of
28--

How to design and measure cores with low
hysteresis loss. Analysis of effect of dimensions, distributed capacitance, and grounding on coil inductance

24

20

5=0.1
s

By RAYMOND E. LAFFERTY
National Broadcasting Co.
RCA Bldg., Radio City
New York 20, N. Y.

Curve shows how high intrinsic
permeability does little to increase
composite permeability beyond the knee

u

12

Fig. 1:

WHEN powdered iron is placed
in the magnetic field of an r-f
coil, both the inductance and resistance of the coil increase. The Q
of the coil may either increase or

decrease depending on the relative
changes of inductance and resistance. We are only concerned in this
paper with the increase of inductance.
The theory of finely divided iron
for r -f inductors has been thoroughly treated in the literature''* and
will be mentioned only briefly here
for the purpose of defining a few of
the more important terms.
The permeability of a material is
the ratio of ß, the flux density in the
material, to the magnetizing force, H.
Written as an equation, u =ß /H. The
dimensions are chosen to make the
permeability of air unity.

HP Applications
Ferromagnetic materials suitable
for high frequency applications are
generally alloys of nickel and iron.
These materials are distinguished
for high permeabilities and unusually low hysteresis loss at low
flux densities. When molybdenum is
added to the mixture, the eddy current loss is reduced and the initial
permeability further increased while
retaining a low hysteresis loss.
These alloys are divided into extremely small particles and mixed
with an insulating binder before being formed under high pressure. The
permeability of the particles is called
the intrinsic permeability,
and of
the mixture, the composite permeFor cubic particles of
ability,
identical size that are uniformly distributed in the binder, Howe' has
shown the relationship to be

u

P.

84

µi

- 0.667e (µI -

+0.333E (pi

1)

-1)

(1)

o

lo

1,000

100

INTRINSIC PERMEABILITY,

Composite Permeability
Composite permeability is gener
ally measured by the classical toriodal method. The frequency of
measurement is usually 1,000 C.P.S.
The value of u. for most mixtures
can be obtained from core manu-

facturers.
When cylindrical cores are used to
increase the inductance of solenoids,
the magnetic flux path consists of
both iron and air. The coil functions,
therefore, in a medium that has an
effective permeability, uoe, less than
the composite permeability of the
powdered iron. The effective permeability of a cylindrical iron core
may be defined as the ratio of the
inductance of a coil, first with, and
then without the iron core. The coil
in this instance is assumed to be
wound of infinitely thin wire on the
surface of the core throughout its
entire length.
W. J. Polydoroff' has shown the
effective permeability to be related
to the composite permeability as a
function of core-length to core diameter. Polydoroff's curves are reproduced in Figs. 2 and 3. It is interesting to note that unless large
ratios of core- length to core-

www.americanradiohistory.com
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diameter are used, only a small fraction of the composite permeability is
realized as effective permeability.
Thus we can start with a magnetic
alloy whose intrinsic permeability is
200 and a 10% volume of insulation
will reduce the composite permeability to 23. Then if we assume the
ratio of core length to diameter is
unity, the effective permeability will
be only about 3.9. Moreover, when
the core is used with a coil wound
on a form of finite wall thickness, the
increase of inductance will be substantially less than 3.9 times that of
the coil in air. This last reduction of
apparent permeability is due to the
difference between core area and
mean coil area. In an excellent treatment of the subject, Foster and
Newlons developed an equation that
relates the effective permeability and
the ratio of core to coil diameters

where 8 is the relative volume of
the insulating binder
Fig. 1 is a curve plotted from Eq.
(1) for a mixture of 90% magnetic
alloy and 10% binder (8 =0.1). This
is a theoretical guide only; the actual
composite permeability of a mixture
depends on many factors such as
particle configuration and distribution. Fig. 1 serves to show, however,
that high values of intrinsic permeability do little to increase composite permeability once the knee
of the curve is reached.

TELE -TECLA

.

µ,

to LI /Lo.
Lt /L. =

1

+ (ao)'

P.

-

(di/d.)'

-

1)

(2)

µ

Rearranging to solve for
(L. /L.) 1

-

(P.

1

(2a)

where Lo= inductance of the coil
in air
L,= inductance of the coil
with an iron core (core
length=coil length)
do =mean diameter of the
coil (any units)
di =diameter of the core
(same units as coil)
and µ= effective permeability of
the core
Foster and Newlon mention neglecting Nagaoka's constant when
they derived this expression. They
note, however, that if the geometry
of the coil is not changed when the
core is added to the coil, the equation yields satisfactory results. Thus,
a
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EFFECTIVE PERMEABILITY,
Fig. 2: (I) Relation of effective to composite

if two coils of identical length but

different diameters are compared
with the same core, Eq. (2) can be
used to predict the change in the
LI/L0 ratio with good agreement.
Fig. 4 shows a comparison between
measured and calculated values of
inductance using Eq. (2) for five
coils of different diameters.
Q -Meter

Measurement

The LI /Le ratio for a given coil
can be measured on a Q -Meter without actually computing the values of
inductance. From the general equation for series resonance,
L. = /(271-02 C1
1

and

L1

= 1/(2702C:

Taking the ratio LI /Le by dividing
the second equation by the first,
= C1 /C2
Thus, the ratio of LI /Le may be
L1 /Lo

found by simply taking the ratio of
Q capacitance required to resonate
the coil for both conditions, i.e.,
Fig. 4: Comparison between measured and cal-

culated

values

of

inductance

for

five

coils

.I111IM.11.
.'IIMA.I,
11IVANI..I,.
.1,,I
.WZ,

50

5

I,Va

without and with the core, respectively.
In many cases the length of a
sample iron core may differ from
the length of the core required in a
final design. Similarly, the coil used
to test the iron may be longer or
shorter than the finished coil. Other
equations are obviously needed to
compensate for the change in Naga oka's constant when coils and cores
of various lengths are compared.
Polydoroff2 has described a suitable method of doing this whereby
the effective permeability of a cylindrical iron core whose length is
equal to the length of the test coil is
called effective permeability, 11e.
Polydoroff denotes the effective permeability of longer cores as 14. In
this paper the method is expanded
and p'. will be used for effective
permeabilities of cores which are
either longer or shorter than the
test core used to determine µe.
Having once established the effective permeability, Rei of a test core,

Drawings show how dimensions of solenoid coils and cylindrical cores are made
Fig. 5:
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there are four physical changes other
than coil diameter that can alter
the Li /4, ratio. They are:
(I) Using the test coils with a
longer core (see Eq. 3)
(II) Using the test coil with a
shorter core (see Eq. 4)
(III) Using the test core with a
longer coil (see Eq. 5)
(IV) Using the test core with a
shorter coil
An equation was empirically developed by Polydoroff for condition
(I) which relates ti', to ue.
Fce'

=

'core length
tie

coil length

In a series of measurements made
by the writer, better agreement was
obtained however, by decreasing the
value of the root in Polydoroff's expression from 3 to 1.8. Hence,
..e

(I)

/la' =

Fsa

core length
coil length

(3)

As a close approximation, a root
value of 2.0 can be used. The results
are reasonably good and the square
root is easier to handle.

Second Equation Developed
On the basis of the measurements
mentioned above, a second equation
was empirically developed for condition (II). Thus, when the core is
shorter than the coil,
(4)
', `r/core length
(II)
i . = µ
coil length
Eq. (4) may be approximated with
a root of unity.
An empirical equation was also
developed for condition (III).
r core length
(5)
(III) 14e' = Pe coil length
Unfortunately, when the coil

/

85

CYLINDRICAL IRON CORES (Continued)
STACKPOLE. Z-S

length is made less than the length
of the test core, the relationship between u' and lie can not be explained with a simple expression.
To calculate the ratio of Lt /La for
the three conditions considered
above, the values of µ'e for each
particular case must be substituted
in Eq. (2). Example measurements
for these and other conditions appear later.
In Fig. 5 are two drawings showing how the dimensions of solenoid
coils and cylindrical iron cores are

Q -Meter corrections made in their
proper order.8.67
These variations of permeability
are sometimes neglected with con-

sequent design errors. Surprisingly
enough, high frequency effects can
influence the low frequency measurement of iron cores. Consider the
case of a coil (and its core) with
sufficient distributed capacitance to
affect the true measurement of inductance and effective permeability
at low frequencies. To calculate the
true properties of both the coil and
core from the measured values, the
distributed capacitance of the coil
must be measured with and without
its core and correction equations applied accordingly.

obtained.
The effective permeability of
powdered iron cores is not constant
with frequency. Although the variations are not usually extreme, they
are sometimes important to design
engineers. Several curves of effective permeability plotted against
frequency are presented in Fig. 6.
These curves are representative and
show that permeability is constant
in the low frequency region but
varies at the higher frequencies.
Therefore, when iron cores are assigned for use at high frequencies,
their properties should be measured
at those frequencies. Precautions for
high frequency measurements should
be observed, of course, and the usual

Measurement with Core Inserted
The measurement of this capacitance with the core inserted in the

coil usually requires excitation of
the coil and core at the natural
resonant frequency of the coil, viz.,
the frequency at which the distributed capacitance resonates with the
inductance of the coil. If this occurs
at a frequency where the effective
permeability of the core is at variance with its low frequency value,
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the inductance that resonates with
the distributed capacitance will
differ from the inductance measured
at low frequencies. What inductance,
then, can be used to compute distributed capacitance? Erroneous results obtain if the low frequency inductance is used and certainly the
inductance of the coil can not be
measured at its natural resonant
frequency.
In practice, the change of perme.
ability is often overlooked and the
effective permeability is calculated
on the basis of low frequency inductance measurements.
Fortunately, this procedure is generally
acceptable for two reasons: 1) the
change in permeability is normally
of a low order of magnitude, and 2)
the resultant error after final corrections are made for distributed
capacitance is considerably less than
the error produced by the change in
permeability, viz., say the measured
inductance of a coil with 5 µµf of distributed capacitance equals 150 µh.
If the tuning capacitance is 100 µuf
the true inductance is 143 µh (150
µh x 100/105). Now assume the distributed capacitance has been incorrectly measured (because of a
change of effective permeability at
high frequencies) as 4 µµf (a 20%
error). The true inductance would
have been calculated as 144 µh; an
error of less than 1%.

Exact Measurement Procedure
However, when exact measurements of distributed capacitance are
needed, the inductance of a coil at
its natural resonant frequency may
be determined by measuring the
effective permeability of the core at
this frequency with the aid of an-

other coil-one that will tune with
the core in question at the required
frequency in the Q circuit. This test
coil should preferably have the same
mean diameter and length as the
original coil. If the dimensions differ,
corrections must be made using appropriate equations from those previously given, i.e., Eqs. (2) through
(5). The high frequency inductance
(Continued on page 170)
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- Filter Element Nomographs

By RALPH DAVIDSON, Dynamic Electronics, P.O. Box 188, Forest Hills, V.Y.

THE following nomographs were
developed to provide a fast and
accurate method for calculating the
reactive elements of a high -pass or
low -pass constant "K" type filter.
These values can also be used in determining reactive elements for "M"
type filters by substituting in the
appropriate formulas. The frequency
ranges of the nomographs are practical for nearly any constant "K" type
filter problem in the audio and radio
frequencies.
These nomographs solve the following formulas:
Low -Pass Constant "K" type:
L2

Zo

Ck

-

Zo

1

Lk4rr fo

4rc fo Zo

where

Ck
Lk
fc
Zo

is the series capacitance
is the shunt inductance

the cut -off frequency

is

is the characteristic im-

pedance
The two nomographs on the next
page cover the following frequencies
and constant "K" filter types for
characteristic impedances of 10 ohms
Zo

i

to 100 K:

High -pass filter, 1 Mc to 10 KMC.
Low -pass filter, 1MC to 10 KMC.
It will be demonstrated how these
frequency scales may be extended to
cover the entire spectrum.

A=

1.

nfG
nf.Zo
where Ck is the shunt capacitance
Lk is the series inductance
f0 is the cut-off frequency

á

REQUIRED

F.
r,

CHAR.

I

I

á

For example, suppose a high -pass
filter is needed to remove all interfering signals below 50 Mc from a TV
receiver with 300 -ohm input impedance. Turning to Nomograph 1, a
line is drawn from 50 Mc, the "critical
freq. for capacity" on the extreme
right scale, to 300 ohms on the left
"characteristic impedance" scale.
The desired capacitance is where this
line crosses the "series capacity"
scale, in this case 5.3 uf. Similarly, by
drawing a line from 300 ohms to the
"critical freq. for inductance" scale
at the right, the shunt inductance
value of 0.48 ph is obtained from the
left- center scale. Combining these
reactive elements in a "rr" or "T"
structure results in the following
filter:

2C

2C

L2

Ck=

K

is the characteristic im-

pedance
High-Pass Constant "K" type:

TG

la

How to Use Nomographs

i

.

fc

2.

STRUCTURE
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(Continued on page 157)
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Manufacturing Color TV Tubes
Start -to- finish production operations for making RCA tricolor kinescopes in
plant at Lancaster, Penna. Three -gun type 5GP22, now available to manufacturers of home receivers, employs electrostatic focusing and magnetic deflection
1

Glass negative of shadow mask undergoes

Shadow

1

inspection. Negative is required to produce
gelatin stencil for dot placement on screen

scopic

4

Phosphor material of whipped cream consistency Is silk screened through gelatin
stencil and deposited as dots on plate

Color -dot structure on phosphor glass plate
is carefully inspected by technician. Accurate spacing assures correct "angle shot"

1

Parts of tricolor electron gun are assembled
on a jig and lowered Into flame- covered
bed which allows simultaneous joining

Tri- barrel electron gun is sealed into the
neck of 261e in. long picture tube. Each
gun activates one of the three phosphors

10

Tricolor tubes await their turn for a trip
through the exhaust machine. This provides
vacuum same as black -and -white tubes

mask containing 200,000 microholes permits electron beam from
red, green and blue guns to strike phosphor

3

Quality control inspection of shadow mask
(r) assures that specifications are met.
Tube's 15 -in. faceplate (I) is also checked

Color -dot pattern os seen through magnifying lens. The 600,000 dots are arranged in triangular groups, each group containing RGB

IfJ
8

part of rigid quality control, tube is
placed under leak test to check effectiveness of vacuum seal at the welded joint

9

Shielded by a welding mask, technician joins
faceplate section of color TV picture tube
to main cone, providing rugged air seal

12

Toward end of the production line tubes
undergo test for phosphor -dot brightness
in electronically controlled testing machine

As

11
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Curve- Tracer Test Set
50,000 micromhos full scale, and the

Fig.

1:

Operator at controls of curve -tracer set observes tube characteristic curves being recorded

By ELMER H. NIEHAUS
Tube Dept., General Electric Co.
Owensboro, Kentucky

ACurve -Tracer Test Set has been

developed, employing an X-Y
recorder, for the rapid and accurate
plotting of vacuum tube characteristics. In the past, characteristic
curves were obtained by taking
point -by -point data throughout the
range of the curves. These points
were then plotted on graph paper
and the curves drawn. This method
was very time consuming and involved errors in interpolating meter
readings and transferring the readings to graph paper. There was also
the possibility that the characteristics
of the tube would actually change,
due to excessive heating or slumping,
in the process of taking data.
Another technique that has been
commonly employed in obtaining
90

characteristic curves is the oscillographic method. Curves can be obtained more rapidly with the oscillographic method than they can be
obtained on a point -by -point basis,
but greater errors are involved in
transferring the curve to graph paper
because of the small scale and relatively large trace.
With the Curve -Tracer Test Set
(Fig. 1) it is possible to plot and record any current against any voltage
applied to a tube and plate resistance
or transconductance against any
voltage or current. A chopping arrangement in the grid circuit permits
the recording of characteristics in regions where plate or grid dissipation
is excessive. The tube can be set up,
and a complete plate family of curves
recorded at 1% accuracy within five
minutes. Other curves and families of
curves can be made with equal rapidity.

Current & Voltage Ranges

plate resistance measuring circuit
has five ranges which vary from 5,000
to 100,000 ohms full scale.
The recorder used in the test set
is the Leeds and Northrup Speedo max Type G, X-Y Recorder. It has
a full scale sensitivity on each axis
of 10 mv, and the chart size is 100
sq. in. The recorder is an accurate
instrument with excellent retracing
capabilities. After many successive
full-scale reversals the chart paper
returns to within ±0.3% of its original position. The chart paper can be
torn from the roll and copies made by
ordinary duplicating methods.
One of the most important uses of
the set has been the recording of
curves to be used for published data.
The set is frequently used by the
tube engineer in designing a new
product because complete characteristic curves convey more information
than a number of point checks. The
investigation of customer complaints
is expedited by recording complete
characteristics which often show
whether the fault is in the tube. Another useful application of the
Curve -Tracer Test Set is recording
characteristics of vacuum tube circuits which can be built in an
adapter. The curves of any number
of tubes can be recorded on the same
sheet of chart paper to show the
spread in characteristics or the average of the characteristics.

Basic Circuit
Probably the simplest characteristic curves to record are triode current characteristics with negative
bias and within plate dissipation limits. The basic circuit used in recording these simple characteristics is
shown in Fig. 2. The circuit as shown
would be used to record triode plate
characteristics with Ebb continuously
variable and E00 variable in steps.
Rz and R3 form a voltage divider of
a ratio such that there will be ten
Fig.

2:

Basic

drcult used with the recorder

Ten voltage ranges are provided in
the set ranging from 5 v. full scale
to 1000 v. full scale. Eight current
ranges are provided which range
from 500 ua full scale to 100 ma full
scale. When the chopping circuit is
used, the current ranges are multiplied by the factor of ten. The transconductance measuring circuit has
five ranges which vary from 2,500 to
TELE -TECH
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for Vacuum Tubes
Recently developed instrument does away with
point -by -point plotting. Complete family of curves
are recorded within five minutes at I % accuracy
millivolts across R2 when Ebb is at
the desired full scale value. Ten
millivolts across R2 will produce full
scale deflection on the recorder X
axis. R, is of such a value that the
current desired for full scale deflection on the recorder Y axis will produce a voltage drop of 10 my across
it. The plate family of curves is recorded by successively varying Ebb
from zero to full scale for different
values of the parameter ECC. A plate
transfer family of curves could be
made by changing the divider, R2 and
R3, to the supply E0C and then successively varying EeC from zero to
full scale for different values of the
parameter Ebb. The milliammeter
shown in the plate circuit is for monitorial purposes and is shorted out
when the curves are recorded.

Sweep Circuit
In order to make smooth curves
some method was needed to vary Ebb
or EeC continuously. The sweep circuit (Fig. 3) was devised as a method
to vary, at a controllable uniform
rate, the output voltage of a regulated power supply. A voltage is developed between the points A and B.
The magnitude of the voltage AB is
determined by the bias on the tube
V,. When the sweep switch S3 is in
the return position, the bias on V, is
set by the potentiometer P,. When S,

is in the sweep position the bias on
V, increases as the capacitor C
charges. The charging rate of C is

determined by the variable resistor
R1.

The power supply output voltage

Fig. 3: Sweep circuit varies output voltage of
regulated power supply at a uniform rate

is proportional to the voltage AB
which is applied to the power supply
V2 by the sweep
select switch S. The sweep select
makes it possible to use the power
supply with or without the sweep
circuit, and the addition of more sections and positions to the switch
would make it possible to use the
sweep circuit on more than one supply. The sweep direction switch S2
allows the power supply output to
be varied in an either increasing or
decreasing direction. The sweep circuit produces a smooth change in
regulated power supply voltage over
a range of from 0 to 1 v. or 0 to 1000
v., and the rate of change can be
adjusted to suit the curve being
plotted.
Characteristic curves with positive -grid bias or with dissipation
above maximum limits are frequently desired. The chopper makes
it possible to record these curves
without damaging the tube under
test.

error amplifier tube

--0

The chopper is located in the grid
circuit as shown in Fig. 4 and consists of a set of contacts which are
cam- driven by a synchronous motor.
The contacts are adjusted to be
closed ten percent of each revolution.
When the contacts are open, the cutoff supply biases the tube under test
beyond cutoff. When the contacts are
closed, the cutoff voltage appears
across the 100 K resistor. (the Er,
supply has a very low output impedance), and the voltage ECC is applied to the tube. The tube under test
is conducting 10% of the time and
cutoff 90% of the time. Therefore, the
average current and the average dissipation are 10% of their normal
values.
A calibrating circuit for the chopper is provided in the set. A switch
connected the contacts a milliammeter, and a precision resistor all in
series with ECe. The contacts are set
so the milliammeter reads ten per.

VOLTAGE RANGE

BZ

C

BI

RECORDER
X

AXIS

Fig. 4: (1) Chopper located grid circuit consists of
a set of contacts which are cam-driven by a motor

VOLTAGE
SELECT

(r) Circuit for plotting vacuum tube characteristics contains voltage select switch which connects
power supply voltage to a voltage divider
Fig.

S:

TUBE UNDER
TEST
100

R

CURRENT RANGE
TUBE UNDER

loo

K

TO RECORDE

`n

TEST

T

13

E

66

(BO

BI

o

cuTOrr
SUPPLY

N

C

Z

MOTOR
DRIVEN

CONTACTS
MOTOR DRIVEN CONTACTS
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CURVE-TRACER (Continued)
cent of the current calculated from
Eca and the resistance of the circuit.
The essential requirements in
power supplies and switches for plotting static characteristics are shown
in Fig. 5. The voltage select switch
connects the power supply voltage to
be recorded to a voltage divider
formed by RL and the voltage range
switch. The ratio of the divider is
changed by the voltage range switch
making several different full scale
ranges available. The current select
switch connects one side of the supply from which the current to be
recorded is drawn to the current
range switch. One side of all other
supplies is connected to ground by
the current select switch. Several different current ranges are made available by various size resistors on the
switch. Current meters are provided
monitorial purposes and are shorted
when the curves are recorded. To record curves without using the chopper the contacts are shorted and the
cutoff supply removed.
A voltage divider circuit was developed to facilitate making curves
in families with some parameter
changing in equal increments. A dc
voltage is inserted in the grid circuit
of the error amplifier tube of a
power supply in the same manner as
the sweep voltage (Fig. 3). When the
dc voltage is divided in equal increments, the regulated power supply
voltage will also be divided in equal
increments. This circuit increases the
speed with which curves can be
made, particularly when curves are
being made on more than one tube.

Tranaconductance Measuring
Circuit
The transconductance measuring
circuit was derived from the constant
current equivalent circuit of an amplifier. See Fig. 6.

If

RL<<rD,

then
ED = gm e. RL
(1)
and
K = E./e. = gm RL
(2)
Eq. (2) shows for a constant load
(RL), the voltage amplification of an

amplifier is directly proportional to
transconductance when RL is much
smaller than rp.
In the transconductance measuring circuit shown in Fig. 7, the tube
under test is in the circuit as an amplifier with a small load resistor. The
1000 CPS oscillator output is amplified and coupled to the tube under
test by an output transformer with a
five-ohm secondary. The low impedance drive is used to prevent errors
when the tube under test is near
zero bias. The output voltage, which
appears across the load resistor RL
and is proportional to transconductance, is amplified, rectified, and applied to the recorder.

Fig.

ry = A Ea /A ID

If 0

200 ohms

-

(3)

held constant, then
(4)
rD= k(AED)
where k is a constant of proportionality. The plate resistance measuring circuit shown in Fig. 8 uses this
relation to measure plate resistance
continuously as bias voltage or plate
supply voltage is varied.
A voltage, proportional to A Ip, is
developed across the resistor R. This
voltage is amplified by the feedback
amplifier and then rectified. The output of the rectifier is applied in series
with the reference battery to the
variable gain amplifier as bias. The
output of the oscillator is amplified
by the variable gain amplifier,
further amplified and transformercoupled to the tube under test circuit. A change in 0 Ip is reflected to
the variable gain amplifier which
corrects the drive to hold A Ip constant. Therefore, the drive is proportional to plate resistance. A voltage
proportional to the driving voltage is
amplified, rectified, and applied to the
recorder.
Calibration of the circuit is accomplished by substituting a precision
resistor for the tube under test and
adjusting the voltage applied to the
recorder. Full-scale ranges are
changed by changing the resistor R.
Curves of plate resistance can be
made to ±2% accuracy on all ranges
up to 100,000 ohms. Above 100,000
ohms, capacitive currents become
appreciable and impose a limit on the
circuit.
(Continued on page 169)

R` gm
5,000 X 10 -6 For 10,000 micromhos full scale
10,0001x 10 -6

equivalent

Plate Resistance Circuit

For ease in calibration the circuit
was designed so that a gain of unity
in the tube under test would give
full-scale deflection on the recorder.
Therefore, the full-scale range is determined by the load resistor RL. As
an example:
From Eq. (2):
For a full scale range of 5000
micromhos

g

Amplifier constant current

Plate resistance, by definition, is
the slope of a curve of plate voltage
versus plate current.

Facilitating Calibration

RL

6:

100 ohms

The circuit is calibrated by connecting point A to point A (Fig. 7) and
adjusting the output of the rectifier
to full-scale deflection on the recorder.
Transconductance curves can be
made with approximately ±2% accuracy. The shunting effect of the
plant resistance of the tube under
test causes an error of approximately
1% at the maximum value of transconductance. This error can be reduced by increasing the load resistor
(RL) by 0.5 %.

Ip is

Fig. 7: (1) Tube under
test acts as amplifier In
transconductance measuring circuit. Fig. 8: (r)
Plate resistance meas-

urement
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Self -Shielding PM Focus Units
Elimination of stray fields is big step forward in obtaining best results with 90° deflection tubes. Advantages include reduced raster rotation and higher drive efficiency
and

By S. L. REICHES
Star Products Co.
6007 Euclid Ave.

R. O. GRAY

Zenith Radio Corp.
6001 Dickens
Chicago, Ill.

AU

Cleveland, Ohio

A MAJOR limitation on the use of
the conventional PM focus unit
lies in the stray fields from these
devices. Cathode -ray tubes requiring 70° deflection systems can use a
conventional type of PM focus unit
with a fair degree of success. However, in the case of the 90° deflection tube, the errors recognized and
considered tolerable in the 70° tube
can no longer be accepted.
The most pronounced effect of
this stray field is seen in the initial
rotation of the deflection yoke to
compensate for the raster rotation
due to the stray field from the PM
unit. To a large degree this initial
rotation has not been considered serious in the 70° tube. However, in
addition to the initial rotation, the
90° tube also shows an appreciable
amount of raster rotation as the
strength of the focus unit is varied
in focusing the picture. In a conventional PM unit this total rotation
may be of the order of 13° as the
flux is changed from maximum to
minimum. This is of course undesirable.

line. If it is assumed that the focus
unit will not be changed from a
given factory setting there still remains the problem of line voltage
variation in the home producing an
undesirable tilt of the raster which
changes with the line variation.
When pincushion correctors are
used it is seen that any deviation
from the original position of the
raster from the position at which the
pincushion correction magnets were
adjusted will cause distortions of
the raster shape.
The conventional PM unit design
wherein the magnets are axially
positioned, inefficiently utilizes the
available magnet material. Because
of this, larger magnets are needed
and the focus unit must be as close
to the face of the tube as possible

in order to make the unit seemingly
stronger. Generally, in this position
the area of picture in focus is appreciably less than full screen with the
best of deflection yokes.
It has been known for some time
that if the magnetic lens producing
focus is placed in the same relative
position with respect to the crossover of the gun as is the focusing
anode of the electrostatic tube, the
area in focus on the face of the tube
in each case is the same but with
the magnetic focus being superior,
particularly at higher beam currents. Since the power of the axial
type PM unit is limited, it has not
been economically feasible to do
this in the past, and consequently
the ES tube has enjoyed an unwarranted reputation for having full focus attributes not possible with the
magnetic tube.
The above problems and limitations of the conventional PM unit
led to the development of the self-

Fig. 1: Production model of self -shielding PM focus

unit

Local Nonlincarity
Another effect in the 90° tube
and its associated deflection system
is noted. Where the yoke is operating at very high peak flux densities
this stray field can react with the
field from the yoke windings so that
there can be a local nonlinearity in
both the vertical and horizontal
sweep. Also, in the case of the yoke
for the 90° tube, this stray field can
cause a decrease in drive efficiency
due to interaction with the yoke
fields. The decrease in horizontal
drive efficiency can be of the order
of 2%.

In addition to the raster rotation
as the flux is varied, it is found that
the same rotation occurs with variations in beam accelerating voltage
due to changes in line voltage. This
rotation of the raster as the unit is
focused or as the line voltage varies
is not satisfactorily solved by initially correcting the yoke rotation
for the position of focus at nominal
TELE -TECH
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PM FOCUS UNITS (continued)
shielding PM focus unit. A photograph of a production unit is shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. As will be seen from
the photographs, the basic arrangement of the magnetic circuit is quite
different from the conventional or
axial type PM unit. In this new unit
the magnets are placed radially with
respect to the axis of the neck of the
tube. This allows one pole piece used
to produce the focusing gap to be in
the shape of a cup. Because of this
structure, and also proper choice of
material, the stray field forward is
greatly minimized.

Yoke Not Rotated
With this new unit the deflection
yoke is no longer rotated in order
to square away the picture. The
magnetic vertical of the deflection
yoke is now at almost right angles
to the picture vertical. Also it follows that the picture does not rotate
as the unit is brought to and through
focus nor as the line voltage varies.
Due again to the construction, it is
found that the focus unit is fairly
efficient in its magnet use, and with
5 oz. of Alnico 5, focus on a 27 -in.
tube can be reached at 23.5 kv with
proper picture brightness.
Fig. 3 shows the focus range

available from production units.
This data is based upon the focus
unit being positioned at approximately 1 -3/32 in. from the front edge
of the G anode which is used instead of the crossover as a reference
point for the object distance. This
position is not too critical and may
be varied appreciably either side in
receiver production. This position is
chosen because at this point, with a
reasonable tube and reasonable deflection yoke, full focus over the entire face of the 90° tube is achieved.
The rotational orientation of these
units has been found to be completely uncritical, indicating that the
main focus field and the stray field
are symmetrical. This is demonstrated by providing a mount for
the focus unit that will hold it positioned in a lateral direction, but
leave it free to rotate about the
neck of the tube. Generally a piece
of cardboard sleeving is adequate.
After the tube has been focused, the
unit can be rotated through a full
360° without any particular change
in the quality of the focus.
The unit also shows good focus
quality as a function of line voltage.
When focused at about the center of
line voltage, focus will hold to a

Fig. 2: Magnets are placed radially with respect to axis of tube neck in new PM focus unit

high degree over the line voltage
range of 108 to 122 rms. This is a
rather interesting effect since it is
believed that this comes about more
due to the position of the unit on
the neck of the tube than to the
small stray field and symmetrical

stray field.
Centering is provided in the usual
manner by a slide pole incorporated
as part of the cup forming the front
pole piece. While centering of the
order of 4%/z in. is available in the
horizontal direction it may be proper
to again caution against using systems that require excessive amounts
of centering correction. In addition
27.-

90 TUBE

o

200

400

Soo

FLUX

DENSITY

GAUSS

Fig. 3: Focus range available with unit posi.
Honed 1 3/32 in. from edge of G. anode

to dot distortions that are produced,
excessive centering causes raster
line bends in the same manner that
is found when the beam bender is
incorrectly positioned in its rotational adjustment. The causes for
this are identical because in each
case there has been too great a misalignment between the various lens
axes.

Stray Fields Toward Screen
The stray fields toward the screen
of the picture tube are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5 for the self -shielding
focus unit and a typical axial mag-

net type respectively. It has been
determined that the field that strays
1 in. or 2 in. from the front face of
the focus unit and returns to the
center of the unit which is essential
for focusing does not cause raster
rotation. This is true since the velocity vector of the beam is in the
same direction as the field. The
stray flux still further from the face
of the focus unit looks similar in
shape for both units but are much
different in magnitude. The self shielding unit in Fig. 4 has only 10%
to 20% as much stray as the conventional unit.
Fig. 6 shows the effect of the magnetic core material of the deflection
yoke on the stray magnetic field.
Note that the lines of force become
somewhat more parallel to the axis
94
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Fig. 4: (I) Flux plot of self -shielding focus unit with radial magnets. Field intensity in gauss shown by circled number.
unit with axial magnets. Fig. 6: (r) Field and electron trajectory using typical axial magnetic focus unit

Fig. Sr

(c) Flux

plot of typical

PM focus

of the system due to the core material of the yoke.
By making a few simplifying assumptions, the order of the magnitude of the raster rotation can be

computed. In Fig. 6 the electron trajectory for the beam to the top center of the picture is shown assuming
no rotation of the raster. The movement of the top center of the raster

will be determined and from that
the angular rotation of the picture
may be calculated.
In Fig. 4, it is shown that the angle
(Continued on page 156)

System for Making 3 -D Vectorcardiograms
TO study the third dimensional

vectorcardiogram it has usually
been necessary to record vector cardiograms in at least two planes
and then construct a third dimensional one in the form of a wire
model. Now the Department of
Physiology and Biophysics of the
University of Mississippi, under the
chairmanship of Dr. Arthur C. Guy ton, has developed and is using a
stereovectorcardiograph for instantaneous registration of third dimensional vectorcardiograms.
As shown in the accompanying
diagram, Fig. 1, the stereovectorcardiographic apparatus utilizes a 5in, cathode -ray tube with two beams,
on left and right of the screen. Cardiographic impulses picked up by
electrodes A, B, C, and D control the
electron beam passing between deflection plates 1, 2, 3, and 4, and record vectorcardiogram I. Similarly,
vectorcardiogram II is recorded from
plane A, B, C, and E, with electron
beam controlled by deflection plates
5, 6, 7, and 8. Two vectorcardiograms
are thus recorded simultaneously on
the oscilloscopic screen from two
separate planes angled at each other
at approximately 10° to 15 °. An observer viewing vectorcardiograms I
and II with left and right eye respectively and fusing the images appropriately thus gets the third dimensional effect.
A sawtooth time signal, to time
the vectorcardiogram and to determine the direction of impulse, is applied to the Z axis of both beams
simultaneously, giving each pip a
comet -like appearance, with the impulse moving toward the comet's
head.
TELE -TECH
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The stereovectorcardiogram can
be viewed either by direct observation or by photographing the images,
to obtain the third -dimensional effect. Best fusion in direct observation
is by means of glasses with approximately plus' diopters strength. An
oscillographic camera can photograph single heart cycles, and at the
Univ. of Mississippi laboratory a
Polaroid -Land camera is used, so
that positive prints can be developed
in one minute's time.

Fusing Images
Actual
stereovectorcardiograms
from a normal individual are shown
in Fig. 2, the top one with a saw tooth time signal, the lower without.
With practice an observer can learn
to fuse images to see a central third
dimensional vectorcardiogram, either
with the naked eye or with the benefit of special optical aids.

Included in the apparatus described is a DuMont Type 322 dual
beam oscilloscope, and three low frequency amplifiers, for use as vertical amplifier and two horizontal
amplifiers. Placement of electrodes
A, B, and C is not critical, but slight
shifting of electrodes D and E can
change the vectorcardiograms tremendously. As standard procedure
in this particular apparatus, electrode D is placed directly over the
apex of the heart, and electrode E is
placed in the midaxillary line.
A second method of recording the
stereovectorcardiogram is to use a
single -beam oscilloscope tube and to
employ a switch between the two
horizontal amplifiers and the oscilloscope so that the electron beam is
split every 1/2000 of a second. Thus,
first a portion of vectorcardiogram I
is generated, then a portion of II,
then a further portion of I, and so on.

Fig. 1: (I) Apparatus employs dual -beam CRT. Fig. 2: (r) Recorded stereovectorcordlograms

SAWTOOTH
TIME SIGNAL
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High -Efficiency AM Radiation
By GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.

WW HILE
any height antenna may
be used as an AM radiator,

we
are all familiar with the increased
radiation efficiency and the reduction in fading that results from
increasing the antenna height from
a quarter -wave length to around
0.6 wave length. However, it apparently is not so generally known that
a continuing proportionate increase
in radiation efficiency with a corresponding reduction in skywave radiation and fading can be effected
for almost any height antenna above
the 0.6 wave length.
The basic theory for this was developed independently at about the
same time by Mr. Ralph Harmon of
Westinghouse and KDKA, Mr Howard Stokes and the author, and Dr.
Brown of RCA. Mr. Harmon had
developed his theories so that in the
Spring of 1933 it was possible to
conduct a series of tests at KDKA
using a balloon to support a multiple section antenna several wave
lengths in height.' Our own work
started at about the same time, and
in 1933 Mr. Howard Stokes, then of ,
the CAA, kindly offered to help in
the development of the mathematical theory. The results of our work
were never published. Dr. Brown's
theoretical study of the various possible permutations of high efficiency
antennas was reported in 1936.2
The results of these various computations for the increase of radiation efficiency with antenna height
are shown in Fig. 1. On this logarithmic chart there has been plotted

...r..

:e.

Fig. 1: Computed increase of radiation efficiency for increasing height of the antenna
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increased so that a larger and larger
percentage of the total energy radiated can be focused in the horizontal
plane.
Of notable interest is the high
tower at WKY, Oklahoma City,
Okla., together with the two quarter -wave towers comprising the reflectors for the directive antenna
which is used only at night. See Fig.
2. The main tower is 969 ft. high insulated at the base and at 425 ft.
above the base. Fig. 3 shows the
base and the means of bringing
down the concentric line which
feeds the TV and FM antennas at
the top, so that they can be used as
a center conductor and the tower as
the outside shield of a concentric
line for tuning the impedance of
each section. The use of this type
of tuning gives a very high Q circuit which has proven to be extremely stable in operation.
This tower has a physical height
of approximately 310° which is a bit
higher than is necessary, because
the additional height was desired
for support of the FM and TV antennas. However, the measurements
show that we were able for 1 kw in-

the antenna gain in the horizontal
plane for the various antenna
heights, all referred to an elemental
antenna with a radiation efficiency
of 186 my /m for 1 kw as a base.
The values calculated by Mr Harmon are for a continuous uniform
current and, therefore, represent
the maximum theoretical possible.
The values developed by Mr. Stokes
and myself are for a series of quarter -wave sections, whereas the data
for Dr. Brown's paper is based on
the use of a series of half -wave antennas. None of the curves are linear until a height in excess of a
half -wave length is reached. Each
shows that thereafter the antenna
gain increases with approximately
the 0.9 power of the antenna height.

Increased Efficiency

e.. 11ì:üii
C::.

z

0

_..=

Fig. 2: Three -tower directional antenna system of station WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla.

6

Fundamentally, these antennas
get their increased radiation efficiency in the horizontal plane because they operate as a vertical
broadside antenna array focusing
the energy in the horizontal plane.
As the height is increased, the aperture of the antenna as an array is
TELE -TECH
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from High Television Towers
patterns were in close agreement
with the computed as will be shown
later.
At WKY the use of the high tower
added nearly 300,000 people to their
daytime service area, while at the
same time increasing by more than
50% the signal strength which would
have been received by the people
who would have been served from
their old station using the quarterwave antenna. The use of the high
tower also allowed similar proportionate gains in the nighttime service.

Directive Characteristics

Fig.

3:

Base view

of WKY's Franklin

antenna shows

ulnas

lc -cling

TV

and

Ft,

radiators at top

Reduced skywave radiation and fading effected with
antennas above 0.6 wavelength. Small capital expenditure achieves substantial increase in service area
put to get a horizontal field equivalent to 301 my /m at 1 mile. This
value was measured at 3 miles
since the field does not get oriented
properly in 1 mile.
This value is typical of what can
be obtained from a two -unit Franklin antenna from 285° to 310° in
physical height. This is equivalent to
an effective power gain of 2.4, or 12
kw for 5 kw input. For a four -unit
Franklin about 540° in physical
height, the effective power gain is 4,
or 20 kw for 5 kw input, and 200 kw
for 50 kw input. For a six -unit
Franklin, which represents perhaps
the probable maximum since it corresponds to 1500 ft. at 1500 kc, the
power gain is 6. This is the equivalent of 300 kw effective for 50 kw
input, or 6 megawatts radiated for
1 megawatt input. These are very
substantial gains indeed.
While we had no difficulty adjustTELE -TECH
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ing or operating the high tower with
the two quarter -wave towers as a
directive array at night, there are
problems involved which must be
considered with some care. We
found at WKY that the existence of
one of the two quarter -wave reflecting towers of the array at a
distance of only 82.5° from the high
tower upset slightly the current distribution in the big tower, so that
the radiation efficiency of the tower
and hence the array was slightly
less than had been computed on the
basis of the radiation efficiency of
each of the three elements operating alone. The actual measured
nighttime RMS field was found to
be about 5% less than that which
had been computed. However, this
was not enough to make any substantial difference in the vertical radiation patterns of the high tower,
and the measured vertical radiation

February 1954
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It is interesting to note that the
use of such a high tower in conjunction with much lower towers as reflectors permits the design of a directive antenna which, in many
cases, can radiate several times as
much power along the ground without causing interference to nearby
stations on the same frequency as
could be done if all the towers were
of low height, or even if all the towers of the array were Franklins.
Thus, at WKY, in the case of WTAD
at Quincy, Ill., which is but 453
miles away, it was possible to radiate approximately 250 my /m on the
ground without causing anything
like the amount of interference to
WTAD that had resulted from the
station's previous operation with 1
kw with 190 my /m radiated from a
quarter -wave antenna. Actually, the
use of the high tower with the two
low towers permitted a design which
provided a complete null at an
angle of only 15° above the horizon even though there were 245
my /m radiated along the ground.
The vertical radiation pattern in the
direction of WTAD was measured
from an airplane and is shown in
Fig. 4 together with the theoretical.
More recently, this firm has designed for use in Europe two more
of these high efficiency antennas
similar to that installed at WKY and
which were also used as parts of
directive antennas. One of these has
been completed, and the measured
efficiency has been found to agree
very closely with that predicted.
The other one, due to circumstances
not connected with the design, has
not yet been built.
There are a very considerable
number of antennas projected for the
support of TV antennas with heights
of 1000 ft. or more. Many of these
Continued on page 184)
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Application of Integrator Type
Radio direction finding equipment shows up to 16 db
signal -to -noise ratio improvement with use of signal
integration and positive feedback. Rotating capacitor drum and magnetic storage systems employed

By CHARLES A. STROM, JR. & JOSEPH A. FANTONI
Rome Air Development Center, Rome, N.Y.

INFORMATION theory studies
made during and shortly after
World War II indicated that repetitive type signals might be greatly
enhanced by trading bandwidth for
time. An analysis of the output voltage of a radio Direction Finding system indicated that the Direction
Finding voltages fall into this category and that considerable improvement in the Direction Finding
bearing S/N ratio might be achieved
by proper operation on the information or output voltage. Such operation, if successful, would go a long
way in improving the operational
sensitivity of the Direction Finding
Fig. 1: Signal enhancement

D/F

RECEIVER

SYSTEM

0/F

unit used with direction finder

D/F

D/F

ANTENN

REFERENCE

equipment and permit useable Direction Finding bearings on any
signal that could be heard by a radio
communications station.
While the work done shortly after
World War II indicated that both
correlation techniques and integration techniques would enable great
improvements in S/N ratios, the post
detector integration technique was
selected for the Direction Finding
studies because of the greater apparent simplicity of the associated
equipment. Also, this approach appeared to offer some advantages in
simplicity of operation and greater
stability. The objective of the study

at the Rome Air Development Center (started at Watson Laboratories,
Red Bank, N. J.) was to investigate
some of the possible methods of accomplishing a field type unit which
would be useable with existing Direction Finding Equipments and to
develop a technique which would be

available for use in new Direction
Finding equipment. To further simplify the problem, it was assumed
that the signals received by the Direction Finding station would be
from a friendly transmitter and
would be of sufficient duration to
permit good use of the integration
technique. Signals, such as these
transmitted from an aircraft under
tower or GCI surveillance were assumed as the normal type transmission.

S/N Improvement
Before proceeding with a description of the post detector integration
approaches investigated, it might be
well to briefly review the S/N
improvement by integration techniques and redefine the terms used
throughout this paper.
First, assume a Direction Finding
antenna in azimuth at -a constant

Fig. 4: Magnetic storage drum and playback, record and erase heads

D/F

SIGNAL

INDICATOR

ENHANCER

OUTPUT

Fig. 2: Delay line enhancer delays and adds desired signal

Fig. 3: integration with magnetic storage drum and playback
MAGNETIC DRUM ASSEMBLY
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Signal Enhancers
INPUT

MOTOR DRIVE

CIRCUITS

AMPLIFIERS
DRIVE
MOTOR

TWO-PHASE REFERENCE
.SIGNAL INPUT.

INPUT
(FROM THE REC.

FILTER

a

AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT
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CAPACITORS

1-
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~~R2

Fig. 5: Rotating capacitor drum is driven in synchronization with directing finding antenna

was connected to an automatic Direction Finding station and operated
in the system to determine the operational improvement of the station. With the exception of the
magnetic drum, these units were
experimental models and no attempt
was made to miniaturize or package
these into a field design. Fig. 1 shows
a block diagram of the signal enhancement unit used with a Direction Finding station.
A. One of the first units considered
was the delay line type of signal
enhancer. In this unit the signal is
delayed in time by multiples of one
cycle, and the delayed signals are
added in phase and amplitude coincidence, to form the enhanced
signal output. Fig. 2 is a block dia-

speed, and connected to a radio receiver. Any r-f energy at the input
to the receiver will be amplitude
modulated by the azimuth pattern
of the antenna. Since we are dealing
with a cooperative transmitter, the
signal will remain on for several
rotations of the antenna and the output wave form from the receiver
will have a fundamental period
equal to the rotational time of the

antenna, even though the fourier
analysis of this signal may show it
to be very complex and include
many harmonics of the fundamental
frequency. Since we are performing
post detector integrations, only the
audio (detected) output of the receiver is of interest and will be fed
into the integrator. The integration
process requires this addition (cycle
by cycle in exact phase and amplitude) of the audio output of the
receiver. The signal being in phase
and amplitude agreement from cycle
to cycle should add directly as (n)
the number of additions, while noise,
being of a random nature, should
add only as Vn-

gram of this system. One line may
be made to do the work of several
lines.by using different carrier frequencies.
The experimental model made use
of a magnesium supersonic delay
line and a carrier frequency of approximately five megacycles. The
signal output from the receiver modulates the 5 Mc carrier and this modulated signal is applied to a crystal
at one end of the delay line. The
crystal changes the electrical signal
into a 5 Mc mechanical vibration
which is propagated down the delay
line. At the receiving end of the line,
these vibrators excite another crystal
which converts the mechanical vibrations back into a 5 Mc electrical
signal. An amplifier is used to raise
the signal up to a workable level.
The output of several delay lines is
then added in phase to produce the
enhanced signal.
B. The second approach investigated at Rome Air Development
Center for improving the S/N ratio
by integration resulted in the fabrication of a magnetic storage drum
with multiple read -out heads. The
output voltage from the receiver is
recorded on the drum and the simultaneous output from all playback
heads is used to give an integrated
output. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram
of this equipment.

Magnetic Storage Dram
The model constructed for Rome
Air Development Center makes use
of an iron oxide coated drum which
is driven at Y2oth of the Direction
Finding rotational speed. The 16
read -out heads spaced at intervals
of one cycle around the perphery of
the drum are connected in series and
the output voltages which are in
phase and amplitude coincidence are
the enhanced signal output. An
erase head is used ahead of the
recording head to remove the old
signal prior to recording the new

Fig. 6: Experimental model of capacitor storage integrator for improving signal -to -noise ratio

Tcvhniquex nr-ex/iqnled
In order to investigate the applicability of integration as a means of
signal enhancement, three separate
approaches were undertaken. They
were: (A) Magnesium Delay Line
(B) Magnetic Storage Drum and
(C) Capacitive Storage Drum. Each
TELE -TECH
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INTEGRATOR (Continued)
signal. The motor driving the drum
is operated in synchronization with
the reference voltage and is geared
to the drum so that it is driven at
exactly 7fioth the speed of the antenna system. Fig. 4 shows the engineering model of this unit fabricated
by Engineering Research Associated
of St. Paul, Minn. Excellent phase
and amplitude linearity had to be
maintained in the recording system
to prevent distortion of the Direction

Finding intelligence at the frequencies employed.

C. The third type of post detector
integrator consists of a capacitor
drum as the storage unit, suggested

by Mr. H. Busignies and M. Dishal.1
In this storage system a drum is
made up of several large capacitors
and driven in synchronization with
the Direction Finding antenna. The
signal output of the receiver is applied directly to the capacitors on the
drum through one brush and, the integrated output is read off at a later
item through another brush. Fig. 5
shows the circuit and block diagram.

Fig. 7: Radio D/F results. Without Integrator: A, good signal; B, poor;

C,

very poor;

D,

Each of the capacitors is the same
size, and the time constant of the
read -out circuit selected so the capacitor will not discharge completely
each time it contacts the read -out

brush. The voltage assumed by the
individual capacitors on the drum
will be proportional to the amplitude
of the signal at the moment of sampling. As the drum is rotated, the
output on the read -out brush will
be a series of short pulses equal to
the individual charges stored on the
capacitors on the drum. A filter is
used to remove the commutating
Continued on page 158)

fair. With magnetic integrator: same

as B; F, same as C

Fig. 8: Bearing presentations. A, poor

back;

100

D,

very poor signal;

F,

signal; B, poor plus normal integration; C, poor signal plus integration and positive feedvery poor signal plus normal integration; F, very poor signal plus integration and positive
feedback
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Analog Computing by Heat Transfer
New concept in application of heat -electrical transducers permits design of
extremely simple units for computers, servo controls and instrumentation
By PAUL H. SAVET

Head, Research Lab.
Arma Corp., Roosevelt Field
Garden City, N. Y.

THE class of analog computers to
he described essentially makes
use of a transducer in which an incoming electrical signal is dissipated
into heat. The temperature differential thus created is communicated to
a pair of temperature sensitive conductors mounted in a Wheatstone
bridge. The output of the transducer
is a direct function of the amount of
unbalance caused in the Wheatstone

FIg, 1: Notation of equivalent circuit

bridge; it is also proportional to a
reference signal, supplied to the
bridge for the sake of detecting said
unbalance.
The idea of such simple analog
computers is new. Its principal components, the transducer and the
Wheatstone bridge, of course are
well known. Ideas in this area at
Arena were summarized first in the
group working on the miniaturization of the gyro- compass by Joseph
Statsinger. Later those ideas were
crystallized into a development proj-

ect and assigned to the research
group which it is my privilege to
head. There Gareth M. Davidson,
Sol Levinson, Sidney Davis and
Henry Hammerstein contributed
other basic ideas and inspired an entirely new design which has been
successfully developed.
In all the figures, the abbreviated
notation as shown on the left side of
Fig. 1 will be used. In Fig. 2 a and
b denote electrical signals. Consider a basic transducer as represented within the dashed lines of
Fig. 2. Heater element (1) is in
thermal (but no electrical) contact
with sensing element (1), while a
similar situation prevails for element (2). No heat may be transferred from pair (1) to (2) or vice
versa. In principle, the thermal contact could be achieved through conduction, convection or radiation. For
practical purposes, convection should
be ruled out, however, because of
stability considerations.
The construction of the thermal
unit is sketched in Fig. 6. It consists of two pyrex rods in a miniature glass or metal envelope the
size of a 6AK5. Vacuum is not required. Wound on each rod is the
bifilar heater consisting of #40 tefloninsulated nichrome, and one or more
sensing elements consisting of #40
teflon- insulated nickel or similar
wire. Temperature range is about
60 to 250 °C. and frequencies of 60
cps to 1 kc have been employed.
Computer elements can be produced for 1/ to 14, of the cost of
regular vacuum tube types. Accuracy
below 0.5% may be economically
achieved.

FIg. 3: (1) Two pairs of sensing elements are used in

multiplier and divider.

Fig.

4:

(r)

Conductor with negligible temperWare coefficient of resistance,

_

also

\

called' heater element

Conductor with large temperature

=

coefficient of resistance (nickel for
insfonce),also colled'sensing element"

\

\

L

Fig. 2: Basic transducer and conductor symbol

Suppose that a and b are two in
phase signals. Fig. 1 and 2 suggest
that the difference of heat dissipated
between heater elements (1) and
(2) is proportional to
(a +b)=

-

(a -b)2 _ 4 ab

i.e., to the product of incoming signals a and b. If there is a carrier
phase difference Q between a and b,

said heat differential would be 4ab
cos co; in particular it would be reduced to zero if cp were equal to 90 °.
As to the sensing elements, shown
as the shaded areas on the right side
of Fig. 2, the differential of their
resistance is a direct (though not
forcibly linear) function of the heat
differential produced in the transducer. The output (d) is proportional to the reference signal (c) (provided the latter is moderate enough
(Continued on page 122)
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New Test and
VHF INTERPOLATOR

PULSE GENERATOR

KLYSTRON TESTER

When supplied with a standard 100
signal and auxiliary measuring
equipment in the range of 1 to 2 MC,
the Model AM -1 VHF interpolator enables the generation and measurement

Model 2120A pulse generator is constructed on the block- unitized principle
and generates a positive or negative
main pulse with width, amplitude, and
delay from trigger are continuously

A klystron tube tester is available
which tests the performance quality of
commercially available klystron type
tubes. The instrument provides complete metering facilities, control adjust-

kc

p

of frequency in the range of 20 to 1,000
MC with an accuracy of better than 1
part in 10T-depending on the accuracy
of the 100 kc source. The unit can be
operated directly from a 105 -130 v., 60
cps, ac line, and its safety factor allows
continuous operation for indefinite
periods. Gertsch Products. Inc., 11846.48
Mississippi Ave., Los Angeles 25, Calif.
-TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

FREQUENCY METERS

ADMITTANCE METER
Type 1602 -B admittance meter has
been changed so that the effect of junction inductance has been eliminated.
Therefore, corrections are no longer

necessary. Furthermore, accuracy has
been improved by several additional
calibrated points on the multiplying factor scale. And, at low frequencies, a
small, shielded, variable air capacitor
replaces the adjustable stub previously
used as a susceptance standard. The
unit is direct reading from 41 to 1,500
MC. General Radio Co., 275 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

-
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variable. Using no gas tube pulse -forming circuits, operation from either internal or external frequency are provided
at repetition rates up to 100,000 cps with
single pulse and gated operation. Main
pulse amplitude is 80 v. maximum
across an internal 93 -ohm resistor.
Electro-Pulse, Inc., 11811 Major St.,
Culver City, Calif.-TELE-TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

Three new precision meters, models
LA -5, LA -6, and LA -61, enable frequency measurements at 10 to 100 MC,
100 to 500 MC, and 500 to 2,000 MC, and
are accurate to 0.001 %. The units are

two cu. ft. in volume and described as
extremely rugged. Lavoie Laboratories.
Inc., Morganville, N.J.-TELE -TECH &

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

NEW TECHNICAL PRODUCTS
for the
Electronic Industries
on

pages

130 -131

14";17
P !:

a

41

ments, precautionary means for safely
testing high voltages, and convenient
tube data charts for the rapid determination of control settings. It also provides for external modulation so that
the klystron tubes may be tested dynamically with external r -f measuring
equipment. Polarad Electronics Corp.,
100 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn 11,
N.Y.-TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES.

WAVOMETER
Type WA wavometer enables measurement of waviness on surfaces of rotation, in contrast with surface roughness. Widely spaced deviations from a

true circular surface are measured in
microinches. Basically, the Type WA
consists of three units; a motor- driven
spindle for rotating the work at constant speed, a converter which translates waviness into a small fluctuating
voltage, and an amplimeter unit which
shows the characteristics of the waviness of the rotating work. Micrometrical Manufacturing Co., 345 S. Main St.,
Ann Arbor, Mich. -TELE -TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
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Measuring Equipment
NOISE GENERATOR

VOLTMETER

CALORIMETER

Model RUG -1 -10 low frequency noise
generator provides a random voltage
source of controlled frequency spec-

Covering a voltage range from 500
uv to 500 v. RMS, over a frequency
range from 15 cps to 250 KC, the model
1520 vacuum tube voltage meter is
calibrated both in ac voltage and deci-

The Model SME microwave calorimeter and dummy load is designed for
the measurement and absorption of
microwave power of any magnitude
between 500 and 90,000 MC. Responding

The basic noise source is a gas tube
producing an approximate Gaussian output. This provides the signal source to
the three controlled distribution channels generating the Gaussian, Rayleigh,
and uniform distributions. The distributions are accurate to 2 %. Statistical Instrument Co., P.O. Box 552, Church St.
Sta., New York 8, N.Y. -TELE-TECH
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

bels. The scale range is from 0.5 to 5.0
v.; the db range from -5 to +17, based
on zero db equaling 1 mw in 600 ohms.

trum and probability distribution for
simulation studies and test purposes.

SCALING UNIT
automatic scaling unit
instrument for automatically counting electrical pulses obtained from nuclear particle detection
equipment. It consists of an input pulse
height discriminator, an electronic scaling channel with 1 1isec paired pulse
resolution, mechanical register, time
clock, and automatic control circuitry.
High voltage is not supplied. The scaling
channel consists of four plug -in decimal
The Model 2200
is a high -speed

Power supply requirements are, 117 v.
±10% 50'400 cps. Power consumption,
approx. 35 w. Usable band width, 15
cps to 250 KC. Accuracy, ±2 %. Stability, 3-1% with line voltage variation
from 105 to 125 v. Input impedance, 2
megohms with 15 µµf shunt capacity.
Amplifier is available for external use
by rotation of ac output control. Voltage gain 1,600 (63 db). The unit is
housed in a metal cabinet that is 53/4 x
111 x 5% in. in size. Communication
Measurements Laboratory, Inc., 350 Leland Ave., Plainfield, N.J. -TELETECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
TEST EQUIPMENT
The "TWin -300" line of balanced 300
ohm components features, baluns, attenuators, detectors, and terminations
suitable for use in the UHF-TV band.
The line may be used with existing unbalanced 50 and 75 ohm equipment for
complete measurements of balanced 300
ohm systems. Measurements such as
gain, loss, impedance, VSWR, noise, etc.,
are facilitated on receivers, tuners, antennas, transmission lines, oscillators,
amplifiers, and similar UHF -TV components. Microlab, 301 South Ridgewood Road, South Orange, N.J.
TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

to energy levels from fractional watt to
50,000 watts, the unit is capable, it is
said, of measuring or absorbing the
power of any radar, UHF TV transmitter, microwave relay, microwave tube,
communication equipment, or energy
source. Further, with small modification, it is adaptable for detecting calormetric values and liquid or gas. The
basic unit version utilizes tap water

through combination pressure reducers
and stabilizers. Sightmaster of California Co., Gillespie Airport, Santee,
Calif.-TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES.

COUNTER
The Model 244 shown is a dual -sequence counter that provides count
ranges from 1 to 10,000 and counting
rates to 60,000 per min. in each of two
channels. Front panel rotary switches

-

counting units including one Model
706A and three Model 705A's. Beckman
Instruments, Inc., Berkeley Scientific
Div., 2200 Wright Ave., Richmond,
Calif. TELE-TECH & ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES.
TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

More Reviews
of New Components
Appear on Pages 104, 105, 106,
132, 134, and 138
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enable independent setting of each
channel directly to the numbers to be
predetermined. At the end of each predetermined channel count, a control
output is provided in the form of a
relay contact closure or a voltage pulse.
Potter Instrument Co., Inc., 115 Cutter
Mill Road, Great Neck, N Y -TELETECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
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New Lab and Plant Equipment
MEASURING DEVICE
No. 600 lineal measuring device for

wire cordage, TV ribbon, etc., has interchangeable guide tubes that enable
capacity ranging from Nylon fishing
leader to 1 in. diameter flexible electric

cable or cordage. "Feet" and "inches"
are indicated on a Veeder -Root counter
to 9,999 feet. An integral wax scraper
cleans meter wheel to assure accuracy.
The mechanism of the unit requires no
lubrication. The cutter illustrated and a
complete line of reeling equipment is
also available. The Olympic Instrument
Laboratories, Cove, Washington.
TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

-

HEAT EXTRACTOR

COMPOUND HEATER

CHASSIS

An insulating compound heater is designed for heating insulating waxes,

The "SeeZak" expandable chassis
consists of rails and plates which form
a finished chassis. One hundred and five
sizes (4 in..x 4 in. to 17 in. x 17 in. in
1 in. increments) can be formed from 14

various electrical and electronic components. A jacket, or oil chamber, filled
with non -carbonizing heat transfer oil,
surrounds the compound chamber. The
electric heating elements of the high
temperature sheath are so placed as to
distribute heat evenly and economically. D. C. Cooper Co., 1467 -71 So.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, I11. -TELETECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

rail -lengths. Heights: 2 in. and 3 in.
It is claimed that "L" and "U" shape
chassis are easily made, and that plates
and rails can be punched on a "Rotex"
punch. Chassis can be expanded by
means of longer rails and additional
plates. UM & F Mfg. Corp., 10929 Van owen St., N. Hollywood, Calif.-TELETECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

varnishes, rosin, tar, pitch, plastic, and
similar compounds requiring high temperatures, used in the production of

TRANSFORMER WINDER

for transmitter tubes and applicable for
supplying cooling water to machine
jackets, oils, coolants, etc., employs the
evaporative cooling principle and will

The heavy duty transformer winder,
Model 147 -AM, winds heavy wire in
tight, uniform layers by using a variable transmission. It winds power,
audio, and similar types of heavy duty
transformer coils, and all types of
heavy duty field coils and bobbins up

supply cooling water as low as 86° F
with a 75° wet bulb condition. Capacity
range is from 36,000 BTU /hr. to 465,000
BTU /hr. with entering water temperatures from 90° F to 160° F. Volume of
cooling water from 20 G.P.M. to 150
G.P.M. Mayer Refrigerating Engineers,
Inc., Lincoln Park, N.J. -TELE -TECH
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

to 10 in. in length and 16 in. in diameter.
Wire sizes are from 5 to 18 A.W.G.
Winding speed is 50 to 85 rpm. A
special 3/4 h.p. variable speed motor
operates on 115/230 v., 60 cps, single
phase. Geo. Stevens Mfg., Co., Inc.,
Pulaski Rd. at Peterson, Chicago 30, III.
-TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

Model TX -50 heat extractor, designed
to provide recirculated cooling water

104

TELE -TECH
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HOLE -PUNCHING UNITS
The Type "JD" hole -punching units
are designed to punch mild steel up to
1/4 in. thick and can be used and reused in unlimited setups. Each punch
assembly consists of holder, punch,
stripping spring, punch guide, and pilot
head. Each die assembly consists of
holder, die, and pilot pin. Punch and

die assemblies are mounted in die sets
and operate in a press in the same way
as conventional dies, enabling unobstructed feeding. The units may be
mounted directly to standard flat surface die sets, or on templates. Wales Strippit Corp., 345 Payne Ave., North
Tonawanda, N.Y. -TELE -TECH
&
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
& ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES
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New Electronic Components
CHOKE KIT

GERMANIUM DIODES

Type X2082 RF choke kit contains 14
pie -wound chokes on LPB -3 forms with
axial leads that are only %2 in. in
diameter by 1/2 in. long. Windings are

The IN67- IN67 -P germanium diodes
are now hermetically sealed. The soldering design is smaller in size and an
entirely new plug -in construction is

available. It is said that these new units
are more rugged and shock resistant.
Quality is maintained by 12-hour high

/

in. wide and vary to approximately
in. in diameter. All units are varnish impregnated for moisture and fungus 1/2

temperature test (105° C.) a 4-hour
low- temperature ( -25° C.) check, 32
hours temperature -humidity cycling,
and complete electrical tests. Additionally, each production lot is put through
the JAN -193 humidity tests. Raytheon
Manufacturing Co., Receiving Tube
Div., 55 Chapel St., Newton 58, Mass.
-TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC IN-

proofing. Inductances are RMA pre ferred values ranging from 6.8 uh to
1.0 mh. Color- coding is the RMA three dot system. An inside cover chart gives
all necessary electrical data. Cambridge
Thermionic Corp., 445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass. -TELE-TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

DUSTRIES.

CONNECTOR KITS

TWIST BLOCK

Three r -f coaxial connector kits have
been introduced in the industrial and
laboratory markets. Each kit consists of
a heavy plastic case with 18 compartments which contains the connectors
and a functional wiring diagram. Kits
Nos. 1, 2, and 3 contain Type "BNC"

A broad band impedance matched 90°
short twist for X band in RG -52 /U
waveguide size has been announced.
Tapped holes in the twist block faces
determine the angular orientation of the
mating UG -40A /U choke flange terminated wave guides so that they will be

.t

0,

To,

/

&

ELECTRONIC

cover. The actuating arm can be furnished in any length with special bends.
By eliminating the coil spring, the actuator can be modified to enable operation by a 15 -gram force. The long
actuator over-travel makes the switch
suitable for use in cam or slide -operated controls. The switch has a current
rating of 15 amps. at 125 v. ac. A data
sheet giving dimensions of the MXT -1,
complete electrical ratings and operating characteristics is available. The
W. L. Maxson Corp., Unimax Switch
Div., 460 West 34th St., New York 1,
N.Y. -TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES.

CRT SHIELDS
Standard magnetic cathode ray tube
shields for popular, 2, 3, and 5 inch
tubes are in production. Available for

`;7

connectors for small coaxial cables,
Type "UHF" for non - constant impedance applications, and Type "N" for
microwave applications. Schweber Electronics, 122 Herricks Road, Mineola,
Long Island, .N.Y. -TELE-TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
TELE -TECH

The "Unimax" Type MXT-1 snap action switch has a rigid lever arm pivoted
on a bearing pin that is set in supports
that are integral with the molded switch

ipoloo

it ñ*

a

SNAP ACTION SWITCH

INDUSTRIES

at 90° to each other. The units are impedance matched to afford a VSWR of
less than 1.22 from 8,500 to 9,500 MC.
General Precision Laboratory, Inc., 63
Bedford Road, Pleasantville, N.Y.-TELE-TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
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early delivery, the "MuMetal" and
"Nicoloi" stock shields can be furnished
with light hoods, retainers, and plexiglass windows. Multi -Metal Wire Cloth
Co., Inc., Electronics Div., Garrison
Ave., New York 59, N.Y -TELE -TECH
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
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New Electronic Components
RELAY

TRANSISTOR

The Series 80 midget telephone type
relay has vibration and shock -proof
characteristics and is designed to meet

The Type CK727 low noise PNP
junction transistor has an average noise
factor of 13 db, and average alpha of

government specifications. Coil windings are rated for do voltages up to
115 v. Contacts are palladium and rated
non -inductive load at 3 amps. at 24 v.
dc, or 115 v., 60 cps. Units can be supplied with silver contacts rated at 5
amps. on special order. Smallest of the
series, in the hermetically sealed types,
type 8614, measures 1% x 142 x 12%2 in.
Signal Engineering & Manufacturing
Co., Long Branch, N. J.-TELE -TECH
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

and an average power amplification of 37 db. Details are available from
the Technical Information Service,
Raytheon Manufacturing Co., 55 Chapel St., Newton, Mass.-TELE-TECH &
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES.
0.97,

PULSE CONNECTORS
New angle pulse connectors for aircraft radar and microwave communications systems maintain a corona level

TIMING MOTORS

SCOPE SWITCH
Built to JAN requirements, a portable electronic switch makes possible
the simultaneous observation of two pat-

terns on the screen of a single cathode ray oscilloscope. The positions of the
patterns can be superimposed or separated which enables direct comparison
of amplitudes, waveforms, frequencies,
and phase relationships. A square -wave
voltage of variable frequency and amplitude is available at the output terminals for testing vacuum tube
amplifiers and other circuits. Direct coupled amplifiers are alternately operative and inoperative at a rate determined by the selected switching
frequency. Therefore, a direct current
signal can be chopped suitably for
transmission through oscilloscope amplifiers. Switching rate, continuously
variable from 10 to 2,000 times/sec.
Chatham Electronics Corp. Livingston,
N. J. -TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES

The new Sessions line of variable
speed, high torque, permanent- lubrication motors provide time controls for

PROGRAM EQUALIZER
Model EQP -1R is a low impedance
passive equalizer followed by an amplifier to restore the equalizer inser-

pp
ec

of 7,000 v. at an altitude of 55,000 ft.
and at a temperature as low as -55° C.
Dielectric strength is rated at 12,000 v.

a wide variety of electrical appliances.
The units are less than 14 in. in diameter and available in output speeds
ranging from 450 rpm to 1 rev. in 31
days. Gear trains can be added to the
basic unit to enable further speed
variation. Gear pinion assemblies in
reduction units are made of molded
nylon which, in combination with

"Lubricone ", provides quieter operation
and longer life. Sessions Clock Co.,
Forestville, Conn.- TELE-TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
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minimum. Spring contacts, with resistance not greater than 0.005 ohm, are
used at the shells to maintain positive
electrical contact at all times. The connectors will be employed principally
with cable RG -88V because of their
exceptionally high corona level. However, as standard field assembly types,
the connectors may be used with other
cables, as RG -64 /A, RG -77/A, and
RG -78/A, and they will mate with
standard rubber insert type connectors.
The product meets all applicable portions of MIL -C -3606 and has received
first article approval for military service. It is now in production for
general applications. Airtron, Inc., Dept.
H, Linden, N. J.
TELE -TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

-
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tion loss. The noise level is 92 db below
10±dbm; distortion 0.15 %. Balanced
input and output are rated 150, 250, or
600 ohms. Low frequency boost and
attenuate curves at 30, 60, and 100 cps
permit correction of bass deficiencies
without disturbing the mid -low frequencies. Five high- frequency boost
curves permit correction at 3, 5, 8, 10,
and 12 KC and a bandwidth control
varies these curves from sharp to broad.
Separate boost and attenuate controls
permit boosting any high frequency
while attenuating on a 10 KC shelf
curve. Continuously variable controls
allow variation of the amount of equalization on sustained tones without steps
in level, or noise. Pulse Techniques,
Inc., 1411 Palisade Ave., West Englewood, N.
TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
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*QUANTITY PRODUCTION
OF LOW LOSS MICA
COMPONENTS... QUICKLY
exclusively a CINCH feature. CINCH constantly demonstrates
most
ability to hold tolerances on Mica moldings . . . to meet the
for comexacting requirements in small metal plastic assemblies
tolerances.
to
closer
held
ponents of higher quality materials

.

Cinch components are

-

available at leading
jobbers

everywhere

.

.

types are
CINCH sockets in large variety of sizes, shapes and
modern
and
extensive
available in quantities because of CINCH's
molding facilities for mica filled low loss bakelite, and are Standard
in service because of durability and performance.

When requirements are exacting and the need urgent

CONSULT CINCH

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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WASHINGTON
Latest Radio and Communications News
Developments Summarized by
UPCOMING FCC TASKS -Subscription television
and TV "community antenna" systems are two of the
most controversial subjects in video's progress
to be
considered by the FCC now that color television standards have been approved. Subscription television embraces both the basic policy whether this medium would
serve the public interest and the substantial legal questions as to whether this service should be classified
as
broadcasting or common carrier (communications) or
a
special service. In addition, there is the engineering
problem of where subscription TV could be squeezed
into the crowded spectrum. Community antenna television also poses the problem of interference and the
question whether such systems constitute common carrier or some other operation within the Commission's
regulatory jurisdiction.
A.T. & T. READIES COLOR -TV ROUTES-The
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. Long Lines Department moved rapidly during January to prepare its
backbone routes for intercity color television transmission both by coaxial cable and microwave radio relay,
according to its report to the Commission. The readying
of the intercity facilities was launched on the basis of
advance planning immediately after the FCC had approved the compatible all- electronic standards recommended by the National Television Systems Committee.
In addition to equipping the routes with additional facilities to carry the color video picture signals, the
A.T. & T. Long Lines Department had commenced a
training program for the personnel to handle color television transmission -months before the FCC sanction and
this specially trained staff was ready for its assignments
by the end of January.

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENT-More television stations
in 79 cities -were connected for TV network service in 1953 than in the previous five years of commercial
video network history, the A.T. & T. Long Lines Department reported to the FCC, and this year (1954) will be
another record year for television network expansion. It
is anticipated that approximately 100 more stations will
be linked to the coaxial cable- microwave relay network
and by the middle of 1954 the first round robin TV networks will be placed in operation with two television
channels in each direction serving TV stations from New
York to Chicago and back via St. Louis and Washington
which will add considerably to the flexibility of routing
network programs. Of course, it should be recognized
the Bell System has the primary responsibility of providing telephone and communications services in its
expansion of these facilities but at the same time is
bending every effort to aid the broadcasting industry
in the expansion of television.

-130
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TELE- TECH's

Washington Bureau

DEFENSE CHIEFS LAUD INDUSTRY -The research
and development achievements of the electronics industry in giving the United States superiority over the Soviet military might received full recognition from the
Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air Force in the
semi -annual reports at the end of last year. Army Secretary Stevens cited "Nike" as a major weapon of defense against air atomic and H -bomb attacks and lauded
the development of platoon and vehicular systems of
walkie- talkies as well as the value of mobile television
systems. Navy Secretary Anderson noted the importance
of radar and sonar to the fleet and naval aviation. Air
Force Secretary Talbott stressed how research has accomplished greater reliability and effectiveness of electronic equipment components with reduction in size and
weight and how the electronic manufacturing industry
has delivered more urgently- needed UHF equipment
than anticipated. The satisfaction of the Defense Department's high command with the electronics industry augurs continued reliance on it for keeping the nation's
defenses strong.
MICROWAVE COORDINATING COUNCJL- tab lishment of a central microwave frequency coordinating
council was considered at a meeting of six major groups
of users of mobile radio services in Chicago Feb. 24. The
group which launched the meeting included the public
safety, forestry, industrial, land transportation, railroad, petroleum, public utilities, marine and aviation
radio services. The objective is to establish a frequency
plan for all the mobile services now using or planning
to utilize microwave radio to aid the FCC in its assignments.

ELECTRONICS MODULAR DESIGN -The Navy has
changed the name of Project Tinkertoy which its Bureau
of Aeronautics and the National Bureau of Standards
unveiled in September, 1953, to process certain electronic equipment through mechanized assembly of bulk
or raw materials with minimum hand labor. The new
designations are "modular design of electronics" (MDE)
or "mechanized production of electronics" (MPE). More
than 1,000 manufacturers had visited from September to
the year -end the NBS pilot plant at Arlington, Va., and
every large electronics manufacturer, according to the
Navy, has expressed interest in the new process. Drawings for hand tools required to set up pilot plants or
model shop production, together with an engineering
handbook, were made available Jan. 1 to the industry
by the Navy.

National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
TELE -TECH
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ROLAND C. DAVIES
Washington Editor
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high- dielectric

INSULATING
TUBING and SLEEVING
INCLUDES SAMPLES AND
THE FOLLOWING

...

DESCRIPTIONS

OF

insulating materials were
pioneered by our Laboratory. Retain flexibility, electrical
properties and mechanical strength in temperatures ranging
from -85 °F. to 500 °F. Available in tubing, sleeving, lead
wire, tying cord.

VARGLAS SILICONE

Vinyl- coated Fiberglas in
full range of sizes, colors and grades. Extremely flexible
with excellent heat aging qualities. Low priced.

VARFLO TUBING AND SLEEVING

Class H

PERMAFIL- IMPREGNATED VARGLAS TUBING

Fiberglas

braid coated with General Electric's Permafil resin. Extremely tough, resistant to solvents and elevated temperatures, highly flexible. Can be bent or twisted with little or
no loss of dielectric strength. Coils and standard 36" lengths.
VARGLAS SLEEVING AND TUBING

-

VARFLEX COTTON TUBING AND SLEEVING

Varnish or lac-

for applications where MIL -I -3190
quer impregnated
All NEMA grades.
are
specified.
A
materials
Class

Made in various standard formulations of vinyl polymers. Has high dielectric and
tensile strength -will not support combustion nor absorb
moisture. Type EG Approved under MIL- I -631A. Several
others to meet special requirements.

SYNTHOLVAR EXTRUDED TUBING

Numerous types and

grades- including synthetic- treated, varnished, lacquered,
saturated, litewall and others.

Fiberglas braid normalized
to remove all organic impurities. It will withstand temperatures up to 1200 °F. Recommended where dielectric properties are not paramount. Three types available.

VARGLAS NON-FRAY SLEEVING

NEW! VARGLAS SILICONE RUBBER SLEEVING AND
TUBING -the culmination of 5 years of research

-for

applications requiring extraordinary flexibility. Details on request.

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR SAMPLES!
VARFLEX CORPORATION,

315 N. Jay St., Rome, N. Y.
Please send me free folder containing samples of your electrical

sleeving and tubing.

CORPORATION

I

am particularly interested in insulation for:

NAME

Makers of
Electrical Insulating
Tubing and Sleeving

COMPANY
STREET....

CITY

TELE -TECH
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- quality performance

6353, 20,000 Volt Corona Regulator Tube to provide
unexcelled Color Kinescope second -anode regulation without
expensive filament supply, additional mounting or circuitry.
To these add unlimited use -life, protection with
positive safety and low cost
the result is`
Use the type

...

Use the VXR -4000 type tube to regulate

dependably

the focus bleeder against line voltage variations.

Use an RX -3 Series Resistor, 50 or

55 megohm -or select any resistor

This regulator has the same desirable

characteristics obtained in the 6353 tube
the result is

..

from 20 to 100 megohm in the kine
convergence bleeder to assure stability.
These hi -meg resistors are hermetically
sealed, rated at 10KV, have a negligible
voltage coefficient and .08 % °C temperature coefficient -they are designed for extremely long life
The result is

.

/

These three components, expressly

...

designed for color television will
assure quality performance.

COMPONENTS DIVISION: 3800 PERKINS AVE.
110
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CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Color -TV Tubes
Set Makers Problem !
Last month Arthur Loughren,
Director of Research, Hazeltine
Electronics Corp., Little Neck, L. I.,
announced that set makers have a
difficult job ahead in selecting a
color -TV tube for their receivers.
There are two practical types available now. The one, a three -gun type,
developed by RCA and the other the
Lawrence tube, termed the "Chromatron", manufactured by Chromatic
Television Labs. Inc. of New York
City. RCA has already revealed circuit and application details of their
tube. In recent months Hazeltine
has been studying circuit and application details of the single -gun
tube. As a result of this research
Hazeltine now feels that the singlegun tube offers several advantages
which receiver manufacturers might
do well to take into consideration in
their color set designs.
The principal advantage of the
single -gun display lies in the elimination of the convergence and registry problems that occur in the three gun tubes. A second advantage lies
in the uniform tint for grays obtained during black and white transmissions. With the three -gun tube,
differences in contact potential, drift,
and power supply irregularities yield
different tints for various values of
gray. For this reason, also, the employment of regulated power supplies
is practically a "must" in three -gun
type sets. With the single -gun
"Chromatron ", regulation is not
particularly critical and standard
black- and -white power supply components (such as the flyback transformers) can be employed.

FAIRCHILD

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Systems and other intricate electronic

circuits.

Rapidly Plots Static and Dynamic
Characteristics of ALL Transistors...

Presents on the Scope:

point contact and ¡unction. Designed
on basic principles, to meet future
transistor needs.

Alpha

vs. Emitter

Current

Collector, Emitter and
Transfer Characteristics

Complete Families of Curves obtainable in 10 incremental steps for each
of 5 ranges. Sweeping technique
shows up anomalies.

C"

- IÌH.

Ì
\
.....
NN..Ne / I/.

Developed by Fairchild in its program
for transistorizing Missile Guidance

at 3.5 MC. In the initial tubes received from Chromatic this high r -f
power resulted in a high undesirable
radiation (about 100 times too much
on a frequency now employed by
amateur communicators.) By the
proper employment of shields within
the tube, Hazeltine researchers have
been able to reduce the radiation
from 20 to 50 times, and they feel that
this will place the unit within the
15 uv /meter degree of acceptability.
Thus far no work has been done using
the system Chromatic recently announced called "random switching",
but further radiation reduction work
is being directed at the color -control grid support structures which
TELE -TECH

standard DC oscilloscope.

YNM u

Undesirable Radiation
On the single -gun disadvantage
side it was pointed out that about
20 watts of r -f power was required
to operate the color-control grids

Complete -all

calibrating circuits
built.in. Needs only

Collector Characteristics
in Grounded Emitter Connection
WRITE FOR DETAILED

TECHNICAL BULLETIN
ENGINE AND AIRPLANE CORPORATION

FAIRCHILD
Geze.aieX
V e

u

Wyondooch,

Other Divisions: Aircraft Division, Hagerstown, Md.
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COLOR -TV TUBES

(Cont.)

apparently act as miniature antennas
and use the tube envelope as a reflector.
Another disadvantage in the
Chromatron is the relatively coarse
line structure. In a 22-in. tube offering a diagonal of 17 -in., 700 color
strips, each appr. 15 mm. thick, are
employed. Of this number 350 strips
are green, 175 red and 175 blue. With
close viewing on stills the line structure is quite apparent. However, with
greater distance between viewer and
screen and with program content this
effect tends to disappear. Three fine
equi- spaced vertical lines are especially noticeable when this tube is
viewed on black and white transmissions. These are due to fibre -glass
threads supporting the color control
grids. Ultimately it is hoped that the
size of these threads as well as the
number may be reduced or eliminated.
Simple Cireuil Trrhniyues
With the three -gun tube the associated circuitry for color -TV is rather
complex, and at present circuit complexity with the Chromatron is
judged to be about equal. Hazeltine's
recent research, however, has led to
simple circuit techniques for directly
processing the NTSC signal at the
color receiver to form a signal which
in turn is suitable for direct application to the tube. Information on these
techniques is contained in their re- port 7148 entitled "Processing of
NTSC Color Signal for One Gun Sequential Color Displays" and which
has now been circulated to their licensees. Some set manufacturers,
such as Crosley and Muntz, have already evidenced considerable interest in the use of the Chromatron, and
Thomas Electronics Inc., N. J., has
announced that they will manufacture this type color picture tube. One
reason for this perhaps is that the
tube also offers the possibility of
larger future screen sizes with less
difficulty and with less overall tube
length.

rugged
Under all conditions, the delicate mechanisms of
Kollsman products must function with accuracy and
rugged dependability.
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS
OPTICAL PARTS AND DEVICES

MINIATURE AC MOTORS
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS AND

NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

Current production is largely destined for our defense
forces; but our research facilities, our skills and talents, are available to scientists seeking solutions to
instrumentation and control problems.

RETMA

Reliability

Conference Planned

ko I l s m a n
ELMHURST, NEW YORK
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A Conference on Reliability of
Electrical Connections, sponsored
by the Radio -Electronics- Television
Manufacturers Assoc. will be held
April 15-16, 1954 at the Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Ill. according to an announcement made by
Ralph R. Hatcher, chief engineer of
RETMA
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

February 1954

Printed Circuits
Space is saved, assembly time reduced and errors eliminated when sturdy, compact Stupakoff Printed Circuits
are used. In one tiny package -half the size of a book of
matches -few or many accurately rated components

-

resistors and capacitors -are permanently assembled
according to specifications. The only connections to be
made are the external leads.
Stupakoff excels in the development and manufacture
of Printed Circuits, and today is equipped with modern
facilities for the mass-production of dependable units
made to your specifications. Write for Bulletin 1151 -A.

CERAMIC
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
STUPAKOFF

&

LATROBE,
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"Raydist" Applied
tu 011-Shore Exploration
Highly dependable navigation system aids
search for oil in Gulf of Mexico. Narrowband
requirements eliminate interference difficulties
By CHARLES E. HASTINGS, President, Hastings Instrument Co., Inc.

Hampton, Va.

The application of Raydist to geo-

physical exploration in the Gulf
of Mexico is very timely, since the
Tidelands case was concluded by
Congress. Although Raydist was not
originally conceived as a geophysical surveying tool, its utility in that
field was soon realized. Within less
than a year this method of supplying radio location service to the oil
industry has blossomed forth into
the first large -scale commercial use
of phase-comparison systems in this
country.
Raydist is being used more and
more extensively along the coast of
Louisiana and Texas, playing a vital
part in offshore oil exploration. In
this particular application, Raydist is
used in conjunction with gravity meters or seismic equipment, and enFig. 2:

ii)

ables the survey crews to know to
within a few feet the exact location
to which specific measurements were
made, and leads them to that location at a later date.
The Raydist system most widely
used in conjunction with this oil
exploration work is called the Type
N Raydist system. In this Type N
method the transmitters associated
with the system are all located on
shore and only the receiving and
phase- measuring equipment is required on the craft using the system.
Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement of Type N apparatus on shore
and in the vessel using the system.
In this particular system the phase
of beat notes between fixed transmitters is compared as received directly in the craft and as relayed

Fig. 1: Type N Raydist employs transmitters
on shore, and receiving and phase -measuring
equipment on craft exploring for oil in Gulf

from a fixed relay station. Precise
location can be determined by comparing the difference in phase between various pairs of transmitting
locations. Each of the transmitters
will differ in frequency from the
others in the system by an audio
note. R -F phase measurements are
reduced to audio frequency phase
measurements by the heterodyne
signals between the transmitters,
greatly simplifying the problem of
comparing the phase of signals received. The transmittal of audio
beats between the transmitters re(Continued on page 116)

Fine lanes with long baselines used in hyperbolic system in Gulf of Mexico network. Fig. 3: (r) Coarse lanes with short baselines
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NOW Soundcraft
brings you
tape perfection!
the revolutionary new

a,

Here is news of monumental importance to every recording perfectionist. It is the all new Soundcraft
LIFETIME Tape. We've called this amazing highfidelity tape "LIFETIME" because ...
It will last, to the best of engineering knowledge, forever!`
Your recording machine will never break it. Neither
will careless handling. Because LIFETIME Tape is fully
a third as strong as machine steel. It ends tape shrinkage and stretch when your home or studio air is dry
or humid. It will never cup or curl. You can forget
about storage problems.
All this means that for the first time you can preserve your important recordings, capture and keep
those precious moments of music and the spoken word,
for generations to come -in all their original fidelity!
LIFETIME Tape owes these new and permanent
qualities to its new magnetic oxide coating, and to
its base of DuPont "Mylar" polyester film. For both
are free of plasticizers whose gradual loss from ordinary tapes limits their useful life.
LIFETIME Tape is indeed the biggest
development in tape since the tape recorder itself. Your serious recordings deserve it. Order LIFETIME Tape today.

LIFETIME
Like all Soundcraft magnetic product,,
LIFEMIE Tape is Micro-Polished ®, assuring maximum high -frequency response. It
provides uniformity of ±Y4 db. within a
reel, and 3-1/2 db. reel -to-reel. It is splice free in 800 -, 1200- and 2400 -foot reels.

REEVES

SOUNDCRAFT
Dept. N -2
CORP.
10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N.Y.

*LIFETIME GUARANTEE. Soundcraft unconditionally guarantees that Soundcraft LIFETIME Recording Tape will never break or curl, and
that the magnetic oxide will never flake or crack, when the tape is used under normal conditions of recording and playback.
TELE -TECH
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RAYDIST

Here's your authoritative guide

(Continued from page 114)
sults in audio signals being received
at the fixed relay station and in the
craft. The beat notes between these
signals received at the relay station
modulate the relay transmitter which
in turn broadcasts to all craft being
served by the system. After the audio notes are transmitted from the
relay station to the craft, they are
compared in phase with the audio
beat notes received directly in the
craft. Sufficient information is obtained from the phasemeter readings
between pairs of these audio notes
for an accurate determination of po-

to Button Mica Capacitors

sition.
The phase -measuring system is
essentially a narrow bandpass filter.
The signals are split in phase and
supply torque to the synchro, or indicator, units. The synchro is driven
first in one direction and then in the
other direction by static or stray sig-

nals within this band. However,
these effects are damped out by the
inertia of the synchro. By using more
transmitters than are required
for a fix, it is possible to check the
phasemeter readings and the accuracy of the measurements. At the
present time nine Master Stations are being used on nine different boats in the Gulf of Mexico.

THIS

NEWBUTTON

MICA

CAPACITOR CATALOG

gives you full information on Sangamo Button Micas

-

the most complete line in the industry

TECHNICAL DATA
ENGINEERING

SPECIFICATIONS

Just clip the coupon below for your copy of this valuable
reference catalog for the electronic designer. Catalog
No. 830A fully describes Sangamo Button Micas
most complete line in the industry by far.

-the
1

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY,Dept. E, MARION, ILLINOIS
Please send me, by return mail, my copy of Catalog No. 830A.

Name

Title
Company
Address
City

State
.a
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Lane Identification
The Type N System also includes
a lane identification method. The
phasemeter in the vessel denotes
any fraction of a lane but is unable
to determine which particular lane
it is recording. A special means of
identifying these lanes is also supplied. This may be done in two ways
-either by the addition of transmitters to increase the number of
lines of position with fewer ambiguities, or the operation of the system
on different frequencies, thus enabling ambiguities to be resolved.
Since frequency spectrum space is
so scarce, the short baseline lane
identification method has been used
with the Type N System.
Referring to Fig. 1 once more, note
that for this short baseline method
an extra transmitter (marked L.I.)
is added rather close to both of
the end stations. The other transmitters are normally spaced about
50 miles apart whereas the distance
between the end station transmitter
and the lane identification transmitter would be about 2 to 3 miles
apart. These extra transmitters result in two additional families of hyperbolas which overlay the original
(Continued on page 124)
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A Statement on

COLOR
from
federal Telecommunication laboratories
In view of the tremendous interest in
equipment to meet the new FCC color
specifications, we want the Television
Broadcasting Industry to know exactly
what Federal Telecommunication Laboratories has done and is doing with regard to color equipment.
Federal Telecommunication Laboratories produces a complete line of standard
monochrome television equipment. Our
VHF and UHF transmitters now incorporate many important basic concepts
that meet the new color specifications.

Two outstanding examples
of this are:
The FCC Specifications require that
the 4.5 Mc separation between picture
and sound carriers shall be held to :'_-1000
cps in order to reduce mutual interference between sound and chrominance signals. Federal's transmitters use an exclusively designed circuit to electronically
lock the aural transmitter frequency to
the visual transmitter frequency with a
precision such that the maximum devia100 cps.
tion is
The FCC Specifications require a
minimum phase shift of the chrominance

sub -carrier signal with changes in video
level to minimize color distortion. All
Federal transmitters use mid -level modulation -a system that reduces the phase
shift.
At present our engineering staff is completing the development of the remaining
minor circuit modifications to enable all
Federal transmitters now in the field, as
well as those in current production, to
transmit color.
Of particular importance is the fact
that Federal transmitters have a built -in
stabilizing amplifier that is being adapted
to accept color inputs. This means that
only the addition of a color monitor and
a color distribution amplifier will be necessary to satisfy the minimum requirements for the transmission of network
color signals.
The cost of these modifications will be
nominal and will be published at an early
date.
With the present outstanding performance characteristics of FTL's transmitters plus the minor modifications now being completed, you can be certain that

Federal transmitting equipment will be
fully compatible for the transmission of
color as well as black and white.

tbLECOAfM

Federa/ Te%communicalion Laboratories
oaaoa`y,

TELEVISION BRANCH

or

isiftejj
TELE -TECH

&
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ROUTE 17, LODI, N. J.

Main Office: 500 Washington Avenue, Nutley, N. J.
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. O.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N.Y.
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Duplexiug System
(Continued from page 77)

1t,'L1ÍVmakes

ance. Therefore it was necessary to
use two -gang capacitors. Because
these were to be mounted with the
plates vertical to avoid trapping of

an extra

tiny air bubbles with resultant pinpoint arcs, it became necessary to
use right angle drives so that tuning
could be done by means of knobs
protruding through a top cover of
the assembly. The desire to tune all
circuits resulted in the use of eight
dual capacitors instead of six. Doubtless, in a low -power application, a
unit which could be mounted in air
could be made with six fixed dual
capacitor units, and minor changes
made by adjusting inductors, with
a resulting standing-wave ratio of
acceptable value.
The inductors were made from
standard, commercially available
sections consisting of 8 turns /in. of
No. 14 enameled copper wire, 21/4 in.
in diameter, air wound on polysty-

demand on the quality of the quartz
crystal unit. The crystal must be
sensitive to synchronizing signals and

have high stability over extended

periods of time and range

in

temperatures. It must be carefully
shaped and adjusted to follow
the "burst ".

HOFFMAN

CRYSTAL UNITS
MEAN SHARPER
COLOR CONTROL
IN COLOR TV

Because of their high quality and

reliability of performance,
Reeves -Hoffman RH -7BTV crystal
units are being used by engineers

throughout the country in making
(b)

preproduction models and pilot runs

62

of color TV equipment.

D
R

GEiVER

D

L00:.

Fig. 3: A lumped constant section

rene ribs. The inductors L had 614
turns and were reinforced with extra
ribs because of the sudden large flux
changes associated with pulsed
transmission.
The test procedure was laid out
so that it was necessary to raise and
lower the heavy assembly into the
oil a minimum number of times. The
test equipment consisted of a signal
generator and r -f amplifier, and a
600 -ohm balanced match meters although any good balanced impedance- matching meter could have
been used.

Performanee

°"

Attenuation of a filter is usually
calculated under the assumption that
the load remains the same in the
attenuation band as in the pass band
where it has a value which matches
the characteristic impedance for
which the filter was computed. In
practice, however, this is far from
the case.° Almost any impedance
combination may appear at the load
terminals in the attenuation band
and the most that can be said is
that the calculated attenuation is a
relative indication of attenuation if

flECPES
HOFFMAN Corporation
Subsidiary of Claude Neon, Inc.

CHERRY AND NORTH STREETS
CARLISLE 2, PENNSYLVANIA

LICENSED UNDER PATENTS OF THE BELL SYSTEM
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number of filter sections
are used.
In our case the calculated attenuation* was 40 db per section at 100
Mc. In actual use the interference
prevailing before the system was
used could no longer be detected.
Although the equipment was designed to operate on a fixed frequency, it will function over a fairly
wide band. The design frequency was
13.8 Mc but a rough check with a
signal generator indicated a reasonable standing -wave ratio on frequencies at least between 13 and 14
Mc. Time did not permit a more
exact check or a mathematical determination of useful frequency
range.
a sufficient

Ed. Note: Material presented in this paper is
also a part of NBS Report No. 2025 by the
same title.

Hartsfield, S. M. Ostrow, and R. Silberstein, "Back-Scatter Observations by the Central
Radio Propagation Laboratory- August 1947 to
March 1948," lour. of Res. of the National
Bureau of Standards, Research Paper RP2071,
44, February 1950.
2. R. Silberstein, "Interpretation of High -Frequency C -W Field Intensity Records with the
Aid of Simultaneous Pulse Data," National
Bureau of Standards Report No. 1085, July 27,
1951; also Proc. I.R.E., 40, 8, 974 -976, August
1. W. L.

1952.
3. W. L. Hartsfield and R. Silberstein, "A Comparison of C -W Field Intensity and Back
Scatter Delay." National Bureau of Standards
Report No. 1297, Nov. 16, 1951.
4. W. L. Everitt, Communication Engineering,
McGraw-Hill, 1937.
S. P. G. Sulzer, "A VHF Match Meter," Television Engineering, July 1950.
6. George
Grammer, "Eliminating TVI with
Low -Pass Filters," Part I, QST, 34, 2, 14 -25,
Feb. 1950.

Group on Component
Parts Formed
IRE

A Component Parts Professional
Group has been organized in the Institute of Radio Engineers for the
purpose of promoting continued improvement of electronic components
and providing channels for exchanging both functional and environmental test information on component
parts among research, development
and production organizations.
This group with the cooperation of
the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, other professional groups
of the IRE, the Radio -Electronics
Television Manufacturers Association and the West Coast Electronics
Manufacturers Association along
with the active participation of the
U.S. Department of Defense and the
National Bureau of Standards will
sponsor the Electronic Components
Symposium scheduled to be held in
the auditorium of the Department of
Interior in Washington, D.C. on May
4, 5, 6, 1954.

Membership of the PGECP is open
to all IRE members. Application

forms may be obtained from Dr. Fred
Haynes,
Supervisor, Electronics
Product Section, The Glenn L. Martin Co., Baltimore, Maryland or Miss
Emily Sirjane, IRE, 1 East 79th St.,
New York 21, New York,
TELE -TECH
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CUES

for BROADCASTERS
(Continued from page 89)

cnua+ors

desired effect. However the filter is
too sharp and gives a ringing, typical of very sharply tuned audio circuits. A simple way to improve this

for lug11 quality audio

o
2

4
6

db

8

lo
12
14
16

PRECISION AND GENERAL
PURPOSE ATTENUATORS

5000

1000

500

Response curve of telephone filter devised from
FL 30 range filter and I meg. pot.

bridge the filter with a variable
control. This can be removed after
the desired effect is obtained, and
replaced with a fixed resistor. The
variable resistance we used was a
one megohm volume control.
is to

...where performance counts,
use Cinema's best...

Instantaneous control,
whether in the laboratory
or in the speech input con-

sole, must be dependable.
Use the

attenuators backed

by 18 years experience.

Write for catalogue 18AB

Remote Control for
Pushbutton Transmitter
PHILIP WHITNEY, Chief Engineer
WINC, WRFL, Waynesboro, Pa.
NOW that many stations are converting to remote control operation, a number of them have

been confronted with "pushbutton"
transmitter troubles. This type of
transmitter is one which is started
or stopped by depressing a button.
The filament and plate circuits are
operated by a pushbutton which
must be held down momentarily,
and are shut off by the momentary

depression of another pushbutton.
The buttons lock in a relay having
contacts which thereafter hold it in.
If the button is shorted out for remote control purposes, the protective circuits in the transmitter
power control relay arrangement
are disabled. If the remote control
relay is used only momentarily to
put the transmitter on or off, the
important "fail safe" feature of
transmitter shutdown in case of line
or equipment failure is not used.
Therefore, a control relay with back
contacts should be used to hold
either the plate or filament controls
on, or both. Then, a "momentary
on" relay arrangement as shown
can be used to short the "on" button, or open the "off" button circuit,
momentarily and return the circuit
to normal after a second or two.
The circuit operates on a capacitor charge. The charging resistors
between the power supply and capacitors are high enough in resistance
to prevent the the relays being held
in. Therefore, the relays operate
only until the capacitor charge has
been dissipated and cannot be reoperated until the controlling relay
has been deactivated. As this relay
returns to its back contacts, another
set of relays is actuated by their
capacitor charges, opening the "off"
button circuit. Thus, should the remote control phone line become
shorted, or opened, the transmitter
would shut down. Relays with values between 400 ohms and 10,000
ohm plate relays have been used
successfully. Capacitor size and resistance can be varied to match the
particular relay and the time cycle.

-

Remote pushbutton transmitter control operated by capacitor charge provides

for more information.

safety

ACROSS

TRANSMIT TER
ON

CONTROL
RELAY
O

to

BUTTON

IN SERIES
WITH

TRANSMITTER
"OFF" BUTTON

4001`

400

TO

IOK^

CINEMA ENGINEERING CO.

IO

RELAY

DIVISION AEROVOX CORPORATION
1100 CHESTNUT STREET
BURBANK. CALIF.

100 MA
SELENIUM

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES

-

1

100uí

-

T

I00uf

IOK

THROUGHOUT THE NATION
EXPORT AGENTS: Fracar 8 Hansen. Ltd.
301 Cloy St. Son Francisco. Calif.- U.S.A.
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BALANCED PERFORMANCE

preserves full orchestral balance
throughout the entire audible frequency range

Now Availably on this

there's nothing that's quite as important
as balanced performance. For this is what determines the
end result, in terms of listening enjoyment.
Suppose you're recording a symphony orchestra. Every note
and overtone of every instrument must come through with the
same relative value as in the live performance. And Audiotape's
ISOUND RECORDING

NEW
21/4

7"

PLASTIC REEL

inch hub

more area for labeling
less chance

more uniform frequency response preserves this tonal balance

of tape spillage

to the fullest possible extent.
This means faithful, well -balanced reproduction of all musical
instruments, from the lowest rumble of the bass tuba to the
highest overtones of the piccolo. It's a factor to which the
trained ear is particularly sensitive an Audiotape advantage
that appeals strongly to the most critical professional recordists.
Audiotape's output, frequency response, noise level and dis-

greater protection to tape
rugged, non -warping construction

-

distinctive, modern design

another EXTRA -VALUE feature

tortion are correctly proportioned for the most satisfactory end
result with no compromise on quality anywhere along the
line. In performance and in cost, Audiotape speaks for itself.

-

at no extra cost!

cuuliodiscs

AUDIO DEVICES, Inc.

aucliotape

444 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y.

audiofilm
cuadiopoints
TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Offices in Hollywood
Export Dept.,

13 East

- Chicago

40th St., New York 16, N.Y., Cables "ARIAS"
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ANALOG COMPUTING
(Continued from page 101)
not to produce so called self -heatFor given value of a and R, good
ing) and in direct relation to ab cos
static accuracy requires high value
m. Assuming :p = 0, one has:
of k1G (consistent with stability and
saturation). Similar requirement
d =CXf(ab)
prevails for having short apparent
time constant T /k1GaR. The limitaExperience also shows that if ab
tion in high k1G is imposed not only
is within certain practical limits,
by considerations of stability, but
said function f (x) is of the form
also by dynamic requirements of the
f (x) = (k'x) /(1 +pr)
multiplier, viz., to avoid saturation
of the amplifier in case of fast moduwhere k1 is an attenuation factor and
lated
input signals. The multiplier
T a time constant. Both constants
has,
course, basic limitations, due
of
will be specified later. Suffice it to
for instance, to the attenuation comention that the possibility of repreefficient k1. In the original unit consenting f(x) as above has been substructed with a single pair of sensstantiated by recording the transing elements as per Fig. 2, (and deient response of the transducer unnoting by T(p) = k/ (1 +pT) the
der the excitation of step function
transfer function d/a for the most
inputs.
appropriate values of reference sigLet us consider now a few applicanals b and c) k had a value of 1/300.
tions of this transducer in circuits
This has been raised recently to
involving feedback amplifiers.
1 /100. By a very latest redesign (to
be
described shortly) k could be
Multipliers and Dividers
raised to about 1. The open loop
The basic circuit is shown in Fig.
time constant (T) has been reduced
3. The transducer in this applicafrom about 10 seconds to 1 second
tion has two pairs of sensing elein the original design. In an experiments. Those of (1) are matched to
mental model built lately, it barely
each other, and so are the sensing
amounted to a few milliseconds. As
elements, (2). As far as the heater
an indication to some design feais concerned, no matching is retures, the multiplier weighs a few
quired with anything else. If G deounces, occupies a space of 5 to 6
notes the open loop gain of the
cu. in., exclusive of the amplifier.
amplifier, and b denotes one of the
The latter could be easily transistorinputs, a simple analysis shows that:
ized, although in all our tests VT
amplifiers have been used. The overb
ad
all accuracy achieved in this mulx =
tiplier is of the order of liz% to 1 %.
l +pr 1
c
1+
It could possibly be improved.

k'G aR

This multiplier and divider performs
two functions: First, by the use of
feedback amplification it matches x
to b with an inherent accuracy and
time delay depending on the feed
back loop. Second, because of the
matching of sensing elements (1)
and (2), one has xc = ad or be ad.
Fig. S: Circuit of self heating transducers

ref

2

it; Integrator

and Diflerentiator
The technique employed for differentiation or integration of dc signals could not be used with ac for
very obvious reasons; among others,
because any direct integration or
differentiation would be applied to
the carrier, rather than the modulation of the carrier input. The use of a
thermal transducer overcomes this
difficulty with ease, since its transfer
function k/ (1 + pT) is applied to
the RMS and not the instantaneous
value of the incoming signal. If e,
and e denote the input and output
signal respectively, the operation
Ae, /pT. With A 1 can be inea =
strumented by using the equation:

-

- ke° +

(e°

- Ae,)

k

1

e°

-A

ei

pr

G = e°

1

1
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HEATER COIL
SENSING COIL

NOT TO SCALE

)

Fig. 6: Construction of thermal unit. Heating and
sensing windings on rods are in thermal, but
not electrical, contact with each other

Circuit shown in Fig. 4 is the physical embodiment of this instrumentation. It requires in addition to the
thermal transducer one cathode follower, one high gain amplifier and
sundry small parts.
A great variety of other applications has been worked out, not only
in the computer field, but in the
servo and instrument arts. Lack of
adequate space prevents their full
description here. Suffice it to mention among others, frequency
changers, quadrature and harmonic
rejectors, modulators and demodulators, lead networks, in phase and
quadrature signal separators, precision phase shifters, etc.

Sell Seating Transducers
These units are based on a design
in which the heater elements and
the sensing elements, (L5) and (L2),
are identical. The circuit shown in
Fig. 5 provides the basic feature of
these units. Reference signals shown
are 180° out of phase with respect to
each other; thus, while L1 is heated,
L2 is sampled and vice -versa. Physically, L1 and L2 are light bulbs
with tungsten filaments. Because the
filaments are maintained at very
high average temperatures, the time
constants involved appear to be just
a few milliseconds, while the attenuation is barely of the order of
6 db. (k 1 or slightly less). The operation of this transducer is very
similar though not identical with
those previously mentioned. In particular, the average differential heat
dissipation between L1 and L2 is
proportional to 4R1e, cos where
is the carrier phase differential between R1 (reference signal No. 1)
and the input e;.
& ELECTRONIC
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NEW LOW PRICES FOR G-E ALUMINIZED TUBES
Help You In The Black-and-White TV Market!
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EXTRA COST IS HALVED.
NOW YOU CAN FEATURE TOP PICTURE
QUALITY IN EVERY SET YOU BUILD!

How the cost differential
on one Popular
vs.
non
-aluminized
-has been cut by
scale production General Electric large economies. Both
tubes
me down in price,
with
m ry e c
the
aluYpe leading,
21 "tube -aluminized

COST OF ALUMINIZED
21EP4 -8

for aluminized tubes, to
strengthen your position in the 1954 volume
black- and -white market. The cost differential on
many types has been cut in half. Now you can
design into all TV sets the greater brightness
and contrast which aluminized tubes give. You
can use a tinted safety glass with no sacrifice
of picture brightness. You can offer topnotch
video at moderate voltages.
G.E. LOWERS PRICES

G -E SERVICE

to TV builders on aluminized tubes

follows a pattern that started with basic
development of the product. Later, G.E.
pioneered process after process of manufacture
... finally, through scientific quantity production,
achieved savings that now are being passed
on to the whole television industry.

Phone, wire, or write for
latest prices on G -E Aluminized Tubes! Learn
how little more it will cost to provide pictures
up to 100% brighter -your answer to today's
stiff TV competition! Tube Department,
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

14% MORE,
1, 1952

JAN.

7.7% MORE,
JAN. 1, 1954
COST OF NON
-ALUMINIZED
21 EP4 -A

WIDEST RANGE
OF TYPES!
A dozen G-E Aluminized
Picture Tubes
available for your
are
design
5" to 27 ". They include requirements, sizes

the following:

10FP4 -A

12KP4 -A
16KP4 -A

GET THE FIGURES!

GENERAL

STP4 (projection
type)

*17BP4 -B
* 21 EP4 -B

*21YP4 -A
27EP4

* 21 ZP4-B

*21ACP4-A
*24CP4 -A

*27RP4

*Recommended types

ELECTRIC
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RAYDIST
(Continued from page 116)
hyperbolic families. These second
families of hyperbolas are known as
a coarse hyperbolic system (short
baseline) since they have fewer hyperbolas than the original families
which in turn are referred to as a
fine hyperbolic system (long baseline). After the operator determines
the coarse lane in which his vessel
is located, he can refer to the phasemeter readings of the two coarse
lanes, which in turn will enable him
to determine the two fine lanes at
which he is located at that time.
Fig. 2 shows the fine lanes (long
baseline) of the hyperbolic Raydist
system used in the Atchafalaya network on the Gulf. Note that the
lanes are numbered at 50 lane intervals, illustrating the fineness of
the system. The "G," standing for
"Green," represents the lanes derived from one of the original hyperbolic families, and the "R," standing for "Red," represents the lanes
emanating from the other original
hyperbolic family. As each line of
position represents 50 lanes, it is
easily possible to read to 0.002 of a
lane and considerable data are
available where repeatability has
been found to be better than 0.01 of
a lane over long periods of time.

Speeding Electronic Progress
through

CRYSTAL
range of the JK G -9J has been extended to
cover 1000 cycles to 10 kc. This provides a convenient source of stable time base for a wide variety of
measurement problems, with a minimum of circuitry. Ideal for applications such as compact digital
counters in the audio range. Balanced nodal -point
mounting minimizes microphonics found in other
resonators in this frequency range. Write for application and engineering information.
Now, the

JK Stabilized G -9J Crystal
in the 1000 CPS to 10 kc range

Coarse Lanes
Fig. 3 shows the coarse lanes (short
baseline) of the hyperbolic Raydist
system, covering the same area as in
Fig. 2. In this photograph each lane
is numbered consecutively, which illustrates how few hyperbolas make
up this coarse hyperbolic system.
The "CR" stands for "Coarse Red"
which represents one additional hyperbolic family, and the "CG" represents the other additional hyperbolic family. It is true that there are
still ambiguities which must be resolved in this coarse system. However, other general information as
to the locatioñ of the ship is readily
available through the use of regular
navigational aids, such as radio bearings, radio direction finding devices,
etc., which enable the operator to
know his approximate position
within the limits of the coarse sys-

We can serve you best
us at the
beginning of your frequency control problems.
An early consultation lets
you integrate the newest
JK developments and findings with your own product
design research. Our extensive research facilities
are here to serve you.

when you consult

THE JAMES KNIGHTS
COMPANY
Sandwich, Illinois

tem.
Some difficulties have been encountered with the short baseline
lane identification system due to the
small band of frequencies at our disposal and the urgent necessity of
keeping the system operating at its
highest peak of efficiency. In order
to conserve frequencies we first proposed an automatic switching system
(Continued on page 132)

r.KYSIAL HANDBOOK
A handbook cd
crystal theory
and practic,
compiled by

our research
division as a
industry sera-

ice. Copies
available a
$l
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FOR SUPERB FILM REPRODUCTION in

COLOR

AND

MONOCHROME

PH I LCO

NEW

SEE THE

This is the revolutionary new television Film Scanner
developed by Philco, demonstrated to industry and now
in production.

Quiet continuous film motion ... no complicated intermittent mechanism to wear and cause film breakage.

Designed to provide the best possible film projection for
both color and monochrome film, the CineScanner has
these important features:

Instantaneous run -up time with provision for quick starts
and stops ... remote control available.

Cold light source

... no film burning.

Highest quality pictures obtainable in monochrome and
color ... provides the only practical method for color.
If your present plans include only monochrome, specify
the Philco CineScanner and hare built-in color insurance!
Call or write for information about the Philco CineScanner,
or better still let us demonstrate it for you.

rhe Philco Cira
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MONTH

after
MONTH
Timely data is just as important to you as timely components.
That's the purpose of the Aerovox Research Worker -the monthly
capsule of up- to- the -minute radio-electronic "know- how ".
Among its "firsts" have been the workings of Radar;
transistors; the technique of UHF signals; UHF instrumentation;
the latest in TV antennas; color TV; high fidelity sound reproduction;
plus self -calculating charts, tables, etc., etc.
Month after month after month you keep abreast of latest
radio -electronic developments through the Aerovox Research Worker.
And it's yours for the asking!
How to
get the

AEROVOX
RESEARCH

Write on your business letterhead for a free subscription. Or ask
our sales representative for a subscription card. Aerovox will be
happy indeed to contribute to your fund of practical radio electronic "know -how" by this means.

WORKER

AEROVOX CORPORATION
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Hi -O
Division
Olean, N.Y.

ACME
Electronics, Inc.

Monrovia, Calif.

CINEMA
Engineering Co.
Burbank, Calif.

In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hamilton, Ont.
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(Continued from page 83)
equations of Eqs. (4) and (5).
From these two equations the
values of R and X required for a
specified R. can be calculated. In
this derivation it has been assumed
that R and X are in series. It is more
practical to obtain the equivalent
parallel combination of resistance
and reactance which will present
the same impedance as the series
combination. From elementary circuit theory the parallel R' and X'
are as in Eq. (6).
When the necessary network
values are computed from the expressions derived above, it is found
that the values are of the order that
can be obtained from the associated
reactances of the leads and capacitors employed for dc connections
and bypassing, with the exception
of R'. At 500 Mc it was necessary to
add a small "hairpin" inductance to
obtain the exact X' desired, while R'
was obtained from several resistors
arranged to minimize reactance
effects. As the value of R' was not
far from 300 ohms at 500 Dac, a
simple impedance matching network
was made of the leads between the
resistors and the output terminals
so that the effective impedance of
the generator as seen from the output terminals was 300 ohms resistive
and balanced to ground.
After the proper diode network
was designed, it was necessary to
complete the generator design. Plate
and filament voltages were supplied
through quarter wave coaxial lines
with the supply ends well bypassed.
Not only do the lines present an
extremely high impedance to the
diode terminals but their outer conductors provide an excellent low
inductance ground return for the
diode load resistors.
Plate voltage was obtained from
a conventional supply employing a
glow discharge regulator tube. Filament voltage is adjusted by two
series rheostats to provide both fine
and coarse adjustment of plate current.
The generator was shielded and
provided with a short, heavy ground
strap - to minimize regeneration
problems. A complete circuit of the
generator is shown in Fig. 2.
Several precautions in making
noise factor measurements must be
observed with any noise generator
if reasonable accuracy is expected.
The receiver must always be operated well below the overload point
as any nonlinearity will produce
serious errors. The output indicator
must read relative power or be calibrated to do so between the points
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

February 1954

of interest. If the receiver has an

AGC system, it must be disabled
and the gain adjusted manually during the measurement. The noise
generator should be grounded with
a low inductance lead to the receiver
chassis. Also, the generator should
be connected to the receiver with
UHF 300 -ohm line which is preferably an integral number of half
waves in electrical length (for example, 40 cm of polyethylene line
at 500 Mc). Unless the line voltage
stability is unusually good, the use
of a constant voltage transformer
for both the receiver and the generator is advantageous. If these precautions are taken, the noise factor
can be readily computed from the
expression,

F=
or F

6I

n -1

= 10

times,
6I

log,a

db

n -1
where: I is diode current in milliamperes
n is change in receiver power output from diode off to diode on at I
ma.

The major disadvantage inherent
in the use of an essentially VHF
diode at UHF is the necessarily narrow bandwidth which results if any
reasonable output is desired. However, for a large amount of UHF
investigation and production work
this is not a serious limitation. The
5722 can be used at 500 Mc to permit
direct measurement of 24 db noise
factor with n equal to two and with
a balanced internal impedance of
300 ohms. Typical generators using
this approach having a bandwidth of
40 Mc at 500 Mc produced noise factor measurements of the order of 20
db with less than one decibel of
disagreement with other standard
methods of noise factor measurement.

The most versatile of electronic components! The combination

of capacitors and resistors which can be incorporated in
these thin ceramic wafers, is limited only by the K of the
material and the physical size. Type PA -114 shown, for
instance, contains all the fixed constants necessary for the
pentode second detector and audio amplifier circuit.
Plate Assemblies not only contribute to dependable
miniaturization, but also simplify assembly by reducing the
number of soldered leads. Wide choice of standard types. And
Hi -Q

NEW ANTENNA PLANT

of course any special types to meet special needs.

GET THE

Harry, Joe and Lou Resnick prepare to throw
the switch which put on extrusion press Into
operation at the opening of Channel Master's
new TV antenna plant In Ellenville, N. Y. New
facilities which are said to increase company's
production potential more than four times provide 115,000 sq. ft. of floor space and six
assembly lines
TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

FACTS...

Engineering bulletin on Hi -Q Plate Assemblies, with
concise specifications, dimensions and circuit diagrams, is yours for the asking. Our plate assembly
specialists will gladly collaborate on your particular
requirements.

AEROVOX CORPORATION

HI-CC
DIVISION

February 1954

OLEAN, N. Y.
ACME
Electronics, Inc.

Monrovia, Calif.

CINEMA
Engineering Co.
Burbank, Calif.

AEROVOX
Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

in Canada. AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hamilton, Ont.
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TERMINAL

8
PART NO.

FIG.

FIG.

1

FLANGE

SHOULDER

DIA.

DIA.

A

B

FIG. 3

2

A7042.1

1.250

1.175

y.

040

As

A7079-2

A7042-2

1.250

1.175

'b

040

None

A7045.1

A7137-1

1.250

998

080

As Shown

A7045.2

A1137-2

1.250

998

080

None

A7138.1

A7139-1

1.235

1.062

045

As Shown

A7138.2

A7139-2

1.235

1.062

045

None

A7108-1

A7140-1

1.125

998

080

As

A7108-2

A7140-2

1.125

998

080

None

A7141-1

A7142-1

1.062

998

080

As Shown

A7141-2

A7142-2

1.062

998

080

None

A7041.1

1.062

A7041.2

1.062

67143-1

998

G7143-2

998

PART

NO.

FIG.

FIG. 3

2

Shown

Shown

As Shown

None

Y.

As Shown

FLANGE

SHOULDER

DIA.

DIA.

EXHAUST
A

B

TUBULATION

A7144-I

A7058-I

1.250

1.175

040

As Shown

A7144-2

A7058-2

1.250

1.175

040

None

A7038.1

A7I45-1

1.250

998

Y.

080

As

A7038-2

A7145-2

L250

998

'/.

080

None

A7146-1

A7147.1

1.235

1.062

080

As Shown

A7146.2

A7147.2

1.235

1.062

NO

None

A7148-1

A7149.1

1.125

998

080

As Shown

A7148-2

A7149-2

1.12S

998

080

None

A7150-1

A7151-1

1.062

998

080

As

A7150-2

A7151-2

1.062

998

080

None

FIG. 2

Shown

1.062

As

A70471

1.062

None

67152-1

998

G71S2.2

998

M

T E R

PART NO.
1

'/.

Shown

A7047.1

11

FIG.

ayonet Type

None

/n

TERMINAL

9

)

EXHAUST

TUBULATION

A7079-1

FIG. I

FIG. 3

I

Shown

As Shown

None

Y.

N A

Polarizing Plu

L

FLANGE

SHOULDER

DIA.

DIA.

A

B

EXHAUST

'/s

TUBULATION

A7085-1

A7059-1

1.250

1.175

040

As Shown

A7085-2

A7059-2

1.250

1.175

040

None

A7046-1

A7084-1

1.250

998

080

As Shown

A7046-2

A7084-2

1.250

998

080

None

A7153.1

A7154.1

L235

1.062

04S

As Shown

A7153-2

A71S4-2

1.235

1.062

045

None

A7155.1

A7156-1

1.125

998

080

As Shown

A7155-2

A1156-2

1.12S

998

080

None

A7157.1

A7158-1

1.062

998

080

As Shown

A7157.2

A7158-2

080

None

1.062

998

A7048-1

1.062

A7048.2

1.062

As Shown

'b

None

Write for samples. data. pri
e welcome the opportunity'
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radio -relay communication
and remote control

Microwave radio relay installation
High Ridge, Mo. Towers are rugged,
esigned to withstand 100 -mph winds
rider severe icing conditions.
CA

Osage Hydroelectric Power Plant in-

MAUtvalt

stallation of Union Electric Company of
Missouri, at Bagnell Dam, Mo.- serviced
by RCA Microwave.

YIUVAM

How UNION ELECTRIC
solved today's

..,

communication problem
Two years ago Union Electric Company of Missouri ran into the communication problem which sooner or later
confronts all growing utilities: their
high -line carrier transmission system
had become inadequate.
The 150 kc bandwidth, allotted for
power line carrier operation, permits
the use of only a relatively few channels
which are not sufficient to meet all the
requirements of a modern communications system. Direct wire lines were
'ruled out as too costly.
That prompted engineers to adopt
Microwave, supplemented with mobile
radio at major relay points. RCA Microwave provides channels for remote control of load dispatching, telemetering,
teletype and voice communication. It
results in close co- ordination of vehicles.
field crews, executive and service personnel at outlying offices and stations.
And, 70% of the RCA Microwave system
is available for future expansion.

Union Electric Co. Microwave system stretches
out 425 miles_ in 3 directions from St. Louis.

RCA Microwave can be interconnected with existing phone lines and
switchboards. It uses familiar channeling

circuits and readily available tubes.

It provides as many channels as needed
with minimum use of frequency space.
Now Union Electric has dependable,
year-round communications over the full
length of its operations. RCA "dish"
antennas atop 100- to 300 -foot towers,
spaced 11 to 46 miles apart, send concentrated beams of radio energy from

r

station to station. The radio beams fol-

low

a

line -of -sight

path- approxi-

mately parallel to the transmission lines.
You, too, can plan now for tomorrow's
problems -prepare for your expanding
communications needs before they develop. The booklet listed below provides quickly digested facts for future
thinking, with no obligation on your part.
Mail the coupon. Remember, only RCA

can provide the nation -wide service
facilities of the RCA Service Company.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA

CIMDSN.
/00 /PM/Nr
Dept. B -119, Building 15 -1
Please send me your reprint describing Union Electric Microwave system, "Microwave Relines Overcrowded Circuits.'
COMMON /CAT/pMS

Title

Name

t:ompany
City

Address
Zone
State
Have an RCA representative get in touch with me.

DESIGNED

iipee/a

fir

TRANSISTOR
CIRCUITS

New Technical Products

for the Electronic

CAPACITORS

THERMOSTAT

Type MH, a newly perfected line of
close - tolerance, hermetically - sealed
DuPont "Mylar" polyester film capacitors is available in ±5 %, ±2 %, and

The VAL 90 is a friction couple- type,
snap- action, miniature thermostat that
operates with less than half the former
differential of 5F, i.e., 2F or better. The

±1% tolerances of any value from 0.01
to 1.0 µf in 200, 400, and 600 v. dc voltage ratings, in standard miniature case
sizes. The type of construction, it is

unit is designed to be laboratory-adjusted for differential and a setting
tolerance of ±3F, or better. Standard
settings to 300F, rating 30 v., 60 w., and
120 v., 100 w, ac -dc. Each thermostat is
hermetically sealed, given a "life" run,
and checked before release. Valverde
Laboratories, 252 Lafayette St., New
York, N.Y. -TELE -TECH & ELEC-

.

MALLORY
MERCURY
BATTERIES

'said, provides high insulation resistance
with very low di- electric absorption.
Temperature range of the MH capacitors extends from -60° to +125° C.
without derating. Electronic Fabricators, Inc., 682 Broadway, New York 12,
N Y. -TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES.

and
SILVERLYTIC
CAPACITORS

HELICAL ANTENNA

Mallory
pioneered
transistor power
supplies with a special
line of Mercury Batteries that deliver
the constant-current, constant-voltage
necessary for the best performance
of transistor circuits. In addition,
Mallory Batteries offer unusually
long shelf life and high ratio of energy
to size and weight.
Tiny, specially -developed Mallory
Silverlytic Capacitors also meet
every requirement of low voltage
transistor applications.
For complete data, write or call
P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.,
Indianapolis 6, Indiana.

7gaitazize /1/OW
IN PRODUCTION

QUANTITIES

MALLORY
130

Comparable in performance to a 4 ft.
parabola, the model H -960 helical beam
antenna provides 15 db gain and is intended for point -to -point applications
in the 890 -960 MC region. So that ad-

TRONIC INDUSTRIES.

POTENTIOMETER
The D -100 precision potentiometer
has an anodized aluminum case, Vs in.
in diameter, that is equipped with a
bronze bushing. Its centerless ground
stainless-steel shaft is supported by
sleeve bearings -ball bearings, if specified. Rotor and resistance element are

ACTUAL SIZE

vantage can be taken of their decoupling possibilities in adjacent circuits,
the units are made available in either
the righthand or lefthand sense. The
antenna consists of a molded 30 -in.
fiberglas helix with a 4 in. diameter
that is rigidly mounted to a 16 in. sq.
ground plate. Mark Products Co., 354749 Montrose Ave., Chicago 18, 111.
-TELE-TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
TELE -TECH

separated by "Paliney" contact material.
The take -off brushes are made of gold
alloy and rotate on a coin -silver ring.
The metals provide noise -free operation for a life of one million cps. The
unit is available with up to 360° electrical and mechanical rotation in resistance ranges up to 50,000 ohms, ±1.0 %.
Jet Electronics, Inc., 93 Massachusetts
Ave., Boston, Mass. -TELE -TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
8 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Industries
MULTIPLIER PHOTOTUBE
RCA -6342 head -on type vacuum multiplier phototube is designed to be used
in scintillation counters for the detec-

'r

NULL SEEKING SHARK,
ACCOMPANIED BY PILOT FISH

tion and measurement of nuclear radi-

ation and other applications involving
low- level, large -area light source
measurements. Features of the tube include a semi -transparent cathode with
a 1/2 in. diameter; a flat face to facilitate mounting flat phosphor crystals in
direct contact with the surface; ten
electrostatically focused dynode stages;
and a focusing electrode with an external connection. In critical applications, the electrode permits optimizing
the magnitude, uniformity, or the speed
of response. Radio Corporation of
American, Tube Dept., Harrison, N.J.
TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

Like the pilot fish, Sigma has been darting along with the Electronic
Sharks for many years, now leading, now following. The metaphor goes
as far as you like.
In the matter of three- position or "null- seeking" relays, it's been
mostly a case of the blind leading the blind down the garden path.
With no coil signal, such relays are supposed to have a neutral condition with all switches open; circuits are to be made "to the left" for
"minus" coil signals and "to the right" for "plus ".
Our earliest attempt, the DP 1, had no positive centering or
detent action; its armature moved a few thousandths proportionately
to coil current and haphazardly with temperature, vibration, and the
Zodiac. Contact pressure and reliability was 0.00983.
This was, of course, followed by the DP 2 which was
twice as bad. Next came the 6FX, which actually is a
serviceable device, doing very well as the output of a servo
in a ship- steering device. Along similar lines, the 7JOX
followed but is not notoriously reliable. (That blinding -flashfollowed -by- dull -roar you just witnessed was some 7JOX
users hitting the cosmic ceiling.)
The point to all this history is that we have never done a good
job on a three -position relay, nor made any money on one. To this
should be added that neither has anybody else so far as we know.
Quite recently the government has developed one with all the virtues
So we decided we'd have to do the
of the DP 1, only smaller.*
job for insurance against the day the government is 480,932 units

....

behind schedule.

INDUCTOR

Watch out, now. Here, like a lead balloon, comes some selling.

Type 590 -A inductor is designed for
use in the Q circuits of the types 170 -A
and 190 -A Q meters. It is useful

We are now announcing two new three- position relays. They will
soon be available in sample quantities, no questions asked. (We're tired
of asking a lot of fool questions about circuits and besides, there aren't
any New Frontiers in this racket any more anyway.) They are supposed
to have positive centering, be able to resist 10 or 15 g's at all the
frequencies, and be thermally stable; and they may well once and for all
make some of the circuits for which they are intended reliable.
23J0X & 23JMX
x 11/4 Jr 21/4
Base: Octal & Magnal
11/4

Single coils up to 14,000 ohms
Double coils up to 4,000 ohms
Contacts DPDT and SPDT,
2 amp. rating

for measuring the r -f characteristics
of capacitors, resistors, and insulating

Operate:

materials over a frequency range of
20 to 230 MC. They are also useful as
reference coils and to indicate any considerable change in the performance
of Q motors. The unit consists of a
high Q coil mounted in a shield with
spade lugs for connection with coil terminals of Q motors. To minimize
changes in characteristics caused by
stray coupling to elements or to ground,
the shield is connected with the lugs
connecting with the low coil terminal.
Boonton Radio Corp., Intervale Rd.,
Boonton, N J -TELE -TECH & ELEC-

Release:

&

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

2

Single coils up to 7,000 ohms
Double coils up to 3,500 ohms
Contacts SPOT, 1 amp. rating

Operate: 10 MW

MW DPDT

8MW

SPOT

single coil

single coil
Release:

1

MW

single coil

MW

single coil
Both types have oll contacts open when no coil signal is present.
One set of contacts makes on one polarity, the other, on the

other.
If you're seeking a null -seeking relay, your troubles hove just
started. We dare you to write for preliminary dope sheets and
application dato.

M

WE MEAN EXACTLY THE
VIRTUES OP THE DP 1.

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC.

TRONIC INDUSTRIES.
TETE -TECH

12

731SX & 731NX
Round Jr 11/4 High
Base: 7-and 9 -pin miniature
1/4
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Raydist
(Continued from page 124)
for the two components of a two dimensional system. Due to the increased bandwidth requirements of
a pulse system, we decided to use
an audio frequency discrimination
with
with filters between the two components, and by the use of matched
l,uaranteed 3 esults!
filters,
it has been possible to reduce
OR YOUR
the
phase
shift to a minute degree.
BACK
MONEY
This system has operated successfully even with lane identification
superimposed on the same r -f frequencies, using the same type of audio frequency discrimination between components. Some difficulty
has been encountered in filtering out
the many unwanted harmonics and
combination tones that occur between the fine lanes and the coarse
NOW, A DUAL- PURPOSE
lanes when both are transmitted
simultaneously in the same narrow
p
band. Also, considering the lack of
real need for lane identification for
"SUPER 1200" CAMERA
this type of work in comparison with
with TeleVision- Transcription
the desirability of having maximum
stability of the system, continuous
"TV -T" Shutter...
operation of the lane identification
...designed for Kinescope Recording...and
system has been temporarily suspended until certain improvements
also shoots regular Live Action 16 mm
in the filters and detection of the
Sound-On -Film Talking Pictures with no
many beats have been completed.
Camera modification! The "Super 1200"
Type N Raydist is completely unCamera with "TV -T" Shutter (Pat. Appl'd.
saturable
and requires only two r -f
for 1949) can Kinescope Record a 30 assignments of narrow bandwidth.
minute continuous show using 1200 foot
Therefore, being a multi -party sysfilm magazines. Write today for infortem, it is ideal for setting up netmation and prices.
works along the coast for this oil exploration work. For a navigation
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
network any frequency assignment
USE AURICON "TV -T" KINESCOPES FOR:
below 20 Mc with a bandwidth of
0.1% of the frequency is satisfactory.
DELAYED RE- BROADCASTING
Two such frequencies are required
-gr SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS
for operation of the system. The
short baseline transmitters are opCOMPETITION CHECKS
erated on 450 and 850 cycle beat frePILOT KINESCOPES
quencies and the long baseline transSHOW-CASE FILMS
mitters on 210 and 370 cycle beat
-gr "HOT KINES"
frequencies.
It is interesting to note that there
Ir AIR CHECKS
are only two narrow frequency
bands assigned to Raydist in the raAuricon 16 mm Sound -On -Film Cameras
dio spectrum on the Gulf. One is 10
are sold with a 30 -day money -back
kc wide and the other is 6 kc wide.
guarantee. You must be satisfied!
With these two narrow bands of freIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE
quencies it has been possible to get
three adjacent Raydist systems into
Auricon 50 ft. Kinescope "TV -T" Demonstration
operation. It has been necessary to
and
IV
Stations
loan
to
on
Films are available
have receivers with less than 3 kc
Film Producers. Please request on your letterhead.
bandwidth which are capable of discriminating between the systems.
The Raydist equipment on the
nv î+ollywood
Gulf has been used successfully 140
miles offshore during daylight hours,
and the maximum range from the
INC.
-BACH,
BERNDT
most distant transmitter was 155
miles. Satisfactory daytime opera7325 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calif.
tion may be realized in excess of
MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON -FILM
500 miles under excellent propagaT4ECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931
tion conditions.

KINESCOPE

NEW PRECISI ' N
DYNAMOMETE

RECORDING

.

For determining the force required
to actuate delicate mechanisms.

Here is

a

new instrument

that

has quickly
become an indispens-

able aid to measure, calibrate and standardize the
pressure or power required to actuate fine

precision mechanisms and spring tensions
of ELECTRIC CONTACTS - RELAYS CLOCKS - TELEPHONES - BUSINESS MACHINES - MICRO MOTORS for Electric
Razors - WINDSHIELD WIPERS - TIME
SWITCHES

- ETC...

THE DYNAMOMETER IS AVAILABLE IN
2 SIZES WITH OPERATING PRESSURES
RANGING FROM 5 -15 GRAMS TO 1001000 GRAMS.

GEORGE SCHERR
200 -TT LAFAYETTE

F C

ST.

CO.. Inc.

NEW YORK 12, N Y.

I

TQ cñpncítOrs

*

it
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Operation to 200° C
Ultra High IR
High Stability
Low Power Factor.O2%
Low Soakage .02%

/

Low Temp. Coefficient -50 ppm °C
Available in many different types of
housings, in ratings from .001 MF up,
and 100 volts up.
Excellent delivery on standard
and special types.

Capacitors made to your specifications
Write for Catalogue F

film capacitors,

i

3400 PARK AVENUE, N.Y.,N
Telephone CYpress 2 -518

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

February 1954

T

IN

WC41//) CORES

JUST NAME YOUR REQUIREMENTS!
RANGE OF MATERIALS
Depending upon the specific
properties required by the application, Arnold Tape -Wound Cores
are available made of DELTAMAX

..

. 4 -79 MO- PERMALLOY
.
SUPERMALLOY
MUMETAL
... 4750 ELECTRICAL METAL...

...

or SILECTRON (grain- oriented
silicon steel).

RANGE OF SIZES
Practically any size Tape -Wound
Core can be supplied, from a fraction of a gram to several hundred
pounds in weight. Toroidal cores

cores -are manufactured to meet
your individual requirements.

RANGE OF TYPES
In each of the magnetic materials
named, Arnold Tape -Wound Cores
are produced in the following
standard tape thicknesses: .012' ,
.008 ", .004' , .002 ", .001 ", .0005 ",
or .00025 ", as required.

Address: ENG. DEPT.

T

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

General Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois
DISTRICT SALES OFFICES
Los

a ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Pulse Transformers, Current

Transformers, Wide -Band Transformers, Non-Linear Retard Coils,
Peaking Strips, Reactors, etc.

WD 4613

are available in twenty-two standard
sizes with protective nylon cases.
Special sizes of toroidal cores-and
all cut cores, square or rectangular

TELF -TECH

Let us help with your problems
of cores for Magnetic Amplifiers,

...

Angeles: 3450 Wilshire Blvd.

February 1954

www.americanradiohistory.com

New York: 350 Fifth Ave.

Boston: 200 Berkeley St.
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LONG NOSE PLIER
307- 5 -1/2L -Extremely

ready for work. All are hammer
forged from high -grade tool steel,

individually fitted, tempered,
adjusted and tested -made by
plier specialists with a reputation for quality "since 1857."

-

f.

CHAIN NOSE PLIER
317 -5L -A full inch
smaller than standard
pattern. Has a very fine
knurl that will not damage soft wire. Also
available without knurl.

in the -40° to +70° C. range. Hermetically sealed in an evacuated glass
holder, flexure mode crystals of the series are available from 4 to 80 xc. Their
high ratio of capacities (Co /C) provide
a high degree of isolation from associated circuitry. James Knights Co..
Sandwich Ill -TELE-TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

X -RAY ATTACHMENT
A new attachment for Norelco X -ray
spectrograph units uses helium instead
of air in the path of the X -ray beam
and extends the useful spectrum range
of the analysis equipment. With an air
path and a rock salt crystal good qualitative and quantitative results have

OBLIQUE CUTTING

slim pattern ideal for
the really tight spots.
Jaws are knurled to insure a positive grip.

A new crystal has been added to the
G -9 series which provides rugged, precise frequency control at temperatur_s

l)laIG1Ll)

FOR THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
Now, Klein quality pliers are
available in new compact patterns for precision wiring and cutting in confined space. Note, too,
the replaceable leaf spring that
keeps the plier in open position,

CRYSTAL

-

PLIE R 210-5L
For
cutting small wires or
trimming plastic. Entire
length of cutting knives
works flush against cutting surface. 5
or 6-inch sizes.

LIGHTWEIGHT
OBLIQUE CUTTING
PLIER 209 -5- Smaller
than 210-SL with an extremely narrow head.
Entire length of cutting

knives works flush
against cutting surface.

7
TRANSVERSE END
CUTTING PLIER
204 -6- Useful in precision work where ordinary oblique or end
:utters are too bulky.
3ives a clean, flush cut.

PRINTED CIRCUIT

PLIER 052 -L- Special
knives shear and crimp
wire in one operation.
Crimped wire holds
loose parts in position

for dip soldering.
Knives face operator
for visual inspection.
Ask for Bulletin 753.

TbisKleinPocketTool
Guide gives full information on all types and
sizes of Klein Pliers.
A copy will be sent

without obligation.

ASK YOUR SUPPLIER
Foreign Distributor:
International Standard
Electric Corp.,
New York

"Since 1857"

Mathias
Established 1857

KLEIN

&9Sons

3200 BELMONT AVENUE, CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
134
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been possible from calcium (atomic
#20) to uranium (atomic #92). With
helium, the present work extends down
to sulphur (atomic #16). A probable
sensitivity limit of 0.02% for sulphur
with comparable limits for other elements in the same atomic range is indicated. Accessory equipment includes a
new X -ray tube and specimen- holder
compartment housing, a new plate -type
collimator and mounting, and an accordion- shaped rubber jacket that
encloses the analyzing crystal and connects the specimen comparement to the
Geiger- tube- collimator assembly. The
jacket also has a helium supply tube
attachment port. North American
Philips Co., Inc., Research & Control
Instruments Div., 750 South Fulton
Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y. -TELETECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Are you designing any electronic equipment that should have

-

O 'Easy installation and maintenance by non -technical personnel?
© Widest possible use by being instantly interchangeable between machines?
Electronic' protection unit that
safeguards expensive progressive dies by stopping press if
stroke pressure rises.

how easily these features
were built into this electronic
punch press protection equipment with the Alden Serve -AUnit Kit.
See

OIn 30 seconds, user's own
personnel can install plug -in

protection unit

replace
with spare
or shift it to
another machine.
.

...

.

(A) ALDEN LOCK FRAME

mounts mating
Alden Back Connectors and en-

pilot beads
of Alden ServeA-Unit Locks.
gages

(I)

\i
\

spread all leads out accessibly at central
check point, color coded and symboled
for easy identification and first -level
service checks by user's personnel.

eWith plug -in receptacle
for electronic protection unit
installed at each press,

ALDEN SLIDE -IN BACK CONNECTORS

(C) ALDEN SIDE RAILS

8 ac-

tual electronic units are
enough to serve the requireguide plug -in unit
into position until

ments of 14 presses, because
all presses are not simultaneously active, and each electronic unit can instantly be
moved anywhere to cover the
active presses
, or replace
an inoperable unit.

pilot

Serve

heads of
A - Unit

-

Locks take over.

..

ALDEN SERVE -A -UNIT LOCKS
pilot, draw in, lock and eject complete
plug -in unit. with a half turn of the
(D)

how Alden Components for Plug -in Unit Con
struction make it easy to build USER SATISFACTION
into your equi pmcn t.
Sec

Inoperable unit
easily shipable air
express for factory serv-

-

wrist.

icing.

TS, YOdlCIRCUITRY
..

.

PITH ALDEN COMPO-,.

Ped.epL

CGZaGGx

v,plf%G

ad

ALDEN

ALDEN MINIATURE
NALS Lay out in any
pattern on Terminal
Mounting Cards; ratchet slots hold elements
for soldering without
pliering or wraparound.

-

for 7 -pin, 9 -pin, 11 -pin and 20 -pin
packages. Or in 3' strips for chassis
cut it off as you require.
sizes

o
O

right

common

circuit
without

soldering.

_

Bases,

20 -pin packages
house Terminal

Card Circuitry with
tremendous flexibility for endless
variety of open
and shielded pack.
ages-.. making it
easy and inexpensive to give your

ALDEN
PLUG -IN
PACKAGE

-aiuiaidr

equipment reliabil-

ity in service with
instantly replaceable lug -ins for
units.
all sub-

o-au%a

how

front
panel eselly mount. e r,
See

-

mpact

tiny Alden Senetne
WAY Nat

Element
epeelnclly
deelgne.lto lick the prob-

lem
having only a small
amount
of of apace. Assembled by simplest methods.

SOCKETS

for min.

f I

FOR CHASSIS

9 -pin
and octal
tubes.

7 -pin,

,

-

It's as simple as this

ALDEN BASIC CHASSIS
2", 4", 8 ", 17"

I Pl
Alden Universal

e%.

Rack Adapter

9.pin

Il -pin

20 -pin

Package components and
matching sockets.

a fib ee,el

tiful accessibility
space

OFT THE COMPLETE STORY

ALDEN
"PAN -i- LITE"

Miniature indicator

light with unbreakable
1 -piece lightlens unit
replaceable f rom front.

-

and

lugged

REQUEST "ALDEN

www.americanradiohistory.com

HANDBOOK"

peer

Mount in

saving. Chasses

inter-

A den Uni -Racks

Cases. Alden Rack
Adapter mates Standand Rack to Chassis.

.eia eretei ewdau r fy It's

panel.

A

with Rack A.

changeably into Standard Racks, Alden Uni Racks, Alden Portable

ALDEN
BASIC
CHASSIS

ALDEN
MINI-TEST
POINT JACK
For checking critical
voltages from front of

Plugged into
Standard Rack

Your circuitry on Terminal Card strips
snaps right into Alden
Basic Chassis. Vertical
mounting and hinged
front panel give beaucan be

7 -pin

-

4 SIZES OF

a
y¡

standard

Lids. Handles. Cans, Sockets
for 7. 9. 11 and

FOR PACKAGES

under
ALDEN
Terminals CARD -MTG.
providing
TUBE

4 SIZES OF PLUG -IN PACKAGES
Alden

-

stakes

6eaatzerl

,e/vi

TitedeU!2

'

STRIP

STAKING TERMI-

ALDEN PREPUNCHED TERMINAL
MOUNTING CARDS cut to proper

JG-1

It's as simple as this

Cdty%BGU Tieéi(v-ced 724,,Ge4--

l4

+

.

EASILY BECO

portáb

dinto

as simple as this
ALDEN

-

"FUSE -LITE"
Fuse blows
Lite
glows. Simply unscrew
1-piece light -lens unit

and blown fuse comes

out with it.

- SENT

FREE

-

The

1954

IRE

SHOW...and

(MARCH 22 -25, KINGSBRIDGE ARMORY, NEW YORK)

The electronic industry's greatest exposition of
engineering equipment, showing the newest developments in products such as:
COLOR TELEVIS"ON
POWER TRANSISTORS
PRINTED CIRCUITS

AUTOMATION
COMPUTERS

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
RECORDING

COMMUNICATION INSTRUMENTATION
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION

MANY OTHER TYPES OF EQUIPMENT

...

New exhibition hall

AND

... for

new products

...

new markets

NEW HIGHS in selling the nation's

top electronic engineers, it's

TELETECH
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

with two

IRE issues

that will be outstanding

engineer before the show . . . to influence
him at the show . . . to reinforce your selling to him
after the show, advertise in the March and April issues.
To pre -sell the

BOOTH 642

will be

TELE- TECH's

exhibit, located

almost in the center of the huge armory,
on Circuits Avenue near Radio Road, only

three spaces from the main intersection.
A special invitation to visit TELE- TECH's

booth is extended to all who are interested in the editorial, circulation or ad-

vertising phase of electronic publishing.
136
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the

SHOW NUMBERS

of

TELETECH
E.

---

---

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

PRE -IRE NUMBER, MARCH ISSUE

- Preview

for complete readership in advance of the show.
for announcements or product information to be read before the show.
for inviting readers to see your product in the show or elsewhere.
for acquainting prospects with your booth number or other location.
closing date, February 1; extension by arrangement.
IRE NUMBER, APRIL ISSUE

- Out

before the show

for distribution of TELE -TECH at the show.
for announcements timed for the show's opening.
for copy awaiting release coincident with the show.
for sales follow -up aimed mainly at after -show reading.
closing date, March 1; extension by arrangement.

21,000 CIRCULATION

- Guaranteed

Including electronic engineers in all manufacturing plants,
all broadcasting stations, all Armed Forces procurement
offices and labs, all consulting engineers active in this field,
plus cperators in microwave, mobile and other systems.

Make space reservation early
please

pnalq5i;ióooe
eVeodY

1386 PAGES
1953

TELE-TECH
I

ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

480 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
A

1078 PAGES
1952

Caldwell -Clements Publication

-

TELE- TECH'S GROWTH OF ADVERTISING

PAGES IN THE PAST FOUR YEARS
716 PAGES
1951

AN INDUSTRY -WIDE TRIBUTE TO

Editorial excellence
,! Reader preference

Guaranteed circulation
425 PAGES
1950

Economy in space cost

q53

New Electronic Components
R -F

INDUCTOR

Type 6XBK2 controllable inductor
contains four current -controlled signal
windings or bands, with a single con-

trol winding, and provides for an electronic sweep between 4 and 220 MC
all on fundamental frequencies. The
unit is adaptable in sweep oscillators.
Specifications: bands 1, 2, 3, 4; respective frequency ratios, 2.5:1, 2.0:1, 1.5:1,
1.1:1; respective inductances, 25 ph,
2.5 µh, 0.5 ph, 0.07 ph. Overall dimensions: 31 x 21 x 2% in. Weight 12
oz. GGS Laboratories, Inc., 391 Ludlow
St., Stamford, Conn.-TELE -TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

HYSTERESIS MOTOR
The "inside out" 5 -in. diameter
hysteresis motor, designed for magnetic tape recording equipment, in-

corporates a flywheel and a precision
tape -drive capstan that is concentric
within 0.0001 in. The capstan provides
peripheral velocities of 71 and 15
in. /sec at synchronous speeds of 600
to 1,200 rpm, respectively. Full load
torque is 12 in. /oz. Flywheel action
against abrupt load changes, provided
by the flywheel- rotor, which has a distributed weight of 1 lb. 14 oz. The motor
operates from 115 v. ac and requires approximately 40 va at 95% power factor
and an external 3.75 µf capacitor. Direction of rotation is reversible by
externally switching the field windings.
Technical Development Corp., 4060
Ince Blvd., Culver City, Calif.-TELETECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
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MINIATURE MOTORS

RELAY

A new line of synchronous miniature
hysteresis motors, adapted for 400 cps

power, servo, and timing applications,
is composed of units that are only 11/2
in. in diameter and 21/2 in. long. They
are available for two pole or four pole
winding and for 24,000 or 12,000 rpm.
Furthermore, they can be wound for
two-phase operation, for timing, and
power application. Also, they are available as single- phase, capacitor -run
motors. The rotor is mounted on
greased- packed, double -shielded, ball
bearings. The design incorporates similar mounting pole and holes to those
found in Globe minature P.M. motors.
Therefore, all Globe standard spur and

The Series 6000 micro relay is a
standard 7 -pin miniature, hermetically sealed ceramic unit with solid coined
silver contacts. It has a temperature
range of +85° C. to -55° C., a shock
resistance of 50 G, and its insulation
will withstand 500 v. at any terminal
to ground. Its maximum coil resistance
is 10,000 ohms. Operating power is 60
mw. Its normally -open SPDT switch is
rated at 1.0 amp. and is capable of 1
million 24 v. non -inductive load operations. Dimensions: 0.750 in. diameter,
+0.010 -0.000, length 14%4 in. ±1;4 in.
The Terado Co., 1068 Raymond Ave.,
St. Paul 14, Minn.-TELE -TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

HEAVY DUTY RELAY
Part No. 9191 is a heavy duty relay
designed for electrical and electronic
control applications. It is a compact,
light -weight, rugged unit capable of
handling heavy contact loads with low
coil power requirements. Double break
planetary gear reducers can be furnished with the motors as a package.
Globe Industries, Inc., 1784 Stanley
Ave., Dayton 4, Ohio.-TELE -TECH &
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

DEFLECTION YOKE
Type Y16 -6, a new magnetic deflection yoke is designed for high -speed
data presentation and oscilloscope applications. Its low stray capacity results
from a special series magnetic field
design. Deflection angle is up to 60 °.
The unit is available over a wide range
of impedances in push -pull combinations. The following electrical characteristics are for type Y16 -AA6P
which is the highest impedance available: inductance 75 mhy., resistance
230 ohms, sensitivity 115 ma. (52° at
12 kv), capacity per coil 80µµf, recovery time 24 µsec. I.D. is 1 -33/64

in., O.D. is 3% in. max., overall length
is 2% in. Syntronic Instruments, Inc.,
100 Industrial Rd., Addison, Ill.

TELE -TECH
TRIES.

&

-

ELECTRONIC INDUS-

TELE -TECH

contacts provide a large gap to extinguish heavy load arcing. Insulation
and spacing meets Underwriters' Laboratories requirements for industrial
control equipment. Leach Relay Co.,
5915 Avalon Blvd., Los Angeles 3, Calif.
-TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

TAPE RESISTORS
Stable tape resistors are being offered
for a wide range of printed circuit applications. They are available either as

cured, ready -to -use resistors, 2 in.
long, 1b in. wide, and 1 /100 in. thick, or
as uncut, uncured tape in rolls. Both
types have a resistance range of 100
ohms to 10 megohms; and conform to all
JAN -R -11 specifications. It is said that
these resistors are suitable for semiautomatic applications. A single operation fastens them permanently to the
chassis and connects them into the circuit in less than one second. Power
rating, 1/2 w. at 150° C. Resistance tolerance, ±10 %. Operating temperature
range -55° C. to 200° C. Humidity,.
95% at 40° C. for 250 hours. Sanders
Associates, Inc., 137 Canal St., Nashua.
N.H. -TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES.
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A new, efficient

crystal diode holder
Sturdy Sylvania Holder Contacts Provide High Retention for Diodes

"Another improved
part by Sylvania!"

made

Here's a brand new, extremely efficient Crystal

eter Crystal Diodes. Mounting plate

Diode Holder designed for you by Sylvania.

of laminated phenolic and the contacts can be

The contacts retain diodes with terminal
leads ranging from .078 to .125 diameter, with

furnished in either phosphor bronze or brass
with silver plating. Eyelets are made of nickel -

ease of insertion and withdrawal. The center-

plated brass.

is

line of retention is specially located at suffi-

For detailed specification sheets concern-

cient distance from the surface of the mount-

ing this improved diode holder or any other

ing plate to allow installation of large diam-

Sylvania part write to Sylvania today!

SYLI-1NiA
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 4A -4402, 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.
In

LIGHTING
TELE -TECH

Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd., University Tower Bldg.,

RADIO

8 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

February 1954

St.

Catherine St., Montreal,

ELECTRONICS

P.

Y.

O.

TELEVISION
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SENSING DEVICE FOR COMPUTERS
(Continued from page 79)
measured, (3) the scanning beam
must be over the page, and (4) the
apparent index mark must be genuine and not a thin vertical line
crossed obliquely by the scanning
beam. The reading program begins
immediately after recognition of the
index mark occurs.
All information is read out in serial order in blocks of 720 characters
and occupies four of the eight channels on the magnetic tape. A character consists of four digits; thus each
block can contain more than 2800
digits. Each document, either single
or double sided, is included in one
block and the remainder of the 720
characters is made up of dummy
pulses. To assure that the order is
not upset by the loss of a column
somewhere on the page, FOSDIC
makes a column count on each document. If a column is missed for any
reason, such as a film defect, a characteristic record is made on the tape
informing the computer that information in this block is not trustworthy. Information contained on
such documents is then restored to
the tape by a supplementary correction process.
Although a complete check is
maintained on the information so
that it cannot get out of order, this
check is not as thorough nor as elaborate as a check on individual answers. Determination of overall system reliability was left to special
evaluation tests in conjunction with
the Univac computer. The instrument itself shows near -perfect response when operated under good
marking and filming conditions.
Tests with the Census computer indicate that film defects are the largest source of the few mistakes. For
example, holes in the emulsion
which happen to lie at an answer
area leave FOSDIC with no choice
but to declare an apparent mark. Although adequate statistics on the
probability of these errors are not
yet established, preliminary results
for standard commercial processing
appear to show less than one error
in 100,000 ovals. If further tests indicate probable errors as infrequent
as this, then it can be concluded that
the transcription process through
FOSDIC, including filming, does not
appreciably add to other sources of
error in the enumeration process.
Using electronic scanning, a high
degree of flexibility can be incorporated into the instrument to meet or
even ameliorate practical operating
conditions. It offers advantages to

almost all of the activities involved
in the information collection process.
Greater freedom in document layout
and choice of size, lower cost of document paper stock, more tolerance
to the weight and positioning of answer marks, and a large reduction in
handling Fare are all obtained
through the electronic scanning provided in FOSDIC. Among the more
significant benefits are the use of
multi -line documents several times
the size of standard typewriter
sheets but no thicker or stiffer, detection of rapidly made single- stroke
marks of reasonable boldness, and
tolerance to an appreciable amount
of document mutilation and misalignment during handling and processing.
In many Census operations, microfilming has already been carried
out as a routine procedure. The special problems thus introduced are
the additional time for processing,
the exposure control that is required, and errors due to the presence of dust and imperfections on
the film. However, the use of the intermediate memory in the form of
microfilm offers a number of advantages which well outweigh the problems it creates. For example, the
massive paper -handling operation
is separated from the scanning
equipment, the mark strength is increased through the use of high -contrast films, and the electrical signalto -noise ratio is enhanced.

Fig. 3: FOSDIC scanning pattern (top) is superimposed on document (bottom) to locate targe
black index marks. Ovals in column are searched
for answer marks. Beam stops at black dots to
give reading circuitry time to recognise data.
After column is read, beam picks up next index
until entire frame is read

TRANSISTORIZED WRIST -RADIO
(Continued from page 79)
wire antenna, only one regenerative
ically than by moving a coil. One
stage was needed to hear New York
method is to insert a small 2000 -ohm
City from Evaris Signal Laboratory
potentiometer in series with the colat Belmar, N. J. With the addition of
lector coil. Another is to use a trima single audio stage and an output
mer capacitor for feed back from
transformer, a loudspeaker could be
collector to emitter. In this case, the
used. Two stages of audio were
collector coil can be replaced with a
needed to compensate for the elimiresistor.
nation of the antenna. In metropoliThe selection of a power source
tan areas the coils alone will pick
was primarily determined by the
up sufficient signal. In the wrist verpoint contact transistor which opsion, the antenna can be built into
erated best with 6 v. Junction tranthe strap.
sistors, however, can be satisfactorily
operated from a 1 -'A v. source. With
minor modifications, the power reBody CapacilanOO
quirements can be reduced by a
When the receiver is held near the
factor of 2.5, and by replacing the
body both the tuning and regenerapoint contact transistor in the regention are affected by body capacierative stage with a junction type the
tance. The regeneration should be
requirements can be reduced considoptimized for each tuning adjusterably more.
ment.
For a photo of the unit, see Nov.
It was found that regeneration can
1953 Tele -Tech & Electronic Indusbe more easily controlled electrontries, page 63.
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TUNG-SOL
DAMPER DIODE
A Tung -Sol Designed and Developed Tube

picture tubes
for
deflection
having 90°
TV use

DIRECT INTERELECTRODE
CAPACITANCES
Heater to Cathode: (H to K)
Plate to cathode and heater:
P to (H-FK)
Cathode to plate and heater:

4.0f
8.5 KO

Kto(P +H) 11.5Nµf

RATINGS A
Interpreted according to RTMA Standard M8 -210

DAMPER DIODE

Here is an entirely new Damper Diode designed to keep
pace with the development of the large screen 90°
deflection picture tubes. Wider deflection angles and
the increased second anode voltage so necessary to
maintain picture brightness require higher deflection
power and increased circuit efficiency. The 175 ma.
rating of type 6AU4GT is more than adequate -with
these new designs. "Stretching"
ample safety factor
for 70° deflection service
tubes
designed
the ratings of
invariably leads to proand
engineering
is not sound
the service life in the
and
jeopardizes
troubles
duction
tube
is
the
answer.
new
This
field.
The 6AU4GT retains the many features which have
established the 6AX4GT as a favorite for the 70° deflection designs. Insulation between heater and cathode
designed to withstand the full pulse plate -to- cathode
voltage eliminates the need for separate power transformer windings insulated for high voltage. Improvements in the heater -cathode insulation have decreased
the warm -up time and resulted in improved reliability.
The 6AU4GT is produced under the same careful manufacturing techniques and the thorough quality control
which the industry has come to expect from the Tung -Sol

-for

B

6.3
Heater voltage
Maximum heater cathode voltage:
Heater negative with respect to cathode
900
DC
Total DC and peak (absolute

VOLTS

4,500

VOLTS

100
300

VOLTS
VOLTS

4,500

VOLTS

maximum)

VOLTS

Heater positive with respect to cathode
DC

Total DC and peak
Maximum peak inverse plate voltage
(absolute maximum)
Maximum DC plate current
Maximum steady state peak plate
current
Maximum plate dissipation
Average tube voltage drop
(with tube conducting 350 MA.)

175

MA.

6.0

MA.
WATTS

25

VOLTS

1,050

A All values are evaluated on the design center system
except where absolute maximum is stated.
B For installation in a 525 -line, 30 -frame system as
described in "STANDARDS OF GOOD ENGINEERING PRACBROADCASTING STATIONS: FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION." The duty cycle of the
TICE FOR TELEVISION

horizontal voltage pulse, not to exceed 15% of scanning
cycle.

organization,
The TUNG -SOL engineering which has produced the 6AU4GT is
constantly at work on a multitude of special electron tube developments for industry. Many exceptionally efficient general and
special purpose tubes hove resulted. Information about these and
other types is available on request to TUNG -SOL Commercial
Engineering Department.

TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC' INC., Newark 4, New Jersey
TUNGSOL

TUN GSOL
ELECTRON TUBES

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Columbus, Culver City (Los Angeles),
Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Newark, Seattle

makes AII-Glass Sealed Beam lamps, Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Rodio, TV and Special Purpose Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.

TUE -TECH & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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(Continued from page 73)
two cables. The power rating of the
cables for various ambient temperatures may also be obtained from the
graph since the center conductor

Tea 1Oßa4

4
e4
10
WAN

temperature equals the ambient
temperature at zero power. Combining the equations of heat flow
and r -f power attenuation, it can be
shown that

OasVet
tle
O

-

(1)
Pin = B (tec te)
Where
B = A constant, providing the attenuation and surface film
coefficient of heat transfer
remain constant over the
temperature range for which
the particular cable is being
power rated.
=

t,

Temperature of center conductor.

= Environment temperature.
Pin = Power input.
t

.

For a given environment temperature, the equation reduces to

FEATURES OF BOTH MODELS

MODEL T -312. The new simplified steel
construction lowers manufacturing costs
by fully utilizing, for the first time, the
Alnico permanent magnet's maximum
efficiency. This makes Model T -312 the
lowest priced ion trap on the market.
Installs in only 2 -3 seconds -just slip on.

-No wobble; no shift during SNAP -ON ION TRAP
shipment; no realignment necessary when
your TV set is installed in the home.
sap
n
yust
EASILY ADJUSTED Slides more uniformly
over tube's neck due to metal -to -glass
contact.
iTlstal
STABILIZED AND TESTED On special equipment designed and used only by Heppner,
each individual Heppner Ion Trap is guaranteed to meet your working requirements.
STAYS pUT

ut

P

-

s

lAri

(50

MODEL E -437. Saves you expensive
production manhours with EXCLUSIVE
instant snap -on feature. Reduces your
parts costs because priced below competition. Clamp-type construction of
Hardened Spring Steel.

C O M P A N Y

Miles Northwest of Chicago)

SPECIALISTS IN ELECTROMAGNETIC DEVICES
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line.
Thus, a line parallel to the established line of Fig. 4 and intersecting
the abscissa at the required ambient
temperature would give the corresponding power handling capacity.
These power rating values are shown
in Table I and comparison is made
with previously published data.

74
104

Write today for further information on better ion traps at lower prices.

Round Lake. Illinois
Rhone: 0ß1p1

lar ambient temperature.
that is, Eq. (2) is that of a straight

72

HEPPNER

Representatives: John J. Kopple
60 E. 42nd St., New York 17. N.Y.

James C. Muppleworth
505 Richey Ave., W.,

Collingswood, N. J.

Ralph Harlay
2417

Kenwood Ave.. Ft. Wayne

3,

Indiana

Irv. N. Cochrane Co.
406 So.

(2)

C

= Bt, = Constant for a particu-

l'F)

gcPp

MANUFACTURING

C

Ambient
Temperature

only 34 ounce; Slip-On Model only 3/s
ounce. Will not harm tube's neck.
ALNICO P.M. USED -Retains magnetism
indefinitely.

15

+

I

Power Rating Values of RG -8/ U and
RG -9 /U Coaxial Cables at a Frequency
of 915 MC

LIGHTWEIGHT-Snap -On Model weighs

-It

t,.,.

TABLE

UNUSUALLY FAST DELIVERY.

ri

=B

Pin

Where

Alvarado St., Los Angeles, Calif

TELE -TECH

Experimental
Calculated
Power
Power
Rating
Rating
(Watts)
(Watts)
340 calculated
368
from Mild ner's Analysis
361

255

208 Armed
Services Index eased
on Swicker's

Data

Examination of Table I indicates

that existing power ratings are conservative when compared to the experimental ratings of the present investigation. This may be further
seen by comparison of Fig. 5 in which
the experimental power ratings of'
this investigation and the power
rating values calculated from Mild ner's data and using the thermal
constants of Swicker are plotted.
The experimental power rating
values determined in this investiga(Continued on page 146)
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LEAD WIRE

WELDING MACHINE
MODEL

2148

BUTTON STEM
MACHINE_
MODEL

1;`

BULB MACHINE

MODEL

199

SEAL

-

MACHI
MODEL

CLASS TUBE

s

4
75¢

,

CUTTING MACHINE

MODEL

1507

Now you can manufacture transistors that are
evacuated and sealed in glass at rates from 30 to
1200 per hour or morel KAHLE, the largest producer
of custom machines for the glass and electronics
industries, supplies equipment far every operation
in making a transistor or crystal diode, -manual,
semi -automatic, fully automatic.
(Write KAHLE now for complete details)
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Will Gold Electronic Sales Corp.,
Empire State Bldg., New York,
N.Y., will represent the Atlantic Transformer Corp. of 30 Hynes Ave., Groton,
Conn. in metropolitan New York and
New Jersey. Samuel C. Hooker, Inc.,
with offices at 397 Highland Ave., Winchester, Mass. and 135 Fountain St., New
Haven, Conn., will represent the company in New England.
George Petitt, 549 West Washington
St., Chicago, Ill., has been appointed to
handle Illinois jobbers and small industrial accounts outside of Chicago
and the Samuel L. Stroum Corp. 1612
Broadway, Seattle, Wash., will handle
the jobbers and industrial accounts in
Washington and Oregon, according to
the Elco Corp., 2nd and Glenwood Ave.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Al Engelman Co. has been appointed
representative of the replacement tube
department of the Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Receiving Tube Division,
Newton, Mass. This newly -organized
firm is located at 3205 Grump Ave.,
Memphis 12, Tenn. and will represent
the Raytheon receiving, picture and industrial tube lines in Alabama, northwest Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee.
Horace M. Whittlesey, Articulo 123,
127 -5 Mexico, has been appointed to
represent Brooks Electronics, Inc., 34
DeHart Place, Elizabeth, N.J. in the
Mexico territory on the sale of audio
amplifiers.
William G. Pliskin, Jr., has joined the
industrial sales division of Gerber Sales
Co., 739 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Lower production

stock -mold knobs
and dials...
Suitable for the finest electronic
equipment, JOHNSON knobs and
dials offer modern design and
custom styling without costly tooling.

Featuring tough, black phenolic
construction and heavy brass inserts,
they ore perfect for heavy duty application in the laboratory on test
and measuring instruments, on rodio
receivers or transmitters, or on

studio equipment and industrial
controls. Gripping surface is excellent. 12 flutes instead of the
usual 8, odd comfortable "feel"
and beauty.

Available in three basic knob
diameters, I Ye", % ", and 2% ".
1

Knobs can be assembled with
matching block molded phenolic
skirts of 1'/z ", 2'/%6 ", or 3" diameters; or nickel silver, chromium
plated dial plates, Yy ", 2V ", or
4 ". Finish diffuses light reflection,
markings are clearly visible.

/

1

Other types and modifications available
on special order. For complete information
on JOHNSON knobs and dials, write for
your copy of General products Catalog 973.

116-214-1
116-214-2

Illus.
1

1

Knob
Dia.

Description

Instrument knob, black phenolic,
1" shaft
Instrument knob, black phenolic,
3fe" shaft

S4

3i

yJ

yl

l4

1%J

S34

238

Knob with black phenolic skirt
Knob with black phenolic skirt
Knob with black phenolic skirt

2%

116 -220
116.260
*116 -280

3

Knob only, black phenolic
Knob only, black phenolic
Knob only, black phenolic

1%
2%

116-222

4

Knob with beveled satin chrome dial
116 -222.1 100 -0 over 180°
116 -222 -4 ON -OFF over 60°
116-222-2 10 -0 over 270°
116-222-5 S ngle line
116 -222 -3 7-1 over 180°

Spinner Knob
Spinner Knob
Spinner Knob

1%
1%
2%

Knob and chrome dial, 0 -1CC. 180°
Single line indicator
Knob and chrome dial, 0.100, 180°

1%

116 -261

3
3

116-226
116-266

5

*116 -286

5

116-262

6

*116.282

6

5

134

1/I
lys

234

S. A. Shaw Co., 92 South Central
Ave., Hartsdale, N.Y. has been appointed sales representative for the
Radell Corp., Indianapolis, Ind. in the

Skirt or
Height Dial Dia.

2
2
2

116-221

*116.281

134

New York metropolitan area, Long Island, Weschester County, New York,
and New Jersey north of the southern
boundaries of Hunterdon, Somerset,
Middlesex and Momouth counties.
N. E. Kern Assoc., 8350 Wilshire
Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. have been
appointed California representative for
the welding equipment of the Federal
Tool Engineering Co., 1386 Pompton
Ave., Cedar Grove, N.J.
Frank A. Emmet Co., 2837 West Pico
Blvd., Los Angeles, engineering and
sales representatives, are adding mezzanine warehouse facilities and rear shipping- receiving docks to its two story
building. The company engages exclusively in providing sales and engineering representation for electronic lines.
Bert Gilberg, former office manager

3

'3e
'Sb
'34

'4

'3i

'S$

'Si
1342

2%
4

Single line indicator
116 -265

7

116 -285

7

Vernier dial, 0 -100, 180°
3 to 1 friction drive
Vernier dial, 0 -100, 180°
5 to 1 friction drive

All knébs and dials fit standard

E. F.

Ye" shafts.

154

'34

2%

1%

'Si

4

*Also available for Vs" shaft

-

of D. R. Bittan Co., manufacturers'

JOHNSON COMPANY

representatives at 53 Park Place, New
York 7, N.Y., has returned from military service in Germany and has been
named sales engineer, serving the corn pany's industrial accounts in Manhattan
and Brooklyn.
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227 SECOND AVENUE SOUTHWEST
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REPS

7806

costs with Johnson

Cat. No.
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Take -off point for dependable

programing ..
There's less chance of "dead air" costing you listeners when your
antennas are mounted atop Truscon towers. Truscon knows towers
has designed and engineered them to stand strong and tall under all
weather conditions. You just name the height your antenna must reach;
Truscon will engineer and erect the tower you need ... tall or small...
guyed or self- supporting... for AM, FM, TV, or Microwave transmission. Your phone call or letter to any Truscon district office-or to
tower headquarters in Youngstown -will get your tower program going
as soon as defense requirements allow.

-

TRUSCON' STEEL DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL
1092 ALBERT STREET

YOUNGSTOWN

1,

OHIO

MARK OF MERIT

TRUSCON
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Coaxial Cables

BI -DECAL SOCKET
FOR COLOR TV
20 pin layout with 14 pins for STANDARD 3 -GUN BASE TUBE

(Continued from page 142)
tion at an ambient of 72 °F were
7.6% greater than the calculated
corresponding value using Mildner's
analysis. At 104 °F, the experimental
values are 18.5% greater than those
calculated from theoretical considerations and adopted as a standard.
In a manner similar to the testing
of the RG -8 /U and RG -9 /U coaxial
cables, a series of power rating measurements were made with an
RG-14 /U coaxial cable, and the results are plotted in Fig. 6 and tabulated in Table II.
TABLE II
Experimental Power Rating of RG -14 U
Coaxial Cable at a Frequency of 915 MC
Experimental
Ambient
Temperature
FI

72
77
104

Power
Rating
(Watts)
650
612

436

Present
Roti -tg

(Waits)

-

-

275 Armed
Services Index

It may be seen that the published
ratings are conservative when compared with the experimental values.
The power rating of RG -87A /U
and RG-116 /U Teflon dielectric
coaxial cables followed the procedure for the testing of RG -8 /U
coaxial cables. The quarter wave
transformer was inserted at the point
of maximum temperature as determined by surface temperature measurements. The power ratings for
the RG -87A /U and RG- 116 /U,coaxial cables are illustrated in Fig. 7
and summarized in Table III. Although the RG -116 /U coaxial cable
has an additional layer of braid,
there was no measurable difference
in the power rating of these two
cables.

Supplied wired or unwired
Mica -filled or general purpose
phenolic contacts- cadmium
plated brass

TABLE III
Experimental Power Rating of RG -81A U
and RG -116 U Coaxial Cables at o Frequency of 915 MC

WRITE TODAY FOR SAMPLES

Ambient

Power Rating

Temperature

72.0

Experimental
(Watts/
1,850

79.0
104.0

1,840
1,770

FI

Power Rating
Presen
I

Watts,

Have not oeen

established

4704 Stenton Avenue
146

The power handling curve, as
shown in Fig. 7, may be interpreted
as were the curves for polyethylene
cables. Values of the power rating,
taken at the standard maximum
inner conductor temperature of
482 °F, were approximately seven
times that of the equivalent RG -8 /U

Philadelphia 44, Pa.
TELE -TECH

8.

ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

February 1954.

cable with polyethylene dielectric.
The power rating curves depart
slightly from the straight line relationship of Equation (1) since both
the film coefficient and attenuation
vary slightly over the extended temperature range necessary for power
rating Teflon dielectric coaxial
cables.

Power Elating Increase
The curves of Fig. 4, 6, and 7 have
been plotted in Fig. 8 to illustrate
graphically the increase in the power
rating by the use of high temperaKEY
COAXIAL CABLE
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(
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Theoretical power rating factors for
various coaxial cables at various altitudes
with environment temperature as peramcte!s

Fig.

9:

ture dielectrics. At 175 °F center conductor temperature, the power handling capacity of RG -87A/U is
slightly greater than that of the
RG -8 /U because of the slightly lower
thermal resistance to the flow of
heat from the cable to the surroundings. Therefore, Teflon dielectric
coaxial cables will operate slightly
cooler at low power input levels
than equivalent size polyethylene
dielectric coaxial cables.

The development by Altec Lansing engineers of the M14 High Intensity

Microphone System marks
of industrial sound.

It

a

great step forward

in the

accurate measurement

provides reliable indication of the approach to

dangerous noise levels and permits precise control. It

is

particularly

applicable for measurement of pulsed or continuous frequency sound
levels of high intensity.
The M14 is small in size, light in weight and of rugged construction,

making it practical for field use. Four microphones of varying sensitivity,

Verding Atmospheric Conditions

cover the wide range of sound pressure. They are alike in construction

In addition to the power rating at
standard environmental conditions,
it is necessary to determine the performance of coaxial cables under
varying atmospheric conditions. A
theoretical analysis was undertaken,
using the dimensional correlations of
heat transfer and the theory of similarity together with the thermal
constants of the various cable materials, to determine and predict the
performance of three coaxial cables,
RG -58/U, RG -8 /U, and RG -17 /U
(chosen to represent the extremes in
physical dimensions) at altitudes
from 0 to 70,000 feet and ambient
temperatures from -60 °F to 150 °F.
The performance of other cables may

and can be used interchangeably with the other components of the system.

TELE -TECH

Z ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

The four microphones cover up to 220 db (300 psi). Each microphone

can be exposed to a flash temperature of at least 700 degrees

F.

without harmful effects.

Write for further information on the M14 High Intensity Microphone System,
another Altec Lansing product, designed to give the finest performance
in a highly specialized field of sound.

February 1954

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
161

A

Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y.

SOUND REPUTATION SECOND

TO NONE!
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Wing blade handle on threaded
center shaft for easy connecting
and disconnecting. Stronger
the center post is inserted after

Watertight and pressurized. note rubber bushings and sealing rings.

-

molding operation.

Pin and socket barrel
assemblies may be replaced in same fitting.

All contacts machined from copper
base alloy stock silver -plated. Beryllium spring on socket contacts.

Insulator material type CMG to
MIL- P-14 Spec.

Cap and collar removable
for easy wiring.

Resilient bushing applies
pressure to relief bushing
and cable.

aawear

Here's why those

in the know demand

TYPE 2E

Sealed Power Connector (Signal Corps numbers U -112 /U to U- 118/U) is
typical of Cannon's foresighted engineering
to do a better job. The 2E Series is designed
for heavy duty service on Signal Corps power
units for audio equipment.

Features:
a.

Longer contact engaging length.

b. Thicker

inserts of greater tensile

strength to reduce breakage.
c. Closed entry socket contacts.
d. Special sealing rings which do not require sealing compound or gaskets.
e. Efficient neoprene clamp gland.

-

CANNON
PLUGS
nect are accomplished by a wing handle and
threaded center screw that can be operated
by gloved hands in extreme climatic conditions. Two shell sizes accommodate four insert arrangements of 4, 9, and 19 contacts.
Watertight and pressurized, with rugged construction, Cannon's 2E Sealed Power Connectors are built for long life and trouble -free
service and are adaptable to industrial application. Write for Advance Bulletin No. 2E -1.

AQ

Set of Curves
As space precludes the presenta-

tion of the theoretical analysis and
mathematical details, the results
consisting of a working set of curves
will be given. Fig. 9 presents the
power handling factors of three
coaxial cables at various altitudes
with ambient air temperature as the
parameter. These curves indicate the
expected power input to polyethylene dielectric coaxial cables at any
frequency and at various altitudes
and environment temperatures when
the standard power rating is multiplied by the power handling factor.
It is seen that the power handling
capacities of coaxial cables decrease
as the environment air temperature
increases at any constant altitude.
The power rating will also decrease
further as the altitude increases.
These calculations compare favorably with published data at sea level,
but further experimentation and
analysis is necessary for verification
of these data at other than standard
ambient temperatures and altitudes.
The same analysis may be extended
to determine the performance of
Teflon dielectric coaxial cables operating under extreme environmental
conditions.

Since 1915

CAN NON

CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY, LOS ANGELES 31, CALIFORNIA

ELECTRIC

polyethylene dielectric coaxial cables
in use at present are conservative
when compared to the experimentally determined power ratings of this
development. In addition, the results
of this investigation have indicated
the magnitude of increase in power
handling capacities that are obtained
with the utilization of Teflon dielectric coaxial cables. Caution, however, must be exercised in the application of coaxial cables at other
than standard conditions since the

Factories in Los Angeles; New Haven; Toronto, Canada; London, England.
Representatives in principal cities. Address inquiries to Cannon Electric
Los Angeles 31, California.
Company Dept.

14R

be interpolated as required. The center conductor temperature was
maintained at a constant 175 °F.
The correlation of Nusselt' was
used for the calculation of the film
coefficient of heat transfer for natural convection from a horizontal cylinder. In addition it was assumed, as
a first approximation, that the total
heat generated in the coaxial cable
was generated in the center conductor, and thus the results will be
conservative. However, since the
relative performance of the cables
at other than standard conditions
is required, the results will enable
the comparison of cable operations.

Scope of Investigation
The present investigation which is
still in progress has illustrated that
the semi -empirical power ratings for

Manufactured in accordance with Specification MIL -C-1252 (Sig. C) the 2E Series Plug
has cable clamping provision from 0.205 to
0.770 inclusive. Quick connect and discon-

CAN

COAXIAL CABLES (Cont.)
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power rating will decrease in most
cases.
This investigation is being sponsored by the Wright Air Development Center, Dayton, Ohio.
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A manufacturer of automobile radios had to provide a means of
coupling the tuning and volume control knobs of the receiver with
their respective circuit elements. In order to keep down manufacturing costs, the ideal control shaft would have to eliminate any
problems of alignment, it had to dampen vibration and prevent
noise caused by vibration from being communicated to the sensitive parts of the receiver circuit. For these reasons, the manufacturer chose

Western Computer
Conference, Feb. I -12
1

Trends in Computers with special
emphasis on Automatic Control and
Data Processing will be the theme of
the Western Computer Conference
and Exhibit to be held in the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.,
Feb. 11 -12. Papers to be presented
include

-

THE LOW -COST SOLUTION
AN S.S.WHITE REMOTE CONTROL FLEXIBLE SHAFT

:

Experimental Digital Flight Control System,
Maier Margolis, J. B. Rea Co., Inc.; Eric Weise,
Dynalysis, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
The DIGITAC Airborne Control System, E. E. Bolles,
An

The flexible shafts reduced assembly time and labor, eliminated alignment problems and

W. Burbeck, W. E. Frady, E. M. Grabbe,
Hughes Research and Development Laboratories,
Culver City, Calif.
Use of Operational -Digital Techniques for a Simple
Process Instrumentation, Bernard M. Gordon,
Laboratory for Electronics, Boston, Mass.
Machine Tool Control Operating Through a Digital
Analog Computer, Harry Mergler, NACA, CleveD.

provided 100% vibration free performance. In addition,
it is apparent from the illustration
that these coupling shafts give

land, Ohio.
Experiments with

a Digital Computer in a Simple
Control System, Thomas Burns, James D. Cloud,
John M. Salver, Hughes Research and Development Laboratories, Culver City, Calif.
Survey Paper, (Data Processing -Design), Dr. Oliver
Whitby, Stanford Research Institute, Palo Alto,

wide latitude in the placing of
parts and make possible the most
effective arrangement. It's savings
like these that make it well worth your while to investigate the
economies of using S.S.White flexible shafts on your own remote
control applications.

California.

Unit Control Ready -to -Wear Deportment, S. J. Shaffer, Controller, May Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Computer Characteristics, Dr. H. D. Huskey, Institute
for Numerical Analysis, Los Angeles, Calif.
System Engineering, Raymond Davis, Librascope,
Inc., Glendale, Calif.
Programming, M. J. Mendelson, Computer Research
Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.
Survey of Analog -Digital Conversion Techniques,
A. Susskind, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
High Speed Multi- channel Analog -Digital Conversion, J. Mitchell, J. B. Rea Co., Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
Shaft to Digital Converter, B. Gordon, Laboratory
for Electronics, Boston, Mass.
High Speed Digital Computer for Control Applications, C. Elders, Moore School of Engineering,
University of Pennsylvania.
Input Switching System, W. S. Shockency, Hughes
Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif.
IBM Calculator 650, Engineering and Design Consideration, E. S. Hughes, Jr., International Business Machines, Inc.
Design Features of Remington Rand Speed Tally,
J. L. HIII, Engineering Research Associates, St.
Paul, Minn.
The ELECOM 125 Business System, Norman Grieser.
A Centralized Dato Processing System, Jerome J.
Dover, Flight Research, Edwards Air Force Bose,

Valuable Flexible Shaft Information
This 256 -page flexible shaft handbook will be sent
free if you request it on your business letterhead.

It contains full facts and data on flexible shaft
selection and application.

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

THE
DENTAL MFG. CO.

Dept. 0,10 East 40th St.
NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

USAF.
A

Merchandising Control System, W. L. Martin,
Telecompuling Corporation, Burbank, Calif.
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PC Materials
(Continued from page 70)
In Fig. 4 are shown samples on
which three peel tests, cold, hot, and
recooled, have been made on adjoining strips. Separation of three characteristic types have been encircled:
A) Failure at the copper- adhesive
interface
B) Failure below the main interface, and
C) Failure alternating between A
and B
The last- mentioned type of separation was found in the strongest
bonds.
The most severe test of the acceptability of materials and methods
to be employed in the fabrication of
printed circuits in radio and TV receivers is their ability to withstand
the rigors of service shop procedures.
The operating temperatures of the
most frequently used implements
are tabulated in the upper left of
Fig. 5. Measurements were taken by
imbedding a fine -wire thermocouple
at the tip of the "iron" and recording the stabilized temperature free
standing at 24 °C ambient.

MYCALEX
glass- bonded mica
insulation penetrates
the design barrier

of

ç1t'

60t11%\s

C%

2000

ALSO OFFERS THESE
IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES

F

FLAME TEST
FOR 20

MINUTES!

-

LOW THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
LOW COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION

VERY

DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY
ZERO MOISTURE ABSORPTION

ANEW

/

PERMANENT DIMENSIONAL STABILITY

-

at

Daration of Soldering
The duration of soldering tip contact to a typical rigid- backed copper_
foil conductor for several simple
soldering operations was also determined, and the minimum range
obtained for experienced service
personnel is as follows:

7

OPERATION

TIME
This fire woll Electrical Connector designed,

developed and manufactured by the Scintilla
Magneto Division Bendix Aviation Corporation, carries vital propeller control circuits
through the fire wall of aircraft. Its ability to
resist flame must equal or exceed that of the
fire wall itself. Tests prove that this connector
which uses MYCALEX 410 and MYCALEX
410X glass-bonded mica inserts is the best
solution for this application. MYCALEX insert
connectors provide a full 20 minute flame
oarrier under direct exposure to a 2000° F
flame ... 20 minutes that could spell the difference between total loss and safe landing.
For complete information on product improvement with MYCALEX, phone or
write J. H. Du Bois, Vice PresidentEngineering, at address below.
THE

1.5

.

Unsoldering joint made in (b)
to 4
Soldering lead in punched hole
Unsoldering (d)
7 to. 10'
Resoldering (d)
4 to 8
The temperature level reached by
etched conductors while being
soldered may be judged by reference
to the graph in the upper right of
Fig. 5. The main curve in this figure
depicts the impairment of bond
under various typical hand soldering
conditions, compiled from continuous
recordings of samples peeled on a
Tinnius -Olsen tensile machine. The
plateaus of the curve reveal the
normal resistance of the conductor
to stripping and the valleys are the
measured adhesion at spots along the
conductors where typical soldering
operations have been performed
the solder, of course, being removed
before testing.

SINCE 1919

NTOR

/

Executive Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO

150

®

sec.

2

World's Largest Manufacturer of Glass- Bonded Mica Products

-

4

1.5to3

MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA

General Offices and Plant:

to

Tinning -a small cleaned area
2 to 4
Soldering a lead to tinned area

Clifton Blvd., Clifton, N.

-
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The second and third valleys are
typical of carefully controlled assembly of phenolic based circuits
with low wattage irons and indicate
retention of a useful proportion of
the original force retaining the conductor. The longer periods required
for unsoldering in servicing, even
though performed in minimum time
with small irons is seen by the evidence of the first and fourth valleys
to produce a severe deterioration. In
most tests of the latter condition
obvious blistering of the base or release of the conductor was observed.
The application of the stripping
test to flexibly backed foil is illustrated in Fig. 6 with values from
several specimens. The manner illustrated for holding the sample has

Forging Stronger

links

in Microwave Relay

'
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-
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Fig. 9:
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Temperature rise of etched conductors

been chosen purely as a matter of
convenience and no direct logical
agreement with the test of rigidly
based foils is expected. However,
measurements of rigid and flexibly backed samples fabricated with
identical adhesive give values of the
same order. The last two values in
the table raise the question of the
condition of samples prior to analysis. Investigation at Stanford for
WADC' has yielded evidence that
etching generally affects bond
strength adversely; moisture conditioning before testing adhesive
strength is also a general practice
in the ASTM procedures cited.' _q
Since peel tests may be performed
on finished circuits as well as the
raw material, these effects need to
be taken into account.

Stripping resits
In standardizing stripping tests,
performance of the test on conductors of less than 1 in. width has been
found to correlate within 1 or 2r,
except in the case of stamped circuits
(see Fig. 7). In narrower widths
stamped conductors give increasing
values of peel resistance per unit
width, because of the turned and

Microwave transmission is only as dependable as each of its relay links. If
one repeater station cannot operate,
messages do not get through.
To assure electric power for transmission, hundreds of microwave relay

New 5CW
5,000 watts A.C.
Air -cooled
Po..'t e d

la'ol.ne

stations across the country are

equipped with Onan Standby Electric
Plants. When central station power is
interrupted, the Onan plant starts
automatically, supplies power for as
long as the emergency lasts, then
stops automatically. Controls are
available to provide a time interval
between power interruption and start-

COMPACT-Take less than one cubic
yard of space. Easier to install. Con.
Radian box provided for quick hook-up.
UNI-DUCT COOLING -Cooling air is

Onan Standby Electric Plants have
been proved indispensable in installations serving oil and gas pipelines,
utilities, railroads, TV networks, police and other government law enforcement departments.
If you have a problem in standby
power for microwave radio, or any
application, write our sales engineers.
Onan Standby Electric Plants range
from 1,000 to 50,000 watts.

BUILT

drawn by vacuum through generator
and over engine. All heated air is expelled through one small vent which
also discharges engine exhaust. Quiet
operating. No liquid coolants to freeze
or leak.

ing.

FOR HEAVY DUTY-Smooth-

twin -cylinder, horizontallyopposed, 4 -cycle air -cooled engines
deliver rated horsepower at moderate
speed. Unusually large bearing surfaces for long life.
running,

EQUIPMENT- Nothing extra
to buy. Impulse -coupled, high -tension
magneto, radio shielded. Oil -bath air
cleaner, fuel Alter, oil pressure gauge,
fuel tank, muffler and exhaust tubing.
All heated and moving parts safely
enclosed.
DE LUXE

\..

A size and model for every standby application!

.

mechanically clinched edges produced in this process.
Other tests of the strength of clad laminates such as shear (per ASTM
D- 816 -46) and straight tension or
"pull" (per ASTM D- 429 -47T) have
TELE -TECH

&
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3,500 watts A.C.
2

-cyl. air- cooled

February 1954

10,000 watts A.C.
2- cyl..air- cooled

10

to 35 KW A.C.
Water-cooled

7.Gt6 d'Y eVieeqicatieued

D. W. ORAN & SONS INC.
7887 University Ave.

S.

E.

Minneapolis 14, Minnesota
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New approach to
HIGH VOLTAGE

SWITCHING
A VACUUM ENCLOSED SWITCH
that can interrupt high voltage AC
and DC circuits many thousands of
times without introducing a problem

of contact life. With their con-

tacts sealed in a vacuum, they offer
no fire hazard, no explosion haz-

ard, no oil maintenance, and no

contact maintenance. They are
many times smaller and lighter than

other types of high voltage switches.
Their low inertia contacts and vacuum

dielectric make possible much

faster breaks than can be achieved
with heavier types of switchgear.
These

JENNINGS

VACUUM

tested for electronic applications
up to 75 KV and several hundred
,

unmounted or mounted as relays.
Please send us your circuit conditions and
let us suggest a relay to meet your spe

cific switching problem.

Literature mailed on request

JENNINGS RADIO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1278
152

been found of limited use. Both present the difficult problem of attaching a test member to the cladding
(by a cold setting adhesive or a low
melting solder) in a manner not
deleterious to the bond under test,
yet superior in strength to it. With
any but the poorest Mo -in. clad
stocks, simultaneous delamination of
an area by a test plug extends deeply
into or through the base laminate.
Such fractures often yield information as to the nature of the bond but
the values resulting are widely dispersed and much dependent on the
choice of plug diameter.
No completely satisfactory test for
dielectric and loss factors has yet
been proposed. The use of ASTM
D150-47, wherein the average dielectric is measured between the two
metal clad surfaces, is of limited control value because the adhesive layers, which are in closest proximity
and have most influence upon fields
generated by the conductor, are
often a distinctly different dielectric
from the main body of the nonconductor. Determining the "Q" of a
specified coil etched on clad materials may be useful in control of a
specific production situation but the
standardizing of etching, washing
and drying so as to make the test of
wide general use, does not look
promising.
Determination of surface resistance by ASTM D257 -49 is as feasible
on clad as on non -clad laminates
because the simple pattern of conductors required for this may be
scribed and stripped, thus avoiding
the variable effects of etching.

&.r /nee Resistance

SWITCHES are designed and field

amperes. They are available either

MATERIALS (Cont.)

970 McLAUGHLIN AVE.

SAN JOSE 8, CALIFORNIA

TELE -TECH

Surface resistance between closely
printed lines is markedly lowered by
accumulation of dust which absorbs
moisture. In Fig. 8, pairs of etched
conductors exposed for only nine
days in a dusty but dry location,
show a ten -fold decrease of insulation resistance. The unprotected conductors show an appreciably greater
sensitivity to dust plus humidity
than do the pair protected by a
single coat of a JAN approved fungus varnish, but both are seriously
deteriorated. This is emphasized
when the humidity is raised to a very
common R.H. of 80, resulting in a
drop of resistance of the unprotected
lines from 2,500 to 25 megohms. This
is illustrated at the right of Fig. 8.
Adequate protection of printed circuits in radio design is strongly indicated.
Because of the lack of data concerning the useful life of etched foil
circuits some hypothesis is war& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

February 1954

ranted. One potential cause of failure
is the deterioration of narrow conductors due to electrolytic corrosion
effects. Such effects are apt to be
noticeable when the piece is exposed
to intermittent operation in moist
environments, in which case electrolytic currents may be set up with the
insulating material acting as an electrolyte. A semi -quantitative test to
determine the extent of electrolytic
NOT
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"MULTI -CHANNEL"
SCOPE
LETS YOU SEE, MEASURE, AND RECORD

Simui- Scopic* SIGNALS LIKE THESE

ARM
Aftir

of the tube. Although such traces are

speed and vibration, velocity and
acceleration. To compare them you
might rig up two ordinary scopes.
But from there on in you've got
double-trouble. You either get a stiff
neck looking from one scope to the

"dual- trace", only the limitation of
your own eyes keeps you from seeing them blink like a neon sign.
And if the signal you're after should
be faster than the switch, you've
missed it. If it's a one-shot measurement, you've had it!

M.WNMNTCO ANCA

sometimes optimistically called

mnni
THE STIFF -NECK STINT

Fig. 10: Component placement should not
be such os to stress the conductor bond.

corrosion caused by the combined
effects of adhesive and backing material on fine wires has been reported by the Minnesota Mining and
Mfg. Cott and with slight modification may be applied to the determination of these effects in foil -clad
laminates.
/n>rnlatton Deterioration

Deterioration of insulation and
conductors are quite generally accelerated by heat, and circuits in the
printed radios so far tested operate
at surface temperatures of 75 to
102 °C. Reference to existing standards'" t' concerned with the safe
current capacities of conventional
conductors reveals several possible
ways of rating printed conductors.
Generally, allowable current densities are derived from the permissible
operating temperatures of the insulations in contact with the conductors.
For rubber and thermoplastic hookup wire (Type R & T insulation) this
limit is 60 °C. Varnished cambric
(Type V) is rated at 85 °C and asbestos insulations start at 90 °C.
Common insulating bases for printed
circuits are most similar to Type V
insulation and, as such, may be
classed by Underwriters for operation at 85 °. Ratings for phenolic
laminates range from 93° to 177 °C
and copper conductors are generally
not recommended above 150 °C. Associated components and wires of
lower rating (55° and 65 °C) may be
the dominating factor. This consideration for associated components is
highly pertinent for "printed circuits" assemblies because of the
usual practice of placing RC com& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Take any two simultaneous events

... the input and output of a circuit,

NORD

TELE -TECH

4.

Only A

other, or you diverge your eyes and
let 'er rip.
If you don't happen to be gifted
with double vision, you might turn

THE WIDE -EYED WATCH

to science's substitute -an optical
system. Now the two traces of light
are bounced from the c -r tube faces
to a single viewing screen. If you
are lucky enough to approach this
delicate monstrosity without damaging it by breathing, you still might
not find those elusive pips you're
after. Somewhere along the long

THE MISSED -SWITCH METHOD

These shortcomings become proportionately worse as the number of
phenomena you wish to measure increases. An optical system gets bulkier losing more light at the same
time, while an electronic switch
leaves you less of a chance to catch
those high speed transients.
Actually, it's not economical to
consider either. Both approach or
even exceed the cost of the only
practical system -ETC multi-channel
oscilloscopes. Through the combination of 2, 3, 4, 6, or even eight
electron guns in a single ETC cathode ray tube, you can see all the
necessary phenomena on a single
screen ...just as clearly, just as accurately, and just as completely as
the presentation on a single channel
D

I

THE OPTICAL OPPRESSION

light path, your signals got all
bounced out, maybe right out of
the picture.
In case you're also not gifted with
a high- frequency switching neck,
you can always fall upon an electronic switch. With this built -in gadget, a single tube switches rapidly
from one phenomenon to another
for you. And the switching is so fast,
that two traces appear on the face

Simul- Scopic SYSTEM
scope. There is no other solution so
easy to use, so comprehensive in its
presentation, and so economically
practical. Our new catalog, Oscillography ... Key to the Unknown shows
you many more reasons why ETC
scopes and tubes are
best for simultaneous
THE

display. Write for
your copy.

"Simui- Scopic -Two or more simultaneous events which can be observed on a
cathode ray tube. (Reg. Applied For.)
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INSTRUMENTS

PACKAGING

ASSEMBLIES
COMPONENTS

MATERIALS

(Cont.)

ponents in intimate contact with the
connective circuit.
The permissible operating temperature of printed circuit conductors
which suggested itself, with consideration of all of the above, is 85'C
(surface). The temperature rise
of typical etched conductcrs in a 60'
ambient are shown in Fig. 9. Limiting current densities derived from
this data and an arbitrary 85° limit
are quite ample, ranging from 85,000
amps 'sq. in. for isolated %o -in. conductors in 1 oz. copper, down to
RECOMMENDEQ

NOT

RECOMMENDED

O=%r=
AMPLE

OCOD

CLEARANCE

MEAT

ZOOM DIIFITMM

TR451,ER

POOR

MEAT

CAREES tAONT

TAMPS!. ,R

11: (A) Adequate spacing of conductor:
(B)
avoids reduction of surface resistance
Properly orienting printed deck for heat transfer extends life and voltage characteristics
Fig.

q..

The 12 -Page

CARGO
PACKERS
Brochure
on - - - --

CLIMATE -PROOF, SHOCK -PROOF
,301+,w,1

PACKAGI
Contains complete, authoritative information
on specification packing for SIGNAL
CORPS, AIR FORCE, NAVY and COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT. The Cargo Packers service includes individual attention to
every order. For complete data on the all inclusive Cargo Packers service call or write
for your copy. For recommendations on a
specific packaging problem, contact one of
our sales engineers. Advisory consultation is
invited -no obligation.

SPECIAL PACKAGING EQUIPMENT

ON MILITARY
REQUIREMENTS
ECONOMICAL ASSEMBLY LINE
EXPERTS

METHODS
INTERPRETATION

OF

SPECIFICATIONS
FULL COMPLIANCE TO

EVERY DETAIL

low

CARGO -PACKERS
INCORPORATED

73 RUTLEDGE STREET

today on
Check up
electr
Pocks for
cost CP
foroldro test
C erti9ed
poss09e meeting

tubes,

quire.

Mens of MI19-75

BROOKLYN 11, NEW YORK
t.._.__
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www.americanradiohistory.com

24,000 amps sq. in. in groups of
in. x 2 oz. conductors. The lowest is
10 to 20 times the density found in

contemporary printed radio designs.
The temperature ;n most printed
decks, then, is the result of tube dissipation and the generally high ambient within cabinets, and better
ventilation is indicated.

Minimal II ,.e ibiS! in vn da

S

iota x

In addition to the suggestions made
earlier in connection with the specific tests and procedures, the results of the measurements here reported may well be embodied in certain minimal recommendations of
good practice in the design of printed
circuit receivers. In deference to the
low hot strength of conductor bonds,
components should be placed so as
not to stress the bond. In Fig. l0a
is shown how the component may be
properly locked by lead bending, and
10b suggests that no soldering be
done along a printed conductor except at points mechanically anchored.
It is believed that dust and moisture reduction of surface resistance
call for adequate spacing of printed
conductors (Fig. 11a); probably a
minimum of %2-in. on rigid bases
and %6-in. on flexible. The life and
voltage ratings of printed decks may
both be extended by lowering
operating temperatures; and a very
& ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

February 1954

simple method is illustrated in Fig.
11b.

Much remains to be done on the
standardization of test procedures
for clad-laminates and toward the
establishment of performance minimums. The results of many aging
tests will be needed to set accurately
maximum continuous temperatures
For printed decks, and to find better
means of insulating and protecting
them. It is hoped that by bringing
some of these matters to attention
that the development of an adequate
body of information upon the application of printed circuits to receivers
will be stimulated.

Announcing
FOR 2000 mc.
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Power and Channel
Changes at WOOD -TV

WOOD -TV, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
has switched from channel 7 to 8
after an eight -day shakedown of
simultaneous telecasting on both
channels. Video power has been
raised from 28.5 kw to 100 kw, and
will go to 316 kw in Feb. 1954, when
the final power amplifier is delivered.
After paying $1,365,000 for WLAVTV, WOOD -TV decided to replace
technical facilities. Under the supervision of Chief Engineer Louis Bergenroth, the following was obtained:
Transmitter building and site, $80,000; RCA transmitter, $300,000;
tower and antenna, $157,000. Including other items, the total is about
$600,000. A new $352,000 studio
building will be added during 1954.
TELE -TECH
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MODEL 2K6T: A 6 foot microwave antenna.
Gives outstanding performance
from 1700 to 2110 mc.
New offset feed
design increases efficiency of assembly thereby achieving high gain of better than 30 db.
Write for further information.

-

THE GABRIEL COMPANY

Endicott Street, Norwood, Massachusetts

WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES DIVISION
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Magnecord

PM Focus Units
(Continued from page 95)
between the trajectory and the field
is zero as the- beam enters the yoke
field and increases to a maximum of
approximately 30° at point P. The
angle ,then decreases to zero at a
point approximately 41 in. forward
of the front face of the focus unit.
Beyond this point it can be assumed
that the field is very low in magnitude. For a rigorous solution to this
problem the electron motion would
have to be integrated over the 41
in. of effective field. However, by
estimating an average angle of 10°
a good solution can be reached without attempting to describe the integral. The average field intensity in
this area is estimated to be 25 gauss.
Since the effective field is that perpendicular to the electron motion.
H = 25 sin 10° = 4.3 gauss. (1)
An expression' for the radius of
curvature of an electron beam in
a uniform magnetic field is

r = 3.37
(2)
/H
Assuming an 18,000 -volt beam
r = 3.37 x/18,000/4.3 = 105 cm (3)
The angle of deviation from the
plane of the paper in Figure 4 is
B = 4.5 (2.54) radians = 6° -10' (4)
105

In a 24 -in., 90° tube, 24CP4, the
length of the path of the deflected
beam to the top center is 17 in. The
displacement of the top center is
then
(5)
17 tan 6° -10' = 1.85 in.
The direction of this motion2 in Fig.
6 is out of the paper or in viewing
the picture tube from the rear the
spot at the top center moves 1.85 in.
to the right. If the focus unit were
magnetized in the other polarity the
movement would be in the other
direction.
Using 17 in. as the picture height
the angular raster rotation is
= tan' (1.85/8.5) = 12 °-20' (6)
It is rather coincidental that this
figure checks the measured angle of

Complete slot loading
Interlocked pushbutton controls

15,000 cps response at 7W'
Lowest flutter rate obtainable

the only
professional
tape recorder
with every
needed feature

t
156

Full remote

operation

Automatic tape lifter
Instantaneous stop and start
Positive, direct -drive timing

Interchangeable head
assemblies
Mounts in console, rack, or case

Feature for feature, the all -new
Magnecord M80 is the finest professional tape recorder ever built
for its price! The M80 is lighter,
more compact, easier to operate
and maintain than any compar-

13° so closely.

able recorder, yet brilliantly
superior in every performance
specification! It is the outstanding choice for your precision
recording requirements!

Since the stray field of the self shielding or radial type focus unit
is only 10% or 20% of that used
above we may expect 1° or 2° rotation. In practiçe this measures 3/4
degree. Because of the fairly close
agreement between the calculated
results and the observed it is felt the
assumptions made to simplify the
problem are reasonablé.
While this unit was initially developed because of the requirements of the 90° tubes, all of the
advantages found for these tubes

For full details, see the Magnecord
distributor listed under "Recording Equipment" in the classified
telephone directory. Or write:

,
DEPT. TT2

INC.
225 WEST OHIO STREET
CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS
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have been found in the 70° tubes. As
for example, on the 21 -in. tube, all
data presented above applies. In
using the curve to determine flux
density for the 21 -in. tube, it is
found that if the unit is placed on
the tube in the same relation to GI
as was done on the 27 -in. tube the
21 -in. tube can be focused at about
1.5 kv higher voltage than shown on
Fig. 3.

Conclusions
In summary, the authors believe
that this new shielded PM unit represents a significant forward step in
the development of PM focus units.
Any tube utilizing magnetic focus
performs better when the stray field
from the focus unit has been eliminated.
The authors wish to acknowledge
the assistance of Richard Wood and
Nick Kafka, of Zenith Radio Corp.,
and D. P. Ingle, of All Star Products Inc., for their original thinking
and helpful suggestions in the design of this unit.

Ferrites

- you specify
- we justify!

1. Dow, William G. Fundamentals of Engineering
Electronics, 1st ed., John Wiley & Sons, New York,
p. 63.
2. Mid, p. 62.

Noniographs
(Continued from page 87)
Another typical problem is to design a low -pass filter to cut off at 55
lee and match a 50 -ohm input line.
By employing the technique described above, the values C = 110 if
and L = 0.3 uh are obtained from
Nomograph 2.

Extending Freq.eneg Range
Since the reactive values are inversely proportional to the critical
frequency, it is a simple matter to
extend the frequency range by multiplying or dividing by a proportionality factor. An example of an audio
problem will illustrate this. Suppose,
in the first problem above, a highpass filter cutting off below 50 crs
(instead of 50 Mc) were desired to
match 300 ohms. The same lines
would be drawn on Nomograph 1,
but the capacitive and inductive values would be multiplied by the ratio
of the frequencies (50 X 106) /50, or
1 million. Thus, the elements would
be C = 5.3 uf, and L = 0.48 h. The
same rule applies to low -pass filters.
Stated in other words, the reactive
values increase in inverse proportion
to the frequency. Conversely, as the
frequency goes up in multiples of that
shown on the nomographs, the L and
C values are made smaller in the
same ratio.
TELE -TECH
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For example:
-consider the " Lavite" F7B FERRITE MATERIAL, another product of Steward's private research and development, which has set a standard
for antenna rods. It offers sufficiently low losses
in the broadcast frequency range, permeability
of relatively high value and excellent temperature stability
"must" characteristics for that
application. Yet, this is only one of many
property combinations of our ferrite materials,
which provide the desirable basic advantages of
high saturation, higher permeabilities, high Q
and FM frequencies, low temperature coefficient, etc. "Lavite" Ferrites may well reduce the
size and weight of your components, and materially reduce production costs of these parts as
well. Send me your specifications and let me get
in a huddle with our engineers-no obligation.

-

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY

3608 Jerome Avenue
Chattanooga
Sales Offices in Principal Cities
Ask for general characteristic data

1,

Tennessee

-

on all "Levite" Technical Ceramics
( "Lavite" steatite, "Levite"

Titanetes, "Lavite" Ferrites, and
others).
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Integrator

Kcnvon
SPECIAL

Transformers
Have Many Applications

(Continued from page 100)
frequency from the resultant wave
form. The improvement in S/N ratio
is limited only by the charge and
discharge time of the capacitorresistor network associated with the
integrator. Fig. 6 is a photograph of
an experimental model capacitor
storage integrator.
The theoretical improvement in
signal -to -noise ratio possible with
the post detector type of signal integrator is shown to be equal to
So /No X
where (n) is equal to
the number of cycles of information
over which the integration takes
place. Studies made at the Air Force
Cambridge Research Center by
Rogers and Harrington," show that
in the case of very weak signals, i.e.,
S/N
this improvement gradually reduces to So/No
considering the improvement
possible with three types of units investigated at Rome Air Development
Center, we will consider S/N ratios

V

«1,

of 1 : 1.

Linear Additions
The magnesium delay line unit
delivered to Rome Air Development
Center permitted a total of seven
linear additions giving us a S/N im-

Kenyon oil-filled hermetically sealed transformers have particular application to
pulse and high voltage plate transformers and to charging reactors.
They are specially valuable for reactors and plate transformers operating on 40C
cycle or higher frequency primary supply voltage.
Because of their internal characteristics oil -filled transformers present differen
problems from conventional types. Cases must be correctly designed, terminals
properly constructed and sealing methods highly efficient to eliminate oil leakage.
Kenyon has successfully solved these problems.
The result is a unit with high quality insulation, small in size yet possessing excellent life and exceptional dependability.
Because of substantial savings in size and simplicity of insulation, use of Kenyon
Oil -Filled Transformers frequently results in lower final cost.

No matter what your transformer requirements may be contact Kenyon first. Our engineers will endeavor to show you
how you can increase efficiency at low cost by choosing a
transformer from the complete Kenyon line.

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.

Seri -Discharging Circuit
Since the capacitive storage drum
must follow the variations in phase
and respond to new signals in
a relatively short time, the circuit
must be self -discharging, and the
number of effective additions will be
less than the actual number.
In the work of Rogers and Harrington,2 the signal -to -noise improvement is shown to be equal to

(tank

(nY /2)1 %

ny /2
J
L
where y is the discharge factor. For
30 additions and assuming y = 0.1.

840 Barry Street, New York 59, N. Y.
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provement of 20 log V7 = 8.44 db
when positive feed back is employed; the total improvement possible increases, and is limited by, the
time one is willing to wait and the
percentage of enhanced signal that
can be fed back without oscillation.
The signal enhancer utilizing the
magnetic storage drum permits a
total of 16 linear additions, and the
theoretical S/N improvement is increased to 20 logV16 = 12 db. If we
add positive feed back (or recirculation) the total improvement may be
increased to over 20 db. However,
with this much feed back, the information requires several seconds
to register and the indications are
very sluggish.

TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES
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the improvement is 4.25 = 12.68 db.
In the case of a 30 crs a 30 Direction
Finding antenna rotational frequency, the delay time is equivalent
to one second.
Figs. 7 and 8 are photographs
showing the experimental results
when the Radio Direction Finding
Equipment was operated with and
without the magnetic drum signal
integrator. Fig. 7a is the bearing
presentation on a good signal without the integrator in the circuit. Fig.
7d is a bearing presentation on a
fair signal without the integrator.
Fig. 7b shows the bearing on a poor

;

-----
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Right Connections

is a Big

Help!
Helipot* ... first in precision potentiometers ... makes sure that, in every Helipot,
you do have the right connections. No pressure -type connections are used in any Helipot. Tap connections are spot-welded by a
Helipot -developed process, and other electrical connections are soldered ... they all
stay put!
The spot welding process is a particularly
interesting one ... and more important, it offers a very real advantage to users of Helipot
precision potentiometers. Skilled workers, using binocular microscopes, employ a new
technique in spot welding the very fine electrical connections. This technique assures that
tap connections are attached to a single turn
only of the resistance wire, rather than to
several adjacent turns as is usually the case
with the conventional method. Thus the high
resolution, so important to the proper functioning of a precision potentiometer, is not
reduced, and none of the wire turns adjacent
to the one tapped are shorted out.
The spot welding process offers the further
advantage of providing the strongest possible
type of connections ... vibration proof, shock
proof, corrosion proof, unaffected by tem-
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Fig. 9: Graph showing results of

with

and

without

the

signal

flight tests
integrator

signal presented without the integrator, i.e. the transmitter is near
scured by high noise level. Fig. 7e
shows the same signal as Fig. 7b but
with the integrator in the circuit
between the receiver and the azimuth indicator. Fig. 7c is the bearing presentation on a very poor
signal without the integrator in the
circuit. Fig. 7f is the same as on
Fig. 7c but with the integrator in
use.
Fig. 8 shows the effect of employing positive recircuitation in the
signal equipment. Fig. 8a shows a
bearing on a poor signal. Fig. 8b
shows this same bearing with the
signal integrator operating normally.
Fig. 8c shows the bearing when
positive feedback has been used.
In Fig. 8d we have a bearing pre senation on a very poor signal. Fig.
Se is this same bearing with normal
integration and Fig. 8f is this bearing with integration and positive feed
back.
The résults with the solid delay
line were similar to those obtained
with the magnetic drum. However,
limitations in the length of the line
did not permit the improvement obtainable with the magnetic drum.
Fig. 9 summarizes the results of
flight tests made with and without
the signal integrator. We see from
this table that there is no improvement in bearing presentations on
good signals. However, the integrator does improve the quality of the
bearing presentations for the weak
and very weak signals. The net results of these tests were to prove
TELE -TECH & ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

perature and humidity changes. And to

cap the climax, the new process is efficient
and economical ... another example of the
Helipot policy offering the lowest price consistent with the high quality you expect in
Helipot products.
For information about Helipot's complete
line of precision potentiometers, call your
nearest Helipot representative or write direct!
T. M.

Reg. U.S. Pot.

Off.

Write For
Your Copy
Your copy of the
HELIPOT Condensed

Catalog describing every
model of HELIPOT
Precision Potentiometers

and Duodials is now

ready. Please write for
it on your company

letterhead.

Write for Dato File X203

Helipot

s.
0. .....
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC.
SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

PLANTS AT

SOUTH

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

A

MOUNTAINSIDE. NEW

ENGINEERING REPEESENTATIVES IN

Helipot
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TEST
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1040 VACUUM
No.
TUBE VOLTMETER.
A.C.
Self contained

-

-

operated. High impedwide frequency.
ance
For use at audio and
supersonic frequencies.

No. 1010A COMPARISON BRIDGE. Self
contained
A.C. operated. Ideal for lobo.'
ratory and production
testing of resistors,
condensers and induetors.

-

>'
1

.

-v'

f

T

No. 10208 MEGOHM-

METER.

L

-'-

`

2

million megohms.

No.
1060
VACUUM
TUBE VOLTMETER. A
50 megohm input impedance wide frequency range V M. for use
at audio and supersonic frequencies.

-vim

';

'

1

1

-

No. 1030 LOW FREQUENCY "Q" INDI-

-.:
+.V i;ir-

?

DIRECT

READING. Self con tained -A. C. operated.
Electronically regulated
supply, I megohm to

pp

CATOR. DIRECT
Measures
READING.
"Q" factor of coils,
inductances,

distributed capacity, impedances and dielectric
also

loss.

1110A

No.

MENTAL

..-r"

INCRE-

INDUC-

evision components under load conditions.

.

f-,i,
-"

, q1:^'^f

TANCE BRIDGE. For
testing
of
accurate
communication and tel-

d}

.

_b --_

TRANSFORMERS & FILTERS
TOROIDAL

ID
MILITARY

INDUC-

TORS. 60 CPS to I
MC. Also miniature inductors from 1000 CPS
to 100 KC.

PULSE

TRANSFORMERS. Constructed to MIL - I -

specifications.

27

De-

for optimur'
signed
pulse performance.

Gary'

-

AUDIO.
MINIATURE
Hermetically sealed
constructed in accordance with MIL - T - 27
specifications.

A
I

tPi

HERMETICALLY

SEALED

COMPO-

,..4

NENTS. Constructed in
accordance with MIL -

T

-

27

specifications.

gm
PRECISION FILTERS.
10 CPS to I MC.

HIGH FIDELITY. /,
20 CPS to 30 KC.

DB

l

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

FREED TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
1726 Weirfield St.
rooklyn
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IRtdgewood)

27,

N. Y.

that bearings could be reliably presented on any signal received at the
Direction Finding antenna, and by
employing this technique, it was
possible to make the Direction Finding range equal or exceed the

,

high style

communication range.
Another result of this post detector integration technique is to average the bearings received and to
reduce the amount of flutter on the
bearings caused by propagation difficulties. Azimuth accuracy is maintained only as long as the flutter of
the bearings is symmetrical. Since
signals which arrive at the DirectionFinding site via a direct path are
usually much stronger than reflected
signals, the proper signal will usually
be favored.
Results of Study
The results of the study show that
this technique of improving the Direction Finding quality and readability by signal integration is fully
useable with field type radio direction finding station. It is practical to
build a simple integrator type unit
which may be inserted between the
receiver and azimuth bearing indicator, for enhancing the bearing presented thereby increasing the readability and extending the range of
the station. S/N improvements from
6 to 12db are easily obtainable at
the present with the techniques we
have described and greater improvements may be obtained at the expense of a longer integration time.
If we arbitrarily accept a one second time limit as the practical limit
of integration, this will restrict us to
an improvement in the neighborhood of 12 to 16 db overall.
A credit is due to engineers of the
Anderson Labs. and Crystal Research Labs., of Hartford, Conn. for
their work on the magnesium delay
line type of signal integrator, and
suggestion for improving this technique, and to Mr. Anderson for application of positive feedback. Credit
is also due to engineers of Engineering Research Associates at St.
Paul, Minn. who fabricated the engineering model of the magnetic drum
type of signal integrator, and to engineers of the Air Force Cambridge
Research Center who worked with
engineers of the Rome Air Development Center in developing the experimental units and applying these
techniques to the Radio Direction
Finding Station.
This paper was presented at the National Mrborne Electronics Convention, Dayton, Ohio, May
11 -13, 1953.
1 H. Busignies and M. Dishal "Signal-to-RandomNoise Ratio in Radio Navigation and Direction
Finding, Proc. IRE May 1949.
2T. F. Rogers and J V. Harrington, "Signal to
Noise Improvement Through Integration in a Storage Tube," Proc. IRE, vol. 38, no. 10 Oct. 1950.
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dependable
performance
low price
TURNER. 80
on C -4 stand

In design, there is no comparable microphone that equals
Turner 80 styling and compactness. Styling that pleases the
eye and fits in with modern

surroundings. Compactness that
makes this microphone convenient and easy to use. You
can cradle it in the palm of
your hand. Actual size (not including C-4 stand) only 41/2"
in length.
For PA, home recorder, dictating machine, office and factory call systems and amateur
uses, the Turner 80 performance is always dependable.
Approx. 58 db

Sensitivity:

volt /dyne/sq. cm.
below
Response: 80 to 7000 cps.
Weight: 5 oz. less cable.
Coble: 7 foot attached single
conductor shielded.
1

C-4 stand gracefully matches
the Turner 80. Both are satinchrome plated. Stand won't tip
or slide with weight of cord.
Turner 80 list price

$15.95

C4

$ 5.75

stand list price

COMPANY

THE

923 17th Street

Cedar Rapids, Iowa
EXPORT: Ad Auriema, Inc.,
89 Broad St., New York 4

CANADA: Canadian Morconi Co.,

Toronto, Ont., and Branches
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PRODUCTS

Do you want more in f ormation a b out

advertised in
LEADING MANUFACTURERS

TELE-TECH

are using space in this issue to acquaint you
with their products. Perhaps you want
more information on some of them -on one or
two, or possibly a score. You can cover all of
your needs with the cards below. They are
convenient and postfree.

Alarms, carrier interruption Rust Industrial Co., Inc.
Antennas, communication Andrew Corp.
502A Antennas, helical TV; transmitters General Electric Co.
602E Antennas, 2000 me offset feed Workshop Associates Div., Gabriel
501
502

Co.

Attenuators, audio Cinema Engineering Co.
503A Automation aids; cylinders; comparators Clippard Instrument

503

Lab., Inc.

Batteries & capacitors for transistors Mallory & Co., Inc., P.R.
Broadcast equipment Collins Radio Co.
506
Brushes; contacts; slip rings Graphite Metallizing Corp.
507
Cables; connector; sockets American Phenolic Corp.
507A Cameras, film for kine recording Berndt-Bach, Inc.
508
Capacitor -resistor wafer combination Hi -Q Div., Aerovox Corp.
509
Capacitors, button mica Sangamo Electric Co.
510
Capacitors, ceramic disc Radio Materials Corp.
511
Capacitors, HY molded ceramic Sprague Electric Co.
512
Capacitors, low leakage Pyramid Electric Co.
513
Capacitors, subminiature paper Astron Corp.
514
Capacitors, teflon Film Capacitors, Inc.
515
Ceramics; metal -ceramic combinations American Lava Corp.
515A Chassis; plug -in components; indicators Alden Products Co.
516
Checker for VOR signal generators Aircraft Radio Corp.
517
Clamps, cable Bendix Aviation Corp., Scintilla Magneto Div.
518
Clamps, subminiature tube Birtcher Corp.
519
Coating machines, high vacuum, for color TV tubes Consolidated
Vacuum Corp.
520
Coil bobbins; paper tubes Precision Paper Tube Co.
521
Coil forms, resinated Resinite Corp.
521A Color TV generators, monitors & receivers Polarad Electronics
504
505

Corp.

Communications equipment Crosby Labs., Inc.
Connectors, long & short contacts U. S. Components, Inc.
Connectors, meter interlock Harvey Hubbell, Inc.
Connectors, miniature; sockets Elco Corp.
525A Connectors, r -f coaxial Dage Electric Co., Inc.
525B Connectors, r -f Diamond Manufacturing Corp.
526
Connectors, sealed power; plugs Cannon Electric Co.
527
Consoles, audio broadcast General Electric Co.
528
Controls; miniature ac motors Kollsman Instrument Corp.
529
Controls, remote system Paul Schafer Custom Engineering
530
Convention & engineering show Institute of Radio Engineers
531
Cores, tape wound magnetic Arnold Engineering Co.

522
523
524
525

E.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Use the

convenient postage -

free card below to get information quickly about products
listed here
advertised in
this issue

-all

53IA Counters, magnetic Impulse Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
Crystals for color TV Keystone Electronics Co.
Crystals for color TV Midland Mfg. Co., Inc.
Crystals for color TV Reeves Hoffman Corp.
Crystal diode holders Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Crystals, frequency control Standard Piezo Co.
536A Crystals; handbook ($1.00) James Knights Co.
537
Crystals for printed circuits Bliley Electric Co.
538
Deflection yokes, components Tel -Rad Mfg. Co., Inc.
539
Dolly, TV all- directional Ceco Distributing Corp.
540
Dolly, TV camera cranes Houston Fearless Corp.
540A Dynamometers, precision George Scherr Co., Inc.
541
Engineering personnel Hughes Res. & Dev. Labs.
541A Engineering personnel Melpar, Inc.
54IB Fasteners. tubular clip type Tinnerman Products, Inc.
542
Ferrite materials, ceramics Steward Mfg. Co., D. M.
543
Fuses; fuse holders Bussmann Mfg. Co.
543A Generators, FM signal New London Instrument Co.
544
Generators, pulse, 60 to 100,00 pps Measurements Corp.
545
Germanium diodes, fusion sealed Hughes Aircraft Co., Semiconductor Div.
532
533
534
535
536

Germanium diodes, sealed Raytheon Mfg. Co.
Glass tubing & cane; envelopes Demuth Glass Works, Inc.
Gold plating process Sel -Rex Precious Metals, Inc.
548A Inductances & capacitors, metallized glass Corning Glass Works
549
Instruments, electronic test Kay Electric Co.
550
Insulating tubes Stone Paper Tube Co., Inc.
551
Insulating tubing & sleeving Varfiex Corp.
552
Ion traps, snap -on & spring Heppner Mfg. Co.
552A Knobs & dials, phenolic -metal E. F. Johnson Co.
553
Labels. pressure sensitive Avery Adhesive Label Corp.
554
Lenses, TV camera zoom Television Zoomar Corp.
555
Lenses, TV and film camera Wollensak Optical Co.
556
Lights, pilot assemblies, panel Dialight Corp.
556A Luminous & radioactive materials Sampson Chemical
& Pigment
Corp.
557
Meters, volt for color TV Ballantine Laboratories, Inc.
546
547
548

Listings continued on next page
Use these postage -free cards to get

P

Write In boxes the code numbers of products for which
you want information. See list above and on next page.

/

further information

Write in boxes the code numbers of products for which
you want information. See list above and on next page,
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557A Metallizing; solder assembly H. V. Anderson Associates
557B Mica Insulation, glass- bonded Mycalex Corp. of America
558
Microphones, low cost Turner Co.
Microphone system, high intensity Altec Lansing Corp.
559
560
Microwave & radar assemblies N.R.K. Mfg. & Engrg. Co.
Microwave relays Radio Corp. of America
561
562

Mountings, vibration

&

shock Robinson Aviation Inc.

562A Nylon lacing cord & tape Heminway & Bartlett Mfg. Co.
563
Oscilloscopes, multi- channel Electronic Tube Corp.
564
565

565A
566

566A
566B
566C
567
567A
567B
567C
567D
567E
568

568A
569
570

570A
571

571A

Packaging, shock-proof Cargo-Packers Inc.
Photo equipment; cameras; lenses Burke & James, Inc.
Plastics, laminated National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Plastics, laminated, high dielectric Synthane Corp.
Pliers for printed circuits Klein & Sons, Mathias
Plugs, hermetically sealed polarizing Hermetic Seal Products Co.
Potentiometers, dual wirewound Bourns Laboratories
Potentiometers, precision Helipot Corp.
Power plants, gasoline- powered standby D. W. Onan & Sons, Inc.
Power supplies, fized station Electra Products Laboratories
Preamplifiers, broadcast; plug -in units Langevin Mfg. Corp.
Printed circuits Stupakoff Ceramic & Mfg. Co.
Printed circuit connectors DeJur -Amsco Corp.
Publication, electronic development Aerovox Corp
Q- meters, 50 ke to 50 me Boonton Radio Corp.
Racks, cabinets, chasaia Par -Metal Products Corp.
Recorders, battery operated portable Amplifier Corp. of America
Recorders, magnetic tape Magnecord, Inc.
Recorders, tape; reel adapters Presto Recording Corp.
Regulators for color TV voltage: resistors Victoreen Instrument
Co.

572

572A
572B
573

573A
574
575
576

577

577A
578

578A
578B
579
580
581

Relays, mercury, leakproof Adams & Westlake Co.
Relays, null- seeking Sigma Instruments Inc.
Resistors, boroncarbon film International Resistance Co.
Resistors, ceramic, wirewound & carbon Mallory & Co., Inc., P.R.
Resistors, encapsulated wirewound Shallcross Mfg. Co.
Resistors, miniaturized wirewound Sprague Electric Co.
Resistors, power, fixed & adjustable Claroatat Mfg. Co., Inc.
Resistors, variable, for printed circuits Chicago Telephone Supply
Corp.
Resistors, variable; switches Stackpole Carbon Co.
Resolvers, miniature computing Ford Instrument Co.
Rheostats; switches; chokes Ohmite Mfg. Co.
Scanners, film, color & monochrome Philco Corp.
Sealed leads & multiple headers Electrical Industries
Servo components, motors Transicoil Corp.
Shafts, flexible remote control White Dental Mfg. Co., S. S.
Sockets, bi -decal color TV tube Eby Ina., Hugh H.

MAIL CARD
TODAY

NOT GOOD AFTER
1,
1954
APRIL

582

583
584
584A
585
585A
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594

Sockets, molded mica Cinch Mfg. Corp.
Socket turrets; plugs; adapters Vector Electronic Co.
Solder, flux -core Kester Solder Co.
Spectrum analyzers G &M Equipment Co., Inc.
Switches, crossbar Cunningham, Son & Co., Inc., James
Switches. eight -pole double -throw Guardian Electric Mfg. Co.
Switches, push button Grayhill
Switches, push button, lever General Control Co.
Switches, HV vacuum enclosed Jennings Radio Mfg. Corp.
Tape, braided nylon lacing Gudebrod Bros. Silk Co., Inc.
Tape, magnetic; plastic reels Audio Devices, Inc.
Tape, magnetic recording Reeves Soundcraft Corp.

Terminal boards; hardware U. S. Engineering Co.
Terminal panels & strips Jones Div., Howard B., Cinch Mfg. Corp.
Test Instruments; transformers Freed Transformer Co., Inc.
594A Toroidal decades, plug -in; filters Burnell & Co.
594B Towers for AM, FM, TV, microwave Truscon Steel Div., Repub595
596
597
598

598A
599
600

600A
601

601A
602

603
604
605
606
607
608
608A
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616

616A
617
618

lic Steel Corp.
Towers, galvanized antenna Blew Knox Co.
Transformers, audio, pulse, power Atlantic Transformer Corp.
Transformers, civilian & govt. Peerless Div., Altec Lansing Corp.
Transformers; coils; chokes I -T -E Circuit Breaker Co.
Transformers, oil -film Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc.
Transistor analyzer Fairchild Engine & Airplane Corp.
Transistor machinery, automatic Kahle Engineering Co.
Transistors; consulting Hydro -Aire, Inc.
Tripods, TV camera Camera Equipment Co.
Tubes, aluminized TV picture General Electric Co.
Tubes, damper diode for 90° deflection Tung -Sol Electric Inc.
Tubes, electron; electronic supplies Allied Radio Corp.
Tubes, electron, receiving & industrial Radio Corp. of America
Tubes, microwave TR shutter Bomac Labs., Inc.
Tubes, planar triode rocket Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Tubes, radial -beam power tetrode Eitel- McCullough, Inc.
Tubes, TV receiving Radio Corp. of America
Tubes, VHF tetrods power Amperex Electronic Corp.
Tubing, high dielectric strength Cleveland Container Co.
Tubing, seamless nickel Superior Tube Co.
TV broadcast transmitters Standard Electronics Corp.
TV cameras, transmitters General Precision Lab., Inc.
TV, color instrumentation equipment Telechrome Inc.
TV components, color Raypar Inc.
TV projectors; transcription arms Gray Res. & Dev. Co., Inc.
TV station monitors General Radio Co.
TV transmitters for color Federal Telecommunication Laboratories
Wire, heat resistant hook -up Cornish Wire Co., Inc.
Wire, miniaturization, hook -up Brand & Co., Inc. William
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precision -built by
Richard D. Schotter has been appointed vice -president of Phen -O -Tron
Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y. Jack Bayha
has been made chief engineer of the
company's new plant, said to be the first
to be devoted exclusively to the production of printed circuits.

ContinentaL
Cc'uweto'Lo

A. Melvin Skellett, head of the research division of National Union
Radio Corp., Hatboro, Pa., was pro-

ACTUAL
SIZE

A.

Melvin Skellett

moted to the new post of vice -president
in charge of manufacturing and engineering. Lawrence L. Hardin, Jr.,
was named director of the research
division. Mr. Skellett was associated
with Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
for fifteen years before he became head
of National Union research in 1944. He
will make his headquarters in Hatboro.
Mr. Hardin will be in charge of the
company's Orange, N.J. custom research work under Mr. Skellett's supervision.

Charles F. Stromeyer has been
promoted to the position of executive
vice -president of CBS -Hytron. Mr.
Stromeyer joined the company in 1942
as chief engineer and assistant to the
president, and was later made vicepresident in charge of manufacturing
and engineering.
Dr. George E. Duvall and Dr.
Charlotte Zihlman LeMay have joined
the staff of Stanford Research Institute,
Stanford, Calif. Dr. Duvall, formerly
with the General Electric Co. at Richland, Wash., will work as a theoretical
physicist in high explosives with SRI's
department of physics. From 1946 to
1948 he was a research associate in the
Research Laboratory of Electronics at
M.I.T. Dr. LeMay, formerly in the
transistor program of Texas Instruments Inc. Dallas, Texas, will undertake
a research program of solid state
physics for SRI's engineering division.
TELE -TECH
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PRINTED
CIRCUIT

061-.071

PRINTED
CIRCUIT
CARD
THICKNESS

CON N ECTORS
Series

P -C

15, 13 and 22

contacts

in single or double rows

Answers the need for a positive, space- saving
connection between printed circuitry and

conventional wiring. Permits direct connection to a
printed circuit "plug" mounted sub-assembly.
(See line drawings) By specifying 22 contacts in a
double row connector and using both sides of
printed circuit card you have provision for up to 44
individual connections for #16 AWG wire.
(Precision phosphor bronze pressure contacts
assure a voltage drop of only 20 millivolts
maximum at rated currents.) Can be custom -built to
suit any card thickness. Available in three
insulating materials; Mineral filled Melamine,
Plaskon Reinforced (glass) Alkyd type 440 -A, and
Diallyl Phthalate (blue). For complete details write
for Engineering bulletin, Series P-C

THICKNESS
OF CARD
.061 MIN.
.071 MAX.

ELECTRONIC SALES DIVISION

De

tJUR-RMSC0 CORPORRTIOCI

Write Dept. TPC-2, Del UR-Amsca

Corporation, 45-01 Northern Bled., Long Island City 1, N. Y.
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newest aids to
.ï

AUTOMATION!

(Continued from preceding page)

Sidney Gordon, formerly with Emer-

son Radio and Phonograph Corp. and
Serge Berstein, formerly with Fada,
have joined Tel Instrument Corp. of
Carlstadt, N.J., manufacturers of color
video test equipment. Both will serve
as development engineers. Lawrence

Freeman, formerly with Kay Electric
Corp., has joined the company as a
sales engineer.
Martial A. Honnell, professor of
electrical engineering at the Georgia
Institute of Technology from 1937 to
1953, was recently made a vice -presi-

Here are three unusual "helping hands" which

will

enable you to reduce many of your present production
and control operations to push- button simplicity. Because of their versatility, they will fire your imagina-

tion- suggest

challenging new ways to manufacture

better products faster, at lower cost.

Clippard Miniature Pneumatic Cylinders, for

Clippard MINIATURE PNEUMATIC
CYLINDERS (No. MAC 38), are

shown above in a typical test jig
set -up activating electrical contacts. Size of cylinders overall is
2'4," x'Ad" dia., stroke /n" maximum, spring return piston. Operates on as little as 12 pounds
air pressure.

example, are so small they can be jig mounted
on N6" centers, making them ideal for activating

Martial A. Honnell

electrical contacts, valves or small work holding
or feeding fixtures. In test operations (see jig illus-

dent and chief engineer of Measurements Corporation of Boonton, N.J.,
wholly owned subsidiary of Thomas A.
Edison, Inc., West Orange, N.J. Professor Honnell will be in charge of engineering design and development.

tration at right) they actually give an operator extra
hands to work with thru use of a foot pedal air valve.
If your manufacturing process involves the testing, sorting, grading or matching of resistors, the

Clippard P.

R. 5

Automatic Resistance Comparator

will pay for itself very quickly, permitting you to
compare unknown resistors with

a

standard resistor

simply by touching them across two terminals. Work
can be handled either by unskilled operator or auto-

matic production set -up.
The Clippard P. C.
parator is

a

4

Automatic Capacitance Com-

R. 5 AUTOMATIC RESISTANCE
COMPARATOR permits unskilled
P.

operator or automatic set -up to
test, grade, sort or match as
many resistors a minute as can
be touched across two front
terminals. Range 100 ohms to
100 megohms. Three scales of
deviation from your standard:
-5% to +5%, -25% to +30%
or -50% to +100%

companion instrument permitting you

to accurately check, grade, sort or match up to
8000 condensers of any type (10 mmfd to 1000 mfd)

in one day. Either unskilled

labor or automatic

set -ups can be used.

Write for catalogue sheets describing these versatile new "helping hands" to automation, and lit-

erature showing how others are using them to produce higher quality products at lower cost, today!

Cf/ppard
INSTRUMENT LABORATORY, INC.

P. C. 4 AUTOMATIC CAPACITANCE
COMPARATOR grades, sorts,
checks or matches all types of

condensers (10 mmfd to 1000
mfd) at production speeds with
laboratory accuracy. Requires
'no accessories other than the
standard capacitor against
which unknowns are to be compared.

7390 Colerain Road, Cincinnati 24, Ohio
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Henry Hulick, Jr., chief engineer for
Station WPTF, 50,000 watt NBC affiliate
in Raleigh, N.C., has been elected to the
board of directors of the WPTF Radio
Co. Mr. Hulick celebrated his twenty fifth year with the station this year.
M. B. Sawyer, Jr., has been appointed
factory manager of the electronic division plant of Thermador Electrical
Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. Sawyer was formerly vice president
of Motor Mfg. Co. that was purchased
by the A. O. Smith Corp. Following the
purchase he became manager of the
A. O. Smith Co. Pacific Coast Division.
Cyril N. Braum, former chief of the
Television Facilities Division of the
FCC has joined the consultant staff of
the Joint Committee on Educational
Television, 1785 Massachusetts Ave.,
N.W., Washington 6, D.C. where he will
provide general engineering assistance
to educational channel applicants. Further, he will keep educators informed
on technical television developments.
He also will serve as engineering consultant for the National Citizens Corn mittee for Educational Television. The
JCET works directly with educators;
NCCET with the general public.
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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William R. Ludka has been appointed
director of staff laboratories engineering for Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. St. Paul, Minn. He will
continue to head 3M's chemical engineering staff, but also will be responsible for all engineering connected with
the firm's central research and products
fabrication departments as well as its
new products and defense products departments.
Walter E. Nouer recently joined the
engineering department of Lynch Carrier Systems, Inc. West Coast manufacturers of carrier telephone- telegraph

990 Series Connectors
Time Tested Performance

U. S. C.

W. E. Moller

and associated equipment. Mr. Noller
formerly was engaged in the design and
development of voice operated and fire
control radar equipment with Bell Laboratories. Subsequently, he was a senior
engineer with the Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph Co.
Asru K. Das Gupta, who joined Solar
Manufacturing Co.. Los Angeles Calif.
in 1950, has been promoted to director
of engineering. Prior to his promotion
he was director of ceramic operation of
the company.
Ralph R. Stubbe has been made chief
engineer of General Instrument Corp.
and will make his headquarters at the
company's home plant in Elizabeth, N.T.
Charles Fahrner has joined Electrical
Windings, Inc., Chicago, Ill., where he
will assume the duties of chief engineer.
Mr. Fahrner was formerly associated
with Standard Transformer Corp.
(Stancor) and more recently with Chicago Standard Transformer Co.
990 Series connectors with long contacts assure
positive and dependable contact under conditions of severe vibration or shock.

NARTB Offers Tower

Insurance Analysis

A confidential tower insurance
analysis has been initiated by the
NARTB as a free member service.
The plan makes it possible to get a
detailed comparison of risks covered
and premiums payable under present
policies as against the NARTBendorsed plan. Service may be obtained by sending present policy to
NARTB insurance consultants, Hufty, Eubank and Russel, 104 Marsh
Bldg., Washington 6, D. C.
TELE -TECIf
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990-S Series connectors with short contacts assure quick engagement and disengagement.

Let

us

work out your specific problems.

See us at the

sç

I

R E

Show- booth

625

Serles 81 recoest

990
on
a'Aable

U. S. COMPONENTS,
Associated with

454 -462

U.

S.

Taal and Mfg. Co., Inc.

East 148th Street. New York
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Shielded Enclosures

ENGINEERS

(Continued from page 75)
to use only the electric field intensities for "attenuation," although occasionally magnetic field intensities
are used.
If measurement at point 2 or 3 is
within the shielded enclosure, the
presence of reflections causes the
wave impedance (ratio of electric to
magnetic field intensities) to differ
considerably from that of free space
and radically different results may
be obtained for attenuation and insertion loss. On the other hand, if
point 2 is outside the shielded enclosure it is practically impossible to
obtain an incident wave which is
plane and the results will again be
widely different. Fig. 2 illustrates
this difference for measurements
made upon an experimental galvanized iron screened room of single shield construction. Induction field
effects are evident below 2.5 Mc and
leakage at joints is evident above 100
Mc. Obviously the terms "attenuation" or "insertion loss" should not
be used interchangeably.

AND

PHYSICISTS
Latest developments in your fields
will be presented at the

IRE

I
I

-

NATIONAL CONVENTION AND
RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW
New York City, March 222824.25

Plane-Wave Attenuation

HEADQUARTERS. WALDORF -ASTORIA HOTEL
EXHIBITS. KINGSBRIDGE ARMORY

are cordially
invited to visit
the Hughes exhibits,
Kingsbridge Armory.
You

Hughes research, development
and manufacturing in
the field of advanced
electronics have led to
significant achievements for
the military, as well as
for commercial applications.

GROUND and AIRBORNE RADAR
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEMS

AIRBORNE DIGITAL
COMPUTERS
ELECTRONIC BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
MINIATURIZATION and
ADVANCED PACKAGING
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
MICROWAVE FERRITE
DEVICES
ANTENNAS and RADOMES
INDICATOR and
MICROWAVE TUBES
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

r--

Methods of Measurement
Settling upon one of the quantities mentioned above is only the
first, although major, step toward
obtaining uniformity in the presentation of data. Within each method
are many possible variations in procedure which will yield different
results.
Among the most frequently used
methods for the measurement of
"attenuation" are the following:
(a) Free -Field Method: This

HUGHES
RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

Culver City
Los Angeles County, California

J

tK

The measurement of plane-wave
attenuation reveals much more
clearly than insertion loss the quality or lack of quality of a shielded
enclosure. This is also the characteristic which is of most value to a
person conducting tests on sensitive
equipment within the shielded enclosure. On the other hand, insertion loss gives a reasonable description of performance where the
enclosure surrounds a generator of
radio interference which must not
escape from the room, provided the
test incident wave is similar in nature to that of the r -f generator.
Because of the less universal applicability of insertion loss and certain practical difficulties in measurements which are generally much
greater than for attenuation, it is
recommended that the engineering
usage of "attenuation" be adopted as
standard by the shielded room
industry.

TELE -TECH
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method requires a plane wave of
sufficient intensity to permit the
measurements indicated by Fig. 1. In
practice it has been found expedient
to use the radiation fields of powerful broadcasting stations (10 to 50
kw) for this purpose. The shielded
enclosure is generally mounted upon a truck so that it may be placed
in fields of adequate strength, but
out of the induction field, at the
various frequencies to be measured.
This method most closely approaches ideal theoretical conditions
but has many practical disadvantages. Among them, the enclosure
must be small enough to be portable, and broadcasting stations must
be available at the frequencies of
interest. Stations are rarely available for very-high- frequency and
extremely -low- frequency measurements. At low frequencies it is difficult to obtain the high field
strengths required and still be outside the induction field of the transmitting antenna.
(b) Military Method: This method
makes use of lower -power sources
of signal, approximately 2 to 10
watts. All measurements below the
fairly high frequencies are made in
the induction field region. Measurements are of the rod -to-rod or
dipole -to- dipole type in the induction field except for an additional loop -to -loop measurement at
low frequency. This method was
originally proposed as a production
check on the performance of
shielded enclosures for military use.
Results obtained by this method are
not directly comparable with those
of the free -field method but are
useful when compared with other
results obtained by the military
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ANDit might

well be yours! For if you
are now buying the components for servo systems from
several manufacturers, you are probably wasting time, labor,
machinery, and material, modifying the various units for
better coordination. And you still end up with only the
inferior performance that such a hodge -podge delivers.
Transicoil experience proves that you can save the time
and trouble of secondary operations and end up with a
better system by merely using assemblies made up of matched
Transicoil components. The units comprising these assemblies are designed and constructed to work with each other
for optimum efficiency, top performance, and actually cost
less when assembled than the total purchase price of individual components acquired from several sources.

If you are now purchasing servo components from several
manufacturers, a serious talk with Transicoil will pay you
dividends in lower costs and a better system. But if you
require only one component, you can be sure of optimum
performance from the Transicoil units you specify.

TRANSISTOR TEST
or

CORPORATION

STREET

NEW YORK D13, N.Y.

c
Mueller, of the RCA research staff,
checks an experimental type of high frequency
transistor that amplifies signals at frequencies
as high as ten MC. These high -frequency transistors have been field tested in experimental
radio rece`. vers under study at the David Surnoff
Research Center, Princeton, N. J.
Dr.

C.

W.
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Miniature
Control Motors
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Motor and Gear
Train Assemblies

Motor, Generator, and
Gear Train

Servo

Plug-In

Amplifiers

Assemblies

Combinations
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(Cont.)

SHIELDED ENCLOSURES

PATENTED

Plug -Ins of many sizes
with sockets and plugs

Socket -Turrets for most
tube types will carry
a wide variety of circuit elements.

as desired provide
great flexibility in
circuitry.

It is believed, wherever
measurements are made in the induction field region, attenuation to
both the electric field and the magnetic field components should be
separately stated. While this method
produces results difficult to support
by mathematical theory, which is
also complicated, it lends itself
fairly well to practical use in the
method.

field.

U N

Q

I

U E

Insertion Loss

Unitize those tricky circuits for
quick change or repair, compactness, ease of wiring. New
snap -on 4-40 U nuts for socket
saddles enable easy mounting (1). New pre -punched, eye letted strip construction provides many variations (2). New
Socket Test Adapters for most
tubes enable quick tests on
tube side (3). New miniature
tube base plugs (5). Write for
new catalog.
REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. Taylor Company

Sunrise Hwy., RockvilleCentre, N.Y.
R. J. Magnuson
4258W. Irving Park Rd., Chicago41, III.
David H. Ross Company
534 El Camino Real, San Carlos, Calif.
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Vector Electronic Co.

PLUG -IN

3352 SAN FERNANDO RD., LOS ANGELES 65
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Do YOU belong in

this picture of progress?

-

-

EXCEPTIONAL project diversification
military and commercial
enables

MELPAR to offer you individual recognition, rapid advancement and ground -floor
opportunity with a progressive company.
Experience desired in one or more of
these allied fields: Radar Sonar Fire

Control SystemsMicro -Wave
Techniques Pulse Circuits Servo
Mechanisms Electro- Mechanical
Design Speech Compression Small
Mechanisms Antennae Design Flight
Simulators Subminiature Layout
10 Potter Street, Cambridge, Mass.

A SUBSIDIARY
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If you qualify and wish to join this successful, growing organization, write now
for further information about a personal
interview in your area.
Address: Personnel Director, Dept.

T -2.

emelpar
COr.OaAr[D

440 Swann Ave., Alexandria, Va.

WESTINGHOUSE

AIR

BRAKE

COMPANY
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"Insertion loss" measurements
are frequently attempted by one of
the following methods:
(a) Uniform-Field Method: This
method requires a plane wave of
sufficient intensity to permit the
measurement indicated by Fig. 2.
The practical execution of this
method and its advantages and disadvantages are similar to those for
the measurement of free -field
"attenuation."
b) Induction-Field Method: This
method is similar to the Military
Method for measurement of attenuation except that ideally the
shielded enclosure must be removable from between the fixed source
and receiver of energy. In practice,
the room is left in place but both
source and receiver are moved to a
new location where the distance between the two is kept the same as
with the presence of the shielded
enclosure. It is important that measurement 4 of Fig. lb be performed
in a region free from reflection of
r-f energy. Generally, adequate
care is not given to see that this is
true and the measurement suffers
in accuracy accordingly.
(c) Open /Closed Door Method: In
this method, removal of the shielded
enclosure from between source and
receiver is supposedly accomplished
by opening the access (door) to the
enclosure.
Since a significant
amount of loss may be sustained
even with an open door, results are
quite misleading and almost always pessimistic. Fortunately, this
method is vanishing from current
usage.
Need

for Standard

Each method of measuring insertion loss has some inherent disadvantages sufficiently serious to keep
any of them from being recommended as a standard method. Considerable work has yet to be accomplished before a standard method
can be universally accepted but
choice of an interim standard would
certainly be helpful to industry.
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Curve Tracer

(Continued from page 92)
The Curve Tracer Test Set was
built in the console form, as shown
in Fig. 1, to facilitate ease and speed
in operation. All power supplies and
circuits are contained in the cabinet.
The ac line voltage, 117 v., is the only
external connection necessary.
The front panel contains, essentially, the controls for the tube under
test and the recorder. A row of
switches on the panel connects various supplies to the tube under test
which is plugged in an adaptor. Other
switches select the desired voltage
and current range and the electrode
voltage or current to be plotted.
There are X and Y axis select
switches which have three positions:
voltage, current, and plate resistance
or transconductance. It is possible to
locate the zero any place on the chart
with the biasing circuits which are
also located on the front panel.
The right -hand panel contains
three regulated B supply controls,
and plug -in meters to monitor their
voltages and currents. The select
switch for the voltage divider circuit
is located on this panel as well as the
sweep select switch and the sweep
controls. A microswitch to lift the
recorder pen is located near the
sweep start and return switch so both
can be operated with one hand.
The left -hand panel contains the
controls for the heater supply, two C
supplies, the chopper circuit, the
plate resistance circuit, and the
transconductance circuit. The Cl
supply is stabilized by a VRTube and equipped with a ten position divider. The divider is located near the Ct controls and is also
used with the regulated power supply divider circuit. The C, supply is
regulated and used with the sweep
circuit and the chopper circuit. A
control on the cutoff voltage used in
the chopper circuit is also located on
the panel. Plug -in type meters are
used on the panel to monitor the
heater and two C supply voltages,
and the current from the C2 supply.
The current meter is also used to
check the ratio of the chopper circuit.

The author wishes to acknowledge the work of
Wray U. Shipley who did much of the preliminary
development on the Curve -Tracer Test Set.

Miniature Tube Aid
Frank D. Mirabella, President,
and Nicholas Zanzano, Sales Manager of S/C Labs., Inc., 37 George
St., Newark, N. J., report that
patent 2659061 has been issued for
the S/C Guide -A -Tube. The device
is a low loss plastic wafer used for
insertion of miniature tubes into
their respective sockets.
TELE -TECH
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IN 20 SIZES

FOR OPERATING

VOLTAGES UP
TO

600 VOLTS

Today's miniaturized equipment has
brought forward special exacting
special purwiring requirements
pose miniaturizat on wires for chassis
hook -up wire and for use as leads in
transformers, chckes and otner miniaturized electroric components.

-

developed in The
Wire was specially range of -55° C to
D Miniaturization use need within the
This
TURBO BRAND
to meet a
wre
laboratories
of 600 volts rms.
a graduated
Brand
rating voltage 7/38 to 19/25 and in "mini"
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solid
,
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sizes from 30íÌO
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TURBO INSULATION

TURBO "mini" wire is insulated to withstand the effects of water, oils,
aircraft engine fuels, hydraulic fuels, dilute acids, alcohol, alkalies, ethylene
glycol and fungus. The primary insulation is TURBO 540, an extruded
polyvinyl chloride compound. For further protection there is an extruded
jacket of nylon over the primary insulation, which gives added resistance to
mechanical wear and abrasion.

PROBLEMS

p
in special problems
Research
SPECIAL MINIATURIZATION
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William Brand
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WILLIAM

Dept.

T -2

TURBOTUF

TURBO

Specialists Since 1920

& CO., INC.

Willimantic, Conn., U.S.A., Tel. HArrison 3 -1661

Extruded
Wire Markers
TURBO Insulated Wires
Insulating Tubing and Sleeving
Mica
Cambric Cloths, Tapes, Papers
Saturated Sleeving and Tubing

Varnished

Tubing
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Cylindrical Iron Cores

available from Rramid

The
security
of experience.
Pyramid has more
experienced personnel (in
years of actual designing and
manufacturing of capacitors) than

any other manufacturer.
The control of specially designed facilities. Pyramid is the only manufacturer
of capacitors whose plants were planned
and built specifically for the entire
manufacturing process of capacitors

from drawing board conception

through reception of raw materials,
fabrication, packaging and ship-

ment.
The guarantee of one standard.
All Pyramid capacitors are one
quality, made of the same quality
materials demanded by rigid military
specifications. Pyramid capacitors have
a low leakage factor due to the non- hygroscopic insulating material used on
all production. Pyramid delivers
the best at no premium.
A complete line of
capacitors -full
ranges in ah
ratings an i
types.

1445 HUDSON BOULEVARD

ELECTRIC COMPANY
NORTH BERGEN. N. I., U.S.A.

NEW! Ford Instrument Size 15

TELESYN"
RESOLVER
Extremely accurate computing unit
Resolves input voltages into sine and
cosine components

Miniature size
Lightweight
Precision built to meet rigid military
requirements
Rated

1

-24 volts, 400 cycle input

Size 15 Resolver shown

full size

The Ford Instrument Size 15 Telesyn Resolver is
available in three models with transformation ratios
of 1:1, 4:1, and 8:1
making it adaptable to numerous applications: analog computers, angle data
transmission systems and similar equipment.

...

13

ittelk

FORD INSTRUMENT COMPANY
DIVISION

WRITE

FOR

-

FULL

DETAILS
this
dato sheet gives
you the complete

facts. Address
Dept. NU.

SPERRY CORPORATION
31 -10 Thomson Avenue, Long Island City 1, N.Y.
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(Continued font page 86)
may be easily calculated once the
low frequency inductance and high
frequency permeability is known.
Although the measurement of distributed capacitance will not be
treated here,8 attention is called to
a special phase of this subject unique
with cylindrical iron cores, namely,
the relationship between distributed
capacitance and grounded vs. floating cores.
When iron cores with diameters
0.8 times the mean diameter of the
coil, or greater, are introduced into
the coil, the presence of the core
produces an additional capacitance
between the coil and the core which
increases the self- capacitance of the
coil. This added capacitance results
in an increase in the apparent inductance of the coil. This capacitance
was investigated by Foster and
Newlon8 and is a function of wall
thickness of the coil form and the
length of the coil and core. The effect
is especially pronounced with long
coils wound on thin wall forms such
as are used for permeability tuning
in the standard broadcast band.
Grounding the core further increases
the distributed capacitance.
Grounded Core
Along with increasing the capacitance of the coil, other factors such
as coil losses and electrostatic coupling to adjacent circuits change
when the core is grounded. If a
grounded core is not required, the
deleterious effects may be reduced
by employing special cores with the
tuning screw mounted in an insulated end section. This insulated
section also helps keep the tuning
screw out of the magnetic field of
the coil. The presence of the screw
might otherwise lower the inductance and Q of the coil.
The effect on the coil of grounding the core may easily be measured
on the Q -Meter by alternately measuring the properties of the coil with
and without a grounding strap connected to the tuning screw. The
grounding strap should be connected, not to the Q -Meter ground,
but to the LO inductor post. The
cores should be similarly grounded
when measuring the distributed capacitance of coils with powdered
iron cores unless the circuit design
specifically calls for ungrounded
cores.

The curves of Figs. 7 and 8 are
taken from Foster and Newlon's
paper and show how the apparent
inductance of a coil is increased
when its core is grounded. The increase of apparent inductance is
& ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES
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plotted as a function of core diameter to mean-coil- diameter and
coil- length to coil- diameter, respec-

From

Station Break
to Feature ...
the NEW

tively.

Another correction, peculiar to
iron core measurements, is sometimes required when small inductors
are measured at high frequencies.
Under these conditions the internal
inductance of the Q -Meter often
forms an appreciable part of the
total inductance, but when the core
is inserted in the test coil only that
part of the total inductance increases. Thus, the ratio of inductance
HI

L

STD

"BALANCED"

J'UJ"ripaQ
doing a
whale of a job
every day!
is

HI

4P
"BALANCED"
TV

ISO

TRIPOD

mounted on
3 -wheel
portable
collapsible
dolly
illustrated.

.10

THREW THE book away and engineered a
brand new "BALANCED" Tripod for every photographic and video need. The result
revelation in effortless operation, super -smooth tilt
and 360° pan action.

We

-a

Co

LO

prevents mishap if the lock
Quick release pan handle
locks into desired position. Mechanism is enclosed, rustproof, needs no lubrication. Tension adjustment for Camera Man's preference.
Built -in spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle. We defy you to get anything but the
smoothest, most efficient operation out of this
tr pod beauty.

GND

10: Circuit for measuring coil inductance accounts for distributed capacitance
Fig.

with and without the core is measured as something less than the
true value. Let
La =true inductance of coil in air
Ll =true inductance of coil with
iron core
Lm= internal inductance of QMeter
L.'=1..,.-1-L,=-apparent inductance
of coil in air
LI'= LI-}-Lm= apparent inductance
of coil with iron core
The true ratio of LI /L,, is then
Li /La = ( L,'
Lra) /La'
Lm) (6)
The true ratio of Lt /Lo is then
Dividing the numerator and denominator by L.',
L,' Lm
(7)

-

L. /La

=

La
1

where

n

-

La
Lm

n

-L.'

1

= the apparent

-

WE RENT
CAMERAS

*

SERVICE

MOVIOLAS

m

change of

Lm/Lo
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EQUIPmERT
flEW YORK CITY
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Complete line

= the ratio of
=

G AME

of 35mm and 16mm equipment available for rental.

r

The expression apparent inductance" used in this instance does not
account for the effect of distributed
capacitance or other outside influence on the inductance of the coil.
As applied here, the term refers only
TELE -TECH

AND

IF YOU WORK WITH FILM .. .
It will pay you to get to know us.
The country's foremost
MITCHELL: Standard, Hi- Speed, BNC, NC, 16mm.
Bell &
professionals depend upon our
Standard, Shiftover, Eyernos.
HOWELL:
MAURER:
16mm
portable, versatile, adaptable
Cameras. ARRIFLEX. MOVIOLA: Editing machines, Synchronizers.
equipment.
DOLLIES

-r

internal inductance to the apparent inductance of
the coil in air

not applied.

is

-

= LI'/Lo
T

BALANCE

lever

WE DESIGN and manufacture L,ns
Precision "T" STOP CALIBRAWE CALIBRATE LENSES
Mounts and camera equipment fcr
TION of all type lenses, any focal length. Our method is
35mm and TV corneras.
16mm
approved by Motion Picture Industry and Standard Committee of SMPTE. Lenses coated for photo graphy.
Special TV coating.
FRANK C. ZUCKER

inductance

and

PERFECT
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A
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superior

switch

for
CONTROL

AND
SWITCHING OF
VIDEO CIRCUITS
Also
TELEMETERING
DELAY LINES

Advantages
Extreme flexibility
Fast quiet switching
Crosstalk down 60 Db at 10 MC
Any group of setups may be held
intact while setting up others
Provision for spot or remote control

Strapwiring eliminated
Excellent HF characteristics
Palladium contacts
Reduced cost

with

Compact design, small size
Low operating power

-2.5

watts

Simple "package" installation

individual

TYPE M
cross -over

magnets.
Write us about your switch.
ing problems and for information on our larger
switches.

JAMES CUNNINGHAM, SON & CO., INC.
foot T -1. Rochester, New YorL
Tel. BAker 7240
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to the inductance of the coil as affected by internal Q -Meter inductance.
When using laboratory Q-Meters
of recent design') this correction is
needed only if the apparent inductance measured without its core is
less than about 1.0 lah. For values of
inductance greater than 1.0 ph the
internal inductance may be neglected.
Occasionally small iron core inductors are used for low frequency
applications. When investigating
such a coil, the properties of both
the coil and core should be measured
at the design frequency. This may
be accomplished with a series meas-

Write for Catalog

STANDARDIZED
Economy

for

Utility Flexibility

in this complete range of sizes and styles:
Panel Widths: 19", 24" and 30" wide panels.
Cabinet Depths: 16!x', 18" and 24" deep.
Panel Spaces: 361 ", 6111", 70" and 77" high.

Planning an electronic product? Consult us for

RACKS

CABINETS

CHASSIS

PANELS

NitallEft
PRODUCTS CORPORATION

-

49th ST., LONG ISLAND CITY 3, N. Y.
Tel.: AStoria 8.8905
Export Dept.: Rocke Internat;onal Corp.
13 East 40 Street, New York lb, N. Y.

32 -62

COMBINES 18 YEARS OF IMPROVEMENTS
NEW

Q

METER

TYPE 260 -A
Freq. 50 kc to 50 me

urement wherein an auxiliary, or
standard, coil is used in conjunction
with the test coil. This method is
suitable for the measurement of coils
as low as 0.01 microhenries and requires two separate measurements,
each with a different connection to
the Q- Meter.

routing

permits Q readings down
to a value of 10.

The Q Meter Type 260 -A replaces our Type 160 -A,
which has been standard equipment for eighteen
years. Many improvements have been made, but
several of our ideas were too extensive to put into a
model in production. The Q Meter Type 260 -A
includes all past improvements and the extensive
changes that we have accumulated
SPECIFICATIONS:
FREQUENCY COVERAGE: 50 KC to 50 MC. Continuously variable in eight ranges.
FREQUENCY ACCURACY:

Approximately

.

1

%.

RANGE OF Q MEASUREMENT: 10 to 625.
RANGE OF DIFFERENCE O MEASUREMENTS: 0 to 125.
INTERNAL RESONATING CAPACITANCE RANGE: Main .uning
Dial: 30 to 450 mmf (direct reading) calibrated in 1.0 mmf
increments from 30 to 100 mmf: 5.0 mmf increments from
100 to 450 mmf.

ACCURACY OF RESONATING CAPACITOR: Main tuning Dial:
Approximately = 1% or 1.0 mmf., whichever
is the greater.
POWER SUPPLY: 90-130 volts -60 cps (internally
regulated).
Price: S725.00 F.O.B. Factory

.'x Q Scale reads the difference in Q
of two circuits or components up to
a value of 125.

Thermocouple for indicating current
inserted into measuring circuit redesigned for high burnout point well
above operating current.

All indications on large meters with
parallax correction and accuracy of
*1% full scale.
Voltage insertion resistor decreased to
0.02 ohms to minimize effect on measuring circuit. New type low reactance
metalized coaxial resistor used.

BOONTO)ADIO
BOONTON
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Circuit

resonance with an auxiliary coil
(hereafter called a standard coil)
connected to the inductor terminals.
Then the unknown coil is placed in
series with the standard inductor
and the Q circuit is restored to
resonance by changing the Q capacitance from C, to C2. During the
measurement the frequency, f. and
the values of Ci and C2 must be
noted. Both connections for this
measurement are shown in Fig. 9.
An equation for the unknown inductance, L, can be derived in terms
of f,
and C2. With the standard
coil alone in the circuit, we may
write

C

NEW FEATURES
Lo Q Scale

Q

The Q circuit is first tuned to

mLetd

= 1/rv CI

(8)

whereas

(9)
= 1 /C2
aoL,ta +
with both the standard coil and unknown inductor in series in the circuit. It is assumed that coupling between the coils is negligible. It is
good practice to enclose the standard
coil in an aluminum or copper shield
to negate any inductive or capacitive
coupling that might otherwise exist.
The shield may be returned to
ground thru the LO inductor post
of the standard coil. See Fig. 9.
Substituting Eq. (8) in Eq. (9)
yields
raL

or,

=

(1 1w Cs)

L = (Ci

- (1 /w Ci)

- Cs) /w2 C1 C2

(10)

The accuracy of this measurement
is maximum when the inductance of
the standard coil equals that of the
unknown. Fortunately, this ratio is
not critical and since we do not al& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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ways have an optimum value of
standard inductor on hand, measurements may be made with slightly
reduced accuracy using standard
values other than optimum; a ratio
of two to one is not excessive.
A further requisite for standard
coils is a high Q. Q's in the order of
200 to 250 are desirable but lower
values will permit satisfactory measurements of many coils. However,
if the Q of an unknown coil is especially low, it may be necessary to
use standard coils with Q's of 300 or

THE INDUSTRY'S
FOR

ONLY ALL-PURPOSE CONSOLE

AM- FM -TV!

more.

Distributed Capactteence
The distributed capacitance of
coils accounts for an increase in the

apparent inductance above the true
inductance whether they are measured directly or by the series
method. Because the usual coil that
requires a series measurement has
so little inductance and distributed
capacitance, its self-resonant frequency, fa, is generally considerably
greater than the measuring frequency, f. When this is true the apparent rise of inductance over its
true value is negligible.
However, larger coils which are
sometimes measured by the series
method do not enjoy the same immunity from the effects of distributed capacitance. It is necessary,
therefore, to examine the ratio of
frequencies, f, and fa, as it relates to
true and apparent inductance.
Consider the circuit of Fig. 10
where L, the inductor to be measured, is shown with its distributed
capacitance, Cd. Incidentally, the
standard coil is also shown with the
distributed capacitance. It is important to note that if the frequency
of the Q -Meter is not changed during the measurement, the self capacitance of the standard coil has

ALL PLUG -IN AUDIO CONSOLE
Buy only amplifiers you need -add more as

In this one console G.E. provides virtually every program audio
facility you'll need for AM, FM or TV! Nine mixers and up to
seven input pre -amplifiers provide all necessary combinations to
handle live, film, transcription or remote shows. Send the coupon
below and learn all about this outstanding equipment!

*
*
*
*

All amplifiers easily and quickly
plugged -in
All external connections plug -in
Color coded control knobs

Aluminum write -in strips

FREE!
General Electric Company, Section X4824
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
Please send me bulletin EC11-38 on G -E Audio Console.
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

PLANT RADIO

station requirements grow!

L-___

STATE

GENERAL

ELECTRIC ___

new location and expanded facilities to manufacture
audio, pulse, power and magnetic
amplifier transformers
specializing in difficult -to -make
and custom -built transformers
Two -way radio helps maintain smooth flow of
material and sub -assemblies along the mile -

long B -36 production line at Consolidated Vultee's Fort Worth, Texas plant- Fifteen materials
handling vehicles are equipped with General
Electric units. Security and fire departments operate a separate two -way radio system of 12
vehicles, and the plant maintenance department
has eight trucks with radios on a third frequency
TELE -TECH
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GOVERNMENT APPROVED
-Plat Testing Facilities under
MIL -T -27 Specifications

úk
ransformer corporation
Da

(fil
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4Jf Industries

Inc.
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HUBBELL hi/pr./0(4 provides automatic locking

...

low contact resistance connection for

BRUNO MULTIMETERS!
meter leads cannot
disconnect accidentally!

L= Le(1-

(02LCd)

(11)

By definition, the self -resonant
frequency, fe, is a function of L and

-

Cd, as follows,
LCd =
Meter Mf rd.
by Bruno
New York
Industries
Corp.

-

Hubbell Interlock connectors may be
put to a multiplicity of uses for both
electrical and electronic devices. Our
development laboratory will cooperate
with your engineers to adapt Interlock
for your specific applications.

Hubbell Inter-

lock connectors,
shown, are nylon
insulated
. color-coded in
black and red with a terminal
wire connection. The Type S
connectors used in Bruno Mul-

Information,

Write Dept. C:

lU

-

or,

Bruno Multimeters take advantage of
Hubbell Interlock's exclusive contact
and locking features. Leads lock automatically when plugged into meter
disconnect only when intended. Contact resistance is extremely low, and
stays constant because of unchanging
coil spring pressure. Exclusive design
and nylon insulation make Interlock
jacks waterproof and weatherproof.

For Further

no effect on the measurement of the
unknown inductor, L. The apparent
reactance of LSLd will be greater, of
course, than the true reactance, but
since its value varies only with frequency it will remain constant thruout the measurement and not appear
in the final expression for L.
The apparent reactance of coil, L,
with distributed capacitance, Cd, is
w Le = ry L /(1
(,= LCd)

/ HARVEY HUBBELL, Inc.

timeters accommodate wire
sizes #14 to #18 with 15 amps.

1

/rv2e

Substituting this expression in Eq.
(11),
L = Le

-

(1

ms)

(12)

= the true inductance
La = the apparent

where L

(measured) inductance
and m =f /f,
Series measurements are greatly
facilitated with a test jig. This jig
provides terminals for both the unknown and standard coils.

Series Measurement

capacity.

Considering a series measurement
for a test coil in which the permeability of an iron core is to be determined, an equation can be derived that expresses the true change
of inductance produced by the core
in terms of measured parameters.
Knowing L,
we can calculate the
effective permeability of the core.
Referring to Fig. 11, let
L.td = inductance of the standard

Interlock Dept., Bridgeport 2, Conn.

/L

coil

L, = inductance of the test coil
in air
L, = inductance of the test coil
with iron core
AL = L, -L,,= inductance added
to the test coil by the iron
core
8 = measured
increase of inductance with a standard
coil in series with the test

%/ /

N.R.K. MFG. & ENGINEERING CO.
4601 WEST ADDISON STREET
Microwave

SPring 7-2970

CHICAGO 41,

/

//

coil

ILI.

Then
e

Assemblies,

+

L

Precision

Instruments

+

AL

L.,d) /(Lo

e-

..

,,L

1
1

+

manufactured to
your

+

Lrtd)

Dividing numerator and denominator by

Radar Components,
and

= (L,

L.td

(13)

Lad
L,

The first two terms in the numerator of this expression may be

Blueprints

and Specifications.

rewritten as follows,
1 + (0 L /L,) _ (Le +

L, L) /L,

=

If we let
7 =
174

TELE -TECH

Ltd/L.,
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then rearranging Eq. (13) we have for
the true ratio of L, /L"
L; /Le = o (1 + y)
y
(14)

-

ttie
srin9 s you
IV11y
RSs

t NIGNES1,Ep VOW

Example 1:

Coil Data
Number of turns
Wire size
Mean diameter

1

35
28

AL

Fig. 11: Arrangement for determining iron core
permeability in series measurement of a coil

core inserted in the coil, the capacitance
must be reduced to 150 µµf to restore
resonance to the Q circuit. What will
the L, /L ratio equal when a core of
the same material and diameter, but
0.984 inches long, is inserted in this
coil?
With the coil and core lengths equal,
the L; /L ratio measures

Resinite Coil Forms are laboratory tested and field proven.
Their operating characteristics

power
thermal properties
low moisture absorption
. .
.
. . . and resistance to voltage
breakdown- represent a new
in
basic comachievement
ponents for electronic application.
factor

.

.

.

Resinite Coil Forms are available with inside or outside threads, slotted, punched or embossed. Axial
pressure in excess of 25 lbs. is accomplished through
a special three -row threaded design. Torque can be
controlled to + or -1 in. oz.

RESIVITE 8104: for coil forme requiring very high dielectric properties
under extreme humidity.

ECORPORATION
SuffiTPRECISION
DIVISION
O

2035

Using this value in Eq. (2a), we can
find the effective permeability, µ,.

-

...

-volume resistivity

Li /Le = 305/150 = 2.035

(Li /Le)

P

RSNA

PE

0.511 in.
0.492 in.

Length
Core Data
Material Pyroferric PY -14A
Diameter 0.338 in.
Length
0.492 in.
The coil alone resonates at 2.75 Mc
with 305 µµf of capacitance. With the

Fie=

of any

PAPER TUB

F

E

Ill.

Charleston St., Chicago 47,
79 Chapel St., Hartford, Conn.

L W.

RESIVITE "AC ": for applications tegairing very high dielectric strength.
Electrolytic corrosion Is Impossible.

855151TE 104: for stapling, ears
forming, fabricating. Send today for
full details and technical information.

use

I

+1

(d, /de)g

Substituting,
1.035

ve=

0.518

+1 =3.0
REDUCE

LABELING COSTS
ELIMINATE

If a core of greater length is now
inserted within the coil, the effective
permeability, µe', of the longer core may
be found with Eq. (3).

,.e//-

ve'=3.OV0.9844.41
0.492

Using this value in Eq. (2) to find
L,/L0 for the longer core,
=

1

+

0.518 (4.41

-

1)

= 2.76

This was checked on a Q -Meter with
a PY -14A core 0.984 in. long. The mea-.
sured value equalled 2.70; an error of
only 2.2% for the calculated value.

LABEL CORP., DIV.

117 Liberty St., New York 6

1616 S. California Ave., Monrovia, Calif.

35
26 PE
0.517 in.
0.625 in.

1-1 Send us case histories 8. free samples
us about your

Tell
dispensers

ri

(Continued on page 176)
TELE -TECH

Because Avery labels are pressure sensitive, they're
the fastest, easiest and most economical labels you
can use...for nameplates and trademarks, for guarantees and instructions -for approval seals, diagrams
and many, many other uses.
They can be supplied in any size, shape or color...on
backing tape in roll or sheet
With Avery
form...to meet your own speelectric
cific labeling requirements.
dispensers
is
labeling
You can save time and money
as much as
by using these labels in YOUR
5 times faster
than with
business. Clip the coupon for
ordinary
FREE samples.
methods!
AVERY ADHESIVE

Example 2:

Coil Data
Number of turns
Wire size
Mean diameter
Length

WASTE MOTION
SPEED ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Have the Avery
Label Man call

III

Dearborn St., Chicago 5
Offices in Other Principal Cities
608

S.

S'

Name

Company
Address
Our business is
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!/Mi-

(AN OLD CORNISH CUSTOM)

Core Data

BeJTHE

u
with

TEF -COR

ii

HOOK -UP WIRE

scores another triumph with this

tough, super -flexible product
that has proven itself under fire.

Heat -resistant to

2.5?

The L, /L. ratio of the given core and
coil is

500°F.

= 347/161 = 2.16
and the effective permeability equals

Cold- resistant to -67° F
High dielectric properties

This new super -heat wire, insulated with "TEFLON," is ideal
for guided missile, jet and low.

tension aircraft applications,
transformer and coil leads.
Sizes from AWG10 through 28.
Also supplied with silver coated
'copper shields, and to individual customer requirements.
Write for further information.

M

A

D

E

B

Y

E

N

G

0.507

Does not support combustion

Impervious to known solvents
Perfect concentricity
Tough, homogeneous, uniform

I

N

E

E

R

S

F

O

R

E

N

G

I

N

CORNISH WIRE CO.,
50 Church St.,

---Fi =3.29
1.16

µ,

Companion fo the famous "NOFLAME-COR,,

"

Material Stackpole G -2
Diameter 0.368 in.
Length
0.625 in.
This coil in air resonates with 347 µµf
of capacitance at 2.75 Mc. When the
core is introduced in the coil, the Q
capacitance must be decreased to 161
µµf to restore resonance. What length
core is required for an L,/L, ratio of

whereas the effective permeability required for an L, /I, ratio of 2.5 is

-4.1 =3.96
1.5

µ.' =

0.507

With this value of u. in Eq. (3), the
core length is found to equal

3.95

E

E

R

S

"

INC.

New York 7, N. Y.

core length = 0.625

2

= 0.873 in.

3.28

As a check, a G -2 core 0.873 in. long
was inserted in the coil and the measured ratio of L, /L, equalled 2.56; an

error of

2.4 %.

Example 3:

for lacings that stay put!

GUDELACEr

Using the same coil of Example 2,
what will be the value of L, /L, if the
G -2 Stackpole core is decreased in
length to 0.375 in.?
The effective permeability, g.', for a
shorter core can be calculated from
Eq. (4).

BRAIDED NYLON LACING TAPE

1tl
µé = 3.29 `/0.375
V/

Style

18

(Medium),

Substituting this in Eq. (2), we fmd
the LI /L, ratio should equal,

500 yd. spools,
black or natural

Revolutionary Type of Lacing

A New and

Saves time, saves money, greatly
reduces the number of rejects

Won't "bite through" insulation
Won't cut wiremen's fingers or cause
dermatitis
Ties easier, ties tighter and cuts down
on slipping of knots
Let GUDELACE answer your lacing problems.

it -rite for FREE
samples and pr ices.

GUDEBROD BROS. SILK CO., INC.
Electronics Division, Dept
Main Office:

'Patent Pending.
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2.1

0.625

12 South 12th

B

Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

225 West 34th Street, New York

1,

N.Y.
TELE -TECH

L;

/L,= 1+0.507(2.1 -1) =1.56

The measured value was 1.59; a 1.9%
error.
Example 4:

Coil "A"
Coil "B"
Coil Data
Number of turns 19
16
26 PE
Wire size
26 PE
Mean diameter
0.643 in.
0.643 in.
Length
1.187 in.
0.75 in.
Core Data
Material Unknown
Diameter 0.367 in.
Length
0.75 in.
Coil "A" (with a spaced winding)
tunes without a core to 8.0 Mc with 140
µµf of capacitance. When the core is
placed in the center of the coil the
capacitance must be reduced to 70.4 µµf
to restore resonance. Calculate the effective permeability, g.', and predict the
L, /L, ratio if this core is used with
coil "B".
& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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The L, /L. ratio for coil "A" meas-

ures

= 140/70.4 = 1.99
and from Eq. (2) the effective permeability is

-i

1.99
FLé

=

0.326

+

1

= 4.04

If we assume for the moment that
the coil was increased to 1.187 in. from
an original length equal to that of the
core, viz., 0.75 in., we can say the effective permeability, p., was reduced
to a value of p. of 4.04. Such a reduction is related directly to Eq. (5) and
we can rearrange the expression and
solve for p...
Ka
Y.

=

'

c

/core length

/

(5a)

coil length

Substituting,
p.

_

4.04

- 4.04/0.891

new FM Signal Generator
Model 100C gives the same excel Int performance as the 100A and
100B-but increases the tuning
range to cover all the way from 27
to 230 megacycles in a single band.
The

Leakage, spurious outputs, drift and
hum are all very low. There is no
mixing, no multiplication. A piston
attenuator gives accurate attenuation from .02 to 100,000 microvolts. Frequency deviation is in two
ranges: O to 30 kc and 0 to 250kc.

Designed and constructed to withstand hard use, the 100C is an
ideal production test as well as a
highly accurate laboratory instrument.

= 4.53

0.75
1.187

Using this value of p., we can predict L, /L. for a coil length of 0.75 in.
with Eq. (2).

New London Instrument

-

1) = 2.15
= 1 -F 0.326 (4.53
The measured value of L, /L. for coil
"B" was 2.19.

NEW LONDON,(ONNECTICUT

Example 5:

At 30 Bic the measured values of
and L.' for a certain coil equal 0.27 ph
and 0.114 ph, respectively. The internal
inductance, Lm, of the 160A Q -meter
used for this measurement measures
0.012 ph. What is the true ratio of

Fp{tES - COpqf

L,/L..

.'."

From the above information, L,' /L.'
equals

"'Yee

°s
the finest

(Continued on page 178)

remote control
system available

AWARDED ARMSTRONG MEDAL

...

positive control
20 metering
40 control

circuits

circuits

satisfied customers coast to coast
one year guarantee

two weeks delivery
complete

Dr. Raymond A. Heising has been presented with
one of radio's prized honors, the Armstrong
Medal. The award was made by The Radio Club
of America. He invented the system of modulation which bears his name and was responsible

p

for the design and construction of the first transmitter used in overseas telephone service. Other
activities of Dr. Heising Include carrier currents,
piezo- electrics, and fundamental research. He
retired recently from the Bell Telephone Labs.
TELE -TECH
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- ready to install

$1645

chafer Ousfom ,engineering
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0

9®ALLESANDRO

STREET

LOS ANGELES 39, CALIFORNIA

PHONE NOrmondy
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www.americanradiohistory.com
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Northeast Airlines

a

4QLQmß© am
ßQrá"

=0.27

¡

AIR L1116

)riARIBAI
es.r,rrv..s

-

0.114
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= 2.265/0.895 = 2.53
In this particular case, neglecting the
internal inductance would have resulted
in an error of over 6 %.
Li /Lo = (2.37
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An auxiliary coil (of about 85 µh) is
connected in series with a test coil and
the combination tunes to a frequency of
1.0 etc with 233 µµf of capacitance. The
auxiliary coil tunes to this frequency
without the test coil with 298 µµf.
The inductance of the test coil is
given by

to insure the dependability

and accuracy of their vital
communication systems
under all extremes of
service conditions.
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Our new, enlarged plant enables
to add customers who need
us
deflection yokes or other electronic components for military and
manufacturing operations.
We invite your inquiries.
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From Eq. (14), the true ratio of inductance equals
L, /La=

1.33(1-{-3.6)-

3.6

=2.52
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Council Selects
WCEMA Officers for '54
The West Coast Electronic Manufacturers' Assoc., Los Angeles CounLA

cil, has selected E. P. Gertsch as
chairman for 1954. He is head of

Gertsch Products Inc., Los Angeles,
manufacturer of electronic test
equipment and instruments, and a
Senior Member of the IRE.
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(6.28 X 10e)2 X 233 X 298

When the core is introduced into the
test coil the tuning capacitor must be
decreased from 233 µµf to 175.5
µµf in order to maintain resonance in
the Q circuit. Thus, the apparent ratio
of increased inductance is 233/175.5, or
1.33. Calculating y
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Transistor Test
(Continued from page 75)
For typical transistors biased in the
normal operating range only the intermediate sensitivity (M =1.0) is
necessary. However, if it is desired
to make measurements at very
small input signal levels, the 0.1 position provides additional sensitivity.
Conversely, if transistor noise causes
excessive fluctuations, readings may
be taken at higher signal levels by
using the meter in its least sensitive
position (M =10). The factor of 100
in the r_1 and r.,_ positions (last two
columns of Table I) was chosen to
insure that typical values of these
parameters for grounded base point
contact transistors would fall near
the center of the available range.
Similarly, the factor of 1000 in the
last two positions was chosen with
typical grounded base junction parameters in mind. The Transtester
is calibrated against internal networks of precision resistors which
simulate the various parameters of
transistors.

Phase Sensitive Detector
One of the most important features of the equipment is the phase
sensitive (coherent) detector used
in the ac voltmeter. Since the equipment is designed to measure only re
sistive parameters, it is necessary to
insure that only those components
of the measured voltage or current
which are in phase (or 180° out of
phase) with the ac signal input give
rise to an indication on the meter.
The method by which this is accomplished is indicated in the following
section; here we are concerned only
with the advantages of such an arrangement. A detailed analysis of
the ac measuring circuits shows that
inaccuracies present due to inevitable stray wiring capacities are con siderably reduced by using a phase
detector. For point-contact transistors, these inaccuracies are very
small and the phase detector makes
them quite negligible. In measuring

junction transistors, however, normal wiring capacity can cause considerable inaccuracies when the collector resistance is very high. For
example, if re is 50 megoluns and the
stray capacity (including that of the
transistor itself) is 12µltf, a 30% inaccuracy will result if a conventional
ac meter is used. Proper adjustment
of the phase detector entirely corrects this source of error. The particular circuit used has an additional
advantage in that various types of
noise and 60 CPS pickup do not produce a mean displacement of the
meter, but merely cause the meter
TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

ALLIED world's largest distributor of
ELECTRON TUBES FOR INDUSTRY
ALL BRANDS
STOCK

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

AMPEREX

ALLIED stocks for quick
shipment the world's larg-

G.E.

EIMAC
RCA
RAYTHEON

est distributor inventory
of special -purpose electron
tubes. We specialize in

SYLVANIA
TAYLOR
TUNGSOL
VICTOREEN

supplying the needs of
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governmental and other
users. To save time, effort
and money -phone, wire
or write to ALLIED for fast
expert shipment.

WESTINGHOUSE

and others

Refer to your
ALLIED Catalog for
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electronic supplies. Write today
for a FREE copy of
the complete 268page 1954 ALLIED
Catalog.

Everything in
Electronics from
One Dependable Source

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave.
Dept. 18 -B -4, Chicago 83, III.
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New Extruded Angle Frame

PUSH

BUTTON

SWITCHES

WITH HIGH CURRENTHANDLING ABILITY

Perform faultlessly

in applications

where depend-

ability and long
life are of the utmost importance.

MI 41
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STANDARD SWITCH

The model MPB Switch consists of a sturdy frame on
which is mounted push button units from two to a
maximum of twelve positions. They can be supplied
in the following types: Accumulative Lock; No Two
Interlock; Lock Release; and Non -Lock. Parts are
manufactured to meet Government specifications for
aircraft and other electrical applications. Each switch
is tested after assembly to withstand 2500 volts, 60
cycle between contact springs and frame.

WRITE FOR DATA BULLETIN TT -300

RIGHT -ANGLE

A

complete line of LEVER SWITCHES to meet your needs
WRITE FOR DATA BULLETIN TT -10O
h
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1200 SOLDIERS
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A Sequential Relay That
Counts, Stores or Remembers

TRANSISTOR TEST (Cont.)

to fluctuate about the correct reading. Such disturbances cause both

KELLD66
MAGNETIC
IMPLUSE
COUNTER
PROVED IN USE!
-10 operations in sequence but one relay plus coil
DIGITAL STORAGE -Once read -in, stored without power but no latches
TELEMETERING- Counting or controlling from o distance but minimum wiring
COMPUTERS -Series read -in parallel read out
STEPPING -Replaces 2 magnet 10 point stepping switch of pulse rates up to 20 per second
SEQUENTIAL OPERATION

WRITE FOR FREE

TECHNICAL DATA TODAY, DEPT. 46 -8

KEW=-;
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY
A

Stabiftg Considerations

Division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

SALES OFFICES:

79 West Monroe Street, Chicago 3, Illinois

To obtain meaningful results from
any of the measurements discussed
above it is necessary to insure that
the circuit as a whole including the
two or four terminal device under
test is stable, not only in the frequency range at which the measurements are being made, but throughout the entire frequency spectrum.
Oscillations which invalidate results
are most often encountered in point
contact units because of their inherent short circuit instability. For
circuit stability the determinant of
the equations describing the ac behavior must be greater than zero. At
low frequencies this condition may
be written
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Make certain to inspect
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Booth No. 481, at the I.R.E.
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fluctuations and incorrect mean
readings when conventional detectors are used.
The phase sensitive meter employed also permits one to distinguish between negative and positive
small- signal parameters. This feature is particularly useful when investigating peculiar units having
small- signal parameters of the
"wrong" sign which are sometimes
encountered in the present state of
the transistor art. Negative values
of h,_ (indicating negative equivalent base resistance) and 1 -a have
been observed for junction transistors, and negative values of r2, for
point contact types. Note that a conventional meter would not indicate
the typical behavior of these transistors. The ability to distinguish
and measure negative parameters is
also useful in investigating the negative resistance characteristics of
germanium diodes, point contact
transistors and input or output impedances of switching circuits as a
whole.

+

R0) (1

+ RL /r22)

- arls>0

where r11, r12, a and r22 are properties of the unit under test, Ra is
the dynamic resistance in series with
the input terminal, and RL is the dynamic resistance in series with the
output terminal. Low frequency stability is easily achieved since either
Ra, RL or both may easily be made
as large as necessary. In the equipment described the minimum value
of R0 is 100K. In order to insure stability at high frequencies, the various reactive elements present in the
circuit must be included in the analysis. The high frequency characteristics of a point contact transistor
may be represented by writing

National Convention.
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(1-} -4)/wa) for r.:, in the ac
equivalent circuit where to. is 2n
times the a cutoff frequency, L. Although this is certainly not an exact
representation, it is sufficiently accurate to obtain realistic results. A
second important circuit parameter
influencing high frequency stability
is the total capacity between emitter
and base, Ceh. Imposing either the
Nyquist or Routh stability criterion
to this equivalent circuit we find that
instability results if 1 /fe is less than
2 n Ceb(arl2
r11), where a is the
low frequency short- circuit current
r21

M11H
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WHEN
on
depends

r

UUUSO
it pays to specify

-
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PIEZO CRYSTALS

More than a Million Keystone Crystals, now
in use the world over for frequency control
in military and commercial communications
equipment
have established a solid reputation for Top Reliability!

-

huge and continuing
production of conventional
quartz crystal types insures
Our

-

prompt filling of your orders
be they large or small.

NEW!

For

COLOR
Fig. 3: Schematic

of phase sensitive detector

gain. Accordingly, care should be
exercised in keeping the stray wiring capacity at the emitter terminal
low. For typical values of r11, r12 and
a, oscillations may be expected if
the a cutoff frequency is greater
than 40 Mc. However, the critical
cutoff frequency may vary by an
order of magnitude depending on the
exact values of r,1, r12f and a. The
insertion of a series resistor of several hundred ohms right at the
emitter terminal will aid in maintaining circuit stability (by increasing r11): the value of this resistance
must then be subtracted from the
measured r11 to determine the
equivalent f11 of the transistor.

Instrumentation
The primary source of signal current and voltage is a conventional
Wien bridge oscillator, the frequency of which may be varied by
5% from the nominal value of 270
cps by a front panel control. In normal use, the output amplitude is adjusted for approximately 20 volts at
an impedance level of 40 ohms.
Three separate cascaded amplifiers
and a phase sensitive detector are
included in the ac metering circuit.
The first amplifier has a nominal
stabilized gain of 100 with a relatively broad pass band centered at
the design frequency. A three position decade switch for changing the
meter sensitivity is included at the
output of the second amplifier which
also has a nominal stabilized gain of
TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

a

qualified

.

member of our engineering
staff is available for consultation with you
at
YOUR
plant or ours. We
welcome your Inquiries.
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Available!
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literature
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nation

KEYSTONE ELECTRONICS COMPANY
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Varicons with covers are the newest
Elco Corporation quality -products! The
addition of these covers now greatly
increases the almost limitless application
of these versatile miniature connectors.
Finished in Elco's attractive blue wrinkle, the covers are designed so that
the two end -plates interlock with the
center section, making assembly extremely easy; and simplify the soldering
of leads to contacts. Varicons with
covers are available in single -tier units of 4 to 18 contacts; and in double -tier
units of 20 to 44 contacts. Varicons possess good contact retention, low contact
resistance, high current and voltage ratings, and low capacitance. Contacts are
always under pressure; cannot be overstrained or overstressed. Varicon's "Keying
Control" makes it impossible to connect unmatched parts. Composed of only four
basic parts, it is possible for you or for us to assemble any Varicon from stock
parts. Varicons are also available with brackets and handles. Full technical data is
yours upon request; as is information about Elco's complete quality -line of miniature and subminiature tube- sockets and shields.
For Catalog Sheets, Call GArfield 6-6620 or Write ELCO Corp., 190 W. Glenwood, Phila. 40, Pa.
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TRANSISTOR TEST

- now at a new low price
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

HANDBOOK
456 pages ---over 260 illustrations

... standard
complete ... clear
concise ... practical

authoritative

CONTENTS!

Vacuum Tube Fundamentals
Electronic Principles
Principles of Diodes
Principles of Multi- Element Tubes
Principles of Photo- electrle Tubes

REISSUED AT YOUR REQUEST
demand of engineers, THE ELECTRONIC
reference in the field
and at a truly economical
once again available

Yes, because of the

Cathode Ray Tubes
Special Purpose Tubes
Tubes as Circuit Elements

ENGINEERING HANDBOOK- standard

-is

...

price!

Electronic Circuit
Fundamentals

ENGINEERING HANDBOOK is regarded by
many engineers as the most complete, authoritative, and
useful book on electronic tubes and their opplicat ons
ever published. It contains 560 charts, diagrams, and
and 456
more than 260 illustrations
tables
pages.
THE ELECTRONIC

Principles of Rectification
Principles of Amplification
Low Frequency Amplifiers
High Frequency Amplifiers
Principles of Oscillators
Principles of Modulation
Principles of Detection
Cathode Ray Oscillographs
Relaxation Oscillators
Photo-electric Circuits
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What's more THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING HANDBOOK is
practical
placing special emphasis on industrial a ?and there's no
plications. The text is clear, concise
reliance on involved mathematics. This handbook is a
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Electronic Applications
High Frequency Heating
Industrial Sound Systems
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are incorporated in the third amplifier. The
first is resistive and stabilizes the
maximum gain at 100. A second
feedback through a twin -T coupling
network is degenerative at frequencies remote from the null of the
twin -T resulting in an amplifier with
a maximum gain of 100 at 270 crs
and selectivity equivalent to that obtained from a single tuned circuit
with a Q of 12. Minor phase shifts in
the preceding amplifiers can be
compensated by adjusting the oscillator frequency slightly since the
phase changes quite rapidly with
frequency in the selective amplifier.
The phase detector itself consists
of an over -driven amplifier and two
dual diodes as shown in Fig. 3. During one half of the reference cycle
the diodes are biased off by 100 volts
and no current can flow through the
meter. On the other half cycle the
diodes conduct heavily. When no
signal is present, the bridge circuit
consisting of the four diodes and
their associated series resistors may
be balanced by the zero adjustment.
Signals in phase with the oscillator
reference voltage unbalance this
bridge and cause a deflection on the
meter. Signals 90° out of phase with
the oscillator give rise to equal positive and negative currents during
the "on" half cycle and consequently
no net deflection. Similarly, random
noise and stray 60 crs pickup yield
no average deflection although excessive spurious voltages will cause
the meter to fluctuate about the true
reading. It can be shown that the effective bandwidth of a phase detector is essentially the bandwidth of
the meter movement itself considered as a low pass filter.
The dc current supplies employ
pentodes with negative current
feedback obtained from large series
cathode resistors. Analysis of this
circuit yields a value of approximately 10 megohms for the internal
dynamic resistance with the particular choice of tubes and circuit parameters. The output current of the
supply may be adjusted between 0
to 15 ma of either polarity subject
to a maximum load voltage of approximately 200 volts.
Measurements of the "h" parameters of transistors requires that the
output terminal be returned to either an ac ground or an ac generator
through a low impedance. Several
modifications of a conventional voltage stabilizer circuit yield a design
with the following features:
a) voltage adjustable from 0 to
100 volts of either polarity (to a
100. Two feedback paths

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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maximum current of 35 ma)
b) internal impedance of less
than 5 ohms (plus a 10 ohm resistor
used for measuring a -c current)
c) injection of oscillator voltage
into the feedback loop which essentially adds an ideal ac generator to
the supply without increasing the
impedance.
The dc operating point of the transistor under test is continuously
monitored by meters indicating the
input and output current and voltage. Seven current ranges (50 Ita tb
25 ma full scale) are provided for
both input and output current, while
the corresponding vacuum tube voltmeters have five ranges (100 my to
25 v for input voltage and 1 v to
100 v for output voltage).
Although the equipment described
here was specifically designed for
measuring the small signal behavior
of point contact and junction transistors in the grounded base connection, it has proven sufficiently versatile to permit a number of other
types of measurements with relatively minor modification or recalibration. Specifically, the equipment
has been used to measure grounded
emitter and grounded collector dynamic characteristics of junction
transistors, dc and dynamic characteristics of point contact and junction diodes, h parameters of point
contact transistors, and input and
ouput impedances of complete amplifiers and switching circuits. The
addition of a precision resistor to
change the input ac and dc current
source to a voltage source permits
the accurate measurement of vacuum tube dynamic characteristics
over a very wide range of values.
Likewise, additional dc supplies permit the measurement of all of the
small signal parameters of transistors with four or more terminals.
TV CAMERA TEST

Manufacturers of

GLASS TUBING and CANE
Machine -made in three standard compositions
DG

#91

a standard soda lime glass with a thermal expansion
of 92 x 107- softening point 701° C-density 2.52

DG

#12

a potash- soda -lead glass

DG

#264

a lead- barium (iron sealing) glass with a thermal expansion of 118 x 10'-softening point of 603°
density 2.76

with a thermal expansion
of 89 x 107-softening point 630° C- density 3.05

C-

In addition to supplying tubing and cane bulk packed in long lengths, we a :so
fabricate in the form of glazed cut tube sections, flat or round bottom tubes
or envelopes, and specially tooled shapes.
Your inquiries will be appreciated and will have prompt attention.

DEMUTH GLASS WORKS, INC.
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

the only practical gold plating

process for electronic use!

Bright Gold Process
NOW . . all the advantages of gold plating for
precision components without the common faults
of ordinary gold. Here is the first real advance in
industrial gold plating. Components that require
surface or sliding contacts can be gold plated to
any desired thickness without altering the finish
or contour of the basic metal.
SEL -REX gold produces mirror -like deposits regardless of thickness . . . without scratch brushing or buffing. Its exceptional
hardness resists abrasion, wear and galling . . . affords far
greater corrosion protection. Less gold is required to secure
minimum specified thickness, yet has unusually good "throwing
power" to plate interior surfaces and deep recesses without
the need for auxiliary anodes.
.

No special equipment is

inspector in Camden, N. J., plant of RCA
Victor Div., Radio Corporation of America, checks
circuits of the company's new "TV Eye" closed circuit television camera as initial models come
off assembly lines. Midget 4 -lb. camera, with
housing removed from chassis, is focused on
test pattern at left. Signal, channeled through
control unit seen between camera and receiver,
reproduces pattern on receiver screen.
An
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required for
plating with SEL -REX BRIGHT GOLD for
either barrel or still plating operations.
The SEL -REX BRIGHT GOLD BATH operates at room temperature and is simple
to maintain. Solution is stable. Packaged in 1, 5 and 10 -ounce bottles.
Send for impartial comparative test
chart between conventional and SELREX BRIGHT GOLD.
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SEL -REX PRECIOUS

METALS, INC.
229 Main St., Bodleville 9, N.J.
Send FREE literature and comparative
chart specifications on SEL -REX BRIGHT
GOLD PROCESS.
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TV Towers
(Continued from page 97)
Type BNC UG -88/U

Type BNC UG -290/U

Type N UG -18B /U

QUALITY

QUANTITY

QUICKLY

ALWAYS SPECIFY

RADIO

DAGE
FREQUENCY CONNECTORS
ceives the attention it deserves. Dage offers
versatility to your demands for superior
RF connectors; any standard or special
connector can be quickly produced at
Dage.
When you write your next specification,
remember Dage-makers of the finest Radio Frequency Connectors.

To be sure your Rl connectors are right,
specify DAGE.
Dage RF connectors are expertly designed, carefully made. Each part and each
completed connector is thoroughly
checked, carefully shipped -further assurance that your order placed with Dage re-

are planned for erection adjacent to
the site of the AM station with
which the TV station is associated.
Most of the associated AM stations
have directive antennas, and it is
usually more expensive and more
difficult to isolate a separate TV
tower of this height so that it will
not adversely affect the operation of
the directive antenna system, than
it is to incorporate the high element
as the main radiator of the directive
antenna system. Such use of the
high TV tower as a radiating element of the AM antenna system will
90e

80 70 60 50

Complete design and manufacturing facilities enable skilled
craftsmen to quickly produce
all types of coaxial connectors.
Write for Catalog No. 101

100

r

NOW

any A M

A RELIABLE,
FOOLPROOF

or FM Transmitter

with any AM
Conelrád Alarm
or FM Receiver
FO

CARRIER

INTERRUPTION ALARM

Rust
Operation with

othontrol

Remote
and

I

C
er Remote

Systems

Sensitive, Compact, Accessible
Internal buzzer; connections for

external alarm

'

the rust industrial
company, inc.

Price $68.75 with full
instructions ready to operate.
FOB Manchester, N. H.- Immediate Delivery.

608 WILLOW

ST., MANCHESTER, N. H.
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CLOSING DATES
25th

of second month preceding date of issue, for all ads requiring
proofs, composition, foundry work, key changes, etc.

1St of preceding month for complete plates only-no setting.
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of preceding month -Publication Date.

Cancellations not

Caldwell -Clements,
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after
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InC.,480 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK
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300

400

MV/M
Fig.

DAGE ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., 67 NORTH SECOND STREET, BEECH GROVE, IND.

200

40

4:

WKY

vertical radiation toward WTAD

ordinarily not only permit a very
much improved coverage for the
station involved but may also permit it to reduce, rather than increase, the interference caused to
the other stations operating on the
same frequency.
The cost of the additional isolating
insulators and the insulation of the
concentric line feeding the TV antenna represents but a very small
increase in cost for the TV antenna
and imposes no handicaps whatsoever on the operation of the tower
as a support for the TV antenna
system.
Spaeings Not

Critical

The spacings of the individual elements of such a radiator are not
critical, and it is not difficult to arrange the spacings so that they will
fit into any antenna height contemplated for a TV antenna. For instance, we computed for a 1000 ft.
TV tower, which was to be used by
one of the 50 kw stations at the upper end of the AM band, that by the
use of this proposed TV tower as
the main element of its AM directive antenna system, the radiation
could be increased to the equivalent of nearly 125 kw. Certainly, the
gain in coverage and service, which
such a station could render with
such an increase in effective radi& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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CHAMPION!

prjLIGHTWEIGHT

spider

the

ALL -DIRECTIONAL DOLLY
We have no objections to heavyweights

-but

if you're looking for a

rugged lightweight that outclasses every dolly in its field -then The SPIDER
is your best buy.

The SPIDER is all -directional. Maneuver it anywhere by a simple turn
of a steering wheel-even in a 360° arc. It does away with the heavy post
or elevator to raise or lower the camera. Just mount your own tripod on
The SPIDER -point the arrow on the wheel in the direction you want to goand you're there! One man operates both the camera and the dolly.

THE SPIDER IS A MUST FOR MOBILE TV UNITS

AND SMALL TV OPERATIONS.
It's

a

wonderful supplement to the heavy pedestal in the studio.
Priced to gladden the hearts of the most thrifty.

only $650

ceco

Arrange for a demonstration today.

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

1600 BROADWAY JUdson 6 -1420 NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Hundreds of standard

Oi

fI
Send your

specifications
for prompt
quotation
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COMBINATION

TERMINAL PANELS

e

Choose the

of properties
you need

S400.tege
FOR

Light weight, strength, chemical and moisture resistance,
hardness, toughness, density,

SPECIALS

-

high dielectric strength
Synthane laminated plastics
combine them all in one easy to- machine material. If your
product -or a component -requires a specific combination of
properties, it will pay you to

Several pages of Jones Catalog No. 18 illustrate standard
and special panels we are
constantly producing. Latest
special equipment enables us
promptly to produce practically any panel required.
Send print or description for

investigate Synthane- The coupon below brings you full
details.

prices, without obligation.
Hundreds of standard terminal strips also listed. Send

for Catalog, with engineering drawings and data.

SYNTHANE CORPORATION
laminated plastics

JONES DIVISION

CINCH MANUPACTUBING COBP OIATION

CHICAGO 24. ILLINOIS

SUBSIDIARY OP UNITID
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RODS

River Rood, Oaks, Po.

Gentlemen:
Please send me the new Synthane Catalog
without charge or obligation on my part.

SHEETS

HOWARD B.
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JONES MEANS
Proven QUALITY

TUBES

Name

MOLDED-LAMINATED
MOLDED-MACERATED
FABRICATED PARTS
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City
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TV TOWERS

there's

a

BIRTCHER CLAMP
for
every purpose!

NEW

SUB- MINIATURE TUBE CLAMPS

The Birtcher KOOL KLAMPS were
developed for use under conditions
of extreme heat and severe vibration and shock. Made from a heat
treatable silver alloy of high thermal
conductivity, reducing bulb temperatures by as much as 40° C, KOOL
KLAMPS are improving the reliability of miniaturized electronic
equipment.
Corporation, world's largest pro
ducer of electrosurgical devices, maintains a
separate division for the manufacture and sole
of tube and component clamps.
The Birtcher

The BIRTCHER CORPORATION
Los

4371 Valley Blvd.
Angeles 32, California

Please send catalog and
samples by return mail.
TT 2 -54

Company

Attention of
Address

City
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ated power, would be worth many
times the few thousand dollars that
it would have required to obtain it.
It should also be emphasized that
this small cost is a capital expenditure, and that hence the first cost is
the last cost and not a continuing
and recurring operating cost. On the
other hand, any increase in coverage obtained through increased
transmitter power, even where it is
feasible, entails very substantial increases in operating costs for power,
tubes, etc., in addition to the capital
expenditure required. Also, due to
the limitations imposed by the
FCC's Rules and Regulations, the
high towers offer for most stations
the only possible means of increasing coverage, regardless of cost.
Actually, these antennas are, on
their own merits alone, often not
only economically feasible but also
offer substantial economies. Before
the war we made a study of the
economics of antenna efficiency versus transmitter power. We found
that it could be shown that if you
consider merely the problem of laying down a given signal at any given
point for the least money, even on
the basis of a five -year write off,
you can save money in the overall
cost by spending between once and
twice as much for your antenna system as you do for your transmitter.
While this ratio of costs is, in the
case of directive antennas, frequently reached for regional stations limited to a maximum of 5 kw,
there are very few Class I or II stations which have even approached a
proper economic balance between
the cost of their antenna systems
and their transmitter plants.
The author wishes to express his
appreciation to E. K. Gaylord, Edgar T. Bell and Jack Lovell of WKY
for their vision and cooperation in
bringing the designs into being.
R. Harmon, "Some Comments on Broadcast Antennas," Proc. IRE, vol. 24, pp. 36.47, Jan. 1936.
2. Brown, "A Critical Study of the Characteristics
of Broadcast Antennas as Affected by Antenna Current Distribution," Proc. IRE, vol. 24, pp. 46 -S1,
1.

Jan. 1936.

Atlantic Transformer to
New London Instrument Co.
Atlantic Transformer Corp. (formerly AJF Industries, Brooklyn,
N. Y.) has been acquired by the New
London Instrument Co., New London, Conn. Expanded facilities for
the manufacture of audio, pulse
power and magnetic amplifier transformers are provided at the company's new location at 3 Hynes Ave.,
Groton, Conn. Key engineering and
production personnel have moved to
Groton with the company.
TELE -TECH

I

H -16 CHECKS

I

the CHECKER

I

I

ARC

Type

H

-16

STANDARD
COURSE -CHECKER
For Omni Signal Generators

This newly developed instrument is a means for checking precisely the phase -accuracy of the modulation on

VOR (Omnirange) Signal
Generators. Now that the use
of omnirange receivers and
signal generators is so widespread, it is necessary to have
a means of measuring the
phase differences between the
30 cps envelope of the 9960
± 480 cps reference modulation, and of the 30 cps variable
modulation when that difference is required to be 0, 15,
180 or 195 degrees.
An important feature of the
H -16 is a built -in self- checking
circuit to insure .1 degree accuracy. Errors may be read
directly on a 3 -inch meter,
calibrated to read ± 4 degrees.
Write for detailed specifications
Dependable Airborne
Electronic Equipment
Since 1928

Aircraft Radio Corporation
B
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why get involved

Engineering Data
A 20 -page booklet for design and methods
engineers has been prepared by the Special
Products Div. I -T -E Circuit Breaker Co.,
19th and Hamilton Strs., Philadelphia 30. Pa.
Designated Publication No. SP -100, the literature discusses radar antenna systems,
major components of jet engines, advanced
theories on thermodynamics, guided missiles,
titanium welding. etc.

NOW You Can
USE a LOW COST

TRANSMITTER

Power Resistors

DIRECT FROM
YOUR AC SOURCE
for Fixed Stations with

Bulletin P-2 recently released by International Resistance Co.. 401 N. Broad St..
Philadelphia 8, Pa.. presents comprehensive
data covering the characteristics, applications. construction, ranges, ratings, tolerance
charts, and graphs of the Types PW -7 and
PW -10 power resistors.

q.'1061.trPlet61/11Wil.W.

with dozens of
equipment sources

Resistors

Arnhold Ceramics, Inc., 1 East 57th St.,
New York 22, N.Y., have released Bulletin IA

which presents style specifications, dimensions, and ratings covering Stemag "ChemoCarbon" resistors.

Panel Meters

MODEL "B"
POWER SUPPLY
Pat. 25i°

Il

pay thousands for a
fixed station transmitter when you
can use a mobile transmitter with
an Electro Model "B" DC Power
Supply at a total cost of less than
seven hundred dollars.
No need to

The Electro Model "B" is the only
known DC power supply able
to withstand mobile transmitter
loads, as proven by actual use
in the field. Simply plug into any
110 volt,60 cycle outlet and convert AC to DC current to power

these transmitters.
One Model "B" supplies up to 20
amperes at 6 volts for small mobile transmitters. Two Model "B's"
connected in parallel supply up
to 40 amperes at 6 volts for larger
mobile transmitters.

Offers big savings for:
Police, fire, civil defense, taxi, for-

estry, pipeline and military radio
communication systems.

Send

for

FREE

detailed Bulletin BCS654
Electro Products Laboratories
4501 -lb Ravenswood Ave.,
Chicago 40, III.
Cnnado Atlas Radio Corp. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

8,
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a

complete

Selenium Rectifiers
Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Rectifier Div., 415 N.
College Ave., Bloomington. Ind., have published a four-page brochure entitled "Selenium Rectifiers for Color Television" which
is offered as a guide on B+ power supply
designs.
"Sound Talk" Bulletin No. 27 is a three page discussion of azimuth alignment and
tape skewing, importance of head contact,
and the effects of head wear on magnetic
tape recording released by Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Co., 900 Fauquire Street,
St. Paul 6, Minn.

i-7--T-1-

"mike to antenna"
package of the finest
equipment available?

Instruments
El- Tronics Inc., Fifth and Noble Sts..
Philadelphia 23, Pa., have published a new
catalog which describes the company's instruments and accessories used in the detection and measurement of radioactivity. It is
available without cost.

Be sure to get

Conversion Chart

new equipment.
Collins Broadcast
experts can be
reached at any of
these offices

Bobbins

.

A four -page brochure on dielectric coil

bobbins manufactured by Precision Paper
Tube Co.. 2033 West Charleston St., Chicago
47, nl., is available to those who write to
Dept. T-5.

855 35th

Calculator

11

in. slide chart calculator
which enables engineers and sales people to
compute quickly the efficiency and regulation
of dynamotor power supplies is available at
25c each at the Carter Motor Co., 2654 N.
Maplewood Ave., Chicago 47, Ill., Dept. 11.
A new

3

x

-a

"A Revolution in Metal Nameplates "
color brochure released by North Shore
Nameplate Co.. Bank of Manhattan Bldg.,
Bayside, L.I., N.Y.-describes "Speedy -Cals,"
nameplates made from .003 foil laminated
with a fine bonding material.

,

,

St., N.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

W. 42nd

6

Labels

a

Collins estimate
before you order

Cinema Engineering Co., Division of Aerovox Corp., 1100 Chestnut St., Burbank,
Calif., have issued a wall or desk top audio
power conversion chart that is available
without charge. The chart shows power level
in watts, decibels, and voltage across a 600
ohm line.

1930 Hi-line

Street

New York 36, N. Y.

Drive

Dallas, Texas

2700 W. Olive Ave.

Burbank, California

Dogwood Road, Fountain City,
Knoxville, Tenn.

Instruction Sheets
Berkshire Laboratories, 518 Beaver Pond
Road, Lincoln, Mass., have released new
publication sheets. I -1 and I -18 covering the
company's "Labmarkers" and 'Labstrobe,"
Model 18.

TELE -TECH

supply

A new data sheet gives complete performance information on the miniature side
indicating panel meters recently announced
by International Instruments Inc., P.O. Box
2954, New Haven 15, Conn.

Recorder Problems
Model

when eatelad will
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Equal to 800,000 Operations
THINK YOU'LL NEED
MORE? THAT'S THE APPROXIMATE LIFE EXPECTANCY OF THIS

Made to Customer
Print Specifications

NON -SNAP ACTION,
MOMENTARY CONTACT S.P.S.T.

RUGGED

-

SWITCH
WHEN USED AT THE
FACTORY RATING. SOLDER TYPE

TERMINALS

ONLY.

Boards

Terminal

Quality boards in anll
quantity. Made of certified materials to all
JAN and MIL specifications-cloth, paper,
glass, melamine, silicone, etc. Fungus treat-

HOUSING AND

BUTTON ARE BOTH MOLDED PHENOLIC.
RATED V2 AMP. 115 V., AC, NON INDUCTIVE. BUSHINGS 15/32 -32
NS -2 THREAD. AVAILABLE AS
NO. 4001 NORMAL OPEN
OR, NO. 4002 NORMAL

-

ing either spray or
vacuum processing.

CLOSED.

Silk screen or engraved
lettering. Etched circuitry to print. 24 -hour
service on quotations.

Prompt deliveries.

Complete line of electronic hardware. Write
today.
3'

Write or phone
for complete data
543 Hillgrove

Avenue

LaGrange,

Illinois

Phone: Fleetwood 4-1040

U.S. ENGINEERING CO.
521

NEED INSTRUMENTS TO SOLVE

ELECTRONIC
PROBLEMS ?...

COMMERCIAL STREET

GLENDALE 3, CALIFORNIA

H. V. ANDERSON ASSOCIATES
SOLDER ASSEMBLY
PROBLEMS AND PRODUCTION
Metallizing Consultants on PRECIOUS METAL PAINTS
NOBLE METAL RECOVERY

METALLIZING CONTRACTUA

LS

Serving the CERAMIC, GLASS AND
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

H. V. ANDERSON ASSOCIATES We sollcit your inquiries

RADA -SWEEP
Radar IF Amplifier

Alignment

233 Broad Street, Summit, N. J. Tels. Summit 6 -1840

MARKA -SWEEP RF -P
TV Tuner Alignment

RADA -PUISER
Radar IF Transient

Totting

CALIBRATED
MEGA-SWEEP

Wide Range Seeping
Oscillator
Single Dial T nod

CONSULT
THIS LATEST

8.

5494

Turn to pages 136 -137
for full information about
the IRE SHOW ISSUES of

64 -PAGE

CATALOG

TELETECH
E.

KAY
14 MAPLE ST.
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ELECTRIC CO.
PINE BROOK, N. J.
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Instruments and Controls

General Radio Co., 275 Massachusetts Ave..
Cambridge 39, Mass., has released its January
1, 1954, 275 -page profusely illustrated Catalog N. covering the company's industrial instruments, controls, parts, and accessories.
The book also contains valuable engineering
data, charts, and tables.

Color Equipment
"TV Studio Equipment Bulletin No. 181,"
issued by Tel- Instrument Co., Inc., 728 Garden St., Carlstadt, N. J., describes and discusses a complete NTSC color equipment
package consisting of color sync and wave
form generator, matrixer and encoder, color
monoscope, color transmitter, equalizing
filter, and color picture monitor.

r
EQUAL TO OUR
GOVERNMENT TYPE DESIGNATION
UPM -33

Application Guide
Varney Electric Corp.. 105 Chambers St.,
New York 7, N. Y., offers, free of charge, a
new pocket -size application guide to facili-

tate model selection and provide technical
data covering "Silvercel" models. A rotating
selector-disc indicates the most suitable
model for a particular application in terms
of cell size, weight, recommend charging
rate, representative discharge voltage and
w/hr. value. Charging methods and characteristic curves are on the reverse side.

DICO BNC
CONNECTORS

Triode

A new data sheet has been prepared by
Lewis and Kaufman. Ltd., 52 El Rancho
Ave., Los Gatos, California, which illustrates
and presents outline dimensions, general
characteristics, and average static performance curves covering the Los Gatos" brand
medium-mu triode-maximum plate dissipation 25 w., maximum ratings 60 MC.

Check Sheets

Two new connector check sheets for color

TV prepared by Alden Products Co.. 117
North Main St., Brockton 64, Mass., present

NEW AND IMPROVED DESIGN
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
MORE RUGGED CONSTRUCTION
Specifications

.

two new connectors. The new sheets also
incorporate corrected errors, revisions and
design changes related to other company
products.

Nine Catalogs

.

Attenuation (Spectrum

Amplitude):

3

-70

db

uncaI.
Frequency range: 8430 Mcs -9660 Mcs.
Frequency sweep: 10 -30 cps continuous.
Frequency swing (FM sawtooth) of analyzer r-f
oscillator: 40-50 Mcs.
Maximum error: ±4 Mcs.
Maximum dispersion of spectrum: 1.5 Mcs per

inch.
Overall i -f bandwidth at half power point: 50 Kcs.
Sensitivity to CW:
a. Spectrum amplified position: 80 db below
W per inch deflection on oscilloscope screen.
b. Spectrum position: 55 db below
W per
inch deflection on oscilloscope screen.
Weight: 86 pounds (complete in ormored cose
with all accessories).
1

To simplify planning hydraulic circuits and
component ordering, the Hydraulic Press
Mfg. Co., Mount Gilead, Ohio, has produced
a set of nine individually -bound catalogs.
Each catalog has a visual index which shows
a product photo and specifications location,
and classifies line -type, style, product, and
pressure range.

Electric Plant
A

new

16 -page.

two -color, pocket -size issue

of "Power Points Digest." company publication of D. W. Onan & Sons Inc., Minneapolis 14, Minn., describes various standby
and mobile applications of the new Model
"CW" electric generating plant.

Illustrating part of our
comprehensive line of

1

Write or wire for prices and delivery schedule

L

A 26 -page data and application booklet
prepared by Amperex Electronic Corp., 230
Duffy Ave.. Hicksville, N. Y., includes detailed data, application notes, performance
curves, special features, and construction
descriptions covering the Type 5894/AX -9903

"Amperex" twin tetrode tube.

G &M EQUIPMENT Co., Inc
"II here Hi-Quality Is Fundnmetttal"

7311 VARNA AVENUE
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Phone: STanle 7 -1086
TELE -TECH

R. F. connectors.

Twin Tetrode

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Time and Motion

Study Proceedings
The Proceedings of the 17th Annual Time and Motion Study and
Management Clinic sponsored by the
Industrial Management Society, November 4 -5 -6, 1953 at the Sheraton
Hotel, Chicago, including charts,
forms, illustrations and complete
transcripts of talks are now available
from the Industrial Management Society, 35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago
1, Ill. Price is $4.00.
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MANUFACTURING
1

North Avenue,

D

CORPORATION

Wakefield,

Mass.

PHOTO

NEXT TIME
BE SURE!

Next time insist on
PEERLESS

transformers

Peerless quality is

EQUIPMENT...
Dick O. Klein, vice -president and
general manager of Raytheon Distributors, Inc., recently was appointed director of marketing for the Television and
Radio Division of the Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Chicago., Ill. Concurrently, Mr. Klein was appointed assistant vice -president of the parent Raytheon Manufacturing Co. In his new
post, he will supervise all Raytheon
national sales, advertising, and service
activities.
J. Kneeland Nunan recently succeeded Philip S. Fogg as president of Con solidated Vacuum Corn. of Rochester,
N.Y., subsidiary of Consolidated Engineering Corp. of Pasadena, Calif. Mr.

INDUSTRIAL

SCIENTIFIC Uses

&

FREE 55th Annual Catalog
96 Pages

crammed

with THOUSANDS of
Newest Photo Tools,
Cameros (Press, Studio, Candid, Special
Purpose, etc.), Lenses,

Projectors, Lighting
Equipment, Developing Equip., Enlargers.
etc., for Amateur
Professional in daily
Scientific or Industrial work.

-

CAMERAS -Of all

ECONOMICAL

to

COeared

types! Special pur-

pose, Photomicrography, Laboratory, NEW

POLAROID LAND BACK, etc.

LENSES-

-

World's largest stock from

All speeds, and types,
special Mounts, Lenskoting, etc.
2

3

Peerless quality is

-

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

Stainless Steel Equipment, Dryers, etc.
Write TODAY to . . .

UNIFORM

Burke * James, Inc.
. Illlneis

Peerless quality is

FINE

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT SINCE 1191

321 5. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago

U.

S. A

DEPENDABLE

For years Peerless engineers have

designed transformers to meet
the most unusual and stringent
specifications submitted by
civilian manufacturers and
government contractors, and have
manufactured these transformers
with tight quality control. The
small difference in price means
a BIG difference in performance.

Next time let us quote on your

transformer requirements.

PEERLESS
Electrical Products
A

DIVISION

OF

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York
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J.

K.

DO YOU

Nunan

..

Fogg continues as chairman of the
board of Consolidated Vacuum Corp.
Mr. Kneeland has been executive vice president of the high- vacuum equipment concern since early in 1953.

KNOW THAT

Robert A. Van Valkenburgh, newly
appointed government contract manager
for the National Co., Inc., Malden and
Melrose Mass., will head the new company sales office in Washington, D.C.
Bob Kuhl, former West Coast sales
engineer for the Gates Radio Co.,
Quincy, Ill., was recently made manager of the new Gates Factory Branch
Store, 7501 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. Howard Decker was made
manager of the new Gates Factory
Branch Store at 1133 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Ga. He was formerly the head
of the customer order service department in the home office. A short time
ago, Harold Arment rejoined the Gates
sales organization to cover the Los Angeles and Southern California territory.
His headquarters will be at the Los
Angeles store.
Four RCA vice -presidents have been
elevated to the position of executive
vice -president. They are: Joseph B.
Elliot, new Consumer Products Div.;
W. Walter Watts, new Electronic Products Div.; Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom,
RCA Labs Div.; and Charles M.
Odorizzi, consolidated corporate staff.

ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES
DIRECTORY

TELE -TECH

.

THE

1954

To

in TELE -TECH

be published

June,

in

will contain

EXTENSIVE
TRADE NAME LISTINGS

Contains thousands of trade names

of electronic and allied products-.
the

most

comprehensive

trade

name lists ever compiled in this
industry.
A -B-C

to

when you

Makes
end

it

the

as

easy
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know only
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Why you get greater stability
with Corning metallized glass

inductances and capacitors
To begin with, specially selected glass is used that has excellent temperature and electrical characteristics. Then we fire
in metal to make an integral contact with the glass forms.
The result is a rugged unit with unusually high electrical and

thermal stability.

.
.
about the advantages of PRECISION COIL BOBBINS
.

-

about what goes into them to make them
better
the research, the materials, the precision
workmanship. Learn these facts to improve your
.

coils.
Send for your copy of this informative PRECISION

BOBBIN bulletin

...

write today!

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO.

Corning Midget Trimmer Capacitors-have

practically zero temperature coefficients in the VHF range. Capacity shift is negligible
even with widely variable ambient temperatures. They're
available in standard types covering the ranges of .3 to 3,
1 to 8, and 1 to 12 u.u.f., or we'll design them to your special
requirements. With direct traverse trimming, there is negligible capacity shift under vibrations and an absolutely
smooth capacity curve.

2057 West Charleston Street, Chicago 47, Illinois
Plant No. 2: 79 ('.opel SI., Hartford, Conn.

Also Mfrs. of Precision Paper Tubes

-are noted for their exceptionally high electrical stability and negligible drift characteristics, even under widely variable ambient temperatures.
High Q is inherent. They can be furnished with uniform,
variable or double -pitch windings and for fixed tuned,
permeability tuned inductance trimmer combinations.
Corning Metallized Glass Inductances

LET SAFEGUARDS GO ON
WITH THIS LONG LIFE

8

GUARDIAN
P. D. T. SWuc4'

Hit the button or throw a lever on
the Guardian 8 P. D. T. Switch and
this overriding master unit instantly
switches or disconnects 8 primary circuits. Constant contact pressure
(4 ounces per point) is maintained
throughout the stroke until positive

snap -action occurs

in either direction. No dead center. Contacts handle 5 amps, 28 V. D.C. inductive -10
Amps,115 V. A. C. non -inductive -60
to 400 cycles. Unit mounts on 1%e
x 13/¡e 'panel area to conserve space
and decrease overall costs. Sand and
dust type enclosure easily removed
for inspection. Built to exceed military specification ANS -63 applicable
to this type switch to resist shock and vibration and to operate at -65° F. to +160° F. Easy to wire -easy to mount
compact -low cost. Available with auxiliary "push to- test" S. P. D. T. circuit and dial light. Weighs approximately 8 o¢.

Corning metallized glass inductances and midget trimmer
capacitors are mass-produced on automatic machinery to
close tolerances that can be consistently duplicated in any
quantity. Our engineers will be glad to work with you on design. For complete information, just mail the coupon below.

rCORNING GLASS WORKS
DEPT. TT-

Please send me information on:

Corning Metallized Gloss Inductances,
Corning Metallized Glass Midget Trimmer Capacitors

-

GUARDIAN )ELECTRIC
V
1607 -B

TELE -TECH
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__

NEWS

(Continued from page 190)
Charles H. Fritz has been made assistant sales manager of Shallcross Manufacturing Co., Collingdale, Pa. For the
past seven years, Mr. Fritz has had
charge of the design and development
of the company's line of precision rotary
switches and audio attenuators.
G. W. DeSousa, formerly manager of
the General Electric Company Tube
Department marketing administration,
Schenectady, N.Y., has been named to
succeed Grady L. Roark as manager of

MEANS HIGH
PERFORMANCE

Made of Nylon
100% fungus -proof

Laces tighter with less pull

SLIP RINGS
...AND

Laces faster
El High abrasion resistance

SUP RING ASSEMBUES

Low moisture absorption

Retains desirable malleability of wax and yet has a melting point of over 190 °F.
Non -toxic to humans
Meets Army, Navy and
Civilian "specs"

G. W. DeSousa

BRUSHES

-

CONTACTS

- ASSEMBLIES

...Use SILVER GRAPHALLOY for applications requiring low electrical noise; low
and constant contact drop; high current
density and minimum wear,
EXTENSIVELY USED IN

SELSYNS

GUN FIRE CONTROLS

ROTATING THERMOCOUPLE and

STRAIN GAGE CIRCUITS
ROTATING JOINTS DYNAMOTORS
Wide range of grades available for
standard and special applications.

area
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r
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oil free

Piston Rings, Seal Riess,
Thrust and Friction Washers.
?erns Vanes.

GRAPHITE
I

1002 Nepperhan Ave.

D
HAASE

a

CORPORATION

YONKERS, NEW YORK

MMSwoon Geaphalloy
had date en BUSHINGS.
Please

I

METALLIZING
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1

equipment tube sales. Mr. Roark is
department marketing manager. Mr.
DeSousa will direct the sales of G -E
receiving, cathode ray, industrial, and
transmitting tubes. Milton J. Strehle,
previously manager of Tube Department
intra- company sales, will succed Mr.
DeSousa as manager of marketing administration.
John A. Curtis was recently made
general sales manager of the Westinghouse Electronic Tube Division, Elmira,
N.Y. Formerly with the PullmanStandard Car Manufacturing Co., Mr.
Curtis replaced Harold G. Cheney, now
assistant to the vice- president of the
division.
Edward L. Saxe was recently appointed vice -president and assistant to
J. L. Van Volkenburg, president of CBS
Television. He was formerly comptroller of CBS, Inc. David J. Hopkins has
become director of sales for CBS Columbia, TV and radio manufacturing
division of the Columbia Broadcasting
System. He was formerly director of
sales and advertising for Emerson Radio
and Phonograph Corp. with whom he
was associated for nine years.
Charles B. Sweatt, younger brother
of Harold W. Sweat, board chairman of
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, was recently elected to the newlycreated post of board vice -president.
Tom McDonald and A. M. Wilson,
former company vice- presidents, were
elected executive vice -presidents and
will assist Paul B. Wishart, president,
in carrying out managerial duties at the
policy- making level.
1ELE -TECH

IF NOT...
Switch to

NYLON
LACING CORDS and
FLAT BRAIDED TAPES
MADE BY

HEMINWAY
&BARTLETT
The Heminway 4 Bartlett Mfg., Company
500 Fifth Ave., New York 36, New York.
Sales Offices: Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston,
St. Louis, Cincinnati, San Francisco, los
Angeles, Charlotte, N. C., Gloversville, N. Y.
Foreign Agent: Turner, Halsey Co., Inc..
40 Worth Street, New York, New York.
Cable Address: THECOTEX

dB
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BOMAC LABORATORIES, INC.
Agency- Larcom Randall Advertising
BOONTON RADIO CORP.
Agency- Frederick Smith Ad, Agency
BOURNS LABORATORIES
Agency- McCarty Co.
BRAND

i--Cory

i

Snow,

BURNELL

il

Frank

HELIPOT
132

41

38

Cover 3
172

20
169

Inc.

190
&

Assoc.

CO.

Agency -Mitchell Advertising Agency
BUSSMANN MFG. CO.

2

29

CALDWELL-CLEMENTS INC.
136, 137
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO.
171
Agency -J. M. Kesslinger & Assoc.
CANNON ELECTRIC CO.
148
Agency -Willard G. Gregory & Co.
CARGO- PACKERS INC.
154
Agency- George Homer Martin Assoc.
CECO DISTRIBUTING CORP.
185
Agency -J. M. Kesslinger & Assoc.
CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY CORP.
8, 9
Agency -Burton Browne Adv.
CINCH MFG. CO.
107
Agency -D. T. Campbell, Inc.
CINEMA ENGINEERING CO.
1_0
Anencv -R. L. Power
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.
45
Agency -Austin C. Lescarboura & Staff
CLEVELAND CONTAINER CO.
49
Agency-Nesbitt Service Co.
CLIPPARD INSTRUMENT LAB., INC.
164
Agency -S. C. Boer Co.
COLLINS RADIO CO.
187
Agency -W. D. Lvon Co.
CONSOLIDATED VACUUM CORP.
44
Agency- Charles L. Rumrill & Co., Inc.
CORNING GLASS WORKS
191
Agency- Charles L. Rumrill & Co., Inc.
CORNISH WIRE CO.
176
Agency -Hart Lehman Adv.
CROSBY LABS., INC.
180
Anencv- Gothmn Adv. Co., Ir,
CUNNINGHAM, SON & CO., INC., JAMES
171
DACE ELECTRIC CO.
Agency-Jim Bradford
DEJUR -AMSCO CORP.

Advertising Agency

Agency- Friend

Reiss, McGlone Adv.
DEMUTH GLASS WORKS, INC.
Agency -King & Cotterman Advertising
DIALIGHT CORP.
Agency -H. J. Gold Co.
DIAMOND MFG. CORP.
Agency- Robert Hartwell Cabine
EBY

INC., HUGH H.

Agency- Renner Advertisers

EITEL- McCULLOUGH, INC.
Agency- Conner, Jackson, Walker, McClure
ELCO CORP.
Agency-Fien & Schwerin
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
Agency -George Homer Martin Assoc.
ELECTRONIC TUBE CORP.
Agency -Harry P. Bridge Cc
TELE -TECH

& ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

50
181
21

153

127

43

174

DIV.

39

i

166

HYDRO-AIRE, INC.
Agency -Roy S. Durstine, Co.

63

-T -E CIRCUIT BREAKER CO.
Agency- Richard A. Foley Adv. Agency,
INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
Agency -John Falkner Arndt & Co., Inc.

56

1

Inc.
62

30,

JENNINGS RADIO MFG. CORP.
Agency -L. H. Waldron Adv. Agency
JOHNSON CO., E. F.
Agency- Firestone Goodman Agency, Inc.
JONES
DIV., HOWARD B., CINCH MFG.

144
185

&

Co.,

Inc.

KAHLE ENGINEERING CO.
Agency -Conti Advertising Agency
KAY ELECTRIC CO.
Agency -Felt Adv.
Inc.
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.
Agency -Glenn, Jordan, Stoetzel Inc.
KENYON TRANSFORMER CO.
Agency -Picard, Marvin & Redfield
KESTER SOLDER CO.
Agency -Paul J. Steffen Co.
KEYSTONE ELECTRONICS CO.
Agency -Wolter J. Bergman Adv.
KLEIN
SONS, MATHIAS

143
188
180
158
58
181

i

134

Agency-- Buchen Co.

KNIGHTS CO., JAMES
Agency- Kenneth B. Butler & Assoc.
KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORP.
Agency- Erwin, Wasey 8, Co., Inc.

124
112

LANGEVIN MFG. CORP.
Agency- George Homer Martin Assoc.

i

Agency- AitkinKynett

10

59, 130

Co.

CORP.

Agency
MELPAR, INC.
Agency -Lewis Edwin Ryon Adv.
MIDLAND MFG. CO., INC.
Agency -R. J. Potts, Calkins & Holden,
MYCALEX CORP. OF AMERICA
Agency-George Homer Martin Assoc.

194

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

Agency- Harris D. McKinney Inc.
NEW LONDON INSTRUMENT CO.
N.R.K. MFG.
ENGRG. CO.
Agency- Kreicker & Meloan Inc.

i

February 1954

Agency

168
51

Inc.

150
24
177
174

53

172

190
125
11

191

32

PRESTO RECORDING CORP.

Agency -Lewin, Williams & Saylor,
PYRAMID ELECTRIC CO.
Agency- Burton Browne Advertising

RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA
Agency

-J.

Walter

Inc.

170

16, 17, 129, Cover 4

Thompson

Co.

RADIO MATERIALS CORP.

Cover 2

Agency- Turner Adv.

Agency
RAYPAR, INC.
Agency -ButiRoberts & Assoc.
RAYTHEON MFG. CO.
Agency -Walter 8. Snow & Staff, Inc.
REEVES -HOFFMAN CORP.
Agency
H.
Long Ca.
REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP.
Agency-1. M. Mathes, Inc.
RESINITE CORP.
Agency-Symonds. MacKenzie & Co.
ROBINSON AVIATION, INC.
Agency -Platt, Zachary 8, Sutton, Inc.
RUST INDUSTRIAL CO., INC.
Agency- Meissner á Culver, Inc.

-W

i

SAMPSON CHEMICAL
PIGMENT CORP.
Agency- Austin Advertising Agency
SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO.
Agency- Arthur R. Mogge Inc.

33
47
118
115
175

60
184
194

116

177
CUSTOM ENGRG., PAUL
-Peterson, Schafer & Buck Agency Inc.
HERR CO., INC., GEORGE
SCAgency
132
Agency -Marvic Illustrations
SEL -REX PRECIOUS METALS, INC.
183
Agency-Boss & Co., Inc.
SHALLCROSS MFG. CO.
26, 27
Agency -Harry P. Bridge Co.
SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC.
131
Agency -Meissner á Culver, Inc.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO.
12
Agency -Stuart Sande Adv.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO.
64
Agency -Harry P. Bridge Co.
STACKPOLE CARBON CO.
55
Agency -Harry P. Bridge Co.
STANDARD ELECTRONICS CORP.
4, 5
Agency -Wehner Advertising Agency
178
STANDARD PIEZO CO.
Agency- Godfrey Agency
157
STEWARD MFG. CO., D. M.
Agency-Merchandising Advertisers, Inc.
STONE PAPER TUBE CO., INC.
34
Agency -Robert M. Gamble, Jr. Advertising
113
STUPAKOFF CERAMIC
MFG. CO.
Agency- Walker 8, Downing
SUPERIOR TUBE CO.
46
Agency -John Falkner Arndt á Co., Inc.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
37, 139
Agency -Cecil & Presbrey Inc.
185
SYNTHANE CORP.
Agency -John Falkner Arndt & Co., Inc.
SCHAFER

i

....

TELECHROME, INC.
Agency -Powerod Co.
TELEVISION ZOOMAR CORP.
Agency- Wexton Co.
TEL -RAD MFG. CO., INC.
Agency -Sander Rodkin Adv. Agency
TINNERMAN PRODUCTS INC.
Agency- Meldrum 8. Fewsmith, Inc.
TRANSICOIL CORP.
Agency -Harry P. Bridge Co.
TRUSCON STEEL DIV., REPUBLIC STEEL CORP.
Agencv -Meldrum & Sewsmith
TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC INC.
Agency -E. M. Freystodt Assoc., Inc
TURNER CO.
Agency -W. D. Lyon Co., Inc
U.

156

Agency- Frederick Smith Adv.

OHMITE MFG. CO.
Agency- Fensholt Adv.

31

152

CORP.

Agency- Symonds, MacKenzie

MEASUREMENTS

146

128

Agency- Foote, Cone & Belding
HUGHES RES.
DEV. LABS.
Agency- Foote, Cone & Belding

183

189

192

142

& Staff
HOUSTON -FEARLESS CORP.
Agency -Taggart & Young Adv.
HUBBELL INC., HARVEY
Agency-Ted Sommers Inc.
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO.,
SEMICONDUCTOR

163

52

160

Agency- Art -Copy Adv. Agency
HI-0 DIV., AEROVOX CORP.
Agency -Austin C. Lescarboura

MAGNECORD, INC.
Agency-Arthur Towell Inc.
MALLORY
CO., INC., P. R.

184

170

Agency -R.
HEPPNER MFG. CO.
Agency- Burton Browne Advertising
HERMETIC SEAL PRODUCTS CO.

Associates

PRODUCTS CORP.
J. Gold Co.
PEERLESS DIV., ALTEC LANSING CORP.
Agency -Dan B. Miner Co.
PHILCO CORP.
Agency -Julian G. Pollock Ca.
POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORP.
Agency-James R. Flanagan Adv. Agency
PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO.
Agency -Symonds, MacKenzie & Co., Inc.

132

159

158

W.

&

Agency -H.

117

H. Clark Co.
BARTLETT MFG. CO.
T. O'Connell Co.

D.

PAR -METAL

111

CORP.

i

SONS,

Agency- Graves

Agency- Darwin

HEMINWAY

i

ONAN

Inc

GENERAL CONTROL CO.
179
Agency -Product Acceptance Co.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
22, 23, 123, 173
Agency -Maxon Inc.
GENERAL PRECISION LAB. INC.
15
Agency -Burke Dowling Adorns, Inc.
GENERAL RADIO CO.
61
Agency -K. E. Morang Co.
G á M EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
189
Agency -Milton Dorsey Adv.
GRAPHITE METALLIZING CORP.
192
Agency -Kotula Co.
GRAYHILL
188
Agency -Merchandising Advertisers, Inc
GRAY RESEARCH 8. DEV. CO., INC.
54
Agency -Taylor & Greenough Co.
GUARDIAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
191
Agency- Kennedy & Co.
GUDEBROD BROS SILK CO., INC.
176
Agency -Lee Ramsdell & Ca., Inc.

57

Inc

JAMES, INC.

Agency- lulion

6

186

CO., INC., WILLIAM

Agency
BURKE

i

187
& Gotsch,

FAIRCHILD ENGINE
AIRPLANE CORP.
Agency -Gaynor & Co., Inc.
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LABS.
Agency -1. M. Mathes, Inc.
FILM CAPACITORS
Agency -Mitchell Advertising Agency
FORD INSTRUMENT CO.
Agency -G. M. Bastard Co.
FREED TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
Agency- Franklin Adv. Service

186

Agency -Burke Dowling Adams, Inc.
ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.
Agency -Richard Thorndike Agency
ALLIED RADIO CORP.
Adv.
ALTEC LANSIN O CORP.
Agency -Don B. Miner Co., Inc.
AMERICAN LAVA CORP.
Agency- -Power and Condon
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORP.
Agency -Burton Browne Adv.
AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP.
Agency- Shappe- Wilkes Inc.
AMPLIFIER CORP. OF AMERICA
Agency -Chelsea Advertising, Inc.
ANDERSON ASSOCIATES, N. V.
ANDREW CORP.

Agency- Burton

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABS.
Agency -Robertson, Buckley

126

FEBRUARY, 1954

S.

COMPONENTS, INC.

Agency-Mitchell Adeertising Agency

119
25

178
19

167
145
141

160
165

U. S. ENGINEERING CO.
Agency
K. Fagan Adv. Agency

188

VARFLEX CORP.
Agency -Barlow Advertising Agency, Inc.
VECTOR ELECTRONIC CO.
VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO.
Agency -Carpenter Advertising Co.

168

-O.

WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO., S. S.
Agency- Peterson & Kempner, Inc.
WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO.
Agency -Ed Wolff & Assoc.
WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES DIV., GABRIEL CO.

Agency-Lorcorn Randall Adv.

109

110

149
36

155

While every precaution is taken to Insure accuracy,
we cannot guarantee against the possibility of an
occasional change or omission in the preparation
of this index.
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(Continued from page 192)
Vic Lees, formerly production manager of Cole Instrument Co., Los Angeles, recently joined Cinema Engineering Co., Division of Aerovox Corp.,
Burbank, Calif. in a similar capacity.
Gordon Edwards became a sales engineer for Aerovox Corp. He had been
chief engineer of Cole Instrument Co.
Herbert M. Cole, formerly area chief
for the New York and New England
Area of the Signal Corps Supply

Electric -Motor
Battery- Operated
Portable Recorder
he ideal recorder for neospa pct rcpurting, recording lectures, telephone monitoring, field
reports traveling secretary. on- the -spot interviews, reference recording, customer interviews,
1

salesmen reports and secret recordings.

Combines, for the first time. ease and efficiency
of operation with maximum reduction of weight.
Performs anywhere, producing professional results under adverse conditions. Fly -ball governorcontrolled electric motor plus triple shielding
assures constant speed and freedom from hash.
Weather -tight, satin- finished. aluminum alloy
case gives complete protection to recorder. Three
models available in speeds of 15/16, l4, and

*

*

Check these unusual features:
for 4 full hours (Model 310 -A)
Operates from self -contained dry cells
Immediate playback
Records

*
* Size;

inches
pounds

51/2 x 9 x 12

* Weight:

only

8

Write for complete technical literature
and direct factory prices to Dept. TT

AMPLIFIER CORP.
of AMERICA
398 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N. Y.
T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

Herbed M. Cole

SHOWS MANY USES FOR THE
APPLICATION OF RADIUM

AND ALL OTHER TYPES OF

LUMINOUS MATERIALS!
DIALS, POINTERS, KNOBS,
etc. accurately processed to your
tolerances according to Government Specifications! From Blueprint to finished Product, our
materials and methods of application are Gov-

ernment
A p
S A

proved!

MPSON
will process

large -scale orders as well
as orders for

"one -of -akind!"

SAMPSON
2830 W. Lake St.

USE

mug=

CHEMICAL AND
PIGMENT CORP.

Chicago 12, III,

Dept.

COUPON FOR YOUR
FREE COPY!
MN=

SAMPSON
Dept. TT -2
Chemical & Pigment Corp.
2830 W. Lake St.

Chicago 12, Illinois
Please rush by return mail your free
"Handbook of Radioactive and other
Luminous Materials."
CO. NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE.

BY

- =-- - - - - -- =MIN
TITLE
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WEf I

Agency (New York Regional Office),
has been named manager, of the Government Sales Div., New London Instrument Co., New London, Conn.
Arnold Kalland was recently ap-

pointed assistant general manager of
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. Priorily, he had been purchasing agent and assistant office manager of Wells All -Steel Products Co.,
North Hollywood, California.
C. W. Powell, manager of the Pittsburgh branch sales office of the Carboloy Department of the General Electric Co., has been named manager of
the newly -created Allegheny district,
the office of which is located at 704
Second Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. Harry H.
Jason, manager of tool sales, Detroit,
Mich., has been named manager of the
Department's newly-created New England sales district, and J. D. Kennedy,
manager of product projects has been
named manager of the South Central
sales district with headquarters in St.
Louis, Mo. Alfred M. Thomson, Jr.
with headquarters in Cleveland, O., is
now manager of East Central District

Measurements Corporation
MODEL 79 -B

PULSE GENERATOR
REPETITION

RATE:

Edward Edison has become broadcast

became assistant chief engineer at Station KLAC -TV in Hollywood in 1951,
then transferred to NBC as TV engineer
in 1952.
TELE -TECH

www.americanradiohistory.com

to

100,000

4

PULSE WIDTH: Continuously variable
from 0.5 to 40 microseconds.

RISE

TIME: Approx. 0.25 microseconds.

OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 150 volts

(peak)

positive.

Sales.
field sales representative in RCA Victor's Western Region, with headquarters
in Los Angeles, Calif. He joined RCA
Service Co., Inc., in 1942. Mr. Edison

60

pulses per second.

POWER

SUPPLY:

117 volts,

50/60

cycles.

MEASUREMENTS

CORPORATION
BOONTON

o

& ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

NEW

JERSEY

February 1954

4

omac PRcr

4#O7WER

BL -58 patent applied

for

BL -58 CHARACTERISTICS
TR tube operation

same as 1B63A

Shutter operation
Insertion loss

40 db min.

Vibration

16 g.

Coil ratings to open

6.0

Vdc±

0.3v for

milliseconds approx.
Coil ratings to hold open

5

8

to 12

amps dc

0.65 Vdc (min.) to

-

0.15 (max.) 500-600 ma.

Shutter life

50,000

f.

1

/sec.

Accessories are available to operate the shutter
feature in TR at any voltage up to and including
28 Vdc.

the/VEi#'TR

shutter tube

to microwave equipment
designers the first "complete package protection"
Bomac offers

-

wave guide shorting plus
TR

tube action
The Bomac BL -58 shown above is the first
tube to offer continuous crystal protection.
TR

When equipment is not in use, or is in
standby condition with TR keep -alive voltage
off, the fail -safe shutter provides a minimum of

We invite your inquiries regarding

ENGINEERING

l

DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION

40 db insertion loss ahead of the crystal. When
equipment is in operation with voltages applied, the shutter action is automatically removed, and the TR functions normally.
This latest Bomac engineering achievement
affords the user substantial savings in size and

weight.
Bomac shutter tubes are

&mac ,taboratoried, _9nc.
BEVERLY,
GAS SWITCHING TUBES

DIODES

available for

other bands.

MODULATORS

DUPLEXERS

pany letterhead)
Dept. T -2

MASSACHUSETTS

HYDROGEN THYRATRONS

Catalog on request.
Write on your com-

BOMAC

Laboratories, Inc.
MAGNETRONS

Beverly, Mass.

",.SMOI.

New RCA Tubes for
Economical TV Receiver Designs
-6ANS

RCA
Triode -Pentode _ _
- _General-Purpose

''

RCA -6AN8 is a general-purpose multiunit tube combining a medium-mu triode
and a sharp-cutoff pentode in one envelope.
It is designed for versatility in many TV
receiver applications. A special basing arrangement, together with internal shielding, virtually eliminates coupling between
units of the tube. All of these features
contribute to economical design of TV
receivers.

RCA
Receiving Tubes

RCA -BASS
_Video IF Amplifier and Detector__

-a

high RCA -6AS8 features two units
perveance diode and a sharp -cutoff pen tode-in a single envelope. Designed for
use in the last picture if amplifier stage
and video detector stage, the 6AS8 offers
a pentode transconductance of 6200 'mhos
and a basing arrangement which provide
effective isolation of the diode and pentode units. These features facflitate economy in TV receiver design.

RCA -6BY6

Pentagrid Amplifier_____
RCA -6BY6 is a pentagrid amplifier designed for gated amplifier service in TV
sync -separator circuits. An important
operating feature of 6BY6 design is its
favorable ratio of plate current to grids
No. 2 and No. 4 current -which permits
achieving the desired output signal with
relatively low power input to grids No. 2
and No. 4.

RCA -6AU4-GT

_Damper Diode
RCA -6AU4 -GT is half-wave rectifier of
the glass-octal type. It is especially useful
as a damper diode in TV receiver circuits.
This tube can withstand a maximum peak
inverse plate voltage of 4500 volts (absolute), and can supply a maximum peak
plate current of 175 ma. The RCA -6AU4GT can handle negative peak pulses up to
4500 volts between heater and cathode
(with a dc component as high as 900 volts).

-

on these important TV tubes
or for help on specific design problems -write RCA,
Commercial Engineering, Section B50Q, Harrison, N. J.
Or call your nearest RCA Field Office:

For technical data

For Peak

rerrormance
in your

TVcircuits. ..

(EAST) Humbolt 5-3900
744 Broad St.,
Newark 1, N. J.
(CENTRAL) Whitehall 4-2900
589 E. Illinois St.,
Chicago, Ill.
(WEST) Madison 9 -3671.
420 S. San Pedro St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Complete technical bulletins on
RCA -6AN8, 6AS8, 6BY6, and
6AU4-GT are yours for the asking -from RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section B5OQ, Harrison, N. J.
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